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Abstract
Moisture gradient development of concrete that incorporates saturated fine lightweight aggregates (FLWA)
is not well understood. When a concrete beam or slab is exposed to external drying, water is transmitted
through the surface pores and an internal drying front forms. If additional internal water can be provided,
the development of the drying front can be minimized and delayed especially during early-age drying periods.
With a delay, the concrete material can gain sufficient strength to resist cracking and hypothetically reduce
the rate and magnitude of moisture curling.
In order to measure the impact of external drying on concrete moisture curling, a comprehensive Box-
Wilson design of experiments setup was constructed to examine three critical factors: water to cementitious
ratio, FLWA content, and moist curing duration. The concrete mixtures were characterize by utilizing a
high-aspect ratio beam geometry. The beams were placed on a near frictionless foundation perpendicular
to their direction of curling in order to eliminate the effects of creep and self-weight. Unrestrained curling
deflections were measured for the experimental combinations with the results indicating that moist curing
duration and FLWA content have the highest impact on the concrete curling magnitude. In fact, greater
curling occurred for mixtures that were moist cured longer. Concrete mixtures with 27% FLWA by volume
of fine aggregates had a 50% reduction in unrestrained curling deflection relative to concrete mixture without
FLWA.
In order to observe the effects of creep and self-weight, several of the concrete mixtures from the unre-
strained beam testing were tested on an elastic foundation. An analytical solution was developed to calculate
the deflections and moments in the beams given a certain curling moment, which also allowed for beam-
foundation separation. Experimental results indicate that very early-age drying of restrained beams, i.e. 24
hours after hydration begins, leads to lower curling magnitudes than longer moist curing e.g., 6.5 days. Both
the larger surface porosity and the high creep values for early age concrete result in this curling behavior.
After a 6.5 day moist curing duration, the concrete mixtures curled more and had significantly less creep
with the concrete containing FLWA reducing the beam curling magnitude.
In order to directly calculate the strain profile through the concrete beam specimen and the impact
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of partial replacement of fine aggregates with FLWA, an existing analytical solution was combined with
measured relative humidity data. An existing cement hydration model was modified to incorporate the
inclusion of FLWA and the effects of the additional water contributed to the microstructure during external
drying. The modifications allowed for the pore-free bulk modulus of each tested concrete mixture to be
calculated. With an accurate pore-free bulk modulus, the moisture strain gradients in the tested specimens
could be calculated over a 28 day drying period. The analysis revealed that concrete without moist curing
benefits greatly from the inclusion of FLWA. When moist curing is applied, the benefits of FLWA decrease
with respect to the moisture strain gradients.
In order to assess the influence FLWA has on the near surface cracking potential, an air-coupled acoustic
emission technique was developed to quantify cracking events occurring during early age hydration couple
with external drying. The new experimental method utilizes microelectromechanical sensor (MEMS) tech-
nology to passively listen for cracking events. This type of air-coupled acoustic emission test has never been
successfully implemented. The MEMS-based AE system was able to record cracking events over an 8 hour
period at frequencies greater than 15kHz and sound intensities greater than -53dB for mortar specimens
with and without FLWA. The experimental results indicated that the FLWA-modified mixtures had more
cracking events than a natural sand or blended mortar. This suggested that the surface strains of a FLWA
modified mixture are higher than an unmodified mixture, which was confirmed by the theoretical strain
profile calculations. However, these high strain levels for FLWA mixture are only at the near surface and do
not continue further into the bulk cross section like the virgin concrete mixtures. Thus, it is hypothesized
that more cracking events occur for FLWA mixtures, which are shallower depth, where 100% natural sand
mixtures had less cracks which propagated deeper into the specimen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Moisture gradients that develop because of external drying in concrete beams and slabs can have a profound
impact on the performance of the structure. The loss of water from the concrete pores is known to cause
significant strains and can lead to undesirable deformations in a concrete beam or slab. External moist
curing can delay the loss of water to the environment but generally prevents the structure from being
placed into service. An internal source of water is needed to maintain the pore saturation during internal
or external drying. This water source can come from super absorbent polymers, synthetic aggregates such
as cenospheres, or by kiln processing of natural aggregates into high porosity expanded shale or slate. The
size of the aggregate particles and their absorption and desorption properties make them suited to different
tasks. This dissertation examines the effects of saturated fine lightweight aggregates (FLWA), in the form of
expanded shale, on the development of moisture gradients and curling in concrete beams while undergoing
external drying.
This dissertation is separated into four chapters, each with a particular focus of characterizing and
modeling different aspect of moisture gradients and curling of concrete materials with and without FLWA.
The first chapter examines the primary effects that FLWA, water to cementitious ratio (w/cm), and moist
curing duration, have on the unrestrained curling for various concrete mixtures. High aspect ratio beams
are used to quantitatively and repeatedly measure the curling behavior of 15 different mixtures in a rigorous
circumscribed Box-Wilson design of experiments model. The specimens are in an unrestrained condition
by being placed on a bed of ball bearings perpendicular to the direction of drying. The curling deflection
is measured over time as the specimens dry in an environment of 50% humidity and 25◦C. The removal
of restraint significantly limits the effects of creep and completely eliminates the effect of self-weight. The
results of this study show a clear influence of moist curing duration and FLWA content on the curling
behavior of concrete beams. Additionally, concurrent free drying shrinkage specimens confirms the strong
effects of curing duration and FLWA content on the measured free shrinkage strains.
The second chapter builds upon the first chapter by examining in detail the strain gradients that form
during drying in the concrete beams. In order to accurately calculate the gradients, numerous material
properties are needed from each mixture analyzed. One property in particular, the pore-free bulk modulus,
cannot be directly measured in concrete materials because of the inherent pores present at all measurement
scales. Thus, a multi-scale, micromechanical model was developed to quantitatively calculate the property.
To start the calculation, a computer simulation must be run on the hydration of the material as a function of
time. To achieve this, the cement modeling program, CEMHYD3D, from the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) was modified to account for the drying that occurs as well as the water release that
occurs with mixtures that contain FLWA. This new addition to the code allows for the inclusion of FLWA in
order to simulate the effects of different FLWA amounts and saturation levels. The code was also modified to
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model a volume nearly one order of magnitude larger than is currently used to capture the full effect of the
drying front. Based on the model outputs, the pore-free bulk modulus of the paste can be calculated using
a combination of the Hirsch and Budiansky-Hill composite mixing models. The aggregates are then added
to the model to bring the scale-up to concrete using another combination of the Hirsch and Budiansky-
Hill composite mixing models. With the calculated pore-free bulk modulus, the moisture strain gradients
can be accurately analyzed. An analysis of strain distribution using the measured relative humidity (RH)
gradients of select mixtures from the first chapter reveal significant difference between mixtures with and
without FLWA. The results also confirm that curing duration has a profound influence on the development
of moisture related strains in a drying concrete material.
The third chapter introduces creep and self-weight into the beam curling analysis. The same beam
geometry that was used in the unrestrained study in Chapter 2 is reused for a study examining the effects
of self-restraint on the curling behavior. The beams were placed on an elastic foundation and allowed to
externally dry and curl upwards and even separate from the foundation. In this way, the beam had self-weight
restraint and creep playing into its resultant deformations relative to the unrestrained beams. Analyzing
the deflection based data from the restrained beam curling requires the development and implementation of
an analytical procedure. A novel beam on elastic foundation formulation was developed that allows for the
beam to separate from the foundation layer upon application of a sufficiently strong curling moment. This
new derivation allows for the accurate calculation of key responses such as the deflection profile and the
moment as well as enable the prediction of the restrained beam curling deflections given the unrestrained
beam applied moment.
The analytical solution to the beam on elastic foundation with possible separation allows for the creep to
be more accurately applied to the experimental results. The tensile and compressive creep of each mixture
tested was experimentally measured. Both basic and total creep values were obtained. This experimental
data was applied to the unrestrained beam data from the first chapter in order to predict the restrained
curling deflections. Additionally, a method was developed to backcalculate the creep behavior using both
the restrained and unrestrained beam deflection data. The results from the creep analysis are complex due
to the highly non-linear distribution of stress in the drying beam.
Finally, to characterize the surface cracking potential of 100% FLWA (mortar) mixtures or 100% sand
(mortar) mixtures, a novel, passive air-coupled acoustic emission technique was developed. The new tech-
nique utilizes microelectromechanical sensors (MEMS) because of their sensitivity and low cost. Several
mortar specimens were cast and placed into an acoustically isolated chamber with a desiccant to silently dry
the material. Using a combination of wavelet decomposition and fast Fourier transforms, cracking events
were isolated and counted. The general trend indicates that the addition of FLWA increases the number of
cracking events. This is expected based on the high surface strains that were calculated in the third chapter.
However, it is hypothesized that the cracks are shallower than the cracks recorded for the mortars without
FLWA because of the higher bulk saturation state of the cross section.
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Chapter 2
Unrestrained Beam Moisture Curling
2.1 Introduction
Concrete slab curling deformations are driven by transient temperature and moisture gradients. At early-
ages these temperature and moisture gradients can lead to irreversible curling deformations and strains in
the slab sometimes referred to as built-in curling [1–4]. Restrained curling strain gradients produce material
tensile stress, which may increase the probability of early or longer term slab cracking. Temperature curling
is dependent on the local climate and the concrete’s thermal and surface properties. Moisture curling is
driven primarily by external drying environment adjacent to the free surfaces and internal pore structure.
As water is lost to the environment and/or as self-desiccation occurs, the internal suction pressures cause
the cement hydration products around the pore to contract [5], leading to high internal material strains.
These strains can be reduced by maintaining a high level of pore saturation. While external moist curing
can maintain surface pore saturation levels and is considered a necessary component of developing a high
quality material [6], other techniques exist to maintain a saturated internal porosity.
Maintaining high levels of pore saturation away from the exposed surface can be achieved through the
use of a highly absorptive saturated aggregate in a process known as internal curing. The aggregate is
usually an expanded version of a mined natural rock such as slate or shale [7]. While the aggregate can be
nearly any size and gradation, fine lightweight aggregates (FLWA) are most commonly employed. FLWA
do not typically lower the compressive strength and modulus as much as the coarse portion [8]. Water from
a dispersing saturated aggregate usually will only travel 2 to 3 mm [9, 10] unless the pore network is still
percolated, in which case the water can travel over 20 mm [11]. While saturated FLWA has seen limited use
in the concrete pavement industry over the years [12, 13], its recent application is primarily limited to bridge
decks [7] with the goal of reducing drying and autogenous shrinkage strains, decreasing permeability, and
increasing the degree of hydration and strength. Furthermore, a relationship has been developed to estimate
the amount of FLWA needed, MFLWA, in order to significantly reduce autogenous shrinkage [14, 15],
MFLWA =
CfCsαmax
SφFLWA
(2.1)
and is based on the amount of cement, Cf , the chemical shrinkage of the cement, Cs, the expected degree of
hydration, αmax, the level of saturation of the FLWA, S, and the absorption capacity of the FLWA, φFLWA.
Outside of reducing shrinkage strains in lower w/cm mixtures, the use of FLWA in concrete pavements
and industrial floor slabs has seen little use except for limited field test sections [16]. Nevertheless, mixtures
with minimal autogenous shrinkage can still experience significant deformations and strains solely because
of the formation of a moisture gradient through external drying. These gradients can be strong, especially
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in severe drying environments with high airflows and low humidities [17]. Large curling deformations in
concrete pavements have been linked to rideability [18], cracking [1], and durability issues [19]. In industrial
floor slabs, large curling deflection can cause joint spalling because of steel wheels from fork-lifts impacting
the joints [20, 21]. The addition of FLWA should delay the depth of drying at early ages through the
extra reservoir of internal water and thus reduce the moisture gradient and subsequent curling deflection
magnitudes. Since hydration progresses under external drying via the internally held water, the surface
porosity should be better refined and reduce the rate of water diffusion to the environment. FLWA has
already been shown to provide a higher degree of hydration at the same curing time [22, 23] for mixtures
with little to no autogenous shrinkage, and thus, an added benefit is similar to higher strength and lower
permeability at the surface at earlier ages, where it is critical for long-term performance. The replacement
of fine aggregates with FLWA should not replace conventional curing methods, but complement them to
potentially reduce the level of moisture curling and superficial surface cracking frequently present on concrete
slabs and pavements.
Relatively long moist curing durations have been noted as a preferred method for ensuring adequate
strength development in most concrete applications [6]. While it is true that longer moist curing durations
increase strength and improve surface properties such as hardness and permeability, the effect on the curling
behavior of slab systems is detrimental. Longer curing durations has been noted to increase slab curling
deflections [21, 24]. For industrial floor design, it has been recommended to moist cure for a duration of
three to seven days and then begin a slow drying process [21]. Since surface durability is an important
factor, industrial floors need some moist curing but also a slow drying process to reduce the effect of the
moisture gradient. Similarly, recent literature has shown that when the moist curing duration is significantly
long, between seven and 14 days, large deformations can develop within the concrete specimen upon external
drying [25–27].
2.2 Research Significance
Concrete slab design is primarily focused on resisting load related stresses with mixture objectives to achieve
a minimum strength and target workability for placement and consideration for shrinkage and curling. Past
research has shown benefits of adding FLWA to concrete mixtures with w/cm ratios less than 0.40 to reduce
autogeneous shrinkage. With the exception of one study [22], the effect of adding FLWA to concrete mixtures
with w/cm ratios greater than 0.40 has received insufficient attention. Furthermore, very little research has
been done to quantify the curling behavior of concrete mixtures containing FLWA. This chapter will quantify
the unrestrained curling behavior of a finite-sized beam as a function of three mixture design variables: w/cm
ratio, moist curing duration, and FLWA content.
2.3 Experimental Design
To test the potential benefits of FLWA to concrete slabs mostly above the autogeneous shrinkage level, a range
of mixture and curing variables were designed utilizing a Circumscribed Box-Wilson design of experiments
model [28]. This type of design of experiments model has a central test point surrounded by 14 points, eight
of which are ±1 factor away from the central point and six of which are ±α factors away from the central
point (Figure 2.1). The α term must be chosen so that rotatability of the model is preserved. By ensuring
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Figure 2.1: Graphical illustration of the circumscribed Box-Wilson design of experiments setup used. Solid
circles indicate the ±1 points, the hollow spheres indicate the ±1.682 points, and the star is the central
point.
Table 2.1: Range of each independent variable.
Independent Variable Points Tested
w/cm Ratio 0.37†, 0.39, 0.42, 0.45, 0.47†
FLWA∗ [%] 18.6†, 22.0, 27.0, 32.0, 35.4†
Curing Duration [days] 0.00†, 1.32, 3.25, 5.18, 6.50†
∗ This is a volume replacement of the fine aggregate portion.
† This factor level is at ±α.
rotatability, every predicted value equidistant from the central test point will have the same variance.
In order to calculate α, Eq. 2.2 is used,
α = 4
√
(2k) (2.2)
where k is the number of factors being examined. Since α is calculated before the start of the experimental
design, the factor levels can be tuned so that the levels at ±α are reasonable and physically realistic.
The following three independent variables, or factors, were chosen: w/cm ratio, amount of fine lightweight
aggregate, and moist curing duration. There were five levels for each independent variable (Table 2.1).
Unrestrained beam curling, free drying shrinkage, and fracture measurements were conducted for all 15
mixture combinations. Several virgin aggregate mixtures were cast without FLWA to directly compare the
impact of FLWA addition to the aforementioned properties.
In order to measure concrete moisture curling accurately and continuously in a laboratory setting, a
long, slender beam geometry was selected. The final dimensions of the beam were 1.4m by 0.15m by 0.08m
which is similar in geometry to previous beam curling studies [29–31]. This beam length ensured that the
curling deflections had significant magnitudes to be detected with LVDTs. After exiting the curing room,
all sides of the beams but the finished surface were sealed with aluminum foil. This was done to produce a
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Table 2.2: Concrete mixture designs used for this study (values in lb/yd3). The abbreviations PC, CCFA,
and FA represent the Type I Portland cement, class C fly ash, and fine natural sand aggregate portions,
respectively. All mixtures had a coarse limestone aggregate mass of 1582 lb/yd3 and a intermediate limestone
aggregate mass of 452 lb/yd3.
Mix ID PC CCFA Water FA FLWA %FLWA Cure [days] w/cm
1 504 126 246 754 132 22.0 1.32 0.39
2 466 116 262 754 132 22.0 1.32 0.45
3 504 126 246 659 192 32.0 1.32 0.39
4 466 116 262 659 192 32.0 1.32 0.45
5 504 126 246 754 132 22.0 5.18 0.39
6 466 116 262 754 132 22.0 5.18 0.45
7 504 126 246 659 192 32.0 5.18 0.39
8 466 116 262 659 192 32.0 5.18 0.45
9 517 129 239 709 162 27.0 3.25 0.37
10 452 113 266 709 162 27.0 3.25 0.47
11 483 121 253 788 112 18.6 3.25 0.42
12 483 121 253 622 215 35.4 3.25 0.42
13 483 121 253 709 162 27.0 0.00 0.42
14 483 121 253 709 162 27.0 6.50 0.42
15 483 121 253 709 162 27.0 3.25 0.42
1D drying gradient similar to one that would be produced in the field. The curling magnitude was measured
using three LVDTs: one at each end of the beam and one at the center of the beam. An unrestrained beam
setup was chosen to minimize the effects of early age creep and restraint as well as deformations from the
foundation layer. The beam was placed on its side, relative to the drying surface as seen in Figure 2.2. To
prevent friction and binding on the supporting surface, the beams were placed on a bed of glass ball bearings
to provide a near frictionless foundation surface. The beams were placed into an environmental chamber
maintained at a constant temperature, 25◦C ±0.3◦C, and humidity, 47%RH ±5%RH.
The volume of paste, coarse aggregate, and intermediate aggregate were all kept constant for each concrete
mix design throughout the study (Table 2.2). An air-entrainment admixture was used to achieve a target
air content of 6%. The coarse and intermediate aggregates were both dolomitic limestone while the fine
aggregate was a natural sand. The saturated fine lightweight aggregate was an expanded shale that had a 24
hour absorption value of 14%. When added to the concrete mixtures, the moisture content of the lightweight
varied between 15% and 18% with the additional water accounted for during batching. Each mixture had
two replicate beams along with three free drying shrinkage prisms. Free drying shrinkage measurements
generally followed ASTM C157 (2012) with the specimens having a 75mm square cross section and a gauge
length of 254mm. The only deviation from ASTM C157 (2012) was the curing duration, as this was dictated
by the experimental layout. Mass loss measurements were taken at the same time using the free drying
shrinkage specimens.
All cast specimens were initially covered with plastic for 24 hours in the ambient laboratory temperature
condition of 23◦C ±2◦C. The moist curing duration listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 refers to the additional time
the de-molded specimens were kept in the 100% moist curing room prior to testing. The free drying shrinkage
and strength specimens experienced the same moist curing duration as the curling beam specimens. Once
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.2: Beam deflection measurement system with LVDTs. Up to twelve beams are monitored simulta-
neously (a) with each beam being measured by three LVDTs (b).
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the beams were placed into the drying chamber, the curling measurements were recorded automatically every
60 seconds for a minimum of 28 days. At each point in time, the three LVDT measurements were fitted to a
circle (Figure 2.3) to obtain the radius of curvature. Given three points in Cartesian space, (x1, y1), (x2, y2),
and (x3, y3), the radius and center point of the circle passing through the three points is found by solving
Eq. 2.3,
(x− xc)2 + (y − yc)2 = r2 (2.3)
which is the equation of an arbitrarily placed circle where (xc, yc) is the coordinate of the center of the circle,
(x, y) is an arbitrary point along the circumference of the circle, and r is the radius. The general equation
can be substituted into the determinant solution of a circle (Eq. 2.4),∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x2 + y2 x y 1
x21 + y
2
1 x1 y1 1
x22 + y
2
2 x2 y2 1
x23 + y
2
3 x3 y3 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 0 (2.4)
with Eqs. 2.5–2.7,
xc =
M12
2M11
(2.5)
yc =
−M13
2M11
(2.6)
r2 = x2c + y
2
c +
M14
M11
(2.7)
now defining the center coordinate of the circle and the radius from the minor determinants, Mij .
The unrestrained curling deflection value was calculated using Eq. 2.8,
δ = r
(
1− cos
( s
2r
))
(2.8)
where s is the arc length of the beam and r is the radius of curvature calculated from Eq. 2.7. This method
to calculate the unrestrained curling deflection accounts for any rigid body translation or rotation of the
beam during the measurement period.
Each unrestrained curling deflection value was converted into a strain value, , from the beam curvature
in Eq. 2.9,
 =
8
(
h
2
)
δ
L2
(2.9)
where h is the height of the beam (80mm), L is the length of the beam (1400mm), and δ is the calculated
unrestrained beam deflection. Each mixture produced two, time dependent strain curves, which were aver-
aged and then fitted with a hyperbolic equation as shown in Figure 2.4. There were periodic peaks in the
data due to the defrost cycle of the environmental chamber every six hours. The cycle only lasted for about
20 minutes and did not significantly affect the data. This fit allowed for time independent fitting parameters
to be calculated and thus the Box-Wilson model calculated would be valid for any point in time. For all
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of circle fit applied to deflection data. Each square data point represents a normalized
reading from one of the three LVDTs. The radius, r, is found through an exact solution formulation of
fitting three data points to a circle. The arc length, s, is taken as the length of the beam. Using simple
geometry, the deflection, δ, can be calculated.
mixtures and beams tested, the average standard error, Serr, was calculated (Eq. 2.10) by,
Serr =
s√
n
(2.10)
where s is the sample standard deviation and n is the number of samples. Due to the low number of
replicates, the uncertainty in the sample standard deviation for any given mixture can be a concern. The
standard deviations for each mixture were compared to the standard deviation of the central point. It was
found that the approximate standard error for the model at any point within the testing bounds was 30µ.
2.4 Statistical Analysis and Modeling
The hyperbolic model parameters chosen to fit the beam curling strain versus time for all 15 mixtures (Table
2.3) as shown in Eq. 2.11,
t =
ultt
t/2 + t
(2.11)
were the ultimate curling strain, ult, and time to half of the ultimate strain, t/2. From the model parameters
(Table 2.4), the curling strain at any time, t, can be calculated (Eq. 2.12),
tcurl =
t
5∑
i=1
Vi
t+
4∑
j=1
Xj
(2.12)
where W is the w/cm ratio, F is the FLWA replacement as a volume percentage, and D is the moist curing
duration in days. The validity of the model is confirmed through a statistical analysis using Cook’s distance
as an indicator for outlying data (Figure 2.5). The ult fitting parameter had only two mixtures that were
above the threshold distance. To further check the data, a leverage plot was used and the two mixtures
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Figure 2.4: Example of how the raw data from the beam curling is analyzed using the hyperbolic curve fit.
The periodic peaks in the data are due to the defrost cycle of the environmental chamber.
that exceeded the Cook’s distance were not found to have significant leverage (Figure 2.6). Thus, the model
captures the behavior of the ult fitting parameter statistically well.
The second fitting parameter, t/2, was also examined for goodness of fit. The Cook’s distance plot
(Figure 2.7) shows that mixtures 13 and 14 are possible outliers in the model. An examination of the
leverage plot (Figure 2.8) also confirms that mixtures 13 and 14 are possible outliers. Thus, the model
does not predict the rate of curling statistically well for mixtures 13 and 14. However, when the t/2 fitting
parameters are combined with the ult fitting parameters and used to predict the beam curling behavior,
the model as a whole predicts the experimental behavior sufficiently well (Appendix B).
Although the magnitudes of the strains in the beams were calculated with high accuracy, the values are
not directly related to strains that would be measured in a slab because of differences in geometry, self-weight,
creep, and restraint. The calculated beam curling strains provide a predictive and comparative reference
between various concrete mixtures and the independent variables. Similarly, the free drying shrinkage data
could be described with the same hyperbolic model form used for the curling data (Eq. 2.11). The model
parameters were estimated from Eq. 2.13,
tshrink =
t
9∑
i=1
Yi
t+
9∑
j=1
Zj
(2.13)
and the coefficients of the model, Yi and Zj , are presented in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.3: Hyperbolic fitting parameters for all mixtures in the multiple linear regression model.
Mix ID ult t/2
1 168.8 3.14
2 254.4 15.3
3 95.9 2.97
4 228.4 9.14
5 111.4 1.78
6 291.4 8.82
7 203.7 2.86
8 277.4 7.38
9 168.5 5.01
10 228.7 6.09
11 161.3 5.52
12 89.5 3.34
13 149.2 4.98
14 324.0 15.2
15 188.8 5.61
Figure 2.5: Cook’s distance values for ult fitting parameter.
Figure 2.6: Leverage plot for ult fitting parameter.
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Figure 2.7: Cook’s distance values for t/2 fitting parameter.
Figure 2.8: Leverage plot for t/2 fitting parameter.
Table 2.4: Hyperbolic model parameters for predicting curling strain of the 15 mixtures tested.
Parameter Estimate Significancea
V1 -898 0.012
V2 1149W 0.003
V3 47.7F 0.041
V4 -0.95F
2 0.030
V5 3.22D
2 0.001
X1 -6.678WD 0.098
X2 74.85W
2 0.001
X3 -0.0056F
2 0.070
X4 0.51D
2 0.050
a
p-value of a t-test run on the model with and without the parameter.
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Table 2.5: Hyperbolic model parameters for predicting free drying shrinkage strain of the 15 mixtures tested.
No single significance value was greater than 0.068.
Parameter Estimate Parameter Estimate
Y1 9336 Z1 337.6
Y2 -24706W Z2 -789.4W
Y3 -321.5F Z3 -12.08F
Y4 -1896D Z4 -94.64D
Y5 803.2WF Z5 29.25WF
Y6 4656WD Z6 232.6WD
Y7 61.97FD Z7 3.72FD
Y8 -154.0WFD Z8 -9.15WFD
2.4.1 Results of Unrestrained Curling Analysis
Given the primary objective of the study is identifying the critical variables (w/cm ratio, curing duration,
and FLWA content), the Box-Wilson design was used to compare the beam curling of concrete specimens
from the 15 different mixtures. Based on the model fitting parameters, it is not readily observable the most
influential factor in the unrestrained beam curling. The numerous interaction parameters as well as higher-
order parameters indicates a complex interaction between the three critical variables. Direct comparison of
the experimental data as well as the estimated values from the fitting parameters will provide a method
to examine each variable’s impact on the unrestrained beam curling while keeping the other two variables
constant.
The first comparison (Figure 2.9) examines the effect of changing the FLWA content while w/cm and
curing duration remain constant. The experimental results indicate once a certain amount of FLWA is
reached for a given level of external drying, its effect on the curling and free shrinkage of the mixture is more
significant (Figure 2.10).Since the surface pore structure is similar within each set shown in Figures 2.9 and
2.10, it can be assumed that the only mechanism of generating curling strain is water loss at the surface
with self-dessication for these mixtures negligible at a w/cm of 0.42 [32, 33]. As the FLWA is increased, the
saturation level at the near surface region is maintained and more uniform, thus resulting in a decreased
volume of high tensile strains from drying. With the assumption of similar porosity at the surface, the
addition of FLWA from 18.6% to 35.4% has significant effects on mixtures with no to little moist curing.
At longer durations of moist curing, the differences between the various amounts of FLWA become less
significant because of the increased pore refinement at the surface reducing the rate of water loss. However,
as a whole, the deflections significantly increase with the 6.5 day moist curing regime compared to the 0 and
3.25 day moist curing durations.
The beam curling trends in Figure 2.9 are somewhat mimicked in the free drying shrinkage data shown in
Figure 2.10. As the FLWA content is increased, the free drying shrinkage strain decreases with the exception
of the 6.5 day curing duration specimens. The seemingly outlying curve for the 18.6% FLWA content for
both the beam curling and free shrinkage plots at 0 days and 6.5 days of moist curing, respectively, is likely
due to the prediction errors in the model. The point of 0 and 6.5 days of moist curing and FLWA content
of 18.6% is at the very extreme bounds of the model and though the prediction should have consistent error
throughout the model, it will begin to fail near the extreme boundaries. Both Figure 2.9 and 2.10 show a
clear trend indicating that higher curling and free shrinkage strains are seen in mixtures that are moist cured
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.9: Experimental and estimated results of the unrestrained beam curling strain with a w/cm ratio
of 0.42 and a moist curing duration of 0 days (a), 3.25 days (b), and 6.5 days (c). Estimated results were
calculated using the regression model parameters presented in Table 2.4. Gray regions indicate standard
error bounds.
longer. While it would be logical from the data to conclude that avoiding moist curing minimizes the beam
curling, this strategy may not necessarily produce the desired surface strength, permeability, and durability
properties.
These responses showing that the longer moist curing durations have higher curling values was expected
based on previous published work [25–27]. Specifically, there was an 80% reduction in curling at 28 days
between equivalent specimens that had no moist curing and 3 days of moist curing [27].The curling differences
from this study are much less severe but follow the same general trends. The reasons for the differences are
that the beams in [27] began drying 5 hours from casting and had a tined surface which greatly increased
the drying surface area. Furthermore, the drying chamber in [27] was more aggressive at 40% RH.
The increase in w/cm ratio (Figure 2.11) resulted in greater measured and predicted curling strains.
As expected with higher w/cm mixtures, there are a higher percentage of interconnected pores, which lead
to greater evaporation and diffusion rates and emptying smaller capillary pores faster. The lower w/cm
ratios are have higher autogenous shrinkage strains with the majority of autogeneous shrinkage occurring
in the first 24 hours. Furthermore, autogeneous shrinkage is a relatively uniform shrinkage in the concrete
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.10: Experimental and estimated results of the free drying shrinkage strain with a w/cm ratio of
0.42 and a moist curing duration of 0 days (a), 3.25 days (b), and 6.5 days (c). Estimated results were
calculated using the regression model parameters presented in Table 2.5.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.11: Experimental and estimated results of the unrestrained beam curling strain with a FLWA
content of 27% and a moist curing duration of 0 days (a), 3.25 days (b), and 6.5 days (c). Estimated
results were calculated using the regression model parameters presented in Table 2.4. Gray regions indicate
standard error bounds.
volume and for an unrestrained beam, would have negligible effects on the curling behavior. From the free
drying shrinkage measurements in Figure 2.12, the 0.37 w/cm ratio mixtures for the three curing durations
examined all had the lowest free drying shrinkage strain. The estimated 0.37 w/cm curve for the 6.5 days
of moist curing likely has a similar prediction error associated with being a boundary variable as noted in
the prediction trends in Figure 2.10(c).
2.4.2 Comparison to Virgin Mixtures
From the experimental data, current model predictions, and literature, any moist curing to concrete spec-
imens at moderate w/cm ratios will result in an increase in unrestrained curling. First, this may not
necessarily be a problem if it does not lead to cracking or performance issues such as roughness or joint
damage. Although, inadequate moist curing could lead to other premature failures unrelated to curling such
as surface cracking, low abrasion resistance, high surface porosity/permeability, and reduced surface dura-
bility in concrete slabs. For example, in aggressive environments where large amounts of de-icing salts are
used, minimal curing of concrete pavement can lead to significant surface scaling and other surface durability
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.12: Experimental and estimated results of the free drying shrinkage with a FLWA content of 27%
and a moist curing duration of 0 days (a), 3.25 days (b), and 6.5 days (c). Estimated results were calculated
using the regression model parameters presented in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.6: Ultimate curling strain, u, and time to half of the ultimate curling strain, tu, for the selected
FLWA mixtures and their unmodified counterparts. All mixtures have a 0.42 w/cm ratio and the FLWA
modified mixtures are all at a 27% volumetric replacement of the sand with FLWA.
Mixturea Curing Duration (days) u tu
#13 0.00 149 5.0
#13V 0.00 303 5.6
#14 6.50 324 15.2
#14V 6.50 419 16.8
#15 3.25 189 5.6
#15V 3.25 320 15.7
a
Mixtures with a V after the number indicates a virgin mixture with no FLWA.
distresses [34–36].
The design-of-experiments was formulated to determine the sensitivity of multiple independent variables
on unrestrained moisture curling and free shrinkage. To compare the curling and free shrinkage benefit,
if any, of FLWA modified mixtures against concrete mixtures without FLWA, three virgin (unmodified)
mixtures were cast and their unrestrained curling measured (Table 2.6 and Figure 2.13).The introduction
of FLWA into the concrete mixture with no moist curing produced the most drastic reduction in curling
magnitude within the first 28 days of drying. At longer drying ages without additional moist curing, there
is a 50% reduction in curling when FLWA replaces 27% of the sand in the concrete in the mixture. The
additional water from the FLWA maintains a higher saturation level in the surface region compared to the
virgin mixture and this effectively reduces the curling strain. Because the surface porosity is similar, the
relative rates of curling are somewhat similar with both mixtures reaching half of their ultimate curling after
approximately 5.5 days of drying.
With longer curing duration (6.5 days), the curling and free drying shrinkage strains were ultimately the
greatest at later drying times (Mix #14). Since both the virgin and FLWA mixtures had 6.5 days of external
moist curing, the near surface porosity for both sets is expected to have similar pore size distributions. Thus
initially, the two mixtures have similar curling and free drying shrinkage magnitudes. However, as the smaller
pores near the surface begin to empty, the FLWA-modified mixture is able to maintain a high saturation level
because of the release of water held by the saturated FLWA. This reduces the curling rate as only the largest,
non-strain generating pores are able to continue drying. The virgin mixture continues to empty smaller pores
at later drying times generating 30% higher ultimate strains with respect to the FLWA modified mixture.
The free drying shrinkage trends similarly follow the curling behavior. As the curing duration is increased,
the free drying shrinkage strain increases because of the more refined pore structure at the surface.
2.5 Conclusions
A design-of-experiments framework was created for characterizing the unrestrained curling behavior and free
drying shrinkage of concrete beams and prisms that incorporated FLWA, several w/cm ratios, and multiple
curing durations. A hyperbolic model was fit to the data to allow for generalized predictions of beam curling
and free drying shrinkage over the range of variables tested and to analyze the effects of multiple factors
changing simultaneously. The model was found to predict trends accurately on a 95% confidence interval.
The partial replacement of fine aggregate with FLWA does significantly impact the curling behavior of an
unrestrained beam. In general, as the FLWA content increased, the beam curling deformations decreased
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: Direct experimental comparison for unrestrained beam curling (a) and free drying shrinkage
(b) between virgin and 27% FLWA content mixtures all at a constant 0.42 w/cm ratio. Hollow symbols
indicate FLWA modified mixtures and solid symbols indicate virgin mixtures.
because of increased moisture stability within the beam cross-section especially near the beam’s surface from
the additional water provided by the FLWA. When compared to equivalent virgin mixtures without moist
curing, the addition of FLWA can reduce the unrestrained beam curling magnitudes by 50%.
The duration of moist curing also had a significant effect on the magnitude of unrestrained curling as
had been reported by other researchers. Mixtures that are moist cured for longer periods of time have
higher curling magnitudes than those moist cured for shorter periods. The pore refinement that is generated
with longer curing durations, while beneficial in terms of strength and permeability, causes higher strains to
develop upon internal pore drying. This effect was demonstrated for mixtures with and without FLWA and
at various w/cm ratios. The magnitude of unrestrained curling was shown to be less sensitive to changes in
FLWA content as the curing duration increased because of the increased pore refinement reduced the rate
of moisture loss. However, unrestrained beam curling with 6.5 days of curing is much greater with time for
virgin concrete mixtures relative mixes with FLWA.
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Chapter 3
Modeling and Measurement of
Moisture Strain Gradients
3.1 Objectives
The objectives of the research outlined in this chapter are as follows:
Develop a procedure to simulate a drying concrete material that is simultaneously undergoing hydration
processes. The method will provide information on the structure and percentages of the constituents
in the hydrating and drying system.
Develop method to calculate the skeleton, or porosity free, modulus of a concrete material based on
its constituent properties, i.e., microstructure to the coarse aggregate scale.
Using experimentally measured relative humidity data, calculate the strain gradients caused by the
moisture gradients present in several concrete mixtures utilizing the calculated skeleton modulus.
3.2 Introduction
The magnitude of moisture-induced strains is important for predicting potential for early age cracking, curl-
ing deformations, and long-term environmentally-induced stresses. Previous researchers and field experience
have shown that differential drying can generate significant stresses in concrete materials, specifically at the
surface and result in premature and unexpected cracking. Even the surface stresses in free shrinkage prisms
have been estimated to be greater than 5 MPa [37, 38]. A field analysis of concrete data in Illinois showed
that the surface stress in the pavement can reach 5.5 MPa solely from the moisture-induced gradient [39].
The excessively high surface stresses are a result of the nonlinear moisture (strain) gradient, which likely
result in near surface cracking to relieve the high stresses that develop. However, these gradients can be
modified (i.e., reduction in the magnitude of the near surface moisture differential) through the incorpo-
ration of saturated fine lightweight aggregates (FLWA) [40–42]. The early studies of FLWA over 60 years
ago was very broad in nature and were mainly initiated to examine itd feasibility in highway pavements
[12, 43] with respect to shrinkage reduction potential. It was not until several decades later that extensive
research was conducted to examine the benefits of using FLWA to specifically reduce the concrete moisture
gradients [44–47]. Even with this previous research, there has been no in-depth analysis or quantification of
the moisture-induced strains when using FLWA in concrete pavement systems.
In general, moisture gradients in concrete materials are known to produce differential strains in the
concrete specimen or structure. As water leaves a pore, it generates a strain because of surface tension
forces [48, 49]. This loss of water can be caused by the hydration reaction through self-dessication, and
it can also be caused by water evaporating and diffusing into the surrounding environment. The existing
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literature provides several methods for calculating the strain that is associated with moisture gradients
[37, 38, 50]. One of the most detailed methods was developed in the mid 1990s [50]. The procedure accounts
for all forms of moisture present in a concrete system which includes vapor, liquid, and gel water. A large
part of the analysis is based upon fundamental gas and fluid flow equations. However, a major drawback
of the model lies in its large number of required inputs to utilize the detailed theoretical analysis. The
exact pore size distribution of the concrete must be known in order to complete the analysis. While not a
significant issue for mature concrete, this introduces a time dependent function in relatively young concrete.
Additionally, the numerical time step method the author uses to solve the boundary value problem uses
two under-relaxation parameters for saturation and density that must be estimated. The under-relaxation
parameters have no physical meaning and are used to get the numerical predictions to converge. The author
notes that even with the detailed model, there can be up to a 32% difference between the predicted and
experimental moisture gradients. Finally, this method, while rigorous, does not actually calculate the strains
generated from the water movement.
The analytical solution presented in [51] is a straightforward and theoretically robust formulation to
calculate strain gradients from moisture gradients, albeit it does not account for creep. The creep property
is difficult to incorporate because the magnitude of the creep would depend on the exact geometric restraints
of the concrete being analyzed as well as account for the continuing hydration and aging of the material.
There would be no single closed-form solution that could account for any arbitrary geometry. Nevertheless,
the proposed solution requires knowledge of the skeleton modulus of the solid material outlined in [49]. This
skeleton modulus is the stiffness of the solid material without porosity. While relatively easy to measure
in homogeneous materials, the inherent heterogeneity of concrete materials makes measuring or quantifying
this property extremely difficult as current mixing and casting techniques cannot eliminate all capillary
porosity.
In order to refine this analytical solution, an accommodation for this skeleton modulus as well as early
age tensile-compressive creep is necessary. The next chapter will address creep of the FLWA concrete
under restaint while this chapter will develop a predictive algorithm for skeleton modulus. Since concrete
is a multi-phase, multi-scale material, a self-consistent composite model is an appropriate choice to use for
calculating the skeleton modulus [52]. While there are numerous methods [53–59] to calculate the elastic
or bulk modulus of concrete from its constituents, these calculations are for the concrete material with
porosity, not the skeleton modulus. The research by Ulm et al. [60] details how to account for drained and
undrained conditions within the cementitious microstructure, but the calculations still produce a modulus
that includes the pore structure. Another study [61] mentions the skeleton modulus and provides a very
indirect way to calculate it from experimental data. To do so, a lot of assumptions must be made and
furthermore, the actual skeleton modulus is never calculated, just the ratio of the skeleton modulus to the
bulk concrete modulus. Work done by Monteiro [53] describes a method to calculate the modulus of a 0%
porosity concrete mortar. However, the model is only a two phase composite of paste and sand. It does not
account for the actual chemistry of the hydration process and furthermore, is only applicable to mortars.
Therefore, there is no mention in the literature of a method to calculate the skeleton modulus of a concrete
material from its individual constituents. In this chapter, the overall concrete skeleton modulus will account
for the hydrated and unhydrated cement phase products as well as the aggregate material properties. Once
the skeleton modulus is known, the other parameters for the moisture-induced strain gradient in simple
geometries, such as by Rodden’s method [51], are relatively easy to obtain.
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Table 3.1: Concrete mixture designs used for this study (values in lbs/yd3). The abbreviations CA, IA,
and FA represent the coarse dolomite aggregate, intermediate dolomite aggregate, and fine natural sand
aggregate portions, respectively.
Mix ID Portland Cement Class C Fly Ash Water CA IA FA FLWA Cure Dur. [days]
F0 483 121 253 1582 452 709 162 0.00
V0 483 121 253 1582 452 970 0 0.00
F3 483 121 253 1582 452 709 162 3.25
V3 483 121 253 1582 452 970 0 3.25
F6 483 121 253 1582 452 709 162 6.50
V6 483 121 253 1582 452 970 0 6.50
3.3 Mixture Design
Six concrete mixtures were developed to examine the effects of FLWA addition and curing duration (Table
3.1). The six mixtures all had a w/cm ratio of 0.42 and had identical volumetrics. The FLWA addition
consisted of 27% of the fine aggregate portion by volume and was an expanded shale from Brooklyn, Indiana.
At each curing duration, two mixtures were created to compare the virgin aggregate mixtures (labeled V) to
the mixtures with FLWA (labeled F). Once cast, all mixtures were covered with plastic for 24 hours. After
this initial hydration period, the indicated curing duration began. The specimens were moist cured in a fog
room at 23◦C ±2◦C for the duration outlined in Table 3.1.
3.4 Calculating Moisture Gradient Strain
Based on previous work [51], the strain profile generated in a concrete slab because of humidity (moisture)
gradients at a constant temperature can be calculated using:
L+NLHT (z) =
RT
Vm
(
1
3Kc
− 1
3Ko
)[
S ln (Γ (z))− 1
h
∫ h
2
−h2
S ln (Γ (z)) dz
]
(3.1)
where
S = 1− 0.75
(
1−
(
Γ (z)
0.98
)3)
(3.2)
and where,
L+NLHT (z) , strain at depth z due to the humidity gradient
R , universal gas constant, 8.314 J/mol·K
T , constant temperature of system, K
Vm , molar volume of water, 1.8E-5 m
3/mol
Kc , bulk concrete modulus, Pa
Ko , skeleton modulus (i.e., bulk modulus of concrete material without pores or water), Pa
Γ (z) , function defining relative humidity at a given depth z
h , thickness of system
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The calculation of the saturation level based on the relative humidity shown in Eq. 3.2 is based on previous
work by Bentz et al. [62]. Since the temperature was held constant for all humidity measurements in this
study, Eq. 3.1 is a simplification of the equation presented in [51]. Most of the inputs needed to complete
the calculation are available from measurements. Linear elasticity is assumed and thus the elastic modulus,
E, can be converted into a bulk modulus, K, using Eq. 3.3,
K =
E
3 (1− 2ν) (3.3)
with ν being the Poisson ratio of the material.
3.4.1 Hydration Modeling
The difficulty in completing the analysis shown in Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2 is the determination of the skeleton
modulus (i.e., the modulus without pores or free water) and the relationship between the pore saturation
and relative humidity for a particular mixture. The experimental determination of the pore saturation as
a function of relative humidity is not covered in this chapter. The chemically bound water is part of the
calcium-silicate-hydrate (C-S-H) structure and thus is part of the solid skeleton.
Previous work has made significant effort to quantify the RH measurements into a useful stress calculation
procedure [37, 38, 63, 64]. Utilizing a Kelvin-Laplace relation, the stresses in a drying pore can be calculated
using RH as an input. However, a RH reading can be describing several saturation states (Figure 3.1).
While not all the states shown in Figure 3.1 are likely, it illustrates the difficulty in assessing the saturation
state of a concrete material purely from its RH data. Bentz attempted [62] to capture this RH-saturation
relationship which led to the development of Eq. 3.2. However, the relationship is not applicable to all
types of concrete materials and is more of a generalization. Weiss [41, 65, 66] has more recently developed
analytical techniques that attempt to accurately calculate the saturation state of the porosity. Using neutron
tomography and electrical resistance measurements, it has been shown that RH does not always describe
the saturation state present in a drying concrete material. This emerging research is still in development
and thus this part of the analysis is not examined in this thesis and a saturation function found to describe
a wide range of concrete materials is utilized (Eq. 3.2).
The first step in calculating the skeleton modulus is to identify all of the phases present in the skeleton,
e.g., cement phases, water, and aggregates. For the cement phases, the cement hydration modeling program
from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), CEMHYD3D [67], was identified as a
suitable method to calculate all of the cement phase information as a function of time. In general, the
CEMHYD3D program starts with a cement microstructure that consists of voxels. In CEMHYD3D, a voxel
(3D pixel volume element) is defined as a 1µm3 volume. Multiple voxels define the various sizes of cement
particles. Within each cement particle, the individual voxels are assigned one of the unhydrated cement
phases, e.g., C3S or C4AF. At the start of hydration, all voxels between the cement particles are filled
with water and a series of random-walk routines begin to hydrate and dissolute the various cement phases
present in the microstructure. CEMHYD3D keeps track of the location of each species of hydrated and
unhydrated product as a function of time. In this way, various parameters such as phase counts versus time
and porosity can be easily calculated. The CEMHYD3D program, as published by NIST, does not contain
one crucial feature for purposes of calculating the skeleton modulus of a hydrating and drying concrete
material: a drying algorithm. There is a drying algorithm presented in [68] that was developed so that
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.1: Varying states of pore saturation and associated RH values. Blue areas denote liquid water and
black dots denote water vapor.
the CEMHYD3D simulations would match experimental drying experiments. The algorithm was initially
designed to use changes in measured water content in paste specimens through x-ray measurements and
match the CEMHYD3D simulations with the experimental mass loss data. Most laboratory and field drying
data come from monitoring a specimen’s mass loss over time. Thus, the drying algorithm from [68] was
modified to allow the user to input the experimentally measured mass loss as a function of time (Lines
2750–3162 in Appendix I).
Secondly, the drying algorithm was modified to accommodate the internal water release mechanism of
FLWA. Because the discrete FLWA particles are massive on the scale of the model, the drying rate was used
to simulate the effects of the internally held water of the FLWA without the need to have discrete particles
and a prohibitively large model volume. The redeveloped algorithm allows the user to input the amount
and moisture content of the FLWA as a function of the overall concrete mixture design. First the number of
voxels that are to be evaporated is determined from the mass loss equation. Next, the CEMHYD3D code
calculates how deep the drying front will go. These values are then used to calculate, via a ceiling function
shown in Eq. 3.4,
ΛF = dVdfFmF e (3.4)
an amount of water that the FLWA could potentially release, ΛF in voxels, (Figure 3.2) based on a simple
mass transfer relation where Vd is the volume in the simulation that is being dried at the current time step,
fF is the volume fraction of the total concrete mixture that contains FLWA, and mF is the SSD moisture
content of the FLWA, as a fraction. Then, based on the volume of the drying depth, the amount of voxels of
water available from the FLWA is subtracted from the total number of voxels that were to be dried, in effect
retarding the progress of the drying front. The drying is one dimensional and the side and bottom faces of
the modeled volume are assumed to be sealed. The first drying pass only dries into the simulated volume
a short distance due to the larger, connected porosity at the surface. Thus, the amount of water released
from the FLWA is reduced.
There are two major assumptions built into this simulation procedure. First, the calculations assume
that the FLWA releases all of the held water immediately and readily as needed. It is known that this is
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Figure 3.2: Simulated release of FLWA held water over time for mixture F0.
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generally the case with most lightweight aggregates, including the one used in this study [69]. On average,
a lightweight aggregate particle releases about 80% of its held water at a relative humidity of 98% and
up to 98% of held water by the time the relative humidity decreases to 93% [69]. The second assumption
is that the simulated volume is essentially self-contained. During the generation of the cement particles,
the individual spheres are allowed to be placed across the model boundary. However, when calculating the
water available from the FLWA, it is assumed that the simulated volume will never receive extra water from
outside the boundaries of the model. This assumption is valid because of the way the experimental data was
collected. The drying was one-dimensional across the entire face of the shrinkage prism specimen. Thus,
any lateral transfer of water from areas outside the modeled volume is unlikely as that water would also be
lost to the environment in the same way the modeled water is lost. Nevertheless, it is possible for the FLWA
held deeper from the specimen surface and outside the modeled volume could have an impact on the near
surface moisture. Currently, water movement in hydrating concrete materials is just now beginning to be
understood and measured quantitatively [9, 10, 66] and currently there is no procedural way to calculate
an amount of water that can travel through the pore structure during hydration and drying. Diffusion and
flow through concrete is a well researched topic [70–72] however, these studies do not examine the early age
behavior of diffusion and how it is affected by competing hydration processes.
For the simulations, a 200 x 200 x 2000 µm volume (Figure 3.3) was modeled to ensure enough volume
for the drying algorithm to produce smooth drying (Figure 3.5). With this model dimension, there are 80
million voxels being modeled, an 80 fold increase over the original CEMHYD3D code. Simulations were run
on a 10 core Intel Xeon E5-2666v3 processor using Ubuntu as the operating system and the source code
was compiled with gcc using the highest possible optimization flags. Under these conditions, the typical
simulation run took approximately 24 hours.
The particle sizes of the constituents varied and followed the particle size distribution of the US Type
I Portland cement listed in the NIST cement reference database. Each single cement particle was then
converted to multiple unnhydrated phases (i.e. tricalcium silicate, dicalcium silicate, etc.) based on the
chemical volume percentages from the NIST cement reference database. A few simulations run up to a
depth of 4000 µm showed that 2000 µm was a sufficient balance of accuracy and speed. The general flow
of the program is shown in Figure 3.6. The initial cement plus water microstructure is created using the
mixture proportions and volumetrics and randomly assigning them using the modified code in Appendices
G and H. The modifications applied to the original code allows the user to create a much larger analysis
volume to act as the input model for the CEMHYD3D program and improvements were made to the speed
of particle generation. In addition, several of the loop structures were converted to use iterators so that the
container type, in this case a vector , could be changed in the future to a list or another type that could
improve speed when the volume size increases to an even higher amount.
Once the cement phases are distributed, CEMHYD3D then saturates the volume by placing water in all
empty voxel spaces in the model. A comprehensive set of hydration algorithms in CEMHYD3D proceed to
calculate the dissolution and hydration potentials of all the exposed surfaces. After a discrete time step, the
software checks to see if the drying process is ready to begin based on the user input for length of moist
curing. If drying is set to begin, the microstructure is subjected to a drying environment that matches the
inputted mass loss data. Hydration is still continuing at each time step during this process. Once the entire
model volume is dried of connected porosity, the simulation is terminated, which generally occurred within
1,000 simulation time steps. The time steps in the model are calculated using the parabolic form of the
Knudsen kinetic model [73]. The formulation was modified slightly for inclusion into the cycle, c, based
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Figure 3.3: Cement particle distribution in model. Blue spheres indicate cement particles while the yellow,
orange, and red spheres indicate gypsum, hemihydrate, and anhydrite particles, respectively.
CEMHYD3D (Eq. 3.5),
th =
(2 (c− 1)− 1)β
γ (t)
(3.5)
utilizing a user provided conversion factor, β, which was 0.00035 for all simulations and γ (t), which was a
calculated reaction rate constant that is a function of time. Together, these allow for the calculation of the
time step, th. The time step is actually a function of hydration with the duration of the time step increasing
with decreasing change in hydration product formation (Figure 3.7).
In order to accurately simulate the hydration behavior at the surface, the precise evaporation rate, or
mass loss rate, is needed as an input to the modified CEMHYD3D model. Mass loss specimens (76mm by
76mm by 254mm) were cast and subjected to the same moist curing and drying conditions as the simulation
specimens. For the experimental data, all six sides of the specimen were exposed to the drying environment.
It is assumed that the same drying rate is occurring on all faces of the specimen and using a large surface
area provides a better average of the rate. Since the mass loss measurements were taken at discrete points
in time, a function is required for each mixture so that the mass loss at any point in time can be calculated.
While free drying shrinkage follows a hyperbolic decay model, the mass loss data, being influenced more by
the physical pore structure, follows an exponential decay model,
L (t) = yo +A1 exp
−t
t1 +A2 exp
−t
t2 (3.6)
where L (t) is the mass loss percentage in decimal form, t is the time in days, yo is an offset factor, A1
and A2 are amplitude factors, and t1 and t2 are the decay parameters. Each mixture was fitted using this
functional form with the parameters presented in Table 3.2 with the actual experimental datasets shown in
Appendix C.
The mass loss percentage does not directly equal the evaporation rate, and comparing mass loss values
between mixtures does not provide a completely accurate assessment of the evaporation differences. In
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Figure 3.4: Full 200 x 200 x 2000 µm volume of mixture V3 from the modified CEMHYD3D model after 600
cycles of hydration and 128 cycles of drying. Subset portion shows detail of drying front. The blue, green,
and red colors indicate unhydrated phases, hydration products, and dried porosity, respectively.
Figure 3.5: Simulated drying front behavior of mixture V3.
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Figure 3.6: Procedural flow chart of the modified CEMHYD3D software.
order to calculate the evaporation rate, the surface area and the starting mass of each specimen is needed
(Table 3.3). Multiplying the starting specimen mass, MS , by the exponential decay formulation listed in
Table 3.2, the actual mass loss of water, in grams, as a function of time for each mixture is determined
and then normalized by the specimen’s surface area. The CEMHYD3D mass loss input is determined from
the normalized mass loss measurements in order to calculate how many voxels of water to remove per cycle
(Lines 3718–3760 in Appendix I). To do this, the program calculates the total mass that will be lost during
the current time step (Eq. 3.7), tcur, using a ceiling function,
Nm (tcur) =
⌈
(L (tcur)− L (tprev))MS
98420000000
Se × 1e12
⌉
(3.7)
by subtracting the total mass loss values from the previous time step, tprev and then converting this value to
a voxel count, Nm. The exposed surface area in the model, Se, is determined from the simulation parameters,
the exposed surface area of the experimental mass loss specimens is constant at 98,420,000,000 µm2, and
the 1e12 factor is to convert from mL to µm3.
To clearly see the differences between the drying behavior of the six mixtures, the same initial microstruc-
ture was used to start each simulation (Table 3.4 and Figure 3.3) since each mixture has the same water
cement ratio. The input parameter sets for each mixture are listed in Appendix K. The outputs from the
simulations at the appropriate drying times are presented in Tables 3.5–3.10. These voxel counts enable
calculation of the percentages of hydrated and unhydrated phases which are used in the multi-scale micro-
mechanical model to determine skeleton modulus. The tricalcium silicate, dicalcium silicate, tricalcium
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Figure 3.7: Hydration time as a function of cycle number for the V3 mixture.
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Table 3.2: Fitting parameters for shrinkage prism mass loss mea-
surements.
Mixture yo A1 t1 A2 t2
F0 -0.03574 0.01506 0.60512 0.02067 9.32600
V0 -0.03055 0.01252 0.71083 0.01797 10.56142
F3 -0.03336 0.01664 1.05761 0.01669 17.87850
V3 -0.03017 0.01501 1.07830 0.01506 27.37858
F6 -0.03105 0.01422 1.09038 0.01680 18.35464
V6 -0.02910 0.01124 0.59419 0.01786 8.90827
Table 3.3: Starting mass values for each of the tested mix-
tures. There were three specimens for each mixture and
all specimens had a surface area of 984.2 cm2 (152.55 in2).
Mixture Starting Mass, MS [g] St. Dev. [g] COV
F0 3755.1 62.4 1.7%
V0 4031.9 24.1 0.6%
F3 3880.2 17.1 0.4%
V3 4113.6 36.0 0.9%
F6 3905.8 48.6 1.2%
V6 4138.0 21.6 0.5%
aluminate, tetracalcium aluminoferrite, dihydrate, hemihydrate, and anhydrite phases comprise the inner,
unhydrated hard core of the model. The outer shell of hydration products contains the calcium silicate
hydrate, calcium hydroxide, hydrogarnet, ettringite, and iron hydroxide phases.
3.4.2 Calculation of Skeleton Modulus
Using published bulk modulus and Poisson ratio values for the various phases (Table 3.11), a structure
can be created using composite theory to effectively combine the various individual phase properties that
were determined using the modified CEMHYD3D program as well as the mixture volumetrics with respect
to the aggregate phases. Published properties for the cement phases and hydration products were used
because of the specialized equipment and testing necessary. The properties of the dolomite aggregate were
experimentally measured. Dolomite is an extremely variable aggregate because it is a sedimentary rock.
Published values of bulk modulus for dolomite range from 8.8 GPa to 66.0 GPa and the Poisson’s ratio
ranges from 0.19 to 0.36 [74]. Since the choice of dolomite modulus would greatly affect the calculations,
non-destructive measurements of the modulus was conducted using an ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV)
method similar to ASTM D2845. The ultrasonic pulse velocity, Vp, of a representative sample 100mm thick
was 5050 m/s. The elastic modulus was calculated as 55.7 GPa using Eq. 3.8,
E =
V 2p (ρ (1 + ν) (1− 2ν))
1− ν (3.8)
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Table 3.4: Initial phase distribution for all
mixtures.
Phase Voxels
Tricalcium Silicate 30,195,314
Dicalcium Silicate 725,806
Tricalcium Aluminate 674,236
Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite 306,876
Dihydrate 1,210,983
Hemihydrate 898,643
Anhydrite 228,095
Table 3.5: Phase voxel counts for mixture F0.
Days of Drying
Phase 1 3 28
Tricalcium Silicate 17,778,058 16,961,655 16,603,578
Dicalcium Silicate 527,144 514,731 512,214
Tricalcium Aluminate 197,400 184,272 181,914
Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite 240,846 236,916 236,062
Dihydrate 1,198,667 1,197,832 1,198,679
Hemihydrate 76,614 66,273 65,985
Anhydrite 37,639 32,902 32,342
Calcium Hydroxide 7,508,909 8,100,845 8,350,092
Calcium-Silica Hydrate 17,044,030 18,223,922 21,077,206
Hydrogarnet 152,217 198,377 221,230
Ettringite 106,833 108,858 109,213
Iron Hydroxide 35,690 38,030 38,674
assuming a Poisson’s ratio, ν, of 0.25 and using a measured density, ρ, of 2620 kg/m3.
Assuming linear elasticity, the bulk modulus of dolomite was calculated using Eq. 3.3 and found to be 31.7
GPa. Taking UPV measurements of the FLWA is not possible because of the nature of its production, i.e.,
there are no specimens of sufficient size to satisfy the requirements of ASTM D2845 for accurate measurement
of the UPV. Furthermore, the relatively high porosity present in the FLWA must be ignored for calculation
of the skeleton modulus as it is of sufficient volume to affect the results. Thus, published values of shale
modulus and Poisson ratio were used. It should be noted that shale modulus values can vary, though not as
much as dolomite, so an average of the published values [74] was used. The natural sand was predominantly
silica which has a fairly narrow range of values for modulus and Poisson ratio and thus an average of those
values from [74] was used.
The first step in determining the skeleton modulus is to quantify the volume percentages of the various
phases present at the cement grain length scale. Figure 3.8 shows the process of using the cement phase
properties to model an arbitrary cement grain that has an arbitrary amount of hydration products around
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Table 3.6: Phase voxel counts for mixture V0.
Days of Drying
Phase 1 3 28
Tricalcium Silicate 17,678,648 16,595,183 16,239,228
Dicalcium Silicate 525,274 507,175 502,988
Tricalcium Aluminate 194,421 175,898 172,487
Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite 240,108 234,296 232,980
Dihydrate 1,198,667 1,198,667 1,196,779
Hemihydrate 71,483 56,889 56,109
Anhydrite 36,719 31,159 29,215
Calcium Hydroxide 7,565,406 8,313,770 8,560,499
Calcium-Silica Hydrate 17,182,675 18,730,177 19,261,641
Hydrogarnet 150,200 212,499 226,830
Ettringite 106,808 109,155 110,088
Iron Hydroxide 36,130 39,464 40,292
it. The individual moduli of the unhydrated phases are mixed to produce a skeleton modulus, K, using a
type of rule-of-mixtures structure based on the Hirsch model [56] described in Eq. 3.9,
1
K
= x
1(
N∑
j=1
VjKj
) + (1− x)
 N∑
j=1
Vj
Kj
 (3.9)
for an arbitrary number of phases, N , where Vj is the volume fraction of phase j within the unhydrated
volume, Kj is the bulk modulus of phase j, and x is set to 0.5 so that the model calculates a value directly
between values predicted by Voigt [80] and Reuss [81]. In this way, the unhydrated cement bulk modulus,
Kc, and the hydration product bulk modulus, Kp, can be calculated separately using Eq. 3.9 based on the
volumetrics from the CEMHYD3D simulations (Tables 3.5–3.10). By using the simulation results, the effects
of different curing conditions are captured since the model will account for greater hydration at longer moist
curing durations.
The unhydrated cement and hydration product bulk moduli values are then used to simulate the actual
structure of an arbitrarily hydrated cement grain as a hard core with a soft shell in a Budiansky-Hill self-
consistent model [52, 82–84]. This self-consistent model, for the composite modulus, is described in Eq.
3.10,
αˆ
Kˆ
=
Vi
Kˆ −Kj
+
Vj
Kˆ −Ki
(3.10)
where Vi,j is the volume fraction of the phase i or j, Ki,j is the bulk modulus of phase i or j, and Kˆ is the
homogenized modulus of the composite. Part of Eshelby’s exact solution [82] to this problem is incorporated
in the term αˆ described by Eq. 3.11,
αˆ =
1 + νˆ
3 (1− νˆ) (3.11)
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Table 3.7: Phase voxel counts for mixture F3.
Days of Drying
Phase 1 3 28
Tricalcium Silicate 14,473,688 13,239,578 13,067,419
Dicalcium Silicate 461,689 439,372 438,109
Tricalcium Aluminate 127,680 110,248 109,248
Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite 219,844 212,230 211,851
Dihydrate 1,198,667 1,198,084 1,197,603
Hemihydrate 12,961 6,189 6,159
Anhydrite 19,949 14,678 14,527
Calcium Hydroxide 9,518,761 10,383,916 10,504,477
Calcium-Silica Hydrate 21,710,305 23,493,738 23,749,662
Hydrogarnet 200,620 295,578 304,838
Ettringite 115,412 117,561 117,639
Iron Hydroxide 47,195 51,576 51,881
where νˆ is the Poisson’s ratio of the homogenized composite1 calculated from the constituent Poisson’s ratios
using Eq. 3.9 and replacing Kj with νj . Using Eq. 3.10, Kh, which is the bulk modulus of the cement
particle surrounded by hydration products and is the target modulus being calculated (Kˆ), can be calculated
by using Kp and Kc and their respective volume fractions as the input moduli Ki and Kj and input volume
fractions Vi and Vj . The bulk modulus calculated from each mixture’s CEMHYD3D analysis is shown in
Table 3.12 for 1, 3, and 28 days of drying.
Figure 3.8: Calculation schematic for the bulk modulus, Kh, of the hydrated and unhydrated cement phases.
The composite moduli, Kdh, Ksh, and Kfh for the dolomite, silica sand, and FLWA, respectively, coated
with paste can be calculated (Figure 3.9) using the self-consistent model (Table 3.13). Subsequently, these
moduli can be mixed using the modified Hirsch model (Eq. 3.9) to calculate Ko, the skeleton modulus (Table
3.14) for the concrete mixture as a whole. While there are numerous assumptions with the calculations, this
method allows for a systematic process to quantify the skeleton modulus for any given mixture so that the
effects of moisture loss on hydration and age of the microstructure are fully captured.
1It should be noted that the Eshelby derivation uses significantly different symbols for stress, strain, and Poisson’s ratio. In
the manuscript [82], the Poisson’s ratio is indicated by the variable σ.
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Table 3.8: Phase voxel counts for mixture V3.
Days of Drying
Phase 1 3 28
Tricalcium Silicate 14,473,688 13,192,325 12,993,856
Dicalcium Silicate 461,689 437,883 435,877
Tricalcium Aluminate 127,680 109,486 108,160
Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite 219,844 212,071 211,390
Dihydrate 1,198,667 1,198,667 1,197,618
Hemihydrate 12,961 5,713 5,664
Anhydrite 19,949 14,282 13,741
Calcium Hydroxide 9,518,761 10,409,217 10,548,301
Calcium-Silica Hydrate 21,710,305 23,559,038 23,857,141
Hydrogarnet 200,620 298,234 310,308
Ettringite 115,412 117,703 118,068
Iron Hydroxide 47,195 51,546 51,989
The aforementioned calculation and modeling procedures can be summarized as follows:
1. Computer simulation of cement hydration using a modified version of CEMHYD3D is employed to
obtain volume percentage of hydration phases and unhydrated cement particle phases. The computer
simulations use the drying gradients measured from the actual concrete mixtures to capture the effects
of hydration and drying.
2. A modified Hirsch mixing model is utilized to determine two independent composite moduli from the
volume percentages of hydrated and unhydrated phases in step 1: composite modulus of the hydration
product and composite modulus of the unhydrated cement particle both with zero porosity.
3. The two composite moduli from step 2 are used to calculate a composite modulus of the paste using
a self-consistent Budiansky-Hill composite mixing model which inherently has zero porosity.
4. Composite paste modulus is used to coat each of the aggregate types in another Budiansky-Hill com-
posite mixing model to calculate a modulus for each aggregate-paste pair.
5. Finally, a modified Hirsch mixing model is employed to calculate the composite modulus of the concrete
material based on the volume of the various aggregate types. This final composite modulus is the
skeleton modulus as it was calculated in its entirety without porosity.
3.4.3 Calculation and Interpolation of Concrete Bulk Modulus
For a complete strain analysis using Eq. 3.1, the skeleton modulus and bulk concrete modulus must be
determined. The previous section outlined a procedure to determine the skeleton modulus. The bulk
concrete modulus, Kc, can be calculated from the elastic modulus measured during the fracture testing of
the concrete mixtures assuming a Poisson ratio, ν, of 0.15 and using 3.3. The disk-shaped compact tension
(DCT) geometry (Figure 3.10) was used for the fracture testing following the test procedure outlined in [85].
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Table 3.9: Phase voxel counts for mixture F6.
Days of Drying
Phase 1 3 28
Tricalcium Silicate 11,803,147 11,429,586 10,962,558
Dicalcium Silicate 404,160 398,355 394,186
Tricalcium Aluminate 88,057 84,916 82,668
Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite 200,655 198,711 197,210
Dihydrate 1,198,667 1,198,183 1,200,206
Hemihydrate 1,448 1,368 1,305
Anhydrite 10,128 8,808 8,597
Calcium Hydroxide 11,237,249 11,502,439 11,823,657
Calcium-Silica Hydrate 25,567,932 26,115,104 29,884,542
Hydrogarnet 327,175 370,467 418,997
Ettringite 119,287 119,581 119,697
Iron Hydroxide 57,752 58,935 59,926
However, the DCT modulus data only exists at two ages: the time at which the curing duration stopped,
at which point the remaining specimens were transferred to the controlled temperature and humidity room,
and 28 days after that point. Since the concrete is no longer exposed to moist curing, it is assumed that any
additional modulus development will be limited to the first few days after cessation of the moist curing and
thus a power law model was used to interpolate between the two known points using Eq. 3.12,
Kc (t
′) = Kc,0 (1 + t′)
α
(3.12)
where t′ is the time of drying in days, Kc,0 is the bulk modulus of the concrete at t′ = 0, and α is the fitting
parameter. A summary of the measured and estimated bulk moduli are presented in Table 3.15.
3.5 Measurement of Moisture (Humidity) Gradients
With a procedure to calculate the skeleton modulus, the last remaining piece of experimental data needed
to perform the strain gradient calculations is the relative humidity profiles. For an analytical solution, Eq.
3.1 requires a mathematical relationship to describe the humidity as a function of depth, Γ (z). While the
CEMHYD3D program could be used to simulate drying, as was done in the previous section, it does not have
a detailed de-saturation algorithm to accurately model the precise loss of moisture in the pore structure.
The drying algorithm used to calculate the data necessary for the skeleton modulus procedure was
sufficient because that process only required knowing if hydration was continuing at an arbitrary location
or not. The strain gradient analysis needs detailed saturation information. In order to precisely assess the
saturation state using the program, the voxel size in the model would have to decrease by three orders of
magnitude. From the Kelvin equation (Eq. 3.13),
ln Γ =
2γVm
rRT
(3.13)
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Figure 3.9: Graphical depiction of calculating the skeleton modulus, Ko, for the concrete mixture analyzed.
Figure 3.10: Disk-shaped compact tension geometry in testing frame with attached strain gauge. Testing
procedure is outlined in [85].
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Table 3.10: Phase voxel counts for mixture V6.
Days of Drying
Phase 1 3 28
Tricalcium Silicate 11,817,169 11,464,841 11,256,554
Dicalcium Silicate 404,847 400,965 398,359
Tricalcium Aluminate 88,445 85,909 84,606
Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite 200,803 199,456 198,465
Dihydrate 1,198,667 1,197,891 1,197,012
Hemihydrate 1,524 1,483 1,389
Anhydrite 10,180 9,338 8,958
Calcium Hydroxide 11,233,046 11,488,663 11,622,670
Calcium-Silica Hydrate 25,547,677 26,068,840 26,069,023
Hydrogarnet 331,616 364,947 378,743
Ettringite 119,267 119,575 119,697
Iron Hydroxide 57,721 58,561 59,171
the critical pore radius, r, is approximately 50 nm at 25◦C and 1 atm where γ is the surface tension of
water (0.07197 J/m2). Thus, the modeling volume would need to use voxels of 1 nm3 size. Currently this
computation would take approximately 100 days of processing time on an 8 core processor if this modification
were applied to the code. For this reason, measured humidity values from the actual concrete specimens can
be used in the analysis.
The humidity gradient specimens were standard 150mm (6 inch) by 300mm (12 inch) cylinders with
three humidity sensors for each cylinder at several depths (6, 20, and 30 mm). Cylinders were chosen as the
geometry allowed the sensors to be placed a sufficient distance from the edge of the specimen wall to reduce
the effects of measuring RH profiles in the edge effect zone. Sensirion SHT75 gauges were used, which can
measure both temperature and humidity. Furthermore, the humidity measurements are performed with a
sensor that is heated and then compensated for temperature. This prevents saturation at high humidities.
However, readings at humidity levels above 95% can vary ±5%. Any readings above 95% were truncated
to 98% as this is the maximum value that can be used in Eq. 3.1 in the conversion of relative humidity to
saturation (Eq. 3.2). The sensors also output data digitally with error correction so that there is little risk
of faulty readings because of interference. The readings were continuously taken every minute for 28 days
(Figure 3.11). The temperature readings confirmed that the specimens remained at a constant temperature.
The raw humidity measurements need to be fitted to a functional form (Γ (z)). Several functional forms
are available [51], but the one that is most stable for both the steep and flat gradients in the data is a double
exponential form, shown in Eq. 3.14,
RH (z) = AexpBz + CexpDz (3.14)
where A, B, C, and D are the model fitting constants. This form has the inherent ability to transform to
a single exponential term as the data dictates, i.e., the second exponent becomes zero (i.e., when C = 0).
Another advantage compared to the forms examined in [51] is that the double exponential does not oscillate
(Figure 3.12). Using this form, at least four data points are needed, with one being the surface relative
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Table 3.11: Bulk modulus and Poisson ratio values for constituent phases modeled.
Compound Cement Notation K [GPa] ν Reference
Tricalcium Silicate C3S 105.2 0.314 [54, 75]
Dicalcium Silicate C2S 105.2 0.314 [54, 76]
Tricalcium Aluminate C3A 105.2 0.314 [54, 76]
Tetracalcium Aluminoferrite C4AF 105.2 0.314 [54, 76]
Dihydrate CS¯H2 42.5 0.33 [54, 77, 78]
Hemihydrate CS¯H 1
2
52.4 0.30 [54]
Anhydrite CS¯ 54.9 0.275 [54, 77, 78]
Calcium-Silica Hydrate CSH 14.9 0.25 [54, 79]
Calcium Hydroxide CH 40.0 0.324 [54]
Hydrogarnet C3AH6 14.9 0.25 [54]
Ettringite C6AS¯3H32 14.9 0.25 [54]
Iron Hydroxide FH3 14.9 0.25 [54]
Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2 31.7 0.25
a Measured
Silica Sand SiO2 38.0 0.20 [74]
FLWA SiO2/Al2O3 1.3 0.20 [74]
a This value is an average from [74].
humidity. The relative humidity data for each mixture at 1, 3, and 28 days of drying was fitted with Eq.
3.14. The fitting parameters for the mixtures are shown in Tables 3.16–3.17.
With the double exponential functional form of Γ (z), the integral in Eq. 3.1 must be solved numerically
as there is no closed-form analytical solution. The integral function in Matlab was used to solve the
integral which implements a global adaptive quadrature [86]. The strain gradient was calculated at three
different durations of drying for all six mixtures using the skeleton modulus derived from the CEMHYD3D
simulations, the bulk concrete modulus from the DCT testing, and the relative humidity function determined
from the experimental humidity measurements.
3.6 Results
The aforementioned analysis procedures provide insight into how the 1D drying of a concrete specimen
affects its behavior. Using the mass loss data, the drying profile as a function of time can be calculated from
the CEMHYD3D simulations (Figures 3.13 and 3.14). The FLWA mixtures at any curing duration have
less variability in the drying time. The FLWA maintains a consistent drying gradient regardless of moist
curing time because of the extra internally held water. There is a decreasing trend with the virgin mixtures
in that more moist curing leads to a faster rate of drying. While it appears that the V6 mixture dries more
than twice as fast as the V0 mixture, this trend would not continue at longer drying times as diffusion takes
over. The simulations predict the unsteady state conditions that exist at the beginning of drying. If the
simulations were run after the specimens had reached a steady state, the results would be much different.
However, reaching steady state conditions can take months or even years. The objective of this study is
to focus on the initial point of drying to gauge the relative effects of curing duration and adding FLWA.
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Figure 3.11: Raw relative humidity readings over a period of nearly 28 days for the V3 mixture.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.12: Comparison between functional form from [51] (a) and the proposed alternative double expo-
nential model (b).
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Table 3.12: Calculated skeleton moduli for the paste portion of the anal-
ysis. The skeleton modulus of the hydration product, unhydrated core,
and composite are denoted by Kp, Kc, and Kh, respectively.
Days of Drying
Mixture 1 3 28
Kc Kp Kh Kc Kp Kh Kc Kp Kh
F0 98.6 20.2 38.0 98.4 20.1 36.1 98.2 19.2 33.3
V0 98.6 20.2 37.8 98.3 20.0 35.3 98.0 19.8 34.5
F3 96.3 19.2 31.0 94.3 18.6 28.6 93.9 18.6 28.3
V3 96.3 19.2 31.0 94.2 18.6 28.5 93.8 18.5 28.1
F6 90.8 18.0 26.1 89.7 17.8 25.4 88.3 16.5 23.0
V6 90.9 18.0 26.1 89.9 17.8 25.5 89.2 17.7 25.3
Table 3.13: Calculated bulk moduli for the aggregate portion of the anal-
ysis.
Days of Drying
Mixture 1 3 28
Kdh Ksh Kfh Kdh Ksh Kfh Kdh Ksh Kfh
F0 32.9 38.0 12.9 32.6 37.2 12.5 32.0 35.9 11.9
V0 32.9 37.8 – 32.4 37.0 – 32.3 36.7 –
F3 31.5 34.8 11.4 31.0 33.6 10.9 30.9 33.5 10.8
V3 31.5 35.4 – 31.0 34.3 – 30.9 34.2 –
F6 30.4 32.3 10.4 30.3 32.0 10.2 29.6 30.7 9.6
V6 30.4 33.3 – 30.3 33.0 – 30.2 32.9 –
Recall these simulations are only of the top 2 mm of the surface. The V6 mixture dries faster initially as a
result of a combination of the lower total water in the simulated volume because of increased hydration and
the matching of the experimental mass loss data. The V0 mixture depth of drying is slower at the surface
because it has a much higher free water content than V6. Even though the porosity is more percolated and
larger, this is outweighed by the presence of more free water. This trend partially explains the effect of
having less free drying shrinkage strains with specimens that have very little to no moist curing and those
that have been cured for substantial periods of time.
As shown in Table 3.14, as a given mixture dries, its skeleton modulus decreases (Figure 3.15). This
trend is true for both FLWA-modified mixtures as well as unmodified (virgin) mixtures. This trend is driven
by the continued hydration of the cement particles over time, even under a drying gradient. The unhydrated
cement particles are much stiffer than the hydration products (Table 3.11). As the cement hydrates, there
is a reduction in the stiff, hard core while the growing soft-shell increases its contribution to the composite
behavior. Similarly, as a mixture is cured longer, the skeleton modulus decreases for the same reasons.
The mixtures with FLWA see a 10% decrease in the skeleton modulus from no curing to 6.5 days of moist
curing. The virgin mixtures experience about a 5% decrease in the modulus going from no curing to 6.5
days of moist curing. These results do not indicate that the overall bulk modulus of the concrete itself is
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Figure 3.13: Drying depth profile as a function of time from the CEMHYD3D simulations.
Figure 3.14: Time to dry the full depth of the simulated volume as a function of mixture type.
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Table 3.14: Skeleton modulus,
Ko, of tested concrete mixtures.
Days of Drying
Mixture 1 3 28
F0 31.0 30.6 29.8
V0 34.4 33.9 33.7
F3 29.1 28.4 28.3
V3 32.7 32.0 31.9
F6 27.6 27.4 26.6
V6 31.3 31.1 31.1
Table 3.15: Concrete bulk moduli values at 0, 1, 3, and 28
days of drying for all of the mixtures tested. These values were
calculated from the experimentally measured elastic modulus
values using Eq. 3.3.
Bulk Modulus for Days of Drying [GPa]
Mixture α 0 1a 3a 28
F0 0.1204 7.8 8.5 9.2 11.7
V0 0.0499 9.3 9.6 10.0 11.0
F3 0.0733 10.0 10.5 11.1 12.8
V3 0.0240 11.9 12.1 12.3 12.9
F6 0.0921 9.9 10.6 11.2 13.5
V6 0.1100 11.6 12.5 13.5 16.8
a Interpolated from 0 and 28 day data using power law in Eq. 3.12.
decreasing over time since this is primarily linked to the capillary porosity. This only demonstrating that the
composite skeleton modulus (without porosity) decreases over time because of the higher degree of hydration
and resultant increase in lower stiffness hydration product(s).
Using the moduli from Tables 3.14 and 3.15, the strain gradients can be calculated for each mixture
and drying duration (see Figures 3.16–3.18) using Eq. 3.1. One of the important observations of the
strain gradient curves is the location of the neutral axis, i.e., the depth at which the tensile strains switch
to compressive strains. Strains calculated within 6 mm of the surface are subject to extrapolation errors
because there was no humidity sensor embedded in the concrete between 0 and 6 mm. For this analysis,
creep and microcracking have been ignored for this analysis and will be considered in the next two chapters.
As noted in the strain profiles, it is possible for these seemingly high surface strains to exist if there is
little to no restraint that would cause significant stresses to develop. The high tensile strain zone in Figures
3.16–3.18 is confined to near surface of the specimen for all mixtures especially at early ages of drying. These
high strains or stresses may result in crack initiation which will likely produce microcracks that are arrested
at shallow depths because of the large compressive zone in the specimen. Furthermore, thinner members
are known to withstand higher, localized strains and stresses because thicker member will have substantially
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Table 3.16: Humidity gradient model parameters for F0.
Days of Drying
Parameter 1 3 28
A 0.9801 0.9849 0.9800
B −3.77× 10−6 −1.62× 10−4 0.0000
C −0.5301 −0.5349 −0.5300
D −0.4782 −0.2882 −0.0957
Table 3.17: Humidity gradient model parameters for V0.
Days of Drying
Parameter 1 3 28
A 0.9770 0.9800 0.9800
B 1.02× 10−4 −1.67× 10−4 −3.66× 10−5
C −0.5270 −0.5203 −0.5300
D −0.7573 −0.2913 −0.0449
more energy to dissipate upon cracking than a thinner member for the same nominal stress level [87, 88].
The mixtures with no moist curing, F0 and V0, exhibit the biggest difference, between one another in
terms of the location of the neutral axis (Figure 3.16). After only drying for one day, the neutral axis for
the F0 mixture is at a depth of 9.7 mm compared to a depth of 45.5 mm for the virgin mixture. This trend
remains at 28 days of drying with the FLWA having a neutral axis at 31.8 mm while the virgin mixture had
a neutral axis at 48.8 mm. These results indicate that the inclusion of FLWA has a beneficial impact on the
strain development in a monotonically drying concrete structure in the absence of moist curing. When the
concrete has experienced some duration of moist curing, the differences between the two types of mixtures
are less pronounced. At one day of drying, the difference in the neutral axis for the specimens moist cured
for 3.25 days is only 5.4 mm (Figure 3.17a). At 28 days of drying, the neutral axis difference between the
two mixtures is nearly indistinguishable (Figure 3.17b). For the specimens cured for 6.5 days, the strain
gradients after 1 day of drying are nearly identical (Figure 3.18a). The differences seen after 28 days of
drying (Figure 3.18b), while noticeable, are not the same magnitude of difference seen in the specimens with
no moist curing (Figure 3.16b).
These trends match the trends seen in the previous chapter with respect to the unrestrained beam
deflection measurements. During those measurements, it was found that the specimens with little to no
moist curing had the smallest deflections. While the calculated surface strains for the F0 and V0 mixtures
are higher than the than those that had 3.25 and 6.5 days of moist curing, the shape of the strain gradient
curve suggests that there is less bending occurring. Furthermore, it is possible that there are microcracks
that form in the mixtures with no moist curing that relieve the high surface strains but do not progress
deeply into the cross section. The bending moments under restrained curling are discussed more in Chapter
4 and the microcracking potential is discussed more in Chapter 5.
The clear delineation between the specimens with no moist curing and those with some amount of moist
curing is somewhat expected. Hygrothermal strains can only develop upon decreasing of the pore saturation.
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Table 3.18: Humidity gradient model parameters for F3.
Days of Drying
Parameter 1 3 28
A 0.9801 0.9800 0.8974
B 0.0000 0.0000 5.95× 10−4
C −0.5301 −0.5300 −0.4474
D −1.271 −0.6617 −0.3373
Table 3.19: Humidity gradient model parameters for V3.
Days of Drying
Parameter 1 3 28
A 0.9800 0.9800 0.9010
B −2.13× 10−4 −1.67× 10−4 5.63× 10−4
C −0.5185 −0.5203 −0.4509
D −0.3244 −0.2913 −0.3249
At a w/cm of 0.42, there is likely very little self-desiccation occurring in the microstructure [32]. Thus, the
only mechanism for water loss is through the surface of the specimen. Due to bleed water and finishing,
the surface of the specimens has a slightly higher porosity than the rest of the bulk material. If there is no
application of moist curing, this porosity is never refined through additional hydration. Even with moist
curing, there is a limit to the degree at which the surface porosity can be refined. From the data presented,
it appears that 3.25 and 6.5 days of moist curing generate the similar surface pore refinement between
virgin and FLWA modified mixtures and thus the calculated strain gradients are very similar based on RH
measurements.
Even though the calculated strain gradients for the virgin and FLWA modified mixtures are nearly
identical for the 3.25 and 6.5 moist cured specimens, the stresses that those strains generate will be different.
The mixtures have different strength characteristics with the 6.5 day moist cured specimens having a higher
modulus, as expected. In addition to the bulk modulus that was calculated from the fracture testing,
the critical stress intensity factor, KIC , and total fracture energy, GF , parameters for all the mixtures were
measured. The critical stress intensity factor describes the stress at which a crack will initiate in the material.
The total fracture energy describes the amount of energy required to fully separate a crack in the material.
The first set of DCT specimens were tested immediately at the end of the curing regime. The results indicate
that, for the specimens at the start of drying, the virgin mixtures have either the same or higher KIC values
compared to the FLWA mixtures at all moist curing durations (Figure 3.19).This was somewhat expected
because of the low strength of the FLWA aggregates and the slight negative effect they have on modulus. At
these early ages, the benefits of increased hydration from the inclusion of FLWA are not readily observable.
The total fracture energy of the specimens at the start of drying displays a slightly different trend. It
appears that for mixtures with some amount of moist curing, the FLWA modified mixtures have slightly
higher fracture energies. This is likely because of the slightly better bond between the FLWA and cement
matrix and denser interfacial transition zone around the aggregates [89].
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Table 3.20: Humidity gradient model parameters for F6.
Days of Drying
Parameter 1 3 28
A 0.9801 0.9699 0.9079
B 0.0000 7.30× 10−5 5.16× 10−4
C −0.5301 −0.5199 −0.4578
D −1.271 −0.6527 −0.2812
Table 3.21: Humidity gradient model parameters for V6.
Days of Drying
Parameter 1 3 28
A 0.9800 0.9801 0.9036
B 0.0000 −3.37× 10−6 9.61× 10−4
C −0.5300 −0.5301 −0.4536
D −0.7211 −0.4838 −0.2981
The same mixtures were then tested after 28 days of drying. The FLWA modified mixtures saw the
largest gains in fracture resistance during this drying phase. On average, the KIC values for the FLWA
modified mixtures increased 66% from the start of drying compared to only an average increase of 35%
for the virgin mixtures. This strongly suggests the FLWA is furthering the hydration of the mixtures even
under drying conditions. The fracture energy results (Figure 3.20) suggest that little benefit is seen from
the increased hydration as evident from the near level values for all mixtures after 28 days of drying.
3.7 Conclusions
Accurately calculating the strain gradient present in a concrete material because of the moisture distribution
is crucial, if the curling behavior and stresses are going to be correctly predicted in concrete slabs. A self-
consistent micromechanical model was applied to aid in calculating the moisture induced strains in aging
and drying concrete materials. The composite model was used to calculate the skeleton modulus of the
concrete so that the Mackenzie pore stress model could be more accurately utilized to calculate moisture
gradient strains. The aging and hydration process was accounted for through simulations by modifying a
version of the CEMHYD3D model. The code was modified by incorporating the experimental mass loss
data for each of mixture in the simulation in order to accurately model the drying behavior of the mixtures.
Furthermore, the water held internally by the FLWA was considered once the simulation began drying the
microstructure. The domain of the existing CEMHYD3D code was also increased 80 fold and the code
efficiency was improved to prevent the large domain increase from causing the simulation times to grow to
unreasonable computational times.
The existing literature only considers a two, three, or four phase composite structure that is independent
of cement chemistry and aging. In this research, the ability to simulate the development of hydration
products under a drying gradient is a great improvement to enhance the accuracy of the moisture strain
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Figure 3.15: Skeleton modulus development over time for all the mixtures analyzed.
(a) 1 Day of Drying (b) 28 Days of Drying
Figure 3.16: Humidity strain gradients for F0 and V0 mixtures at different ages.
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(a) 1 Day of Drying (b) 28 Days of Drying
Figure 3.17: Humidity strain gradients for F3 and V3 mixtures at different ages.
(a) 1 Day of Drying (b) 28 Days of Drying
Figure 3.18: Humidity strain gradients for F6 and V6 mixtures at different ages.
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Figure 3.19: Critical stress intensity factors for all mixtures at the start of drying and 28 days after the start
of drying.
Figure 3.20: Total fracture energy measurements for all mixtures at the start of drying and 28 days after
the start of drying.
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gradient calculations. Concrete, especially at early ages and environments that generate drying, is not a
static material and the micromechanical model developed accounts for this fact. Using a combination of the
Hirsch mixing model and the self-consistent Budiansky-Hill model, the newly proposed model is multi-scale
as it begins at the cement grain level with the individual cement phases and ends with the modeling of a
concrete mixture complete with coarse and fine aggregates.
An improved method to fit the relative humidity data was also proposed. The existing method used a
functional form that had potential to oscillate with steep RH gradients. To remedy this, a double exponential
form was implemented to prevent oscillation and handle steep and shallow gradients without generating non-
physical results and with no need for manual corrections to the calculated values. With the use of the double
exponential form, the accuracy of the RH gradients was greatly improved and thus the calculation of the
moisture strain gradients was improved.
Six mixtures were tested that compared the difference between virgin and FLWA modified mixtures as
well as three different moist curing durations. Internal relative humidity measurements were taken of each
mixture under external drying conditions. This data, in conjunction with the skeleton modulus calculated
in part from the CEMHYD3D simulations, was used to calculate a strain gradient in the material. The
FLWA modified mixture with no curing had a substantial reduction in the tensile strain development depth
compared to the virgin mixture. The additional water provided by the FLWA maintains a higher level of
saturation in the pore structure and reduces the tensile strain development depth upon drying with respect
to the virgin mixture. However, after moist curing durations of 3.25 days and 6.5 days, there is very little
difference between the virgin and FLWA modified mixtures. The pore refinement at the surface is the
dominant factor in the drying mechanism and additional water contained in the FLWA is never fully de-
absorbed, thus maintaining the near saturation of the pore structure for the first 28 days of drying.Even
though mixtures with moist curing had very similar drying strain gradients, fracture testing revealed that
there are substantial strength differences between the mixtures at different ages. The additional water in
FLWA continues the hydration process upon cessation of moist curing and the bulk material experiences a
significant increase in fracture resistance compared to the virgin mixtures. Overall, the FLWA increases the
critical stress intensity factor by 66% after 28 days of drying compared to an increase of only 35% seen in
the virgin mixtures.
With the proposed multi-scale self-consistent composite model, it is possible to more accurately assess
the moisture generated strain gradients in a concrete material. The strain gradients are useful in calculating
the precise beam moments present in the specimens examined in Chapter 4. The surface strains calculated
provide some explanation of the data measured from acoustic emission tests in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
Restrained Beam Moisture Curling
and Creep1
4.1 Introduction
This chapter is comprised of four main components: theoretical derivation of a beam curling on an elastic
foundation with the possibility of separation, experimental moisture curling of beam on an elastic foundation,
tensile and compressive creep of virgin and FLWA concrete, and the application of creep data to predict
beam curling on an elastic foundation.
4.2 Experimental Procedure for Restrained Beam Curling on
Elastic Foundation
Two concrete mixtures were tested at two different moist curing durations (Table 4.1). A high-aspect ratio
beam, 1.4m by 0.08m by 0.15m, geometry was chosen so that measurable deflections could be obtained.
The mixtures with zero days of wet curing were covered with plastic for the first 24 hours of hydration to
ensure adequate strength development. Upon cessation of the curing regime, the beams were sealed on five
sides using aluminum foil with the finished, upper surface being exposed to the environment. The beams
were then placed into an environmental chamber maintained at a constant temperature, 25◦C ±0.3◦C, and
a constant humidity, 47%RH ±5%RH. For each mixture, there were two beam replicates. These beams are
also referred herein as restrained beam curling versus the unrestrained beam curling presented in Chapter
2.
Table 4.1: Concrete mixture designs used for this study (values in kg/m3). The
abbreviations PC, Ash, CA, IA, and FA represent the Portland cement, Class C fly
ash, coarse limestone aggregate, intermediate limestone aggregate, and fine natural
sand aggregate portions.
Mix ID PC Ash Water CA IA FA FLWA Cure Duration [days]
F0 286 72 150 938 268 420 96 0.0
F6 286 72 150 938 268 420 96 6.5
V0 286 72 150 938 268 575 0 0.0
V6 286 72 150 938 268 575 0 6.5
The unrestrained beam curling configuration has the same dimensions as the restrained beam except the
drying surface was facing laterally and the beam was placed on a bed of glass ball bearings. The foundation
1Part of this chapter was done in collaboration with Professor Lev Khazanovich, University of Minnesota .
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Figure 4.1: Free body diagrams of beams of finite length on an elastic foundation with applied moment (top)
and self-weight uniform load (bottom).
layer with ball bearings generated negligible friction during the curling of the beam. This unrestrained beam
configuration also minimized the effects of creep. The unrestrained beam testing procedure and results are
presented in Chapter 2.
4.3 Development of Analytical Solution
In order to determine the deflections and stresses in a finite-sized beam on an elastic foundation subjected to
a linear varying strain, the development of a closed-form solution using an equivalent moment concept was
completed, which also allows for separation to exist between the beam and foundation layer. The following
derivation utilizes superposition of two solutions for a beam of finite length on an elastic foundation after [90]
and [91]. The free body diagrams for a finite length beam on an elastic foundation subjected to a temperature
(or moisture) moment, M , and a beam with uniform distributed load, q, as a result of self-weight can be
seen in Figure 4.1.
To simplify the derivations, four consolidation functions are introduced (Eqs. 4.1–4.4),
A1 = sinhλx cosλx
′ (4.1)
A2 = coshλx sinλx
′ (4.2)
A3 = sinhλx
′ cosλx (4.3)
A4 = coshλx
′ sinλx (4.4)
where x and x′ are the position parameters along the beam shown in Figure 4.1. From [90], the deflection,
ym, for a finite length beam on elastic foundation subjected to a temperature moment, M , is given by Eq.
4.5,
ym (x) = − 2Mλ
2
bko (sinhλle + sinλle)
(A1 −A2 +A3 −A4) (4.5)
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Figure 4.2: Free body diagram for cantilever condition.
where le is the length of the beam on elastic foundation, M is defined by Eq. 4.6,
M = −γEI∆T
h
(4.6)
where γ is the coefficient of thermal expansion, E is the elastic modulus of the beam, I is the area moment
of inertia, ∆T , is the beam’s temperature differential, and h is the cross sectional thickness of the beam.
The lambda term, which describes the relative stiffness between the foundation layer and beam, is defined
by Eq. 4.7,
λ =
4
√
bko
4EI
(4.7)
where b is the beam width and ko is the modulus of subgrade reaction. The slope, θm, moment, Mm, and
shear, Qm, of the beam shown in Figure 4.1a are from [90] and are reproduced below in Eqs. 4.8–4.10:
θm (x) = −4Mλ
3
bko
coshλx cosλx′ − coshλx′ cosλx
sinhλle + sinλle
(4.8)
Mm (x) =
M
sinhλle + sinλle
(A1 +A2 +A3 +A4) (4.9)
Qm (x) = 2Mλ
sinhλx sinλx′ − sinhλx′ sinλx
sinhλle + sinλle
(4.10)
The equation describing the beam on elastic foundation with uniform self-weight, q, can be described
with Eq. 4.11,
yw (x) =
q
bko
(4.11)
and is just the rigid body deflection of the beam.
If the magnitude of the applied moment in the beam is large, it may result in separation of the beam
from the foundation layer at some point from the end of the beam. If separation does occur, the beam is
no longer supported by the foundation and a cantilevered condition exists (Figure 4.2). This cantilevered
beam is subjected to the self-weight of the beam as well as the applied moment.
The cantilevered beam has several boundary conditions that are needed to maintain deflection and
moment continuity at the point of separation as well as the curling moment at the end of the beam. First,
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the shear for a cantilevered beam with uniform load and applied end moment is defined by Eq. 4.12,
Qc (xc) = −
∫ lc
0
q dxc = −qxc + qlc (4.12)
with the boundary condition given by Eq. 4.13,
Qc (0) = qlc (4.13)
where lc is the length of the cantilevered section and xc is the position along the cantilever portion. The
moment, M (xc), is derived from the shear (Eq. 4.12) and is defined by Eq. 4.14,
Mc (xc) =
∫ lc
0
Qc (xc) dxc = −qx
2
c
2
+ qlcxc − ql
2
c
2
+M (4.14)
with the boundary condition given by Eq. 4.15,
Mc (lc) =M (4.15)
The slope of the cantilevered section is the integral of the curvature (moment divided by the beam’s
flexural rigidity) and defined by Eq. 4.16,
θc (xc) =
∫ lc
0
M (xc)
EI
dxc = − qx
3
c
6EI
+
qlcx
2
c
2EI
− ql
2
cxc
2EI
+
Mxc
EI
+Φ (4.16)
The boundary condition is defined by Eq. 4.17,
θc (0) = Φ = θm (le) + θw (le) (4.17)
Finally, the deflection can be defined by Eq. 4.18,
yc (xc) =
∫ lc
0
θc (xc) dxc = − qx
4
c
24EI
+
qlcx
3
c
6EI
− ql
2
cx
2
c
4EI
+
Mx2c
2EI
+Φxc (4.18)
with the boundary condition for the deflection equation given by Eq. 4.19.
yc (0) = 0 (4.19)
To solve the set of equations and find the point of beam-foundation separation, the following set of
conditions must be enforced. The deflection at the point of separation (Eq. 4.20),
ym (le) + yw (le) = yc (0) = 0 (4.20)
must be continuous and equal to zero. Additionally, the moment (Eq. 4.21),
Mm (le) +Mw (le) =Mc (0) (4.21)
at the point of separation must be equal and continuous. Finally, since the beam has finite length (Eq.
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Figure 4.3: Calculated beam deflection profiles for various temperature differentials with the following beam
properties: h of 150mm, b of 80mm, L of 1400mm, E of 30 GPa, q of 0.731 kg/cm, γ of 10.2×10−6/◦C, and
ko of 20.4 kPa/mm.
4.22),
L = le + lc (4.22)
the length of the fully supported section cannot be longer than the length of the beam, L. These boundary
conditions can be used in a Newton-Raphson implementation to solve the system of equations rapidly and
accurately (Lines 61–113 in Appendix E).
With this derivation, the deflection, slope, moment, and shear of any beam geometry and support
condition with separation that is undergoing curling can be calculated. The mathematical relationships and
procedure have been coded and can be found in (Appendix E). An example beam is shown in Figure 4.3
which shows three magnitudes of separation from the subgrade. Only half of the beam profile is shown
since symmetry is assumed. As the temperature differential increases, the beam separation off the subgrade
occurs.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.4: Calculated beam responses for F0(a), V0(b), F6(c), and V6(d) data sets after 28 days of drying.
The analysis assumes a COTE of 10.2×10−6 /◦C, unit weight of 2259 kg/m3, modulus of subgrade reaction
of 20.4 kPa/mm, and uses the measured elastic modulus data from the DCT testing.
4.4 Application of Model to Experimental Data
The analytical model derived above was used to fit the deflection data of the beammixtures described in Table
4.1 at 28 days of drying (Figure 4.4). The inputs and associated outputs from the calculation are presented
in Table 4.2. The experimental deflection values at 28 days, y28, came directly from the experimental data
(Figure 4.5). The same error bounds that were derived in Chapter 2 were used here due to the lack of a
design of experiments model. The deflection in this case is the difference between the end and middle points
of the beam. Using these values, the calculation procedure for the beam described in the preceding sections
was run iteratively until the deflections of the calculations matched those of the experimental measurements.
The elastic modulus values came from fracture testing that occurred concurrently with this study. Because
the mix volumetrics were kept identical with the only difference being the inclusion of the FLWA, a constant
coefficient of thermal expansion (COTE) of 10.2×10−6 /◦C was used. It is unlikely the COTE would change
drastically from one mixture to another at an age of 28 days. The unit weight was measured for each
mixture and was approximately 2259 kg/m3. Any differences in the unit weight between mixtures was
within the precision bounds defined by ASTM C138. The modulus of subgrade reaction of the support mat
was measured and found to be 20.4 kPa/mm.
The theoretical deflection profiles derived for each mixture are presented in Figure 4.6. At early ages,
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Figure 4.5: Experimental restrained beam curling deflections for each of the mixtures tested. Gray regions
indicate standard error bounds as calculated from Chapter 2.
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Table 4.2: Inputs and calculated applied temperature mo-
ment at 28 days of drying, M28, of fitting the experimental
restrained beam curling data, y28, to the model.
Mixture E [GPa] y28 [mm] M28 [N*m] ∆T [
◦C]
F0 24.7 0.135 -314 -8.3
V0 23.2 0.161 -349 -9.8
F6 28.3 0.317 -798 -18.4
V6 35.3 0.641 -2098 -38.8
Figure 4.6: Calculated deflection profiles for the various mixtures after 28 days of drying.
it is apparent that creep plays a significant role in the deflections generated from the restrained beam
specimens compared to the unrestrained beams. The F0 and V0 restrained mixtures have statistically
identical deflection profiles for the first 28 days of drying. This differs significantly from the unrestrained
deflection profiles (Figure 4.7). Despite the difference in curling seen in unrestrained beams at the same curing
duration, the creep dominates the overall beam behavior versus the differences in the material constituents.
However, the two mixtures exhibit different behaviors after a 6.5 day curing regime, where the overall creep
is not expected to be significant (Figure 4.8). Therefore at the 6.5 curing duration, the additional water
provided by the FLWA reduces the volume of concrete near the surface undergoing strain and results in a
50% reduction in the maximum curling deflection when compared to the virgin mixture for the restrained
case. The next sections presents how to characterize, measure, and back-calculate the creep that occurs in
the restrained beam curling test setup.
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Figure 4.7: Measured curling deflections for restrained and unrestrained F0 and V0 mixtures.
Figure 4.8: Measured curling deflections for restrained and unrestrained F6 and V6 mixtures.
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4.5 Creep Measurements
Concrete under stress or strain undergoes creep, which is a material relaxation phenomenon. Concrete
creep has been shown to have a high relaxation factor at early ages of hydration and then decrease as the
microstructure develops [92–95]. Creep can be described by two primary mechanisms: viscous flow which
can also lead to solid-solid bond ruptures and interlayer collapse because of drying and water transport [96].
Currently, there does not exist a single mechanism that has been proposed and verified that fully describes
the creep behavior occurring in a concrete material [97, 98] and it is evident that the creep behavior is a
combination of multiple mechanisms [99]. There are also minor mechanisms that play a role in explaining the
overall creep behavior. The restraint provided by the aggregate skeleton and crystalline hydration products
can affect the magnitude of creep due to the restraint stresses that develop under loading [99]. Furthermore,
loading can cause micro-cracking which leads to possible recrystallization of certain hydration products and
the formation of additional hydration products [99].
Viscous flow theory has been used to partially explain the mechanism of creep within a cement paste
[100, 101]. The interparticle bonds within the C-S-H structure can be sheared or even broken and reformed
under stress following viscous flow theories. It has been found that no water exists between the bonds
and that interlayer water is responsible for the majority of the volume change, with adsorbed pore water
playing a minor role [100]. Other work has shown that the stress is being produced by a change in the
chemical potential, the Gibbs free energy, of the pore water due to drying, suggesting that the adsorbed
pore water is actually a major factor in the creep behavior of concrete materials [97]. Temperature also has a
significant impact on the amount of creep that occurs. As temperature increases, the rate of bond breaking
and formation increases and the creep rate increases.
Another explanation of the creep mechanism assumes that an equilibrium exists in the tensile bonds
between particles and adsorbed water compressed in narrow spaces between particles [102]. When additional
stress is applied, there is a gradual displacement of water. As the water is displaced, the C-S-H layers begin
to rearrange and compact [98].
The concrete beam on elastic foundation derivation only accounts for the self-weight restraint of the beam
as it curls. However, this curling behavior generates both compressive and tensile stress in the beam. Since
the mixtures were tested at very early ages, creep plays a significant role in the resulting curling deflections.
The modified B3 model [92, 103–105] can be used to predict the creep behavior at the early ages seen in the
study. However, this model was calibrated on a significantly large proportion of non-FLWA mixtures. The
modified B3 model also does not directly account for the saturation state of the porosity with the saturation
state of the concrete significantly impacting the magnitude of creep [106].
Several methods were used to either measure or estimate the creep parameters of the mixtures tested.
Each method has a set of advantages and disadvantages. Experimental creep testing is a well populated field
of study and is a suitable starting point to begin the study. However, some research indicates that application
of measured creep values to beams in flexural may not be as straight forward as the application of creep to
structurally simple geometries, such as columns. Thus, a backcalculation method will also be examined to
see if there is sufficient experimental data to estimate an effective creep value. While a finite element model
would be able to simulate the behavior seen by assigning different creep values to the individual elements
based on their vertical and lateral distance from the surface, the goal is to understand the mechanism behind
the creep development during the external drying of the beam and thus an analytical model is sought to
predict the resultant curling deflections. The variables used for the various calculation methods omit the
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commonly used time of loading, t′. Since there is no defined loading start point in the restrained beams,
each calculation in time is a function of the relative previous state and not an absolute fixed point in time.
4.5.1 Method 1: Direct Measurement
This method utilizes experimentally measured creep data to predict the restrained beam curling behavior
from the unrestrained beam curling data. In order to do this, the creep is applied to the unrestrained
curling strain in the form of a fictitious elastic modulus. This fictitious modulus is a relaxed modulus that
is calculated from both the tensile and compressive creep data sets. This calculation is a function of time
and therefore captures the aging behavior of the young and hydrating concrete material.
The total compressive and tensile creep of each mixture was measured experimentally. The total creep is
comprised of the basic creep and drying creep. The compressive creep, both basic and drying, was measured
according to ASTM C512-10 with the exception that the specimens were 100mm diameter cylinders instead of
150mm diameter cylinders. The specimens were loaded to 40% of their compressive strength as determined by
concurrent compressive strength testing (Table 4.3). The basic creep specimens were sealed with aluminum
tape to prevent moisture loss (Figure 4.9). The total creep specimens were simply sulfur capped to provide
a plane mating surface for the application of the load (Figure 4.10).
Table 4.3: Compressive and tensile
strengths of specimens used in the creep
study at the time of loading (units in MPa).
F0 V0 F6 V6
Compressive 12.1 11.9 31.5 33.3
Tensile 1.51 1.59 2.62 2.59
The total tensile creep was measured in a similar fashion as the compressive creep. A dead load cantilever
was used to generate the tensile load on the cylinders (Figure 4.11). The applied load was 10% of the peak
tensile load for that mixture as determined by concurrent splitting tensile strength tests (Table 4.3). In order
to generate a uniform tensile load on the specimens, four anchor points were cast in the specimen at both
ends. Upon demolding, a steel plate, with a layer of epoxy, was bolted onto each end using the anchor points
(Figure 4.12). A threaded tube was connected to each end to allow for a pin connection (Figure 4.13). These
plate assemblies were then connected to a base and the cantilever through a loop and pin system (Figures
4.14 and 4.15). In this manner, the lateral restraint forces were minimal on the specimens. Additionally,
the ends of the strain gauge lead wires were terminated with an ethernet connector. This allows up to 16
specimens to be rapidly connected to the data acquisition system via a patch panel in less than 30 seconds.
This is important because early-age creep is a time dependent phenomenon with the total creep specimens
experiencing significant strain development upon initial drying.
Embedment strain gauges (Texas Measurements PMFL-60) were used to measure strain through a HP
3497A digital multimeter. A strain reading of the unloaded specimen was taken as an absolute zero baseline.
Upon loading, another initial reading was taken as soon as the load was stabilized in order to measure the
quasi-instantaneous elastic strain. Then the creep strain values for each specimen were recorded once every
minute for 14 days. The code used to capture the data is included in Appendix J.
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Figure 4.9: Sealed basic compressive creep specimen.
The creep measurements, which are a combination of basic and drying creep, must be corrected based
on the free shrinkage strains that develop upon drying. Companion free drying shrinkage specimens were
used to subtract out (Eq. 4.23) the effects of drying shrinkage strains, d,
tcr = t − d (4.23)
from the measurements of total (drying) strains, t, to calculate the total creep strain, tcr.
The directly measured strain curves for each of the creep tests are shown in Figures 4.16–4.19. The
total creep strain curves have already been corrected for the drying shrinkage. Since the restrained and
unrestrained beams are sealed on five sides, only two types of creep measurements are needed for each
mixture: total tensile creep, which is comprised of basic and drying creep, and basic compressive creep. The
section of the beam in tension is at the surface and is actively drying while the interior part of the beam is
sealed against water loss and in compression.
The specific creep curves for each mixture and test type can be calculated from the creep strains, cr (t).
The creep strain is divided by the applied constant stress, σa (Eq. 4.24),
J (t) =
cr (t)
σa
(4.24)
to obtain the specific creep, J (t) seen in Figures 4.21 – 4.24.
Unlike mature concrete, the specific creep of the relatively young concrete tested varies with time. Since
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Figure 4.10: Total compressive creep specimen with sulfur capping.
creep has an initial elastic compliance component and then a viscoelastic component with aging, a three
parameter solid model (Figure 4.20) is an appropriate choice for fitting the specific creep data. In addition,
the three parameter solid model is an arrheodictic model which has an asymptotic creep behavior that
matches the behavior seen in the experimental data. The initial elastic compliance is captured by the J0
term (Eq. 4.25),
J (t) = J0 + J1
1− exp−tτ
 (4.25)
while the time dependent compliance is captured by the J1 and τ terms which allows for the calculation of
specific creep, J (t), at any point in time, t.
The parameters for the three parameter model are shown in Table 4.4 for the mixtures with no moist
curing and Table 4.5 for the mixtures with 6.5 days of moist curing. The experimental data versus the fitted
model are shown in Figures 4.25–4.28.
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Figure 4.11: Cantilevered dead load system for applying constant tensile load.
Table 4.4: Specific creep model parameters for V0
and F0 mixtures.
Type J0 J1 τ
V0, Sealed, Compressive 53.90 20.87 4.7928
F0, Sealed, Compressive 62.35 29.38 5.9409
V0, Total, Tensile 44.24 708.2 5.1144
F0, Total, Tensile 158.3 746.0 3.6841
Table 4.5: Specific creep model parameters for V6
and F6 mixtures.
Type J0 J1 τ
V6, Sealed, Compressive 46.81 7.852 5.9813
F6, Sealed, Compressive 51.61 8.795 8.7764
V6, Total, Tensile 33.80 1465 5.3291
F6, Total, Tensile 65.57 1241 4.9111
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Figure 4.12: Sealed tensile creep specimen with steel plate bolted on.
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Figure 4.13: Total tensile creep specimen with steel plate bolted on with threaded tube connection.
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Figure 4.14: Sealed tensile creep specimen under cantilevered tensile load.
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Figure 4.15: Detail of the connection for the sealed tensile creep specimen under cantilevered tensile load.
Figure 4.16: Total tensile creep strains for F0 and V0 mixtures.
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Figure 4.17: Compressive sealed creep strains for F0 and V0 mixtures.
Figure 4.18: Total tensile creep strains for F6 and V6 mixtures.
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Figure 4.19: Compressive sealed creep strains for F6 and V6 mixtures.
Figure 4.20: Schematic of the three parameter solid model.
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Figure 4.21: Compressive sealed specific creep values over time for F0 and V0 mixtures.
The specific total tensile creep for the mixtures with no moist curing, shown in Figure 4.22, display the
expected trend of the F0 mixture having a higher specific creep than the V0 mixture because of the higher
degree of saturation provided by the FLWA aggregates. The V0 mixture appears to have decreasing creep
early on in the loading. This effect has been seen in the literature [93, 94, 107–109] and there currently
is no verified explanation for the behavior. The fact that the effect is only present in the V0 mixture
indicates that the phenomenon might have something to do with the saturation state of the specimen and
the possible formation of expansive products such as ettringite [110]. Another explanation could be the
significant difference in the drying rates of the two mixtures at very early ages. The data in Chapter 2
clearly shows a significant difference between mixtures with and without FLWA. Other possibilities include
microcracking occurring around the strain gauge itself but by this logic both F0 and V0 specimens should
see the negative creep effect.
The first step in applying creep parameters to the restrained beam curling deflection profile is to first
calculate the surface strain in the unrestrained beam as a function of time, ε (t). This information comes
from Chapter 2. The second moment area, I, must also be calculated for the beam geometry and is given
by Eq. 4.26,
I =
bh3
12
(4.26)
where b is the width of the beam cross section and h is the height. The final parameter needed is the relaxed
beam moment as a function of time, MR (t), which is given by Eq. 4.27,
M (t) = −Iε (t)Er (t)
h
2
(4.27)
where Er (t) is the composite creep modulus as a function of time. The composite creep modulus is a fictitious
modulus applied to the beam to account for the creep that occurs during drying. By using this fictitious
modulus to the moment calculation, the unrestrained beam strain is relaxed and the curling deflection profile
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Figure 4.22: Total tensile specific creep values over time for F0 and V0 mixtures.
Figure 4.23: Compressive sealed specific creep values over time for F6 and V6 mixtures.
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Figure 4.24: Total tensile specific creep values over time for F6 and V6 mixtures.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.25: Sealed compressive creep compliance curves for V0 (a) and F0 (b) mixtures with three-parameter
solid model fit.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.26: Total tensile creep compliance curves for V0 (a) and F0 (b) mixtures with three-parameter
solid model fit.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.27: Sealed compressive creep compliance curves for V6 (a) and F6 (b) mixtures with three-parameter
solid model fit.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.28: Total tensile creep compliance curves for V6 (a) and F6 (b) mixtures with three-parameter
solid model fit.
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can be calculated using the previously described beam on elastic foundation derivation.
In order to calculate the composite creep modulus, the fictitious neutral axis of the beam needs to be
determined. The depth of the neutral axis as a function of time, xNA (t), can be calculated for a bonded
composite beam using Eq. 4.28 (taken from [111], Eq. 41),
xNA (t) =
E1 (t)h1 (t)
2
2
+ E2 (t)h2 (t)h1 (t) +
E2 (t)h2 (t)
2
2
E1 (t)h1 (t) + E2 (t)h2 (t)
(4.28)
where E1 (t) is the tensile drying creep modulus, h1 (t) is the thickness of the layer influenced by the
tensile drying creep, E2 (t) is the compressive sealed creep modulus, and h2 (t) is the thickness of the layer
influenced by the sealed compressive creep. The first layer uses the total tensile creep because that represents
the physical material behavior present during drying. The sealed compressive creep is used for the second
layer because the beam is sealed on all sides except for the drying surface and thus the lower portions of
the beam are expected to remain essentially saturated. The needed creep modulus, Ei (t) can be calculated
using Eq. 4.29,
Ei (t) =
1
J0 + J1
1− exp−tτ
 (4.29)
using the parameters in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. By assuming an equivalent linear strain gradient, the neutral
axis can be set to the thickness of the tensile layer (i.e. xNA (t) = h1 (t)). By doing so, Eq. 4.28 simplifies
to (Eq. 4.30), √
E2 (t)
E1 (t)
=
h1 (t)
h2 (t)
(4.30)
Then, the composite modulus can be calculated using Eq. 4.31 (taken from [111], Eq. 392),
Erh
3
12
=
E1h
3
1
12
+ E1h1
(
x− h1
2
)2
+
E2h
3
2
12
+ E2h2
(
h1 − x+ h2
2
)2
(4.31)
where h is the thickness of the beam. The variables in the equation are a function of time but the notation
has been omitted to facilitate easier reading. By substituting in Eq. 4.30, the composite modulus can simply
be calculated by Eq. 4.32,
Er (t) =
4
(
E1 (t)
3
√
E2 (t)
E1 (t)
+ E2 (t)
)
(
1 +
√
E2 (t)
E1 (t)
)3 (4.32)
With the relaxed moment (Eq. 4.27) now calculated, it can be applied to a restrained beam on an elastic
foundation by using Mr (t) as the curling M from the previous section. At this juncture, there are two
possibilities to complete the calculation to predict the restrained curling deflection of the drying concrete
beam. Either the measured concrete elastic modulus or the fictitious modulus considering creep can be
used as the beam modulus when applying the curling moment to the beam. If the actual material elastic
modulus, as determined by the DCT fracture testing mentioned in Chapter 3, is used, the curling deflection
2There is an error in the original publication. The corrected version of the equation is used in this thesis.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.29: Experimental and predicted restrained beam curling deflection values over time for the F0 (a)
and V0 (b) mixtures.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.30: Experimental and predicted restrained beam curling deflection values over time for the F6 (a)
and V6 (b) mixtures.
is severely under-predicted as seen in Figures 4.29 and 4.30. Conversely, if the composite modulus is used,
the curling deflection profile is severely over-predicted with one exception.
In all but one case, the predictions do not come close to predicting the amount of curling deflection in
the restrained beam. This suggests that the measured creep values are too high for the stresses seen in the
beam. While the specific creep is a normalized creep that accounts for the loading stress used to generate the
values, the stresses in the restrained beam may be small enough that the normalization does not accurately
reflect the creep behavior during drying. The stresses in the beam are self-restraining stresses as there is no
application of an external stress, unlike the conditions that were used to generate the specific creep curves.
Furthermore, the stress in the beam is constantly changing, unlike the creep measurements that had constant
stress. Finally, the stress state in the beam varies with depth at any offset location, i.e., the beam is not
fully under a constant state of stress or even a constant gradient of stress.
Another source of error comes from the assumption that the tensile and compressive creep modulus are
simply the inverse of compliance. The approximation shown in Eq. 4.29 is not entirely valid for early age
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concrete materials [106]. Even if a complete set of relaxation curves were calculated for different specimen
ages, the analysis is not expected to increase substantially in accuracy because the loading conditions of the
creep measurements and the restrained beams are so different [112–114]. These differences are sufficient to
cause significant prediction errors in using experimentally measured creep values for calculating the restrained
beam curling deflections. A similar issue is encountered when attempting to apply simply measured creep
values to box girders [115, 116].
In the approach utilizing the composite modulus as the beam elastic modulus, it is effectively applying
a relaxation to the beam twice. The first time is in the backcalculation of the relaxed moment which is
a common step for both measured and composite modulus calculation uses. However, when utilizing the
beam on elastic foundation derivation, an elastic modulus for the beam is required. By using the composite
modulus as the beam elastic modulus, creep, or more specifically, the inverse of creep, is being applied to the
beam again. Thus, the beam is curling because of a relaxed moment using a stiffness of a relaxed modulus.
This in effect makes the beam significantly less stiff which is not representative of what is physically present
in the system.
4.5.2 Method 2: Backcalculation
Due to the complex strain state in the aging and drying beams, a backcalculation method is proposed in
that a solution is guaranteed if applied moments on the two beams are equivalent. The creep value that
is backcalculated is the effective creep, which combines both the tensile and compressive creep strains seen
in the beam cross section. The creep parameter that is determined from this procedure is a backcalculated
creep coefficient that incorporates all of the mixed stress state relaxation occurring in the beam. It will
be termed a creep factor for the remainder of this document in that it is not only incorporating direct
compressive and tensile creep but other relaxation factors as well. The specific creep cannot be determined
because of the unknown stress state in the beam. With this approach, the differences between the various
mixtures (material constituents and curing duration) can be determined.
There are several methods to backcalculate the creep factor, φf (t). In order to backcalculate the creep
factor, the moment in the restrained beam, Mr (t), must be calculated as described in the previous section.
Separately, the moment for the unrestrained beam, Mu (t), is calculated via Eq. 4.33,
Mu (t) =
u (t) IEc (t)
0.5h
(4.33)
where Ec is the computed elastic modulus from the backcalculated creep factor that assumes a sudden jump
in stress at the beginning of loading [117, 118] and is shown in Eq. 4.34,
Ec (t) =
E (t)
1 + φf (t)
(4.34)
However, Bazant proposed a method for finding the creep coefficient that accounts for the aging of the
material with a so-called “age-adjusted effective modulus” [106, 119] and is shown in Eq. 4.35,
Ec (t) =
E (t)− Er (t)
1 + φf (t)
(4.35)
where Er is defined in Eq. 4.32. For the ages tested, utilization of a procedure that accounts for the aging
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is critical due to the continued hydration and thus Eq. 4.34 is not a sufficient choice for the analysis.
In order to find the backcalculated creep factor, the condition of Mr (t) = Mu (t) must be satisfied.
The only unknown is the creep factor and finding a solution is relatively simple. The restrained moment
is calculated directly from the experimental restrained curling data using the beam on elastic foundation
derivation previously described. With this moment, the solution becomes a simple algebraic equation shown
in Eq. 4.36,
Ec (t) =
Mr (t)
h
2
u (t) I
=
E (t)− Er (t)
1 + φf (t)
(4.36)
where u (t) is the strain in the unrestrained beam as a function of time.
This procedure was performed on the mixtures tested and shown in Figures 4.31 and 4.32. The backcal-
culation procedure for the F0 and F6 mixtures produces values for the creep factor that are reasonable and
of the same magnitude as those reported in the literature [92, 93, 108, 109]. The creep coefficients reported
in the literature are usually either compressive or tensile and not a creep factor value as is calculated here.
The shape of the creep factor curves suggests that the FLWA mixtures experience an overall continuously
increasing stress state in the beam. There is a distinct difference between the creep factor for the V0 and F0
mixtures with the V0 curve displaying a non-physical behavior. Generally as hydration progresses, concrete
materials do not exhibit a decreasing creep factor especially at later ages. When comparing the unrestrained
and restrained V0 curling deflections (see Figure 4.7), a large creep relaxation at early ages must occur in
the restrained concrete beam in order to satisfy the equivalent moment assumption with the unrestrained
beam. Because of this very high creep factor in the first few days, the creep factor has a decreasing trend at
later ages. Likewise, it is possible because of the more severe drying gradient in V0 at early ages that the
stress state in the beam is changing more dramatically than in the F0 mix. Furthermore, the stress state
must be significantly higher in the V0 specimen due to the much higher back-calculated creep factor. Even
though the calculated strains from Chapter 3 indicate that the F0 mixture would have the higher surface
strain, the deeper non-linearity of the V0 mixture generates more stress upon restraint.
The creep response of V6 and F6 mixtures is more expected because of the higher degree of saturation
present and more uniform moisture profile through the cross section. This was seen in Chapter 3 with the
relative humidity measurements. For the F6 and V6 creep factor values, the initial creep factor rate are
significantly lower than the the F0 and V0 mixtures but at later ages, the creep factor rate does not diminish
as typically seen in creep tests. The overall magnitude for the 6.5 day curing duration creep factor are smaller
than the 0 day curing duration. For V6 mixture, a negative creep factor is backcalculated for approximately
the first 12 days of drying. Examining Figure 4.8, the V6 restrained and unrestrained deflection curves are
very similar initially with the V6 restrained beam having a slightly higher deflection than the unrestrained
beam. There are two reasons for this initial, negative creep factor. First, there is little difference between
the curling deflection of unrestrained and restrained concrete beam with virgin concrete mixture at 6.5 days
of moist curing. Secondly, the experimental error bounds for the specimens are statistically the same for
the first 12 days. Thus, the backcalculated creep factor in Figure 4.32 for the V6 mixture should actually
be very near zero for the first 12 days of drying. It is this artifact that causes the negative creep value to
appear in the backcalculation.
The creep coefficient from the experimental data measured in Section 4.5.1 was simply calculated using
Eq. 4.37,
φ (t) =
ncr
e
(4.37)
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Figure 4.31: Backcalculated creep factors for the F0 and V0 mixtures using the effective modulus from Eq.
4.35.
Figure 4.32: Backcalculated creep factors for the F6 and V6 mixtures using the effective modulus from Eq.
4.35.
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Figure 4.33: Comparison of back-calculated creep factor for F0 mixture with experimentally measured tensile
and compressive creep.
where ncr is the creep strain, without the elastic component, and e is the elastic component of the complete
creep strain profile. Comparing the backcalculated creep factor values with the experimentally determined
values from the constant load tests, it is clear that the backcalculated value is a combination of both tensile
and compressive creep (Figures 4.33–4.36). The unexpected backcalculated creep curve for the V0 mixture is
not explained by the experimental creep data. For reasons mentioned previously, this is partially explained
by the difference in loading cases for the beam curling and creep test procedures. The effect of drying for
the beam cross section is confined to the surface of one face of the beam as opposed to the creep specimens
that are cylindrical and have the entire surface evenly drying.
F6 and V6 tensile creep coefficient values are an order of magnitude higher than values typically reported
in literature [94, 109]. A possible explanation is that the specimens tested in this study were quickly placed
into the tensile testing frame. The time from removal of moist curing to the start of loading and strain gauge
recording was less than three minutes. Furthermore, the first 2,000 readings were taken 16 seconds apart in an
attempt to accurately capture the entire initial loading effects. This procedure may have captured significant
deformations that occurred upon initial drying (i.e. first few minutes) that other past researchers’ tests have
not captured. This effect is more pronounced for the longer cured specimens due to the finer porosity at the
surface. Furthermore, the method of recording the free drying shrinkage strains does not necessarily capture
the initial deformations because of drying with the zero point generally set as the first comparative reading.
The comparison of experimental and back-calculated creep coefficient and factor values also shows that
there is a heavy influence of tensile creep at play in the beam curling. From Chapter 3, it is known that a
significant portion of the beam cross section is under compressive strain, albeit of small magnitude (Table
4.6). The majority of the deformations in the beam arise from the relatively high surface tensile strains
caused by the drying front. These strains are in some cases, two orders of magnitude higher than the
compressive strains. This trend is clearly shown in the data as the backcalculated creep factor is always
above the measured compressive creep coefficient.
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Figure 4.34: Comparison of back-calculated creep factor for V0 mixture with experimentally measured tensile
and compressive creep.
Figure 4.35: Comparison of back-calculated creep factor for F6 mixture with experimentally measured tensile
and compressive creep.
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Figure 4.36: Comparison of back-calculated creep factor for V6 mixture with experimentally measured tensile
and compressive creep.
Table 4.6: Surface and interior strains for mixtures
tested as calculated from the procedure outlined in
Chapter 3. Tension is negative with values provided
for 1, 3, and 28 days of drying.
Max Tensile [µ] Max Compressive [µ]
Mix 1 3 28 1 3 28
F0 -972 -891 -504 21 62 56
V0 -782 -728 -516 36 51 132
F6 -635 -610 -327 5 23 64
V6 -539 -521 -280 8 10 100
4.6 Conclusions
A novel analytical solution was derived for a beam curling on an elastic foundation with the possibility of
separation from the foundation layer. Through the principles of superposition, the final model uses solutions
from a uniformly loaded beam, a beam with an applied moment at the end, and a cantilever beam with
uniform load and end moment. With this formulation, the deflection profile and stresses in the beam can
be theoretically calculated as well as estimates of the curling deflection of a beam on elastic foundation
undergoing a linear temperature or moisture gradient. Once the condition of separation has been achieved,
the analysis transfers from a beam on elastic foundation calculation to a simple cantilever calculation.
Using the analytical model and the experimental data, prediction of the curling deflection behavior of
a restrained beam was unsuccessful based on the back-calculated moment from a companion unrestrained
beam. In order to improve the curling predictions of the restrained beam, the early age creep properties
of the FLWA and virgin concrete mixtures were measured. Both total and basic creep measurements were
made on the mixtures examined for compressive and tensile load cases. Creep curves from standard constant
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load creep tests were applied to the unrestrained mixtures in order to predict the restrained behavior. The
predictions significantly deviated from the experimental restrained beam results in nearly every case. Part
of this deviation is because of how the creep data is obtained. The restrained beam does not experience
a sudden, step load as is the case for the measured creep values. Furthermore, the beam is in a varying
state of stress as it dries whereas the creep specimens are in a relatively constant stress state. The beam
simultaneously gains strength through hydration and experiences strain because of surface drying. This
is a continuous process with no defined load application. Furthermore, the strain that develops is highly
non-linear as was seen from the calculations from Chapter 3. These factors all negatively affect the validity
of directly applying measured creep data to the unrestrained beam in order to predict the restrained curling
behavior.
Due to the discrepancies between the prediction and experimental data, a backcalculation procedure for
determining the effective creep factor was employed. The backcalculation procedure assumed the curling
moment was the same for both the unrestrained and restrained beams given the same concrete material and
curing duration and then an effective creep factor was calculated. For the beams tested, the FLWA mixtures
had backcalculated creep factors that were realistic and reasonable at both curing durations. For the V0
mixture, the effective creep factor deviated significantly from what is seen in standard creep tests with the
creep factor initially increasing rapidly but then decreasing after a few days. For longer curing durations,
the measured creep coefficient values were smaller for both mixes but the rate of increase of creep strain was
still higher than the 0 day curing duration even at 28 days.
It is difficult to fully describe the backcalculated creep behavior except that the initial drying caused
significant strains to develop near the surface that were quickly relaxed or cracks would have been visible in
the material. The creep factor magnitudes at later ages are more in line with the expected creep behavior of
a concrete material. While the backcalculated creep factor for mixture V6 is negative for the first 10 days,
it is only the result of the variability between the restrained and unrestrained beam specimens and the fact
that creep plays a smaller role in the virgin mixture’s deformations at longer curing durations.
Overall, it is evident that in order to accurately apply creep to the particular conditions tested, a different
test method must be developed and employed. The beams experience both tensile and compressive strains
as they dry. This complex state of strain means that different volumes of the beam are undergoing different
creep behaviors. This extremely non-linear behavior is difficult to model analytically due to the numerous
factors present in the system. A numerical solution involving the backcalculation of the creep factor is
currently the only method to obtain useful information about the relationship between the restrained and
unrestrained beams.
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Chapter 5
Air-coupled Acoustic Emission of
Mortar
5.1 Introduction
Acoustic emission techniques have been used on various materials for decades. The first detailed use of
acoustic emission techniques dates back to the early 1950s and the work done in Germany [120] and the
1960s with work done in the U.S. [121, 122]. Kaiser [120] led to the development of the Kaiser effect. It
was noticed that if a specimen was loaded and then unloaded, any re-load of the specimen would yield zero
acoustic emission events until the previous peak load was obtained. It was noted by several early authors
that this effect was crucial to establishing the reliability of laboratory setups as there was now a known
null reference point they could use to test their equipment against [121]. These early studies demonstrated
that acoustic emission is a reliable testing technique. Since then, the research field has grown tremendously
with advances in transducer and signal processing equipment. Advances in the use of acoustic emission
for concrete materials has seen steady growth with a large body of knowledge in the literature for acoustic
emission measurements and techniques on concrete materials.
Significant work on acoustic emission in concrete began in the 1970s with several studies conducted on
monitoring the cracking of concrete materials under loading [123–125] and corrosion processes [126]. Nielsen
and Griffin [125] demonstrated that the Kaiser effect exists in non-homogeneous materials such as concrete
but only if there is a rest period between loading (Figure 5.1). Shah [127–130], Ohtsu [131–134], and more
recently by Landis [135–137] and Weiss [138–140] have cemented acoustic emission as a viable tool for crack
detection, corrosion measurements, and freeze-thaw durability assessments in concrete materials.
All the aforementioned studies utilized a specimen coupled transducer to measure the acoustic emission
events. This allows for better signal processing and filtering out ambient noise events. However, there are
systems that allow for an air-coupled setup. In the early 1980s, Wagner [141, 142] developed an interfero-
metric and holographic technique that utilized lasers to measure ultrasonic waves coming off of an excited
composite surface. Metallic materials are excellent candidates for air coupled ultrasonic scanning systems
because of their homogeneity and high frequency material properties which allows for exclusion of ambient
noise events and sources. Additional Work has been done utilizing laser systems on steel rail crack detection
[143, 144] with great success.
Building on the laser interferometry techniques, Bruttomesso [145] demonstrated that an air coupled
laser system was capable of the same frequency resolution as a coupled transducer. However, it would take
nearly a decade for acoustic sensors to match the sensitivity of the laser system outlined in [145]. Popovics
[146–148] demonstrated that it was possible to use an air-coupled microphone system to measure ultrasonic
events in concrete materials. These events had to be physically generated via an impactor and was not an
entirely passive nor fully air-coupled system. The next step progression to a fully air-coupled system was
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Figure 5.1: Demonstration of the Kaiser effect in concrete from [125].
done by Hall [149]. A tomographic system was developed that used an air-coupled excitation transducer
and air-coupled detection transducer. Nevertheless, all the aforementioned techniques are active techniques
that require and excitation source and are not truly passive, as an acoustic emission technique should be.
An extensive literature review determined that a fully air-coupled acoustic emission technique (passive) has
not been reported. While there is no measurement disadvantage to using a laser interferometric technique,
it is expensive and depending on the setup, may only be listening to a small portion of the specimen being
tested.
5.2 Research Significance
A novel technique using commercial microphones to create an fully air-coupled acoustic emission test setup
is described. The existing literature has no mention of a previous setup being tested or attempted. The
AE technique being developed was applied to mortar specimens undergoing external drying at early ages to
examine the feasibility and repeatability of the test method.
5.3 Experimental Procedure
Three mortar mixtures (Table 5.1) were tested as part of this study. The fine lightweight aggregate (FLWA)
used in the FLWA-100 mixture was an expanded shale from Brooklyn, Indiana and had an absorption
capacity of 14%. The natural sand used in the SAND-100 mixture was a siliceous river sand. The two
aggregate types had different gradations (Figure 5.2). The BLEND-27 mixture represented the paste fraction
of the FLWA mixtures tested in the previous chapters with 27% of the sand volume replaced with FLWA.
The mortars were cast into a plate mold with dimensions of 150mm by 100mm by 10mm. After a 24 hour
cure, which involved covering the specimens with plastic sheeting, they were demolded and placed into a
sealed plastic container.
The sealed plastic container contained semi-pelletized calcium chloride desiccant which lowers the relative
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Table 5.1: Mixture designs of test specimens.
ID PC [g] FA [g] Sand [g] FLWA [g] Water [g]
SAND-100 100 25 349 – 53
FLWA-100 100 25 – 226 53
BLEND-27 100 25 255 61 53
Figure 5.2: Gradation of sand and FLWA aggregates used in this study.
humidity inside the container to approximately 50% and plastic standoffs to prevent the specimen from
coming in contact with the desiccant (Figure 5.3). The specimen was placed on top of the standoffs (Figure
5.4) and then the container was sealed with the matching lid. The MEMS microphone was held in place
via friction and was situated 1cm above the center of the specimen (Figure 5.5). This sealed container
was then placed into a sound attenuating chamber to reduce the effects of ambient noise (Figure 5.6). The
sound attenuating chamber was then placed into a laboratory room that had little activity during the testing
periods.
The choice of microphone is crucial to obtaining proper measurements. It was known from previous
research [150] that microelctromechanical systems (MEMS) technology offers an important advance in mi-
crophone sensitivity and cost. The MEMS sensors can even work in large array configurations with minimal
difficulty and power requirements [151]. The MEMS microphones work in a similar fashion to normal, full
size microphones with exception that their components are much smaller. The MEMS microphone used in
this study was a Knowles SPQ1410 microphone which has a top port (Figure 5.7). The top port was crucial
for the acoustic emission measurements as there would be minimal material or paths for the events to travel
through. This microphone, with its recommended op amp, decoupling capacitors, and PCB layout were
pre-assembled in a breakout board (Figure 5.8).
The microphone breakout board was connected to a National Instruments USB-6363 data acquisition
unit. An excitation voltage, used to power the microphone itself, of 3.3V was used to achieve the highest
sensitivity in the microphone without distortion. The max excitation voltage for this particular microphone
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Figure 5.3: Desiccant container with standoffs.
Figure 5.4: Desiccant container with specimen resting on standoffs.
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Figure 5.5: Sealed container with MEMS microphone situated 1cm above specimen.
Figure 5.6: Sealed container placed into sound attenuating chamber.
Figure 5.7: Dimensions of the SPQ1410 Knowles MEMS microphone used in this study. Dimensions in
millimeters. From [152].
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Figure 5.8: Breakout board with attached SPQ1410 MEMS microphone (red) and op amp (green). Smaller
components such as capacitors and resistors are not indicated. The port of the MEMS microphone is
indicated by the black dot on the microphone itself.
is 3.6V and it was found through testing that 3.3V excitation provided a suitable balance between signal
distortion and sensitivity. Signals from the microphone were recorded at a sampling rate of 500kHz as the
detectable events, indicated by the microphone’s frequency sensitivity, were not expected to exceed 50–
60kHz. Data were collected continuously but a total of 8192 data points were collected for each window of
analysis. This was done to reduce the computational power needed for the analysis to a degree where the
calculations could be done in near real-time with minimal chance of a buffer overflow.
The signal processing procedure is straightforward and optimized to run within the buffer limits of the
data acquisition unit (Figure 5.9). The signals (Figure 5.10) were first decomposed using a Haar wavelet
[153]. A Haar wavelet (Eq. 5.1) was chosen as it is computationally one of the simplest wavelet transforms
due to the fact that it is based on step functions,
ψ (t) =

1 0 ≤ t < 1/2
−1 1/2 ≤ t < 1
0 otherwise
(5.1)
where ψ (t) is the mother wavelet as a function of time, t. Based on empirical data analysis, the best signals
came from the third decomposition level of the Haar wavelets as shown in Figure 5.11. By decomposing the
signal three times, the process in effect filters the signal through three successive high-pass filters. This aids
in the isolation of the potential acoustic emission events. The frequency spectra of the decomposed signals
were then calculated (Figure 5.12). If a peak exceeded 15kHz and a user defined threshold intensity, found
in this case to be -53dB (Figure 5.13), it was saved and counted as an acoustic emission event. Further, if
the wavelet had multiple peaks exceeding the threshold, only a single event was recorded.
There are two signals shown in Figures 5.10–5.13 each representing a different general characteristic of
the signals obtained. Signal 1 represents a more apparent acoustic emission signal while signal 2 represents
a visually uncertain signal. However, the aforementioned analysis shows that even signals such as signal 2
qualify as an acoustic emission event. A signal with no apparent acoustic emission event is also presented
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Figure 5.9: Flow chart of signal processing procedure.
(Figure 5.14). Its wavelet decomposition clearly indicates the absence of any defined high-frequency signal
(Figure 5.15). The large, 60Hz, oscillation present in all the signals is a direct result of the fluorescent
lighting system in the room and does not affect the high frequency wavelet analysis.
The 15kHz cutoff was chosen to filter out most ambient noise that might be present in the testing area.
The -53dB threshold selected is unique to each MEMS microphone and excitation voltage used. In order
to determine the threshold, the microphone is placed into the dampening chamber with no specimen or
desiccant and then run for a period of 8 hours. The sound levels are then measured in dB for signals
above 15kHz. The sound level that corresponded to no detectable events during this time was used as the
thresholding level.
To reduce the effects of ambient noise as much as possible, testing was started between 20:00 and 23:00
hours. The data collection was terminated once facility staff entered the laboratory room the following
morning, generally around 07:30 hours. During the determination of the threshold, it was also confirmed
that the laboratory room chosen was sufficiently silent for purposes of testing (Figure 5.16). The five events
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Figure 5.10: Sample raw captured signals showing potential acoustic emission events.
Figure 5.11: Third Haar decomposition level of raw signals shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.12: Frequency spectra of the wavelets shown in Figure 5.11.
Figure 5.13: Amplitude spectrum of the wavelets shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.14: Sample raw captured signal showing an absence of acoustic emission events.
Figure 5.15: Third Haar decomposition level of the raw signal shown in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.16: Acoustic emission counts of the experimental setup with desiccant and liquid water but no
specimen.
at the start of testing are due to the author walking out of the laboratory room and closing the door. The
other detected events are likely because of signal noise from the MEMS microphone and the threshold being
set sufficiently close to the noise floor of the microphone.
5.4 Results
The number of acoustic emission events is shown in Figure 5.17 for each mixture tested. Each curve represents
an average of two separate runs. The FLWA had a substantial impact on the number of cracking events in
the mortar specimen. The mixture with 100% FLWA has nearly three times the acoustic emission events
compared to the 100% sand mixture after eight hours of external drying. This was somewhat expected
because of the high surface strains that are generated in mixtures containing FLWA as calculated in Chapter
3 and shown below in Table 5.2 which is a repeat of Table 4.6.
Table 5.2: Surface and interior strains for mixtures
tested as calculated from the procedure outlined in
Chapter 3. Tension is negative with values provided
for 1, 3, and 28 days of drying.
Max Tensile [µ] Max Compressive [µ]
Mix 1 3 28 1 3 28
F0 -972 -891 -504 21 62 56
V0 -782 -728 -516 36 51 132
F6 -635 -610 -327 5 23 64
V6 -539 -521 -280 8 10 100
The high, near surface strains develop because of FLWA mixtures maintain high levels of pore saturation
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Figure 5.17: Average acoustic emission counts of the three mortar mixtures tested. Red bands indicate
standard errors calculated from the average.
in all parts of the specimen except at the near surface.Because of the larger pore diameters in the FLWA,
water is more easily released near the surface relative to 100% sand mixture. The rapid loss of water can
generate significant strains (see Chapter 3) at the surface that can lead to microcracking. The blended
mortar mixture, which represents the mortar fraction of the concrete mixtures tested in Chapters 2, 3, and
4 with FLWA, has cumulative events between the FLWA and sand mixtures.
The higher event count for the mixtures with FLWA does not necessarily indicate that the surface is
more damaged than the 100% sand mixtures. Based on the strain gradient analysis performed in Chapter 3,
the cracking events in the FLWA mixtures should be quickly arrested, resulting in extremely shallow cracks.
These cracks would not be expected to lead to significant surface distress and may be prevented with the
addition of microfibers. Although, the 100% sand mixture has less events, it is plausible from the humidity
gradients and calculated strain gradient that the initiated cracks propagate deeper into the mortar surface.
It is likely that these deeper crack could potentially lead to surface durability issues such as chloride
ingression and salt scaling while a larger number of shallower cracks or distributed damages improves the
surface properties. This hypothesis would need to undergo extension verification. The limitation of this AE
testing is that it only measures events and not event energy which would be able to assess the potential size
of the crack created.
5.5 Conclusions
A new acoustic emission technique was developed that utilized an air-coupled MEMS transducer in a passive
setting. No previous literature was found regarding experiments with a completely passive air-coupled
acoustic emission technique. The signals from the MEMS transducer were analyzed via a Haar wavelet
decomposition. If the signal met the predefined threshold of at least one peak above 15 kHz and a power
of at least -53 dB, it was considered a cracking event. Mortars with and without FLWA were tested after
a 24 hour covered cure. The mixtures with FLWA had significantly higher cracking events compared to the
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virgin (100% natural sand) mixtures. Based on the calculated strain gradients, it is hypothesized that the
cracks are superficial and do not impact the surface durability of the material.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Concrete slabs have long been known to exhibit curling behavior under drying conditions. Moisture curling
has been minimized by controlling the paste content, selecting quality curing, reducing slab size, and utilizing
certain chemical admixtures. Moisture curling also impacts concrete pavements by increasing the internal
residual stresses and roughness that develop over time. There has been limited research that examines the
effects FLWA has on the moisture gradient in a drying concrete material specifically as it relates to curling.
A comprehensive Box-Wilson design of experiments study was conducted to identify the critical variables
affecting curling of concrete mixtures. The curling was quantified in a controlled laboratory environment
that allowed high aspect ratio beams to dry with negligible restraint. The factors examined, FLWA content,
w/cm ratio, and moist curing duration, all had an influence on the moisture curling behavior with the
FLWA content and moist curing duration the most influential. Greater unrestrained beam curling deflection
occurred for longer moist cured specimens. The higher the FLWA content as percentage of sand replacement,
the lower the curling deflection magnitudes. When compared to concrete mixtures without FLWA, FLWA
can reduce the curling deflection significantly, in some cases as much as 50%. While FLWA inclusion in
concrete materials has been utilized primarily for internal curing to limit autogenous deformations, this is
the first conclusive evidence of the significant effect it can have on the moisture-induced curling deformations.
To more accurately quantify the moisture related strains that occur in the concrete material as it dries,
a new micromechanical model was developed that incorporated 3D simulation and analytical solutions. In
order to calculate the strain gradient from 1D drying, the pore-free skeleton modulus must be determined.
Previous methods for determining this parameter utilized two or three phase models and only up to the scale
of mortar. The newly proposed model is multi-scale in that it utilizes the individual cement phase fractions
to form a composite paste material that is based on a Budiansky-Hill formulation and then surrounds
the aggregates in the mixture with the composite paste to form a composite pore-free structure. The 3D
simulation model was needed to account for the phase fraction changes because of the hydration processes.
Thus, the calculated pore-free skeleton modulus is a function of time and captures the effects of hydration.
A theoretical analysis of select mixtures confirmed the presence of a highly non-linear strain gradient in the
cross section of the test specimens with the surface strains in particular extremely high. Because of FLWA
larger pore diameter, the strain at the surface is higher than the concrete mixture without FLWA.
Since the initial beam test procedure was considered unrestrained curling, it was necessary to re-introduce
self-weight and restraint effects to determine the impact creep and foundation support had on the resultant
curling behavior of the materials. To perform an accurate analysis, a new solution for a beam on elastic
foundation with the possibility of separation was derived. This derivation was used to calculate the applied
moments on the restrained beams so that an accurate creep analysis could be performed. Experimentally,
the 1D drying of a beam on an elastic foundation was significantly affected by creep especially at early
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age exposure to the drying environment. In fact, restrained beam specimens without moist curing, when
compared to the unrestrained beams, experienced significant levels of creep and little difference was seen
between mixes with and without FLWA. Longer moist cured specimens on an elastic foundation subjected
to 1D drying exhibited less creep relaxation than unrestrained beams. There was little difference in curling
deflections between concrete mixtures without FLWA in the restrained and unrestrained condition.
An attempt was made to use experimentally measured basic and drying creep values under uniform
tension and compression to predict the restrained beam curling deflection from the companion unrestrained
deflection. The predictions significantly deviated from the actual measurement values. The constant load
testing method does not accurately represent the complex combination of varying load, strain gradient, and
evolving strength/stiffness that is present in the curling beam at early ages. A backcalculation procedure
was successfully completed to determine an age-adjusted effective creep coefficient that is a combination of
the tensile and compressive creep portions of the analysis. The results from the backcalculation demonstrate
the complexity of the curling behavior and further illustrate why a simple tensile and compressive creep
analysis was not sufficient.
Finally, a novel, passive air-coupled acoustic emission technique was developed to monitor the cracking
events of mixtures with and without FLWA. The new test method utilized MEMS transducers to accurately
and easily listen for cracking in several mortar specimens. Signal processing using a Haar wavelet decompo-
sition allowed for a quick and reliable method to detect and count events reaching a certain frequency and
sound intensity level. The results indicated that the FLWA increases the cracking potential compared to
a plain sand mixture. However, based on the previously described strain gradient analyses, it is likely the
cracks are shallower than those that occur in the sand mixture. A blend of FLWA and sand demonstrated
an expected decrease in cracking events relative to the FLWA-only mixture.
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Chapter 7
Future Work
There are several areas from this work that can be expanded upon in the future to further understand the
mechanisms of the results obtained:
1. The Circumscribed Box-Wilson design of experiments model only examined FLWA contents up to
35.4%. It would be an interesting exercise to see the effects of relatively high additions of FLWA (i.e.
above 80%). Based on the saturated flow work done by Wei and Hansen [30], high FLWA contents
may have the opposite effect on curling and may in fact exacerbate the problem.
2. The hydration modeling code from NIST that was heavily modified for the work in Chapter 3 can be
further improved. With advances in graphical processing units (GPU) and paralellization, it is within
the realm of possibility to decrease the computation time of a simulation several orders of magnitude.
This would allows for much larger volumes to be modeled and allow for rapid insights into the drying
behaviors to be estimated.
3. The experimental creep data that were measured utilized constant load applications. It is possible to
modify the creep test, both compressive and tensile, to have a dynamically increasing load to simulate
the curling behavior seen in the restrained beams. Since the beams develop stress as they dry and not
in a sudden load application, creep values measured in a similar fashion should be more applicable to
the analysis. The infrastructure to undertake such testing would be substantial.
4. Being a brand new technique, the passive air-coupled acoustic emission test method can be further
improved. It is possible to utilize multiple sensors to triangulate the position of each event, which
may allow for slightly better noise rejection in that non-physical events can be quickly eliminated.
Furthermore, with the constant and rapid improvement of MEMS technology, sensors may quickly
become available that would allow for the quantification of the energy produced by each cracking
event. This information would better indicate if the event is leading to a deleterious crack or if the
crack growth has been quickly arrested.
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Appendix A
Beam Curling Raw Data
This appendix contains the raw data from each of the Box-Wilson model runs. The central point (Mix #15)
contains four replicate runs while the remaining 14 mixtures contain two replicate runs. The periodic spikes
in most of the data are the result of the environmental chamber’s defrost cycle that occurred every 6 hours.
There was no significant affect on the measurements due to this cycle.
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Figure A.1: Raw data of Mixture 1.
Figure A.2: Raw data of Mixture 2.
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Figure A.3: Raw data of Mixture 3.
Figure A.4: Raw data of Mixture 4.
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Figure A.5: Raw data of Mixture 5.
Figure A.6: Raw data of Mixture 6.
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Figure A.7: Raw data of Mixture 7.
Figure A.8: Raw data of Mixture 8.
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Figure A.9: Raw data of Mixture 9.
Figure A.10: Raw data of Mixture 10.
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Figure A.11: Raw data of Mixture 11.
Figure A.12: Raw data of Mixture 12.
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Figure A.13: Raw data of Mixture 13.
Figure A.14: Raw data of Mixture 14.
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Figure A.15: Raw data of Mixture 15.
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Appendix B
Beam Curling Model Fits
This appendix compares each measured time-dependent beam curling behavior to the model predicted
behavior outlined in Chapter 2.
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Figure B.1: Comparison of Mix 1 experimental and predicted behaviors.
Figure B.2: Comparison of Mix 2 experimental and predicted behaviors.
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Figure B.3: Comparison of Mix 3 experimental and predicted behaviors.
Figure B.4: Comparison of Mix 4 experimental and predicted behaviors.
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Figure B.5: Comparison of Mix 5 experimental and predicted behaviors.
Figure B.6: Comparison of Mix 6 experimental and predicted behaviors.
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Figure B.7: Comparison of Mix 7 experimental and predicted behaviors.
Figure B.8: Comparison of Mix 8 experimental and predicted behaviors.
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Figure B.9: Comparison of Mix 9 experimental and predicted behaviors.
Figure B.10: Comparison of Mix 10 experimental and predicted behaviors.
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Figure B.11: Comparison of Mix 11 experimental and predicted behaviors.
Figure B.12: Comparison of Mix 12 experimental and predicted behaviors.
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Figure B.13: Comparison of Mix 13 experimental and predicted behaviors.
Figure B.14: Comparison of Mix 14 experimental and predicted behaviors.
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Figure B.15: Comparison of Mix 15 experimental and predicted behaviors.
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Appendix C
Mass Loss Model Fits
This appendix compares each measured mass loss data set to the fitted behavior outlined in Chapter 3.
Figure C.1: Experimental and fitted data sets for the F0 mixture.
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Figure C.2: Experimental and fitted data sets for the V0 mixture.
Figure C.3: Experimental and fitted data sets for the F3 mixture.
Figure C.4: Experimental and fitted data sets for the V3 mixture.
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Figure C.5: Experimental and fitted data sets for the F6 mixture.
Figure C.6: Experimental and fitted data sets for the V6 mixture.
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Appendix D
Beam Curling Raw Data
This appendix contains the raw RH data from each of the mixtures modeled in Chapter 3.
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Figure D.1: Raw data of F0.
Figure D.2: Raw data of V0.
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Figure D.3: Raw data of F3.
Figure D.4: Raw data of F6.
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Figure D.5: Raw data of V6.
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Appendix E
Source Code for Beam on Elastic
Foundation
Below is the source code, in C++, for the beam equations described in Chapter 4. This code allows for a
single run with all known parameters for either a prescribed temperature differential or a prescribed moment.
1 /*
2 The MIT License(MIT)
3
4 Copyright(c) 2015 Armen Amirkhanian
5
6 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
7 of this software and associated documentation files(the "Software"), to deal
8 in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
9 to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and / or sell
10 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
11 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions :
12
13 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
14 copies or substantial portions of the Software.
15
16 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
17 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
18 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
19 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
20 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
21 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
22 SOFTWARE.
23 */
24
25 // FuBeam (*Fu*damental Beam)
26 // Author: Armen Amirkhanian
27
28 // Calculates the deflection of a beam on an elastic foundation with possible separation.
29 // Output is half of the beam length because symmetry is assumed
30
31 #include <iostream>
32 #include <fstream>
33 #include <cstdlib>
34 #include <string>
35 #include <exception>
36 #include <cmath>
37
38 // Initialize flags
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39 bool solution found = false;
40 bool max iter hit = false;
41
42 void write header(std::ofstream& output file stream, std::string temp diff, std::string
↪→ beam thick, std::string beam leng, std::string beam width, std::string Em, std::string rho
↪→ , std::string cote, std::string kvalue, double elastic beam length){
43 output file stream << "Output file from FuBeam\n";
44 output file stream << "Temperature differential or moment: " << temp diff << " deg F or in*lb
↪→ \n";
45 output file stream << "Beam thickness: " << beam thick << " in\n";
46 output file stream << "Beam length: " << beam leng << " in\n";
47 output file stream << "Beam width: " << beam width << " in\n";
48 output file stream << "Elastic Modulus: " << Em << " psi\n";
49 output file stream << "Unit weight: " << rho << " lbs/ft3\n";
50 output file stream << "Coeff. of thermal expansion: " << cote << "E-05 /F\n";
51 output file stream << "Subgrade modulus: " << kvalue << " pci\n";
52 output file stream << "Point of Separation: " << elastic beam length / 2 << " inches from
↪→ middle of beam.\n";
53 output file stream << "Dist. From Middle [in]\t" << "El. Temp. Deflection [in]\t" << "El.
↪→ Self-Weight Deflection [in]\t" << "Cantilever Deflection (Temp. + Self-Weight) [in]\t"
↪→ << "Total Deflection [in]\n";
54 }
55
56 double newt rap(double UW, double lambda, double Mt, double L, double k){
57 // Use Newton-Raphson to find the root. Basically, you're trying to find a length of beam
↪→ that
58 // when placed on the elastic foundation has exactly zero deflection at the ends. Newton-
↪→ Raphson
59 // is used since the derivative of the deflection function is known analytically and is
↪→ smooth.
60 double tolerance = 1.0E-10; // difference between two predictions
61 double epsilon = 1.0E-15; // smallest number to use in a calculation, roughly one order of
↪→ magnitude larger than machine epsilon for type double
62 int max iterations = 1000; // this is probably overkill since both f and f' are smooth
63
64 double old x, new x, elastic beam length;
65 double y dis sup, y dis sup prime, y mom sup, y mom sup prime;
66 double fx, fprimeX, MT, ls;
67
68 ls = L / 2;
69 old x = ls*0.2; //This should be reasonably far enough away from 0 so root analysis doesn't
↪→ fail
70
71 for (int i = 1; i <= max iterations; i++){
72 MT = -(UW*((ls - old x)*(ls - old x))) / 2 + Mt;
73 y dis sup = -UW/(k);
74 y dis sup prime = 0;
75 y mom sup = -((2*MT*lambda*lambda)/k)*((sinh(lambda*old x*2)-sin(lambda*old x*2))/(sinh(
↪→ lambda*old x*2)+sin(lambda*old x*2)));
76 y mom sup prime = -((4*MT*lambda*lambda*lambda)/(k))*((cosh(lambda*old x*2)-cos(lambda*
↪→ old x*2))/(sinh(lambda*old x*2)+sin(lambda*old x*2)));
77 fx = y dis sup + y mom sup;
78 fprimeX = y dis sup prime + y mom sup prime;
79
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80 if (abs(fprimeX) < epsilon){
81 std::cout << "Epsilon threshold exceeded during Newton-Raphson.";
82 elastic beam length = -1;
83 break;
84 }
85 new x = old x - fx / fprimeX;
86
87 if (abs(old x - new x) / abs(new x) < tolerance){
88 solution found = true;
89 if (new x > ls){
90 elastic beam length = ls;
91 }
92 else{
93 elastic beam length = new x;
94 }
95
96 break;
97 }
98
99 if (i == max iterations | | new x > ls){
100 solution found = true;
101 elastic beam length = ls;
102 }
103
104 old x = new x;
105 }
106
107 return elastic beam length;
108 }
109
110 // Function that calculates a single deflection curve based on user inputs
111 void type1 Analysis(){
112 std::string temp diff, beam thick, beam leng, beam width, Em, rho, cote, kvalue;
113 std::string num points, file name;
114 double dT, h, L, bo, E, UW, gamma, k;
115 int N;
116
117 std::cout << "Enter temperature differential (deg F): ";
118 std::cin >> temp diff;
119 std::cout << temp diff << " deg F\n";
120 std::cout << "Enter beam thickness (in): ";
121 std::cin >> beam thick;
122 std::cout << beam thick << " in\n";
123 std::cout << "Enter beam length (in): ";
124 std::cin >> beam leng;
125 std::cout << beam leng << " in\n";
126 std::cout << "Enter beam width (in): ";
127 std::cin >> beam width;
128 std::cout << beam width << " in\n";
129 std::cout << "Enter beam modulus of elasticity (psi): ";
130 std::cin >> Em;
131 std::cout << Em << " psi\n";
132 std::cout << "Enter beam unit weight (lbs/ft3): ";
133 std::cin >> rho;
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134 std::cout << rho << " lbs/ft3\n";
135 std::cout << "Enter the beam coeff. of thermal expansion (1/F x10-5): ";
136 std::cin >> cote;
137 std::cout << cote << "E-05 /F\n";
138 std::cout << "Enter subgrade k-value (pci): ";
139 std::cin >> kvalue;
140 std::cout << kvalue << " pci\n";
141 std::cout << "Enter file name for output of points: ";
142 std::cin >> file name;
143 std::cout << "Data points will be outputted to " << file name;
144
145 try{
146 dT = stod(temp diff);
147 h = stod(beam thick);
148 L = stod(beam leng);
149 bo = stod(beam width);
150 E = stod(Em);
151 UW = stod(rho);
152 //Convert UW to lbs/unit volume to have consistent units
153 UW = UW *(1.0 / 1728.0) * (1.0*bo*h);
154 gamma = stod(cote);
155 //Convert gamma to 1E-5
156 gamma = gamma*1E-5;
157 k = stod(kvalue);
158
159 // Points on each side of separation point
160 // 500 points should be more than adequate
161 N = 500;
162 }
163 catch (const std::invalid argument ia){
164 std::cout << "\nOne of the values entered is incorrect.\nGeneral Error: INVALID ARGUMENT\
↪→ nSpecific Error: " << ia.what() << "\nTHIS ERROR IS IRRECOVERABLE. PROGRAM
↪→ TERMINATING...\n";
165 exit(EXIT FAILURE);
166 }
167 catch (...){
168 std::cout << "\nGENERAL EXCEPTION THROWN. UNRECOVERABLE. PROGRAM TERMINATING...\n";
169 exit(EXIT FAILURE);
170 }
171
172 std::ofstream output file1, output file2, output file3, output file4;
173 output file1.exceptions(std::ofstream::failbit | std::ofstream::badbit);
174 output file2.exceptions(std::ofstream::failbit | std::ofstream::badbit);
175 output file3.exceptions(std::ofstream::failbit | std::ofstream::badbit);
176 output file4.exceptions(std::ofstream::failbit | std::ofstream::badbit);
177 try{
178 output file1.open(file name + "-Deflection.txt");
179 output file2.open(file name + "-Slope.txt");
180 output file3.open(file name + "-Moment.txt");
181 output file4.open(file name + "-Shear.txt");
182 }
183 catch (std::ofstream::failure e){
184 std::cout << "Failure reading creating file. Please make sure the file name does not
↪→ conflict with an existing name. Also make sure you have write access to the
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↪→ location you are outputting data to.";
185 exit(EXIT FAILURE);
186 }
187 // Calculate moment of inertia
188 double I;
189 I = (bo*pow(h, 3)) / 12.0;
190
191 // Calculate lambda factor, constant for any location
192 double lambda;
193 lambda = pow((bo*k) / (4 * E*I), 1.0 / 4.0);
194
195 // Calculate temperature moment
196 double Mt;
197 Mt = (-gamma*E*I*dT) / h;
198
199 // Convert k (subgrade modulus to k from Hetenyi)
200 k = k*bo;
201
202 // Find separation point
203 double elastic beam length;
204 if (UW < 0.1){
205 elastic beam length = L / 2;
206 solution found = true;
207 }
208 else{
209 elastic beam length = newt rap(UW, lambda, Mt, L, k);
210 }
211
212
213 // Calculate prescribed moment on elastic foundation
214 // This value is the continuity between the elastic foundation
215 // and the cantilevered section
216 double MT;
217 MT = (-UW*((L/2 - elastic beam length)*(L/2 - elastic beam length))) / 2 + Mt;
218
219 // Write headers for output files
220 write header(output file1, temp diff, beam thick, beam leng, beam width, Em, rho, cote,
↪→ kvalue, elastic beam length);
221 write header(output file2, temp diff, beam thick, beam leng, beam width, Em, rho, cote,
↪→ kvalue, elastic beam length);
222 write header(output file3, temp diff, beam thick, beam leng, beam width, Em, rho, cote,
↪→ kvalue, elastic beam length);
223 write header(output file4, temp diff, beam thick, beam leng, beam width, Em, rho, cote,
↪→ kvalue, elastic beam length);
224
225 if (!solution found){
226 output file1 << "Epsilon threshold exceeded without finding solution!";
227 output file2 << "Epsilon threshold exceeded without finding solution!";
228 output file3 << "Epsilon threshold exceeded without finding solution!";
229 output file4 << "Epsilon threshold exceeded without finding solution!";
230 }
231 else if (max iter hit){
232 output file1 << "Maximum iterations in Newton-Raphson did not yield a root solution.";
233 output file2 << "Maximum iterations in Newton-Raphson did not yield a root solution.";
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234 output file3 << "Maximum iterations in Newton-Raphson did not yield a root solution.";
235 output file4 << "Maximum iterations in Newton-Raphson did not yield a root solution.";
236 }
237 else{
238 // Calculate portion of beam that is on elastic foundation
239 double xs; // x-coordinate of the system (our system of beam separating from foundation)
240 double x; // since we're interested in only half the beam, we do this, follows Hetenyi's
↪→ notation
241 double xp; // this is the remaining portion of the beam, see Hetenyi notation
242 double y dis, y mom, theta dis, theta mom, M dis, M mom, Q dis, Q mom;
243
244 double le = elastic beam length*2;
245
246 for (int j = 0; j < N; j++){
247 xs = ((double)j / (double)N) * elastic beam length;
248 x = elastic beam length + xs;
249 xp = elastic beam length*2 - x;
250
251 y dis = -UW/k;
252 y mom = -((2*MT*lambda*lambda)/k)*(1/(sinh(lambda*le)+sin(lambda*le)))*(sinh(lambda*x
↪→ )*cos(lambda*xp)-cosh(lambda*x)*sin(lambda*xp)+sinh(lambda*xp)*cos(lambda*x)-
↪→ cosh(lambda*xp)*sin(lambda*x));
253
254 theta dis = 0;
255 theta mom = -((4*MT*lambda*lambda*lambda)/(k))*((cosh(lambda*x)*cos(lambda*xp)-cosh(
↪→ lambda*xp)*cos(lambda*x))/(sinh(lambda*le)+sin(lambda*le)));
256
257 M dis = 0;
258 M mom = (MT/(sinh(lambda*le)+sin(lambda*le)))*(sinh(lambda*x)*cos(lambda*xp)+cosh(
↪→ lambda*x)*sin(lambda*xp)+sinh(lambda*xp)*cos(lambda*x)+cosh(lambda*xp)*sin(
↪→ lambda*x));
259
260 Q dis = 0;
261 Q mom = (2*MT*lambda)*((sinh(lambda*x)*sin(lambda*xp)-sinh(lambda*xp)*sin(lambda*x))
↪→ /(sinh(lambda*le)+sin(lambda*le)));
262
263 output file1 << xs << "\t" << y mom << "\t" << y dis << "\t" << "0.000\t" << y mom +
↪→ y dis << "\n";
264 output file2 << xs << "\t" << theta mom << "\t" << theta dis << "\t" << "0.000\t" <<
↪→ theta dis + theta mom << "\n";
265 output file3 << xs << "\t" << M mom << "\t" << M dis << "\t" << "0.000\t" << M mom +
↪→ M dis << "\n";
266 output file4 << xs << "\t" << Q mom << "\t" << Q dis << "\t" << "0.000\t" << Q mom +
↪→ Q dis << "\n";
267 }
268
269 // Calculate cantilevered portion of beam
270 double LCant = L / 2 - elastic beam length;
271 double prev xs = xs;
272 double eqslp; // this is the equivalent slope boundary condition
273 eqslp = ((4*MT*lambda*lambda*lambda)/k)*((cosh(lambda*le)-cos(lambda*le))/(sinh(lambda*le
↪→ )+sin(lambda*le)));
274 double c def, c slp, c mom, prev c mom, c shr;
275 prev c mom = -10000000;
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276 for (int k = 0; k <= N; k++){
277 xs = prev xs + ((double)k / (double)N)*LCant;
278 x = ((double)k / (double)N)*LCant;
279
280 // M(Lcant) = Mt
281 c shr = -UW*x + UW*LCant;
282 c mom = -(UW*x*x) / 2 + UW*LCant*x - (UW*LCant*LCant) / 2 + Mt;
283 c slp = -(UW*x*x*x) / (6 * E*I) + (UW*LCant*x*x) / (2 * E*I) - (UW*LCant*LCant*x) /
↪→ (2 * E*I) + (Mt*x) / (E*I) + eqslp;
284 c def = -(UW*x*x*x*x) / (24 * E*I) + (UW*LCant*x*x*x) / (6 * E*I) - (UW*LCant*LCant*x
↪→ *x) / (4 * E*I) + (Mt*x*x) / (2 * E*I) + eqslp*x;
285
286 output file1 << xs << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << -c def << "\t" <<
↪→ -c def << "\n";
287 output file2 << xs << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << -c slp << "\t" <<
↪→ -c slp << "\n";
288 output file3 << xs << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << c mom << "\t" <<
↪→ c mom << "\n";
289 output file4 << xs << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << -c shr << "\t" <<
↪→ -c shr << "\n";
290
291 if (prev c mom < c mom){
292 prev c mom = c mom;
293 }
294 }
295 //std::cout << "\nPeak Moment: " << prev c mom << "\n";
296 std::cout << "\nl e: " << elastic beam length << "\n";
297 std::cin >> file name;
298 }
299
300 }
301
302 void type2 Analysis(){
303 std::string app mom, beam thick, beam leng, beam width, Em, rho, cote, kvalue;
304 std::string num points, file name;
305 double aM, dT, h, L, bo, E, UW, gamma, k;
306 int N;
307
308 std::cout << "Enter applied moment (in*lb): ";
309 std::cin >> app mom;
310 std::cout << app mom << " in*lb\n";
311 std::cout << "Enter beam thickness (in): ";
312 std::cin >> beam thick;
313 std::cout << beam thick << " in\n";
314 std::cout << "Enter beam length (in): ";
315 std::cin >> beam leng;
316 std::cout << beam leng << " in\n";
317 std::cout << "Enter beam width (in): ";
318 std::cin >> beam width;
319 std::cout << beam width << " in\n";
320 std::cout << "Enter beam modulus of elasticity (psi): ";
321 std::cin >> Em;
322 std::cout << Em << " psi\n";
323 std::cout << "Enter beam unit weight (lbs/ft3): ";
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324 std::cin >> rho;
325 std::cout << rho << " lbs/ft3\n";
326 std::cout << "Enter the beam coeff. of thermal expansion (1/F x10-5): ";
327 std::cin >> cote;
328 std::cout << cote << "E-05 /F\n";
329 std::cout << "Enter subgrade k-value (pci): ";
330 std::cin >> kvalue;
331 std::cout << kvalue << " pci\n";
332 std::cout << "Enter file name for output of points: ";
333 std::cin >> file name;
334 std::cout << "Data points will be outputted to " << file name;
335
336 try{
337 aM = stod(app mom);
338 h = stod(beam thick);
339 L = stod(beam leng);
340 bo = stod(beam width);
341 E = stod(Em);
342 UW = stod(rho);
343 //Convert UW to lbs/unit volume to have consistent units
344 UW = UW *(1.0 / 1728.0) * (1.0*bo*h);
345 gamma = stod(cote);
346 //Convert gamma to 1E-5
347 gamma = gamma*1E-5;
348 k = stod(kvalue);
349
350 // Points on each side of separation point
351 // 500 points should be more than adequate
352 N = 500;
353 }
354 catch (const std::invalid argument ia){
355 std::cout << "\nOne of the values entered is incorrect.\nGeneral Error: INVALID ARGUMENT\
↪→ nSpecific Error: " << ia.what() << "\nTHIS ERROR IS IRRECOVERABLE. PROGRAM
↪→ TERMINATING...\n";
356 exit(EXIT FAILURE);
357 }
358 catch (...){
359 std::cout << "\nGENERAL EXCEPTION THROWN. UNRECOVERABLE. PROGRAM TERMINATING...\n";
360 exit(EXIT FAILURE);
361 }
362
363 std::ofstream output file1, output file2, output file3, output file4;
364 output file1.exceptions(std::ofstream::failbit | std::ofstream::badbit);
365 output file2.exceptions(std::ofstream::failbit | std::ofstream::badbit);
366 output file3.exceptions(std::ofstream::failbit | std::ofstream::badbit);
367 output file4.exceptions(std::ofstream::failbit | std::ofstream::badbit);
368 try{
369 output file1.open(file name + "-Deflection.txt");
370 output file2.open(file name + "-Slope.txt");
371 output file3.open(file name + "-Moment.txt");
372 output file4.open(file name + "-Shear.txt");
373 }
374 catch (std::ofstream::failure e){
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375 std::cout << "Failure reading creating file. Please make sure the file name does not
↪→ conflict with an existing name. Also make sure you have write access to the
↪→ location you are outputting data to.";
376 exit(EXIT FAILURE);
377 }
378 // Calculate moment of inertia
379 double I;
380 I = (bo*pow(h, 3)) / 12.0;
381
382 // Calculate lambda factor, constant for any location
383 double lambda;
384 lambda = pow((bo*k) / (4 * E*I), 1.0 / 4.0);
385
386 // Calculate temperature differential
387 dT = (aM*h) / (-gamma*E*I);
388
389 // Convert k (subgrade modulus to k from Hetenyi)
390 k = k*bo;
391
392 // Find separation point
393 double elastic beam length;
394 if (UW < 0.1){
395 elastic beam length = L / 2;
396 solution found = true;
397 }
398 else{
399 elastic beam length = newt rap(UW, lambda, aM, L, k);
400 }
401
402 // Calculate prescribed moment on elastic foundation
403 // This value is the continuity between the elastic foundation
404 // and the cantilevered section
405 double MT;
406 MT = (-UW*((L/2 - elastic beam length)*(L/2 - elastic beam length)) / 2) + aM;
407
408 // Write headers for output files
409 write header(output file1, app mom, beam thick, beam leng, beam width, Em, rho, cote, kvalue,
↪→ elastic beam length);
410 write header(output file2, app mom, beam thick, beam leng, beam width, Em, rho, cote, kvalue,
↪→ elastic beam length);
411 write header(output file3, app mom, beam thick, beam leng, beam width, Em, rho, cote, kvalue,
↪→ elastic beam length);
412 write header(output file4, app mom, beam thick, beam leng, beam width, Em, rho, cote, kvalue,
↪→ elastic beam length);
413
414 if (!solution found){
415 output file1 << "Epsilon threshold exceeded without finding solution!";
416 output file2 << "Epsilon threshold exceeded without finding solution!";
417 output file3 << "Epsilon threshold exceeded without finding solution!";
418 output file4 << "Epsilon threshold exceeded without finding solution!";
419 }
420 else if (max iter hit){
421 output file1 << "Maximum iterations in Newton-Raphson did not yield a root solution.";
422 output file2 << "Maximum iterations in Newton-Raphson did not yield a root solution.";
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423 output file3 << "Maximum iterations in Newton-Raphson did not yield a root solution.";
424 output file4 << "Maximum iterations in Newton-Raphson did not yield a root solution.";
425 }
426 else{
427 // Calculate portion of beam that is on elastic foundation
428 double xs; // x-coordinate of the system (our system of beam separating from foundation)
429 double x; // since we're interested in only half the beam, we do this, follows Hetenyi's
↪→ notation
430 double xp; // this is the remaining portion of the beam, see Hetenyi notation
431 double y dis, y mom, theta dis, theta mom, M dis, M mom, Q dis, Q mom;
432
433 double le = elastic beam length * 2;
434
435 for (int j = 0; j < N; j++){
436 xs = ((double)j / (double)N) * elastic beam length;
437 x = elastic beam length + xs;
438 xp = elastic beam length * 2 - x;
439
440 y dis = -UW / k;
441 y mom = -((2 * MT*lambda*lambda) / k)*(1 / (sinh(lambda*le) + sin(lambda*le)))*(sinh(
↪→ lambda*x)*cos(lambda*xp) - cosh(lambda*x)*sin(lambda*xp) + sinh(lambda*xp)*cos
↪→ (lambda*x) - cosh(lambda*xp)*sin(lambda*x));
442
443 theta dis = 0;
444 theta mom = -((4 * MT*lambda*lambda*lambda) / (k))*((cosh(lambda*x)*cos(lambda*xp) -
↪→ cosh(lambda*xp)*cos(lambda*x)) / (sinh(lambda*le) + sin(lambda*le)));
445
446 M dis = 0;
447 M mom = (MT / (sinh(lambda*le) + sin(lambda*le)))*(sinh(lambda*x)*cos(lambda*xp) +
↪→ cosh(lambda*x)*sin(lambda*xp) + sinh(lambda*xp)*cos(lambda*x) + cosh(lambda*xp
↪→ )*sin(lambda*x));
448
449 Q dis = 0;
450 Q mom = (2 * MT*lambda)*((sinh(lambda*x)*sin(lambda*xp) - sinh(lambda*xp)*sin(lambda*
↪→ x)) / (sinh(lambda*le) + sin(lambda*le)));
451
452 output file1 << xs << "\t" << y mom << "\t" << y dis << "\t" << "0.000\t" << y mom +
↪→ y dis << "\n";
453 output file2 << xs << "\t" << theta mom << "\t" << theta dis << "\t" << "0.000\t" <<
↪→ theta dis + theta mom << "\n";
454 output file3 << xs << "\t" << M mom << "\t" << M dis << "\t" << "0.000\t" << M mom +
↪→ M dis << "\n";
455 output file4 << xs << "\t" << Q mom << "\t" << Q dis << "\t" << "0.000\t" << Q mom +
↪→ Q dis << "\n";
456 }
457
458 // Calculate cantilevered portion of beam
459 double LCant = L / 2 - elastic beam length;
460 double prev xs = xs;
461 double eqslp; // this is the equivalent slope boundary condition
462 eqslp = ((4 * MT*lambda*lambda*lambda) / k)*((cosh(lambda*le) - cos(lambda*le)) / (sinh(
↪→ lambda*le) + sin(lambda*le)));
463 double c def, c slp, c mom, prev c mom, c shr;
464 prev c mom = -10000000;
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465 for (int k = 0; k <= N; k++){
466 xs = prev xs + ((double)k / (double)N)*LCant;
467 x = ((double)k / (double)N)*LCant;
468
469 // M(Lcant) = Mt
470 c shr = -UW*x + UW*LCant;
471 c mom = -(UW*x*x) / 2 + UW*LCant*x - (UW*LCant*LCant) / 2 + aM;
472 c slp = -(UW*x*x*x) / (6 * E*I) + (UW*LCant*x*x) / (2 * E*I) - (UW*LCant*LCant*x) /
↪→ (2 * E*I) + (aM*x) / (E*I) + eqslp;
473 c def = -(UW*x*x*x*x) / (24 * E*I) + (UW*LCant*x*x*x) / (6 * E*I) - (UW*LCant*LCant*x
↪→ *x) / (4 * E*I) + (aM*x*x) / (2 * E*I) + eqslp*x;
474
475 output file1 << xs << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << -c def << "\t" <<
↪→ -c def << "\n";
476 output file2 << xs << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << -c slp << "\t" <<
↪→ -c slp << "\n";
477 output file3 << xs << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << c mom << "\t" <<
↪→ c mom << "\n";
478 output file4 << xs << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << "0.000" << "\t" << -c shr << "\t" <<
↪→ -c shr << "\n";
479
480 if (prev c mom < c mom){
481 prev c mom = c mom;
482 }
483
484 }
485 //std::cout << "\nPeak Moment: " << prev c mom << "\n";
486 std::cin >> file name;
487 }
488
489 }
490
491 int main(){
492 int choice;
493 std::cout << "Prescribed temperature differential (1) or moment (2): ";
494 std::cin >> choice;
495 switch (choice){
496 case 1:
497 type1 Analysis();
498 break;
499 case 2:
500 type2 Analysis();
501 break;
502 default:
503 break;
504 }
505
506
507 }
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Appendix F
Circle Fitting Algorithm
The algorithm used to fit the three deflection measurements onto a circle is presented below. As long as
the three points are not on the same line, this method is guaranteed to have a solution. Furthermore, the
solution is exact regardless of the values of the three deflection measurements. Other methods to calculate a
circle based on three points use a least squares optimization when the ability to quickly take a determinant
is not available. Because the deflections are so small compared to the radius, the least squares optimization
can easily get stuck in a local minimum and not produce the correct value.
The MATLAB code used for the calculations is shown below. Please note that the code has no error
checking ability and is presented in partial pseudo-form for easy reading.
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1 % The three points
2 % x - distance along beam
3 % y - deflection
4 % Points populated by file analysis code
5 P1 = [x1 y1];
6 P2 = [x2 y2];
7 P3 = [x3 y3];
8
9 % Determinant matrix
10 % Since top row is never used, specify 1s
11 M = [...
12 1 1 1 1 ; ...
13 (P1(1).ˆ2 + P1(2).ˆ2) P1(1) P1(2) 1; ...
14 (P2(1).ˆ2 + P2(2).ˆ2) P2(1) P2(2) 1; ...
15 (P3(1).ˆ2 + P3(2).ˆ2) P3(1) P3(2) 1 ...
16 ];
17
18 % Calculate minor determinants
19 M11 = minor determinant(M,1,1);
20 M12 = minor determinant(M,1,2);
21 M13 = minor determinant(M,1,3);
22 M14 = minor determinant(M,1,4);
23
24 % Calculate center point and radius
25 xc = 0.5 * (M12 ./ M11);
26 yc = -0.5 * (M13 ./ M11);
27 r = sqrt(xcˆ2 + ycˆ2 + (M14 ./M11));
28
29 function M d = minor determinant(M,i,j)
30 M(i,:) = [];
31 M(:,j) = [];
32 M d = det(M);
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Appendix G
Source Code for genpart3d
Below is the slightly modified source code of the genpart3d.c code available from NIST. One of the modi-
fications involves replacing some of the arrays with vectors to reduce the stack load. Thus, the code must
be compiled with a C++ compiler. Furthermore, the ran1.c code, part of the code files available from NIST,
was converted into a header file.
1 /* Program heavily modified to accomodate CEMHYDCPP */
2 /* Modifications made by: Armen Amirkhanian (1/15) */
3 /* Original program notice is shown below */
4
5 /* Bypass deprecation issues. For more information, */
6 /* see CEMHYDCPP source code. */
7 #define CRT SECURE NO WARNINGS
8
9 /************************************************************************/
10 /* */
11 /* Program genpart3d.c to generate three-dimensional cement */
12 /* particles in a 3-D box with periodic boundaries. */
13 /* Particles are composed of either cement clinker or gypsum, */
14 /* follow a user-specified size distribution, and can */
15 /* be either flocculated, random, or dispersed. */
16 /* Programmer: Dale P. Bentz */
17 /* Building and Fire Research Laboratory */
18 /* NIST */
19 /* Building 226 Room B-350 */
20 /* Gaithersburg, MD 20899 USA */
21 /* (301) 975-5865 FAX: 301-990-6891 */
22 /* E-mail: dale.bentz@nist.gov */
23 /* */
24 /************************************************************************/
25 #include <stdio.h>
26 #include <math.h>
27 #include <malloc.h>
28 #include <stdlib.h>
29 #include <vector>
30 #include <new>
31 #include "ran1.h"
32
33 const int SYSSIZEX = 200;
34 const int SYSSIZEY = 200; /* system size in pixels per dimension */
35 const int SYSSIZEZ = 2000;
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36 const int MAXTRIES = 15000; /* maximum number of random tries for sphere placement */
37
38 /* phase identifiers */
39 const int POROSITY = 0;
40 /* Note that each particle must have a separate ID to allow for flocculation */
41 const int CEM = 100; /* and greater */
42 const int CEMID = 1; /* phase identifier for cement */
43 const int C2SID = 2;
44 const int GYPID = 5; /* phase identifier for gypsum */
45 const int HEMIHYDRATE = 6;
46 const int ANHYDRITE = 7;
47 const int POZZID = 8;
48 const int INERTID = 9;
49 const int SLAGID = 10;
50 const int CACO3 = 26;
51 const int AGG = 28; /* phase identifier for flat aggregate */
52 const int FLYASH = 30;
53 const int NPARTC = 6000000; /* maximum number of particles allowed in box*/
54 const int BURNT = 6400000; /* this value must be at least 100 > NPARTC */
55 const int NUMSIZES = 200; /* maximum number of different particle sizes */
56
57 /* data structure for clusters to be used in flocculation */
58 struct cluster{
59 int partid; /* index for particle */
60 int clustid; /* ID for cluster to which this particle belongs */
61 int partphase; /* phase identifier for this particle (CEMID or GYPID)*/
62 int x, y, z, r; /* particle centroid and radius in pixels */
63 struct cluster *nextpart; /* pointer to next particle in cluster */
64 };
65
66 /* 3-D particle structure (each particle has own ID) stored in array cement */
67 /* 3-D microstructure is stored in 3-D array cemreal */
68 //int cement[SYSSIZEX + 1][SYSSIZEY + 1][SYSSIZEZ + 1];
69 //int cemreal[SYSSIZEX + 1][SYSSIZEY + 1][SYSSIZEZ + 1];
70 std::vector<unsigned char> cement(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ);
71 std::vector<unsigned char> cemreal(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ);
72 int npart, aggsize; /* global number of particles and size of aggregate */
73 int *seed; /* random number seed- global */
74 int dispdist; /* dispersion distance in pixels */
75 int clusleft; /* number of clusters in system */
76
77 /* Parameters to obtain sulfate content */
78 int n sulfate = 0, target sulfate = 0, n total = 0, target total = 0, volpart[47];
79 int n anhydrite = 0, target anhydrite = 0, n hemi = 0, target hemi = 0;
80 double probgyp, probhem, probanh; /* probability of gypsum particle instead of cement */
81 cluster *clust = new cluster[NPARTC]; /* limit of NPARTC particles/clusters */
82
83
84
85 /* routine to add a flat plate aggregate in the microstructure */
86 void addagg()
87 /* Calls: no other routines */
88 /* Called by: main program */
89 {
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90 int ix, iy, iz;
91 int agglo, agghi;
92
93 /* Be sure aggregate size is an even integer */
94 do{
95 printf("Enter thickness of aggregate to place (even integer) \n");
96 scanf("%d", &aggsize);
97 printf("%d\n", aggsize);
98 } while (((aggsize % 2) != 0) | | (aggsize<SYSSIZEX - 2));
99
100 /* The size of the agg will be limited by the xy dimension since z is presumed to go very
↪→ deep inside the TARDIS*/
101 if (aggsize != 0){
102 agglo = (SYSSIZEX / 2) - ((aggsize - 2) / 2);
103 agghi = (SYSSIZEX / 2) + (aggsize / 2);
104
105 /* Aggregate is placed in yz plane */
106 for (ix = agglo; ix <= agghi; ix++){
107 for (iy = 1; iy <= SYSSIZEY; iy++){
108 for (iz = 1; iz <= SYSSIZEZ; iz++){
109
110 /* Mark aggregate into both particle and microstructure images */
111 cement[ix*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*iy + iz] = AGG;
112 cemreal[ix*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*iy + iz] = AGG;
113 }
114 }
115 }
116 }
117 }
118
119 /* routine to check or perform placement of sphere of ID phasein */
120 /* centered at location (xin,yin,zin) of radius radd */
121 /* wflg=1 check for fit of sphere */
122 /* wflg=2 place the sphere */
123 /* phasein and phase2 are phases to assign to cement and cemreal images resp. */
124 int chksph(int xin,int yin,int zin,int radd,int wflg,int phasein,int phase2)
125 /* Calls: no other routines */
126 /* Called by: gsphere */
127 {
128 int nofits, xp, yp, zp, i, j, k;
129 float dist, xdist, ydist, zdist, ftmp;
130
131 nofits = 0; /* Flag indicating if placement is possible */
132
133 /* Check all pixels within the digitized sphere volume */
134 for (i = xin - radd; ((i <= xin + radd) && (nofits == 0)); i++){
135 xp = i;
136 /* use periodic boundary conditions for sphere placement */
137 if (xp<0) { xp += SYSSIZEX; }
138 else if (xp>=SYSSIZEX) { xp -= SYSSIZEX; }
139 ftmp = (float)(i - xin);
140 xdist = ftmp*ftmp;
141 for (j = yin - radd; ((j <= yin + radd) && (nofits == 0)); j++){
142 yp = j;
140
143 /* use periodic boundary conditions for sphere placement */
144 if (yp<0) { yp += SYSSIZEY; }
145 else if (yp>=SYSSIZEY) { yp -= SYSSIZEY; }
146 ftmp = (float)(j - yin);
147 ydist = ftmp*ftmp;
148 for (k = zin - radd; ((k <= zin + radd) && (nofits == 0)); k++){
149 zp = k;
150 /* use periodic boundary conditions for sphere placement */
151 if (zp<0) { zp += SYSSIZEZ; }
152 else if (zp>=SYSSIZEZ) { zp -= SYSSIZEZ; }
153 ftmp = (float)(k - zin);
154 zdist = ftmp*ftmp;
155
156 /* Compute distance from center of sphere to this pixel */
157 dist = sqrt(xdist + ydist + zdist);
158 if ((dist - 0.5) <= (float)radd){
159 /* Perform placement */
160 if (wflg == 2){
161 cement[xp*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*yp + zp] = phasein;
162 cemreal[xp*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*yp + zp] = phase2;
163 }
164 /* or check placement */
165 else if ((wflg == 1) && (cement[xp*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*yp + zp] !=
↪→ POROSITY)){
166 nofits = 1;
167 }
168 }
169 /* Check for overlap with aggregate */
170 if ((wflg == 1) && ((abs(xp - ((float)(SYSSIZEX ) / 2.0)))<((float)aggsize / 2.0)
↪→ )){
171 nofits = 1;
172 }
173 }
174 }
175 }
176
177 /* return flag indicating if sphere will fit */
178 return(nofits);
179 }
180
181 /* routine to place spheres of various sizes and phases at random */
182 /* locations in 3-D microstructure */
183 /* numgen is number of different size spheres to place */
184 /* numeach holds the number of each size class */
185 /* sizeeach holds the radius of each size class */
186 void gsphere(int numgen,int numeach[NUMSIZES],int sizeeach[NUMSIZES], int pheach[NUMSIZES])
187 /* Calls: makesph, ran1 */
188 /* Called by: create */
189 {
190 int count, x, y, z, radius, ig, tries, phnow;
191 int jg;
192 float rx, ry, rz, testgyp, typegyp;
193 struct cluster *partnew;
194
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195 /* Generate spheres of each size class in turn (largest first) */
196 for (ig = 0; ig < numgen; ig++){
197 phnow = pheach[ig];
198 radius = sizeeach[ig]; /* radius for this class */
199 /* loop for each sphere in this size class */
200 for (jg = 1; jg <= numeach[ig]; jg++){
201
202 tries = 0;
203 /* Stop after MAXTRIES random tries */
204 do{
205 tries += 1;
206 /* generate a random center location for the sphere */
207 x = (int)((float)SYSSIZEX*ran1(seed)) + 1;
208 y = (int)((float)SYSSIZEY*ran1(seed)) + 1;
209 z = (int)((float)SYSSIZEZ*ran1(seed)) + 1;
210 /* See if the sphere will fit at x,y,z */
211 /* Include dispersion distance when checking */
212 /* to insure requested separation between spheres */
213 count = chksph(x, y, z, radius + dispdist, 1, npart + CEM, 0);
214 if ((tries > MAXTRIES) && (dispdist == 2)){
215 tries = 0;
216 dispdist += 1;
217 }
218 if (tries > MAXTRIES){
219 printf("Could not place sphere %d after %d random attempts \n", npart,
↪→ MAXTRIES);
220 exit(1);
221 }
222 } while (count != 0);
223
224 /* place the sphere at x,y,z */
225 npart += 1;
226 if (npart >= NPARTC){
227 printf("Too many spheres being generated \n");
228 printf("User needs to increase value of NPARTC at top of C-code\n");
229 exit(1);
230 }
231 /* Allocate space for new particle info */
232 //clust[npart] = (struct cluster *)malloc(sizeof(struct cluster));
233 clust[npart].partid = npart;
234 clust[npart].clustid = npart;
235 /* Default to cement placement */
236 clust[npart].partphase = CEMID;
237 clust[npart].x = x;
238 clust[npart].y = y;
239 clust[npart].z = z;
240 clust[npart].r = radius;
241 clusleft += 1;
242 if (phnow == 1)
243 {
244 testgyp = ran1(seed);
245 if (((testgyp > probgyp) && ((target sulfate - n sulfate)<(target total - n total
↪→ ))) | | (n sulfate>target sulfate) | | (volpart[radius] > (target sulfate -
↪→ n sulfate)) | | (numeach[ig] <= 2))
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246 {
247 count = chksph(x, y, z, radius, 2, npart + CEM - 1, CEMID);
248 n total += volpart[radius];
249 }
250 else
251 {
252 typegyp = ran1(seed);
253 n total += volpart[radius];
254 n sulfate += volpart[radius];
255 if ((probanh >= 1.0) | | ((typegyp < probanh) && (n anhydrite <
↪→ target anhydrite) && (volpart[radius] <= (target anhydrite -
↪→ n anhydrite)))){
256 /* Place particle as anhydrite */
257 n anhydrite += volpart[radius];
258 count = chksph(x, y, z, radius, 2, npart + CEM - 1, ANHYDRITE);
259 clust[npart].partphase = ANHYDRITE;
260 }
261 else if (((probanh + probhem) >= 1.0) | | ((typegyp < (probanh + probhem)) &&
↪→ (n hemi < target hemi) && (volpart[radius] <= (target hemi - n hemi)))
↪→ ){
262 /* Place particle as hemihydrate */
263 n hemi += volpart[radius];
264 count = chksph(x, y, z, radius, 2, npart + CEM - 1, HEMIHYDRATE);
265 clust[npart].partphase = HEMIHYDRATE;
266 }
267 else{
268 count = chksph(x, y, z, radius, 2, npart + CEM - 1, GYPID);
269 /* Correct phase ID of particle */
270 clust[npart].partphase = GYPID;
271 }
272 }
273 }
274
275 else{
276 count = chksph(x, y, z, radius, 2, npart + CEM - 1, phnow);
277 /* Correct phase ID of particle */
278 clust[npart].partphase = phnow;
279 }
280
281 clust[npart].nextpart = NULL;
282 }
283 }
284
285 }
286
287 /* routine to obtain user input and create a starting microstructure */
288 void create()
289 /* Calls: gsphere */
290 /* Called by: main program */
291 {
292 int numsize, sphrad[NUMSIZES], sphase[NUMSIZES];
293 int sphnum[NUMSIZES], inval1;
294 int isph, inval;
295
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296 do{
297 printf("Enter number of different size spheres to use(max. is %d) \n", NUMSIZES);
298 scanf("%d", &numsize);
299 printf("%d \n", numsize);
300 } while ((numsize>NUMSIZES) | | (numsize<0));
301 do{
302 printf("Enter dispersion factor (separation distance in pixels) for spheres (0-2) \n");
303 printf("0 corresponds to totally random placement \n");
304 scanf("%d", &dispdist);
305 printf("%d \n", dispdist);
306 } while ((dispdist<0) | | (dispdist>2));
307 do{
308 printf("Enter probability for gypsum particles on a random particle basis (0.0-1.0) \n");
309 scanf("%lf", &probgyp);
310 printf("%f \n", probgyp);
311 } while ((probgyp<0.0) | | (probgyp>1.0));
312 do{
313 printf("Enter probabilities for hemihydrate and anhydrite forms of gypsum (0.0-1.0) \n");
314 scanf("%lf %lf", &probhem, &probanh);
315 printf("%f %f\n", probhem, probanh);
316 } while ((probhem<0.0) | | (probhem>1.0) | | (probanh<0.0) | | (probanh>1.0) | | ((probanh +
↪→ probhem)>1.001));
317
318 if ((numsize>0) && (numsize<(NUMSIZES + 1))){
319 printf("Enter number, radius, and phase ID for each sphere class (largest radius 1st) \n"
↪→ );
320 printf("Phases are %d- Cement and (random) calcium sulfate, %d- C2S, %d- Gypsum, %d-
↪→ hemihydrate %d- anhydrite %d- Pozzolanic, %d- Inert, %d- Slag, %d- CaCO3 %d- Fly
↪→ Ash \n", CEMID, C2SID, GYPID, HEMIHYDRATE, ANHYDRITE, POZZID, INERTID, SLAGID,
↪→ CACO3, FLYASH);
321
322 /* Obtain input for each size class of spheres */
323 for (isph = 0; isph<numsize; isph++){
324 printf("Enter number of spheres of class %d \n", isph + 1);
325 scanf("%ld", &inval1);
326 printf("%ld \n", inval1);
327 sphnum[isph] = inval1;
328 do{
329 printf("Enter radius of spheres of class %d \n", isph + 1);
330 printf("(Integer <=%d please) \n", SYSSIZEX / 3);
331 scanf("%d", &inval);
332 printf("%d \n", inval);
333 } while ((inval<1) | | (inval>(SYSSIZEX / 3)));
334 sphrad[isph] = inval;
335 do{
336 printf("Enter phase of spheres of class %d \n", isph + 1);
337 scanf("%d", &inval);
338 printf("%d \n", inval);
339 } while ((inval != CEMID) && (inval != C2SID) && (inval != GYPID) && (inval !=
↪→ HEMIHYDRATE) && (inval != ANHYDRITE) && (inval != POZZID) && (inval != INERTID
↪→ ) && (inval != SLAGID) && (inval != FLYASH) && (inval != CACO3));
340 sphase[isph] = inval;
341 if (inval == CEMID){
342 target total += sphnum[isph] * volpart[sphrad[isph]];
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343 }
344
345 }
346 /* Determine target pixel counts for calcium sulfate forms */
347 target sulfate = (int)((float)target total*probgyp);
348 target anhydrite = (int)((float)target total*probgyp*probanh);
349 target hemi = (int)((float)target total*probgyp*probhem);
350 gsphere(numsize, sphnum, sphrad, sphase);
351 }
352 }
353
354 /* Routine to draw a particle during flocculation routine */
355 /* See routine chksph for definition of parameters */
356 void drawfloc(int xin,int yin,int zin,int radd,int phasein,int phase2)
357 /* Calls: no other routines */
358 /* Called by: makefloc */
359 {
360 int xp, yp, zp, i, j, k;
361 float dist, xdist, ydist, zdist, ftmp;
362
363 /* Check all pixels within the digitized sphere volume */
364 for (i = xin - radd; (i <= xin + radd); i++){
365 xp = i;
366 /* use periodic boundary conditions for sphere placement */
367 if (xp<0) { xp += SYSSIZEX; }
368 else if (xp>=SYSSIZEX) { xp -= SYSSIZEX; }
369 ftmp = (float)(i - xin);
370 xdist = ftmp*ftmp;
371 for (j = yin - radd; (j <= yin + radd); j++){
372 yp = j;
373 /* use periodic boundary conditions for sphere placement */
374 if (yp<0) { yp += SYSSIZEY; }
375 else if (yp>=SYSSIZEY) { yp -= SYSSIZEY; }
376 ftmp = (float)(j - yin);
377 ydist = ftmp*ftmp;
378 for (k = zin - radd; (k <= zin + radd); k++){
379 zp = k;
380 /* use periodic boundary conditions for sphere placement */
381 if (zp<0) { zp += SYSSIZEZ; }
382 else if (zp>=SYSSIZEZ) { zp -= SYSSIZEZ; }
383 ftmp = (float)(k - zin);
384 zdist = ftmp*ftmp;
385
386 /* Compute distance from center of sphere to this pixel */
387 dist = sqrt(xdist + ydist + zdist);
388 if ((dist - 0.5) <= (float)radd){
389 /* Update both cement and cemreal images */
390 cement[xp*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*yp + zp] = phasein;
391 cemreal[xp*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*yp + zp] = phase2;
392 }
393 }
394 }
395 }
396 }
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397
398 /* Routine to check particle placement during flocculation */
399 /* for particle of size radd centered at (xin,yin,zin) */
400 /* Returns flag indicating if placement is possible */
401 int chkfloc(int xin,int yin,int zin,int radd)
402 /* Calls: no other routines */
403 /* Called by: makefloc */
404 {
405 int nofits, xp, yp, zp, i, j, k;
406 float dist, xdist, ydist, zdist, ftmp;
407
408 nofits = 0; /* Flag indicating if placement is possible */
409
410 /* Check all pixels within the digitized sphere volume */
411 for (i = xin - radd; ((i <= xin + radd) && (nofits == 0)); i++){
412 xp = i;
413 /* use periodic boundary conditions for sphere placement */
414 if (xp<0) { xp += SYSSIZEX; }
415 else if (xp>=SYSSIZEX) { xp -= SYSSIZEX; }
416 ftmp = (float)(i - xin);
417 xdist = ftmp*ftmp;
418 for (j = yin - radd; ((j <= yin + radd) && (nofits == 0)); j++){
419 yp = j;
420 /* use periodic boundary conditions for sphere placement */
421 if (yp<0) { yp += SYSSIZEY; }
422 else if (yp>=SYSSIZEY) { yp -= SYSSIZEY; }
423 ftmp = (float)(j - yin);
424 ydist = ftmp*ftmp;
425 for (k = zin - radd; ((k <= zin + radd) && (nofits == 0)); k++){
426 zp = k;
427 /* use periodic boundary conditions for sphere placement */
428 if (zp<0) { zp += SYSSIZEZ; }
429 else if (zp>=SYSSIZEZ) { zp -= SYSSIZEZ; }
430 ftmp = (float)(k - zin);
431 zdist = ftmp*ftmp;
432
433 /* Compute distance from center of sphere to this pixel */
434 dist = sqrt(xdist + ydist + zdist);
435 if ((dist - 0.5) <= (float)radd){
436 if ((cement[xp*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*yp + zp] != POROSITY)){
437 /* Record ID of particle hit */
438 nofits = cement[xp*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*yp + zp];
439 }
440 }
441 /* Check for overlap with aggregate */
442 /* Use xy plane since Z is ginormous */
443 if ((abs(xp - ((float)(SYSSIZEX) / 2.0)))<((float)aggsize / 2.0)){
444 nofits = AGG;
445 }
446 }
447 }
448 }
449
450 /* return flag indicating if sphere will fit */
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451 return(nofits);
452 }
453
454 /* routine to perform flocculation of particles */
455 void makefloc()
456 /* Calls: drawfloc, chkfloc, ran1 */
457 /* Called by: main program */
458 {
459 int partdo, numfloc;
460 int nstart;
461 int nleft, ckall;
462 int xm, ym, zm, moveran;
463 int xp, yp, zp, rp, clushit, valkeep;
464 int iclus; //cluspart[NPARTC];
465 int *cluspart = new int[NPARTC];
466 struct cluster *parttmp, *partpoint, *partkeep;
467
468 nstart = npart; /* Counter of number of flocs remaining */
469 for (iclus = 1; iclus <= npart; iclus++){
470 cluspart[iclus] = iclus;
471 }
472 do{
473 printf("Enter number of flocs desired at end of routine (>0) \n");
474 scanf("%d", &numfloc);
475 printf("%d\n", numfloc);
476 fflush(stdout);
477 } while (numfloc <= 0);
478
479 while (nstart>numfloc){
480 nleft = 0;
481
482 /* Try to move each cluster in turn */
483 for (iclus = 1; iclus <= npart; iclus++){
484 if (clust[iclus].clustid == -1){
485 nleft += 1;
486 }
487 else{
488 xm = ym = zm = 0;
489 /* Generate a random move in one of 6 principal directions */
490 moveran = 6.*ran1(seed);
491 switch (moveran){
492 case 0:
493 xm = 1;
494 break;
495 case 1:
496 xm = (-1);
497 break;
498 case 2:
499 ym = 1;
500 break;
501 case 3:
502 ym = (-1);
503 break;
504 case 4:
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505 zm = 1;
506 break;
507 case 5:
508 zm = (-1);
509 break;
510 default:
511 break;
512 }
513
514 /* First erase all particles in cluster */
515 partpoint = &clust[iclus];
516 while (partpoint != NULL){
517 xp = partpoint->x;
518 yp = partpoint->y;
519 zp = partpoint->z;
520 rp = partpoint->r;
521 drawfloc(xp, yp, zp, rp, 0, 0);
522 partpoint = partpoint->nextpart;
523 }
524
525 ckall = 0;
526 /* Now try to draw cluster at new location */
527 partpoint = &clust[iclus];
528 while ((partpoint != NULL) && (ckall == 0)){
529 xp = partpoint->x + xm;
530 yp = partpoint->y + ym;
531 zp = partpoint->z + zm;
532 rp = partpoint->r;
533 ckall = chkfloc(xp, yp, zp, rp);
534 partpoint = partpoint->nextpart;
535 }
536
537 if (ckall == 0){
538 /* Place cluster particles at new location */
539 partpoint = &clust[iclus];
540 while (partpoint != NULL){
541 xp = partpoint->x + xm;
542 yp = partpoint->y + ym;
543 zp = partpoint->z + zm;
544 rp = partpoint->r;
545 valkeep = partpoint->partphase;
546 partdo = partpoint->partid;
547 drawfloc(xp, yp, zp, rp, partdo + CEM - 1, valkeep);
548 /* Update particle location */
549 partpoint->x = xp;
550 partpoint->y = yp;
551 partpoint->z = zp;
552 partpoint = partpoint->nextpart;
553 }
554 }
555 else{
556 /* A cluster or aggregate was hit */
557 /* Draw particles at old location */
558 partpoint = &clust[iclus];
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559 /* partkeep stores pointer to last particle in list */
560 while (partpoint != NULL){
561 xp = partpoint->x;
562 yp = partpoint->y;
563 zp = partpoint->z;
564 rp = partpoint->r;
565 valkeep = partpoint->partphase;
566 partdo = partpoint->partid;
567 drawfloc(xp, yp, zp, rp, partdo + CEM - 1, valkeep);
568 partkeep = partpoint;
569 partpoint = partpoint->nextpart;
570 }
571 /* Determine the cluster hit */
572 if (ckall != AGG){
573 clushit = cluspart[ckall - CEM + 1];
574 /* Move all of the particles from cluster clushit to cluster iclus */
575 parttmp = &clust[clushit];
576 /* Attach new cluster to old one */
577 partkeep->nextpart = parttmp;
578 while (parttmp != NULL){
579 int tempid = parttmp->partid;
580 cluspart[tempid] = iclus;
581 /* Relabel all particles added to this cluster */
582 parttmp->clustid = iclus;
583 parttmp = parttmp->nextpart;
584 }
585 /* Disengage the cluster that was hit */
586 clust[clushit].clustid = -1;
587 nstart -= 1;
588 }
589 }
590 }
591 }
592 printf("Number left was %d but number of clusters is %d \n", nleft, nstart);
593 } /* end of while loop */
594 clusleft = nleft;
595 delete[] cluspart;
596 }
597
598 /* routine to assess global phase fractions present in 3-D system */
599 void measure()
600 /* Calls: no other routines */
601 /* Called by: main program */
602 {
603 int npor, nc2s, ngyp, ncem, nagg, npozz, ninert, nflyash, nanh, nhem, ncaco3, nslag;
604 int i, j, k, valph;
605
606 /* counters for the various phase fractions */
607 npor = 0;
608 ngyp = 0;
609 ncem = 0;
610 nagg = 0;
611 ninert = 0;
612 nslag = 0;
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613 nc2s = 0;
614 npozz = 0;
615 nflyash = 0;
616 nanh = 0;
617 nhem = 0;
618 ncaco3 = 0;
619
620 /* Check all pixels in 3-D microstructure */
621 std::vector<unsigned char>::iterator cemrealIT = cemreal.begin();
622 for (cemrealIT; cemrealIT != cemreal.end(); cemrealIT++){
623 valph = *cemrealIT;
624 if (valph == POROSITY) { npor += 1; }
625 else if (valph == CEMID){ ncem += 1; }
626 else if (valph == C2SID){ nc2s += 1; }
627 else if (valph == GYPID){ ngyp += 1; }
628 else if (valph == ANHYDRITE){ nanh += 1; }
629 else if (valph == HEMIHYDRATE){ nhem += 1; }
630 else if (valph == AGG) { nagg += 1; }
631 else if (valph == POZZID) { npozz += 1; }
632 else if (valph == SLAGID) { nslag += 1; }
633 else if (valph == INERTID) { ninert += 1; }
634 else if (valph == FLYASH) { nflyash += 1; }
635 else if (valph == CACO3) { ncaco3 += 1; }
636 }
637
638 /* Output results */
639 printf("\n Phase counts are: \n");
640 printf("Porosity= %ld \n", npor);
641 printf("Cement= %ld \n", ncem);
642 printf("C2S= %ld \n", nc2s);
643 printf("Gypsum= %ld \n", ngyp);
644 printf("Anhydrite= %ld \n", nanh);
645 printf("Hemihydrate= %ld \n", nhem);
646 printf("Pozzolan= %ld \n", npozz);
647 printf("Inert= %ld \n", ninert);
648 printf("Slag= %ld \n", nslag);
649 printf("CaCO3= %ld \n", ncaco3);
650 printf("Fly Ash= %ld \n", nflyash);
651 printf("Aggregate= %ld \n", nagg);
652 }
653
654 /* Routine to measure phase fractions as a function of distance from */
655 /* aggregate surface */
656 void measagg()
657 /* Calls: no other routines */
658 /* Called by: main program */
659 {
660 int phase[40], ptot;
661 int icnt, ixlo, ixhi, iy, iz, phid, idist;
662 FILE *aggfile;
663
664 /* By default, results are sent to output file called agglist.out */
665 aggfile = fopen("agglist.out", "w");
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666 printf("Distance Porosity Cement C2S Gypsum Anhydrite Hemihydrate Pozzolan Inert Slag
↪→ CaCO3 Fly Ash\n");
667 fprintf(aggfile, "Distance Porosity Cement C2S Gypsum Anhydrite Hemihydrate Pozzolan
↪→ Inert Slag CaCO3 Fly Ash\n");
668
669 printf("Distance Porosity Cement Gypsum \n");
670
671 /* Increase distance from aggregate in increments of one */
672 /* Limit to xy plane size because Z be cray cray big */
673 for (idist = 0; idist <= (SYSSIZEX - aggsize) / 2; idist++){
674 /* Pixel left of aggregate surface */
675 ixlo = ((SYSSIZEX - aggsize + 2) / 2) - idist;
676 /* Pixel right of aggregate surface */
677 ixhi = ((SYSSIZEX + aggsize) / 2) + idist;
678
679 /* Initialize phase counts for this distance */
680 for (icnt = 0; icnt<8; icnt++){
681 phase[icnt] = 0;
682 }
683 ptot = 0;
684
685 /* Check all pixels which are this distance from aggregate surface */
686 for (iy = 0; iy < SYSSIZEY; iy++){
687 for (iz = 0; iz < SYSSIZEZ; iz++){
688 phid = cemreal[ixlo*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*iy + iz];//cemreal[ixlo][iy][iz
↪→ ];
689 ptot += 1;
690 if (phid <= FLYASH){
691 phase[phid] += 1;
692 }
693 phid = cemreal[ixhi*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*iy + iz];
694 ptot += 1;
695 if (phid <= FLYASH){
696 phase[phid] += 1;
697 }
698 }
699 }
700
701 /* Output results for this distance from surface */
702 printf("%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", idist, phase[0], phase[CEMID], phase[C2SID
↪→ ], phase[GYPID], phase[ANHYDRITE], phase[HEMIHYDRATE], phase[POZZID], phase[
↪→ INERTID], phase[SLAGID], phase[CACO3], phase[FLYASH]);
703 fprintf(aggfile, "%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", idist, phase[0], phase[CEMID],
↪→ phase[C2SID], phase[GYPID], phase[ANHYDRITE], phase[HEMIHYDRATE], phase[POZZID],
↪→ phase[INERTID], phase[SLAGID], phase[CACO3], phase[FLYASH]);
704
705 }
706 fclose(aggfile);
707 }
708
709 /* routine to assess the connectivity (percolation) of a single phase */
710 /* Two matrices are used here: one for the current burnt locations */
711 /* the other to store the newly found burnt locations */
712 void connect()
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713 /* Calls: no other routines */
714 /* Called by: main program */
715 {
716 int inew, ntop, nthrough, ncur, nnew, ntot;
717 int i, j, k, nmatx[29000], nmaty[29000], nmatz[29000];
718 int xcn, ycn, zcn, npix, x1, y1, z1, igood, nnewx[29000], nnewy[29000], nnewz[29000];
719 int jnew, icur;
720
721 do{
722 printf("Enter phase to analyze 0) pores 1) Cement \n");
723 scanf("%d", &npix);
724 printf("%d \n", npix);
725 } while ((npix != 0) && (npix != 1));
726
727 /* counters for number of pixels of phase accessible from top surface */
728 /* and number which are part of a percolated pathway */
729 ntop = 0;
730 nthrough = 0;
731
732 /* percolation is assessed from top to bottom only */
733 /* and burning algorithm is nonperiodic in x and y directions */
734
735 k = 1;
736 for (i = 0; i < SYSSIZEX; i++){
737 for (j = 0; j < SYSSIZEY; j++){
738 ncur = 0;
739 ntot = 0;
740 igood = 0; /* Indicates if bottom has been reached */
741 if (((cement[i*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*j + k] == npix) && ((cement[i*SYSSIZEY*
↪→ SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*j + SYSSIZEZ] == npix) | |
742 (cement[i*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*j + SYSSIZEZ] == (npix + BURNT)))) | | ((
↪→ cement[i*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*j + SYSSIZEZ] >= CEM) &&
743 (cement[i*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*j + k] >= CEM) && (cement[i*SYSSIZEY*
↪→ SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*j + k]<BURNT) && (npix == 1))){
744 /* Start a burn front */
745 cement[i*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*j + k] += BURNT;
746 ntot += 1;
747 ncur += 1;
748 /* burn front is stored in matrices nmat* */
749 /* and nnew* */
750 nmatx[ncur] = i;
751 nmaty[ncur] = j;
752 nmatz[ncur] = 1;
753 /* Burn as long as new (fuel) pixels are found */
754 do{
755 nnew = 0;
756 for (inew = 1; inew <= ncur; inew++){
757 xcn = nmatx[inew];
758 ycn = nmaty[inew];
759 zcn = nmatz[inew];
760
761 /* Check all six neighbors */
762 for (jnew = 1; jnew <= 6; jnew++){
763 x1 = xcn;
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764 y1 = ycn;
765 z1 = zcn;
766 if (jnew == 1){
767 x1 -= 1;
768 if (x1<0){
769 x1 += SYSSIZEX;
770 }
771 }
772 else if (jnew == 2){
773 x1 += 1;
774 if (x1>=SYSSIZEX){
775 x1 -= SYSSIZEX;
776 }
777 }
778 else if (jnew == 3){
779 y1 -= 1;
780 if (y1<0){
781 y1 += SYSSIZEY;
782 }
783 }
784 else if (jnew == 4){
785 y1 += 1;
786 if (y1>=SYSSIZEY){
787 y1 -= SYSSIZEY;
788 }
789 }
790 else if (jnew == 5){
791 z1 -= 1;
792 }
793 else if (jnew == 6){
794 z1 += 1;
795 }
796
797 /* Nonperiodic in z direction so be sure to remain in the 3-D box */
798
799 if ((z1 >= 0) && (z1 < SYSSIZEZ)){
800 if ((cement[x1*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*y1 + z1] == npix) | |
↪→ ((cement[x1*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*y1 + z1] >= CEM)
↪→ &&
801 (cement[x1*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*y1 + z1]<BURNT) && (
↪→ npix == 1))){
802 ntot += 1;
803 cement[x1*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ + SYSSIZEZ*y1 + z1] += BURNT;
804 nnew += 1;
805 if (nnew >= 29000){
806 printf("error in size of nnew \n");
807 }
808 nnewx[nnew] = x1;
809 nnewy[nnew] = y1;
810 nnewz[nnew] = z1;
811 /* See if bottom of system has been reached */
812 if (z1 == SYSSIZEZ-1){
813 igood = 1;
814 }
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815 }
816 }
817 }
818 }
819 if (nnew>0){
820 ncur = nnew;
821 /* update the burn front matrices */
822 for (icur = 1; icur <= ncur; icur++){
823 nmatx[icur] = nnewx[icur];
824 nmaty[icur] = nnewy[icur];
825 nmatz[icur] = nnewz[icur];
826 }
827 }
828 } while (nnew>0);
829
830 ntop += ntot;
831 if (igood == 1){
832 nthrough += ntot;
833 }
834 }
835 }
836 }
837
838 printf("Phase ID= %d \n", npix);
839 printf("Number accessible from top= %ld \n", ntop);
840 printf("Number contained in through pathways= %ld \n", nthrough);
841
842 /* return the burnt sites to their original phase values */
843 std::vector<unsigned char>::iterator cementIT = cement.begin();
844 for (cementIT; cementIT != cement.end(); cementIT++){
845 if (*cementIT >= BURNT){
846 *cementIT -= BURNT;
847 }
848 }
849 }
850
851 /* Routine to output final microstructure to file */
852 void outmic()
853 /* Calls: no other routines */
854 /* Called by: main program */
855 {
856 FILE *outfile, *partfile;
857 char filen[80], filepart[80];
858 int ix, iy, iz, valout;
859
860 printf("Enter name of file to save microstructure to \n");
861 scanf("%s", filen);
862 printf("%s\n", filen);
863
864 outfile = fopen(filen, "w");
865
866 printf("Out file opened\n");
867
868 printf("Enter name of file to save particle IDs to \n");
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869 scanf("%s", filepart);
870 printf("%s\n", filepart);
871
872 partfile = fopen(filepart, "w");
873
874 printf("part file opened\n");
875
876 std::vector<unsigned char>::iterator cemrealIT = cemreal.end();
877 std::vector<unsigned char>::iterator cementIT = cement.end();
878 for (cemrealIT; cemrealIT != cemreal.begin(); cemrealIT--){
879 fprintf(outfile, "%1d\n", *cemrealIT);
880 if (*cementIT < 0){ *cementIT = 0; }
881 fprintf(partfile, "%d\n", *cementIT);
882 cementIT--;
883 }
884 fclose(outfile);
885 fclose(partfile);
886 }
887
888 int main(){
889 int userc; /* User choice from menu */
890 int nseed, ig, jg, kg;
891
892 //Explicity ensure all partids are set to -1 (NULL cannot be used)
893 for (int i = 0; i < NPARTC; i++){
894 clust[i].clustid = -1;
895 }
896
897 /* Initialize volume array */
898 volpart[0] = 1;
899 volpart[1] = 19;
900 volpart[2] = 81;
901 volpart[3] = 179;
902 volpart[4] = 389;
903 volpart[5] = 739;
904 volpart[6] = 1189;
905 volpart[7] = 1791;
906 volpart[8] = 2553;
907 volpart[9] = 3695;
908 volpart[10] = 4945;
909 volpart[11] = 6403;
910 volpart[12] = 8217;
911 volpart[13] = 10395;
912 volpart[14] = 12893;
913 volpart[15] = 15515;
914 volpart[16] = 18853;
915 volpart[17] = 22575;
916 volpart[18] = 26745;
917 volpart[19] = 31103;
918 volpart[20] = 36137;
919 volpart[21] = 41851;
920 volpart[22] = 47833;
921 volpart[23] = 54435;
922 volpart[24] = 61565;
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923 volpart[25] = 69599;
924 volpart[26] = 78205;
925 volpart[27] = 87271;
926 volpart[28] = 97233;
927 volpart[29] = 107783;
928 volpart[30] = 119009;
929 volpart[31] = 131155;
930 volpart[32] = 143761;
931 volpart[33] = 157563;
932 volpart[34] = 172317;
933 volpart[35] = 187511;
934 volpart[36] = 203965;
935
936 printf("Enter random number seed value \n");
937 scanf("%d", &nseed);
938 printf("%d \n", nseed);
939 seed = (&nseed);
940
941 /* Initialize counters and system parameters */
942 npart = 0;
943 aggsize = 0;
944 clusleft = 0;
945
946 /* clear the 3-D system to all porosity to start */
947 std::vector<unsigned char>::iterator cementIT = cement.begin();
948 std::vector<unsigned char>::iterator cemrealIT = cemreal.begin();
949 for (cementIT; cementIT != cement.end(); cementIT++){
950 *cementIT = POROSITY;
951 *cemrealIT = POROSITY;
952 cemrealIT++;
953 }
954
955 /* present menu and execute user choice */
956 do{
957 printf(" \n Input User Choice \n");
958 printf("1) Exit \n");
959 printf("2) Add spherical particles (cement and gypsum) to microstructure \n");
960 printf("3) Flocculate system by reducing number of particle clusters \n");
961 printf("4) Measure phase fractions \n");
962 printf("5) Add an aggregate to the microstructure \n");
963 printf("6) Measure single phase connectivity (pores or solids) \n");
964 printf("7) Measure phase fractions vs. distance from aggregate \n");
965 printf("8) Output microstructure to file \n");
966
967 scanf("%d", &userc);
968 printf("%d \n", userc);
969 fflush(stdout);
970
971 switch (userc) {
972 case 2:
973 create();
974 break;
975 case 3:
976 makefloc();
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977 break;
978 case 4:
979 measure();
980 break;
981 case 5:
982 addagg();
983 break;
984 case 6:
985 connect();
986 break;
987 case 7:
988 if (aggsize != 0){
989 measagg();
990 }
991 else{
992 printf("No aggregate present. \n");
993 }
994 break;
995 case 8:
996 outmic();
997 break;
998 default:
999 break;
1000 }
1001 } while (userc != 1);
1002 }
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Appendix H
Source Code for distrib3d
Below is the slightly modified source code of the distrib3d.c code available from NIST. One of the modifi-
cations involves replacing some of the arrays with vectors to reduce the stack load. Thus, the code must be
compiled with a C++ compiler. Furthermore, the ran1.c code, part of the code files available from NIST,
was converted into a header file.
1 /* Bypass deprecation issues. For more information, */
2 /* see CEMHYDCPP source code. */
3 #define CRT SECURE NO WARNINGS
4
5 /* Major Changes from original NIST code: */
6 /* --Changed arrays to vectors to reduce stack size */
7 /* when modelling large systems */
8
9 #include <stdio.h>
10 #include <stdlib.h>
11 #include <string.h>
12 #include <math.h>
13 #include <vector>
14
15
16
17 /* This software was developed at the National Institute of */
18 /* Standards and Technology by employees of the Federal */
19 /* Government in the course of their official duties. Pursuant */
20 /* to title 17 Section 105 of the United States Code this */
21 /* software is not subject to copyright protection and is in */
22 /* the public domain. CEMHYD3D is an experimental system. NIST */
23 /* assumes no responsibility whatsoever for its use by other */
24 /* parties, and makes no guarantees, expressed or implied, */
25 /* about its quality, reliability, or any other characteristic. */
26 /* We would appreciate acknowledgement if the software is used. */
27 /* This software can be redistributed and/or modified freely */
28 /* provided that any derivative works bear some notice that */
29 /* they are derived from it, and any modified versions bear */
30 /* some notice that they have been modified. */
31
32 #include "ran1.h"
33
34 const double PI = 3.1415926;
35 const int SYSIZEX = 200;
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36 const int SYSIZEY = 200;
37 const int SYSIZEZ = 2000;
38 const int SYSSIZEX = 200;
39 const int SYSSIZEY = 200;
40 const int SYSSIZEZ = 2000;
41 const int MAXCYC = 1000; /* maximum sintering cycles to use */
42 const int MAXSPH = 10000; /* maximum number of elements in a spherical template */
43 const int C3S = 1;
44 const int C2S = 2;
45 const int C3A = 3;
46 const int C4AF = 4;
47
48 int *seed;
49 //static int mask[SYSIZEX + 1][SYSIZEY + 1][SYSIZEZ + 1];
50 std::vector< int8> mask(SYSIZEX*SYSIZEY*SYSIZEZ);
51 //static unsigned int curvature[SYSSIZEX + 1][SYSSIZEY + 1][SYSSIZEZ + 1];
52 std::vector< int8> curvature(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ);
53 int volume[50], surface[50];
54 int nsph, xsph[MAXSPH], ysph[MAXSPH], zsph[MAXSPH];
55 int nsolid[1500], nair[1500];
56
57 /* routine to create a template for the sphere of interest of radius size */
58 /* to be used in curvature evaluation */
59 /* Called by: runsint */
60 /* Calls no other routines */
61 int maketemp(int size)
62 {
63 int icirc, xval, yval, zval;
64 double xtmp, ytmp;
65 double dist;
66
67 /* determine and store the locations of all pixels in the 3-D sphere */
68 icirc = 0;
69 for (xval = (-size); xval <= size; xval++){
70 xtmp = (double)(xval*xval);
71 for (yval = (-size); yval <= size; yval++){
72 ytmp = (double)(yval*yval);
73 for (zval = (-size); zval <= size; zval++){
74 dist = sqrt(xtmp + ytmp + (double)(zval*zval));
75 if (dist <= ((double)size + 0.5)){
76 icirc += 1;
77 if (icirc >= MAXSPH){
78 printf("Too many elements in sphere \n");
79 printf("Must change value of MAXSPH parameter \n");
80 printf("Currently set at %d \n", MAXSPH);
81 exit(1);
82 }
83 xsph[icirc] = xval;
84 ysph[icirc] = yval;
85 zsph[icirc] = zval;
86 }
87 }
88 }
89 }
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90
91 /* return the number of pixels contained in sphere of radius (size+0.5) */
92 return(icirc);
93 }
94
95 /* routine to count phase fractions (porosity and solids) */
96 /* Called by main routine */
97 /* Calls no other routines */
98 void phcount()
99 {
100 int npore, nsolid[37];
101 int ix, iy, iz;
102
103 npore = 0;
104 for (ix = 0; ix<37; ix++){
105 nsolid[ix] = 0;
106 }
107 /* check all pixels in the 3-D system */
108 std::vector< int8>::iterator maskIT = mask.begin();
109 for (maskIT; maskIT != mask.end(); maskIT++){
110 if (*maskIT == 0){
111 npore += 1;
112 }
113 else{
114 nsolid[*maskIT] += 1;
115 }
116 }
117
118 printf("Pores are: %ld \n", npore);
119 printf("Solids are: %ld %ld %ld %ld %ld %ld\n", nsolid[1], nsolid[2],
120 nsolid[3], nsolid[4], nsolid[5], nsolid[6]);
121 }
122
123 /* routine to return number of surface faces exposed to porosity */
124 /* for pixel located at (xin,yin,zin) */
125 /* Called by rhcalc */
126 /* Calls no other routines */
127 int surfpix(int xin,int yin,int zin)
128 {
129 int npix, ix1, iy1, iz1;
130
131 npix = 0;
132
133 /* check each of the six immediate neighbors */
134 /* using periodic boundary conditions */
135 ix1 = xin - 1;
136 if (ix1<0){ ix1 += SYSSIZEX; }
137 if (mask[ix1*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + yin*SYSIZEZ + zin] == 0){
138 npix += 1;
139 }
140 ix1 = xin + 1;
141 if (ix1>=SYSSIZEX){ ix1 -= SYSSIZEX; }
142 if (mask[ix1*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + yin*SYSIZEZ + zin] == 0){
143 npix += 1;
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144 }
145 iy1 = yin - 1;
146 if (iy1<0){ iy1 += SYSSIZEY; }
147 if (mask[xin*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + iy1*SYSIZEZ + zin] == 0){
148 npix += 1;
149 }
150 iy1 = yin + 1;
151 if (iy1>=SYSSIZEY){ iy1 -= SYSSIZEY; }
152 if (mask[xin*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + iy1*SYSIZEZ + zin] == 0){
153 npix += 1;
154 }
155 iz1 = zin - 1;
156 if (iz1<0){ iz1 += SYSSIZEZ; }
157 if (mask[xin*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + yin*SYSIZEZ + iz1] == 0){
158 npix += 1;
159 }
160 iz1 = zin + 1;
161 if (iz1>=SYSSIZEZ){ iz1 -= SYSSIZEZ; }
162 if (mask[xin*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + yin*SYSIZEZ + iz1] == 0){
163 npix += 1;
164 }
165 return(npix);
166 }
167
168 /* routine to return the current hydraulic radius for phase phin */
169 /* Calls surfpix */
170 /* Called by runsint */
171 double rhcalc(int phin)
172 {
173 int ix, iy, iz;
174 int porc, surfc;
175 double rhval;
176
177 porc = surfc = 0;
178 int indexer = 0;
179
180 /* Check all pixels in the 3-D volume */
181 std::vector< int8>::iterator maskIT = mask.begin();
182 for (maskIT; maskIT != mask.end(); maskIT++){
183 if (*maskIT == phin){
184 porc += 1;
185 ix = (indexer / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
186 iy = (indexer / (SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEY;
187 iz = indexer % SYSSIZEZ;
188 surfc += surfpix(ix, iy, iz);
189 }
190 indexer++;
191 }
192
193 printf("Phase area count is %ld \n", porc);
194 printf("Phase surface count is %ld \n", surfc);
195 rhval = (double)porc*6. / (4.*(double)surfc);
196 printf("Hydraulic radius is %f \n", rhval);
197 return(rhval);
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198 }
199
200 /* routine to return count of pixels in a spherical template which are phase */
201 /* phin or porosity (phase=0) */
202 /* Calls no other routines */
203 /* Called by sysinit */
204 int countem(int xp,int yp,int zp,int phin)
205 {
206 int xc, yc, zc;
207 int cumnum, ic;
208
209 cumnum = 0;
210 for (ic = 0; ic < nsph; ic++){
211 xc = xp + xsph[ic];
212 yc = yp + ysph[ic];
213 zc = zp + zsph[ic];
214 /* Use periodic boundaries */
215 if (xc<0){ xc += SYSSIZEX; }
216 else if (xc>=SYSSIZEX){ xc -= SYSSIZEX; }
217 if (yc<0){ yc += SYSSIZEY; }
218 else if (yc>=SYSSIZEY){ yc -= SYSSIZEY; }
219 if (zc<0){ zc += SYSSIZEZ; }
220 else if (zc>=SYSSIZEZ){ zc -= SYSSIZEZ; }
221
222 if ((xc != xp) | | (yc != yp) | | (zc != zp)){
223
224 if ((mask[xc*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + yc*SYSIZEZ + zc] == phin) | | (mask[xc*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY
↪→ + yc*SYSIZEZ + zc] == 0)){
225 cumnum += 1;
226 }
227 }
228 }
229 return(cumnum);
230 }
231
232 /* routine to initialize system by determining local curvature */
233 /* of all phase 1 and phase 2 pixels */
234 /* Calls countem */
235 /* Called by runsint */
236 void sysinit(int ph1,int ph2)
237 {
238 int count, xl, yl, zl;
239
240 count = 0;
241 int indexer = 0;
242 /* process all pixels in the 3-D box */
243 std::vector< int8>::iterator maskIT = mask.begin();
244 std::vector< int8>::iterator curvatureIT = curvature.begin();
245 for (maskIT; maskIT != mask.end(); maskIT++){
246
247 /* determine local curvature */
248 /* For phase 1 want to determine number of porosity pixels */
249 /* (phase=0) in immediate neighborhood */
250 if (*maskIT == ph1){
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251 xl = (indexer / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
252 yl = (indexer / (SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEY;
253 zl = indexer % SYSSIZEZ;
254 count = countem(xl, yl, zl, 0);
255 }
256 /* For phase 2 want to determine number of porosity or phase */
257 /* 2 pixels in immediate neighborhood */
258 if (*maskIT == ph2){
259 xl = (indexer / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
260 yl = (indexer / (SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEY;
261 zl = indexer % SYSSIZEZ;
262 count = countem(xl, yl, zl, ph2);
263 }
264 if ((count < 0) | | (count >= nsph)){
265 xl = (indexer / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
266 yl = (indexer / (SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEY;
267 zl = indexer % SYSSIZEZ;
268 printf("Error count is %d \n", count);
269 printf("xl %d yl %d zl %d \n", xl, yl, zl);
270 }
271
272 /* case where we have a phase 1 surface pixel */
273 /* with non-zero local curvature */
274 if ((count >= 0) && (*maskIT == ph1)){
275
276 *curvatureIT = count;
277 /* update solid curvature histogram */
278 nsolid[count] += 1;
279 }
280
281 /* case where we have a phase 2 surface pixel */
282 if ((count >= 0) && (*maskIT == ph2)){
283
284 *curvatureIT = count;
285 /* update air curvature histogram */
286 nair[count] += 1;
287 }
288
289 curvatureIT++;
290 indexer++;
291 }
292 }
293
294 /* routine to scan system and determine nsolid (ph2) and nair (ph1) */
295 /* histograms based on values in phase and curvature arrays */
296 /* Calls no other routines */
297 /* Called by runsint */
298 void sysscan(int ph1,int ph2)
299 {
300 int xd, yd, zd, curvval;
301
302 std::vector< int8>::iterator curvatureIT = curvature.begin();
303 std::vector< int8>::iterator maskIT = mask.begin();
304 /* Scan all pixels in 3-D system */
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305 for (curvatureIT; curvatureIT != curvature.end(); curvatureIT++){
306
307 curvval = *curvatureIT;
308
309 if (*maskIT == ph2){
310 nair[curvval] += 1;
311 }
312 else if (*maskIT == ph1){
313 nsolid[curvval] += 1;
314 }
315 maskIT++;
316 }
317 }
318
319 /* routine to return how many cells of solid curvature histogram to use */
320 /* to accomodate nsearch pixels moving */
321 /* want to use highest values first */
322 /* Calls no other routines */
323 /* Called by movepix */
324 int procsol(int nsearch)
325 {
326 int valfound, i, stop;
327 int nsofar;
328
329 /* search histogram from top down until cumulative count */
330 /* exceeds nsearch */
331 valfound = nsph - 1;
332 nsofar = 0;
333 stop = 0;
334 for (i = (nsph - 1); ((i >= 0) && (stop == 0)); i--){
335 nsofar += nsolid[i];
336 if (nsofar>nsearch){
337 valfound = i;
338 stop = 1;
339 }
340 }
341 return(valfound);
342 }
343
344 /* routine to determine how many cells of air curvature histogram to use */
345 /* to accomodate nsearch moving pixels */
346 /* want to use lowest values first */
347 /* Calls no other routines */
348 /* Called by movepix */
349 int procair(int nsearch)
350 {
351 int valfound, i, stop;
352 int nsofar;
353
354 /* search histogram from bottom up until cumulative count */
355 /* exceeds nsearch */
356 valfound = 0;
357 nsofar = 0;
358 stop = 0;
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359 for (i = 0; ((i<nsph) && (stop == 0)); i++){
360 nsofar += nair[i];
361 if (nsofar>nsearch){
362 valfound = i;
363 stop = 1;
364 }
365 }
366 return(valfound);
367 }
368
369 /* routine to move requested number of pixels (ntomove) from highest */
370 /* curvature phase 1 (ph1) sites to lowest curvature phase 2 (ph2) sites */
371 /* Calls procsol and procair */
372 /* Called by runsint */
373 int movepix(int ntomove,int ph1,int ph2)
374 {
375 int xloc[2100], yloc[2100], zloc[2100];
376 int count1, count2, ntot, countc, i, xp, yp, zp;
377 int cmin, cmax, cfg;
378 int alldone;
379 int nsolc, nairc, nsum, nsolm, nairm, nst1, nst2, next1, next2;
380 double pck, plsol, plair;
381
382 alldone = 0;
383 /* determine critical values for removal and placement */
384 count1 = procsol(ntomove);
385 nsum = 0;
386 cfg = 0;
387 cmax = count1;
388 for (i = nsph; i>count1; i--){
389 if ((nsolid[i]>0) && (cfg == 0)){
390 cfg = 1;
391 cmax = i;
392 }
393 nsum += nsolid[i];
394 }
395 /* Determine movement probability for last cell */
396 plsol = (double)(ntomove - nsum) / (double)nsolid[count1];
397 next1 = ntomove - nsum;
398 nst1 = nsolid[count1];
399
400 count2 = procair(ntomove);
401 nsum = 0;
402 cmin = count2;
403 cfg = 0;
404 for (i = 0; i<count2; i++){
405 if ((nair[i]>0) && (cfg == 0)){
406 cfg = 1;
407 cmin = i;
408 }
409 nsum += nair[i];
410 }
411 /* Determine movement probability for last cell */
412 plair = (double)(ntomove - nsum) / (double)nair[count2];
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413 next2 = ntomove - nsum;
414 nst2 = nair[count2];
415
416 /* Check to see if equilibrium has been reached --- */
417 /* no further increase in hydraulic radius is possible */
418 if (cmin >= cmax){
419 alldone = 1;
420 printf("Stopping - at equilibrium \n");
421 printf("cmin- %d cmax- %d \n", cmin, cmax);
422 return(alldone);
423 }
424
425 /* initialize counters for performing sintering */
426 ntot = 0;
427 nsolc = 0;
428 nairc = 0;
429 nsolm = 0;
430 nairm = 0;
431
432 /* Now process each pixel in turn */
433 std::vector< int8>::iterator maskIT = mask.begin();
434 std::vector< int8>::iterator curvatureIT = curvature.begin();
435 int indexer = 0;
436 for (curvatureIT; curvatureIT != curvature.end(); curvatureIT++){
437
438 countc = *curvatureIT;
439 /* handle phase 1 case first */
440 if (*maskIT == ph1){
441 if (countc > count1){
442 /* convert from phase 1 to phase 2 */
443 *maskIT = ph2;
444
445 /* update appropriate histogram cells */
446 nsolid[countc] -= 1;
447 nair[countc] += 1;
448 /* store the location of the modified pixel */
449 ntot += 1;
450 xloc[ntot] = (indexer / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
451 yloc[ntot] = (indexer / (SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEY;
452 zloc[ntot] = indexer % SYSSIZEZ;
453 }
454 if (countc == count1){
455 nsolm += 1;
456 /* generate probability for pixel being removed */
457 pck = ran1(seed);
458 if ((pck<0) | | (pck>1.0)){ pck = 1.0; }
459
460 if (((pck < plsol) && (nsolc < next1)) | | ((nst1 - nsolm) < (next1 - nsolc))){
461 nsolc += 1;
462 /* convert phase 1 pixel to phase 2 */
463 *maskIT = ph2;
464
465 /* update appropriate histogram cells */
466 nsolid[count1] -= 1;
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467 nair[count1] += 1;
468 /* store the location of the modified pixel */
469 ntot += 1;
470 xloc[ntot] = (indexer / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
471 yloc[ntot] = (indexer / (SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEY;
472 zloc[ntot] = indexer % SYSSIZEZ;
473 }
474 }
475 }
476
477 /* handle phase 2 case here */
478 else if (*maskIT == ph2){
479 if (countc < count2){
480 /* convert phase 2 pixel to phase 1 */
481 *maskIT = ph1;
482
483 nsolid[countc] += 1;
484 nair[countc] -= 1;
485 ntot += 1;
486 xloc[ntot] = (indexer / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
487 yloc[ntot] = (indexer / (SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEY;
488 zloc[ntot] = indexer % SYSSIZEZ;
489 }
490 if (countc == count2){
491 nairm += 1;
492 pck = ran1(seed);
493 if ((pck<0) | | (pck>1.0)){ pck = 1.0; }
494
495 if (((pck < plair) && (nairc < next2)) | | ((nst2 - nairm) < (next2 - nairc))){
496 nairc += 1;
497 /* convert phase 2 to phase 1 */
498 *maskIT = ph1;
499
500 nsolid[count2] += 1;
501 nair[count2] -= 1;
502 ntot += 1;
503 xloc[ntot] = (indexer / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
504 yloc[ntot] = (indexer / (SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEY;
505 zloc[ntot] = indexer % SYSSIZEZ;
506 }
507 }
508 }
509 indexer++;
510 maskIT++;
511 }
512 printf("ntot is %d \n", ntot);
513 return(alldone);
514 }
515
516 /* routine to execute user input number of cycles of sintering algorithm */
517 /* Calls maketemp, rhcalc, sysinit, sysscan, and movepix */
518 /* Called by main routine */
519 void sinter3d(int ph1id,int ph2id,double rhtarget)
520 {
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521 int natonce, ncyc, i, rade, j, rflag;
522 int keepgo;
523 int curvsum1, curvsum2, pixsum1, pixsum2;
524 double rhnow, avecurv1, avecurv2;
525
526 /* initialize the solid and air count histograms */
527 for (i = 0; i <= 499; i++){
528 nsolid[i] = 0;
529 nair[i] = 0;
530 }
531
532 /* Obtain needed user input */
533 natonce = 200;
534 rade = 3;
535 rflag = 0; /* always initialize system */
536
537 nsph = maketemp(rade);
538 printf("nsph is %d \n", nsph);
539 if (rflag == 0){
540 sysinit(ph1id, ph2id);
541 }
542 else{
543 sysscan(ph1id, ph2id);
544 }
545 i = 0;
546 rhnow = rhcalc(ph1id);
547 while ((rhnow<rhtarget) && (i<MAXCYC)){
548 printf("Now: %f Target: %f \n", rhnow, rhtarget);
549 i += 1;
550 printf("Cycle: %d \n", i);
551 keepgo = movepix(natonce, ph1id, ph2id);
552 /* If equilibrium is reached, then return to calling routine */
553 if (keepgo == 1){
554 return;
555 }
556 curvsum1 = 0;
557 curvsum2 = 0;
558 pixsum1 = 0;
559 pixsum2 = 0;
560 /* Determine average curvatures for phases 1 and 2 */
561 for (j = 0; j <= nsph; j++){
562 pixsum1 += nsolid[j];
563 curvsum1 += (j*nsolid[j]);
564 pixsum2 += nair[j];
565 curvsum2 += (j*nair[j]);
566 }
567 avecurv1 = (double)curvsum1 / (double)pixsum1;
568 avecurv2 = (double)curvsum2 / (double)pixsum2;
569 printf("Ave. solid curvature: %f \n", avecurv1);
570 printf("Ave. air curvature: %f \n", avecurv2);
571 rhnow = rhcalc(ph1id);
572 }
573 }
574
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575 void stat3d(){
576 int valin, ix, iy, iz;
577 int ix1, iy1, iz1, k;
578 int voltot, surftot;
579
580 for (ix = 0; ix <= 42; ix++){
581 volume[ix] = surface[ix] = 0;
582 }
583
584 /* Read in image and accumulate volume totals */
585 std::vector< int8>::iterator maskIT = mask.begin();
586 for (maskIT; maskIT != mask.end(); maskIT++){
587 valin = *maskIT;
588 volume[valin] += 1;
589 }
590
591 maskIT = mask.end();
592 int indexer = SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ - 1;
593 for (maskIT; maskIT != mask.begin(); maskIT--){
594 if (*maskIT != 0){
595 valin = *maskIT;
596 ix = (indexer / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
597 iy = (indexer / (SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEY;
598 iz = indexer % SYSSIZEZ;
599 /* Check six neighboring pixels for porosity */
600 for (k = 1; k <= 6; k++){
601
602 switch (k){
603 case 1:
604 ix1 = ix - 1;
605 if (ix1 < 0){ ix1 += SYSIZEX; }
606 iy1 = iy;
607 iz1 = iz;
608 break;
609 case 2:
610 ix1 = ix + 1;
611 if (ix1 >= SYSIZEX){ ix1 -= SYSIZEX; }
612 iy1 = iy;
613 iz1 = iz;
614 break;
615 case 3:
616 iy1 = iy - 1;
617 if (iy1 < 0){ iy1 += SYSIZEY; }
618 ix1 = ix;
619 iz1 = iz;
620 break;
621 case 4:
622 iy1 = iy + 1;
623 if (iy1 >= SYSIZEY){ iy1 -= SYSIZEY; }
624 ix1 = ix;
625 iz1 = iz;
626 break;
627 case 5:
628 iz1 = iz - 1;
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629 if (iz1 < 0){ iz1 += SYSIZEZ; }
630 iy1 = iy;
631 ix1 = ix;
632 break;
633 case 6:
634 iz1 = iz + 1;
635 if (iz1 >= SYSIZEZ){ iz1 -= SYSIZEZ; }
636 iy1 = iy;
637 ix1 = ix;
638 break;
639 default:
640 break;
641 }
642 if ((ix1<0) | | (iy1<0) | | (iz1<0) | | (ix1>=SYSIZEX) | | (iy1>=SYSIZEY) | | (iz1>=
↪→ SYSIZEZ)){
643 printf("%d %d %d \n", ix1, iy1, iz1);
644 exit(1);
645 }
646 if (mask[ix1*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + iy1*SYSIZEZ + iz1] == 0){
647 surface[valin] += 1;
648 }
649 }
650 }
651 indexer--;
652 }
653
654 printf("Phase Volume Surface Volume Surface \n");
655 printf(" ID count count fraction fraction \n");
656 /* Only include clinker phases in surface area fraction calculation */
657 surftot = surface[1] + surface[2] + surface[3] + surface[4];
658 voltot = volume[1] + volume[2] + volume[3] + volume[4];
659 k = 0;
660 printf(" %d %8ld %8ld \n", k, volume[0], surface[0]);
661 for (k = 1; k <= 4; k++){
662 printf(" %d %8ld %8ld %.5f %.5f\n", k, volume[k], surface[k],
663 (double)volume[k] / (double)voltot, (double)surface[k] / (double)surftot);
664 }
665 printf("Total %8ld %8ld\n\n\n", voltot, surftot);
666 for (k = 5; k <= 11; k++){
667 printf(" %d %8ld %8ld\n", k, volume[k], surface[k]);
668 }
669 printf(" 20 %8ld %8ld\n", volume[20], surface[20]);
670 for (k = 24; k <= 27; k++){
671 printf(" %d %8ld %8ld\n", k, volume[k], surface[k]);
672 }
673 printf(" 28 %8ld %8ld\n", volume[28], surface[28]);
674 }
675
676 void rand3d(int phasein,int phaseout,char filecorr[80],double xpt)
677 {
678 int ires;
679 double snew, s2, ss, sdiff, xtmp, ytmp;
680 //static double normm[SYSIZEX + 1][SYSIZEY + 1][SYSIZEZ + 1];
681 static std::vector<float> normm(SYSIZEX*SYSIZEY*SYSIZEZ);
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682 //static double res[SYSIZEX + 1][SYSIZEY + 1][SYSIZEZ + 1];
683 static std::vector<float> res(SYSIZEX *SYSIZEY*SYSIZEZ);
684 static double filter[32][32][32];
685 int done, r[61];
686 static double s[61], xr[61], sum[502];
687 double val2;
688 double t1, t2, x1, x2, u1, u2, xrad, resmax, resmin;
689 double xtot, filval, radius, sect, sumtot, vcrit;
690 int valin, r1, r2, i1, i2, i3, i, j, k, j1, k1;
691 int ido, iii, jjj, ix, iy, iz, index;
692 FILE *corrfile;
693
694 /* Create the Gaussian noise image */
695 i1 = i2 = i3 = 0;
696 for (i = 0; i <= ((SYSIZEX*SYSIZEY*SYSIZEZ) / 2); i++){
697 u1 = ran1(seed);
698 u2 = ran1(seed);
699 t1 = 2.*PI*u2;
700 t2 = sqrt(-2.*log(u1));
701 x1 = cos(t1)*t2;
702 x2 = sin(t1)*t2;
703 normm[i1*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + i2*SYSIZEZ + i3] = x1;
704 i1 += 1;
705 if (i1>=SYSIZEX){
706 i1 = 1;
707 i2 += 1;
708 if (i2>=SYSIZEY){
709 i2 = 1;
710 i3 += 1;
711 }
712 }
713 normm[i1*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + i2*SYSIZEZ + i3] = x2;
714 i1 += 1;
715 if (i1>=SYSIZEX){
716 i1 = 1;
717 i2 += 1;
718 if (i2>=SYSIZEY){
719 i2 = 1;
720 i3 += 1;
721 }
722 }
723 }
724
725 /* Now perform the convolution */
726 corrfile = fopen(filecorr, "r");
727
728 fscanf(corrfile, "%d", &ido);
729 printf("Number of points in correlation file is %d \n", ido);
730 for (i = 1; i <= ido; i++){
731 fscanf(corrfile, "%d %lf", &valin, &val2);
732 r[i] = valin;
733 s[i] = val2;
734 xr[i] = (float)r[i];
735 }
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736 fclose(corrfile);
737 ss = s[1];
738 s2 = ss*ss;
739 /* Load up the convolution matrix */
740 // This is the biggest bottleneck in the code
741 // Future work should examine the possibility of parallizing this
742 sdiff = ss - s2;
743 for (i = 0; i<31; i++){
744 iii = i*i;
745 for (j = 0; j<31; j++){
746 jjj = j*j;
747 for (k = 0; k<31; k++){
748 xtmp = (float)(iii + jjj + k*k);
749 radius = sqrt(xtmp);
750 r1 = (int)radius + 1;
751 r2 = r1 + 1;
752 if (s[r1]<0.0){
753 printf("%d and %d %f and %f with xtmp of %f\n", r1, r2, s[r1], s[r2], xtmp);
754 fflush(stdout);
755 exit(1);
756 }
757 xrad = radius + 1 - r1;
758 filval = s[r1] + (s[r2] - s[r1])*xrad;
759 filter[i + 1][j + 1][k + 1] = (filval - s2) / sdiff;
760 }
761 }
762 }
763 /* Now filter the image maintaining periodic boundaries */
764 resmax = 0.0;
765 resmin = 1.0;
766 std::vector<float>::iterator resIT = res.begin();
767 int indexer = 0;
768 for (resIT; resIT != res.end(); resIT++){
769 //printf("indexer: %d\n", indexer); Uncomment to reveal just how slow the mem ops are...
770 *resIT = 0.0;
771 i = (indexer / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
772 j = (indexer / (SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEY;
773 k = indexer % SYSSIZEZ;
774 if ((float)mask[i*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + j*SYSIZEZ + k] == phasein){
775 for (ix = 1; ix <= 31; ix++){
776 i1 = i + ix - 1;
777 if (i1 < 0){ i1 += SYSIZEX; }
778 else if (i1 >= SYSIZEX){ i1 -= SYSIZEX; }
779 for (iy = 1; iy <= 31; iy++){
780 j1 = j + iy - 1;
781 if (j1 < 0){ j1 += SYSIZEY; }
782 else if (j1 >= SYSIZEY){ j1 -= SYSIZEY; }
783 for (iz = 1; iz <= 31; iz++){
784 k1 = k + iz - 1;
785 if (k1 < 0){ k1 += SYSIZEZ; }
786 else if (k1 >= SYSIZEZ){ k1 -= SYSIZEZ; }
787 res[i*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + j*SYSIZEZ + k] += normm[i1*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + j1*
↪→ SYSIZEZ + k1] * filter[ix][iy][iz];
788 }
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789 }
790 }
791 if (res[i*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + j*SYSIZEZ + k] > resmax){ resmax = res[i*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY
↪→ + j*SYSIZEZ + k]; }
792 if (res[i*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + j*SYSIZEZ + k] < resmin){ resmin = res[i*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY
↪→ + j*SYSIZEZ + k]; }
793 }
794 indexer++;
795 }
796
797 /* Now threshold the image */
798 sect = (resmax - resmin) / 500.;
799 for (i = 1; i <= 500; i++){
800 sum[i] = 0.0;
801 }
802 xtot = 0.0;
803 std::vector< int8>::iterator maskIT = mask.begin();
804 indexer = 0;
805 for (maskIT; maskIT != mask.end(); maskIT++){
806 i = (indexer / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
807 j = (indexer / (SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEY;
808 k = indexer % SYSSIZEZ;
809 if ((float)*maskIT == phasein){
810 xtot += 1.0;
811 index = 1 + (int)((res[i*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + j*SYSIZEZ + k] - resmin) / sect);
812 if (index > 500){ index = 500; }
813 sum[index] += 1.0;
814 }
815 indexer++;
816 }
817 /* Determine which bin to choose for correct thresholding */
818 sumtot = vcrit = 0.0;
819 done = 0;
820 for (i = 1; ((i <= 500) && (done == 0)); i++){
821 sumtot += sum[i] / xtot;
822 if (sumtot>xpt){
823 ytmp = (float)i;
824 vcrit = resmin + (resmax - resmin)*(ytmp - 0.5) / 500.;
825 done = 1;
826 }
827 }
828 printf("Critical volume fraction is %f\n", vcrit);
829 ires = 0;
830
831 maskIT = mask.end();
832 indexer = SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ - 1;
833 for (maskIT; maskIT != mask.begin(); maskIT--){
834 i = (indexer / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
835 j = (indexer / (SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEY;
836 k = indexer % SYSSIZEZ;
837 if ((float)*maskIT == phasein){
838 if (res[i*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + j*SYSIZEZ + k] > vcrit){
839 mask[i*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + j*SYSIZEZ + k] = phaseout;
840 }
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841 }
842 indexer--;
843 }
844
845
846 }
847
848 int main(){
849 int i, j, k, iseed, alumflag, alumval, alum2, valin;
850 double volin, volf[5], surff[5], rhtest, rdesire;
851 char filen[80], fileout[80], filecem[80], filec3s[80], filesil[80], filealum[80];
852 FILE *infile, *outfile, *testfile;
853
854 /* Seed the random number generator */
855 printf("Enter random number seed (negative integer) \n");
856 scanf("%d", &iseed);
857 printf("%d\n", iseed);
858 seed = (&iseed);
859
860 /* Read in the parameters to use */
861 printf("Enter name of cement microstructure image file\n");
862 scanf("%s", filen);
863 printf("%s\n", filen);
864
865 /* Set up the correlation filenames */
866 printf("Enter root name of cement correlation files\n");
867 scanf("%s", filecem);
868 printf("%s\n", filecem);
869 sprintf(filesil, "%s", filecem);
870 strcat(filesil, ".sil");
871 sprintf(filec3s, "%s", filecem);
872 strcat(filec3s, ".c3s");
873 sprintf(filealum, "%s", filecem);
874 alumflag = 1;
875 alumval = 4;
876 strcat(filealum, ".c4f");
877 testfile = fopen(filealum, "r");
878 if (testfile == NULL){
879 alumflag = 0;
880 sprintf(filealum, "%s", filecem);
881 strcat(filealum, ".c3a");
882 alumval = 3;
883 }
884 else{
885 fclose(testfile);
886 }
887
888 printf("Enter name of new cement microstructure image file\n");
889 scanf("%s", fileout);
890 printf("%s\n", fileout);
891 for (i = 1; i <= 4; i++){
892 scanf("%lf", &volin);
893 volf[i] = volin;
894 printf("%lf\n", volf[i]);
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895 scanf("%lf", &volin);
896 surff[i] = volin;
897 printf("%lf\n", surff[i]);
898 }
899
900 /* Read in the original microstructure image file */
901 infile = fopen(filen, "r");
902
903 for (k = 0; k < SYSIZEZ; k++){
904 for (j = 0; j < SYSIZEY; j++){
905 for (i = 0; i < SYSIZEX; i++){
906 fscanf(infile, "%d", &valin);
907 mask[i*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + j*SYSIZEZ + k] = valin;
908 curvature[i*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + j*SYSIZEZ + k] = 0;
909 }
910 }
911 }
912 fclose(infile);
913
914 /* First filtering */
915 volin = volf[1] + volf[2];
916 if (volin<1.0){
917 rand3d(1, alumval, filesil, volin);
918
919 /* First sintering */
920 stat3d();
921 rdesire = (surff[1] + surff[2])*(double)(surface[1] + surface[alumval]);
922 if (rdesire != 0.0){
923 if ((int)rdesire<surface[1]){
924 rhtest = (6. / 4.)*(double)(volume[1]) / rdesire;
925 sinter3d(1, alumval, rhtest);
926 }
927 else{
928 rdesire = (surff[3] + surff[4])*(double)(surface[1] + surface[alumval]);
929 if (rdesire != 0.0){
930 rhtest = (6. / 4.)*(double)(volume[alumval]) / rdesire;
931 sinter3d(alumval, 1, rhtest);
932 }
933 }
934 }
935 }
936
937 /* Second filtering */
938 if ((volf[1] + volf[2])>0.0){
939 volin = volf[1] / (volf[1] + volf[2]);
940 if (volin<1.0){
941 rand3d(1, 2, filec3s, volin);
942
943 /* Second sintering */
944 stat3d();
945 rdesire = (surff[1] / (surff[1] + surff[2]))*(double)(surface[1] + surface[2]);
946 if (rdesire != 0.0){
947 if ((int)rdesire<surface[1]){
948 rhtest = (6. / 4.)*(double)(volume[1]) / rdesire;
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949 sinter3d(1, 2, rhtest);
950 }
951 else{
952 rdesire = (surff[2] / (surff[1] + surff[2]))*(double)(surface[1] + surface
↪→ [2]);
953 if (rdesire != 0.0){
954 rhtest = (6. / 4.)*(double)(volume[2]) / rdesire;
955 sinter3d(2, 1, rhtest);
956 }
957 }
958 }
959 }
960 }
961
962 /* Third (final) filtering */
963 if (alumval == 4){
964 volin = volf[4] / (volf[4] + volf[3]);
965 alum2 = 3;
966 }
967 else{
968 volin = volf[3] / (volf[4] + volf[3]);
969 alum2 = 4;
970 }
971 if (volin<1.0){
972 rand3d(alumval, alum2, filealum, volin);
973
974 /* Third (final) sintering */
975 stat3d();
976 if (alumval == 4){
977 rdesire = (surff[4] / (surff[3] + surff[4]))*(double)(surface[3] + surface[4]);
978 if (rdesire != 0.0){
979 if ((int)rdesire<surface[4]){
980 rhtest = (6. / 4.)*(double)(volume[4]) / rdesire;
981 sinter3d(alumval, alum2, rhtest);
982 }
983 else{
984 rdesire = (surff[3] / (surff[3] + surff[4]))*(double)(surface[3] + surface
↪→ [4]);
985 if (rdesire != 0.0){
986 rhtest = (6. / 4.)*(double)(volume[3]) / rdesire;
987 sinter3d(alum2, alumval, rhtest);
988 }
989 }
990 }
991 }
992 else{
993 rdesire = (surff[3] / (surff[3] + surff[4]))*(double)(surface[3] + surface[4]);
994 if (rdesire != 0.0){
995 if ((int)rdesire<surface[3]){
996 rhtest = (6. / 4.)*(double)(volume[3]) / rdesire;
997 sinter3d(alumval, alum2, rhtest);
998 }
999 else{
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1000 rdesire = (surff[4] / (surff[3] + surff[4]))*(double)(surface[3] + surface
↪→ [4]);
1001 if (rdesire != 0.0){
1002 rhtest = (6. / 4.)*(double)(volume[4]) / rdesire;
1003 sinter3d(alum2, alumval, rhtest);
1004 }
1005 }
1006 }
1007 }
1008 }
1009
1010 /* Output final microstructure */
1011 outfile = fopen(fileout, "w");
1012
1013 for (k = 0; k < SYSIZEZ; k++){
1014 for (j = 0; j < SYSIZEY; j++){
1015 for (i = 0; i < SYSIZEX; i++){
1016 fprintf(outfile, "%2d\n", mask[i*SYSIZEZ*SYSIZEY + j*SYSIZEZ + k]);
1017 }
1018 }
1019 }
1020
1021 }
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Appendix I
Source Code for CEMHYD3D
Below is the heavily modified source code of the disrealnew.c code (CEMHYD3D) available from NIST. This
the code must be compiled with a C++ compiler. Furthermore, the dependent code files available from NIST
were converted into header files.
1 /* This is the equivalent disrealnew031010.c file */
2 /* Created 01/15 by Armen Amirkhanian */
3 /* Most code is a heavily modified version of CEMHYD3D v. 3 */
4 /* available from NIST and written in large part by Dale Bentz */
5
6 /* Notable overall changes:
↪→ */
7 /* -- malloc has been changed to new for speed, type safety, and to prevent NULL deferencing
↪→ errors */
8 /* -- converted large arrays to C++ vectors for better efficiency and ability to use iterators
↪→ */
9 /* -- stopwatch feature has been added to monitor differences in comiler optimizations
↪→ */
10 /* -- removed a few commands that were no longer needed for modern version of Windows
↪→ */
11
12 /************************************************************************************************
↪→ */
13 /* This code contains Microsoft compiler specific coding following ANNEX K in the C11 standard.
↪→ */
14 /* It is unlikely this code would successfully compile using earlier compilers.
↪→ */
15 /*
↪→ */
16 #define CRT SECURE NO DEPRECATE
17 /*
↪→ */
18 /************************************************************************************************
↪→ */
19
20 /* This notice is included from the original code: */
21
22 /************************************************************************/
23 /* */
24 /* Program disrealnew.c to hydrate three-dimensional cement */
25 /* particles in a 3-D box with periodic boundaries. */
26 /* Uses cellular automata techniques and preserves correct */
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27 /* hydration volume stoichiometry. */
28 /* Programmer: Dale P. Bentz */
29 /* Building and Fire Research Laboratory */
30 /* NIST */
31 /* 100 Bureau Drive Mail Stop 8615 */
32 /* Gaithersburg, MD 20899 USA */
33 /* (301) 975-5865 FAX: 301-990-6891 */
34 /* E-mail: dale.bentz@nist.gov */
35 /* */
36 /************************************************************************/
37 /* This software was developed at the National Institute of */
38 /* Standards and Technology by employees of the Federal */
39 /* Government in the course of their official duties. Pursuant */
40 /* to title 17 Section 105 of the United States Code this */
41 /* software is not subject to copyright protection and is in */
42 /* the public domain. CEMHYD3D is an experimental system. NIST */
43 /* assumes no responsibility whatsoever for its use by other */
44 /* parties, and makes no guarantees, expressed or implied, */
45 /* about its quality, reliability, or any other characteristic. */
46 /* We would appreciate acknowledgement if the software is used. */
47 /* This software can be redistributed and/or modified freely */
48 /* provided that any derivative works bear some notice that */
49 /* they are derived from it, and any modified versions bear */
50 /* some notice that they have been modified. */
51
52 #include <cstdio>
53 #include <cstring>
54 #include <cmath>
55 #include <cstdlib>
56 #include <cerrno>
57 #include <ctime> //for stopwatch feature
58 #include <deque>
59 #include <tuple>
60 #include <vector>
61
62
63 const int BURNT = 70; /* label for a burnt pixel */
64 const int SIZE2D = 10000000; /* size of matrices for holding burning locations */
65 const int SIZE2DN = 20000000;
66 const int MAXSPH = 1200;
67 const int SPHMAX = 6; /* Maximum sphere radius for checking pore size */
68 const int SPHMIN = 3;
69
70 /* Note that everything is being done on a one gram cement basis */
71 const double VOLFACTOR = 0.00001; /* dm per pixel Note- dm*dm*dm = Liters */
72 const double MASSFACTOR = 0.0001; /* cm per pixel - specific gravities in g/cmˆ3 */
73 /* Molar masses of ions and oxides from sodium and potassium */
74 /* Na = sodium, K = potassium */
75 const double MMNa = 22.9898;
76 const double MMK = 39.102;
77 const double MMNa2O = 61.979;
78 const double MMK2O = 94.203;
79 /* Basis for B factors must be adapted from 100 g to 1 g */
80 /* Reference: Taylor, H.F.W., "A Method for Predicting Alkali Ion */
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81 /* Concentrations in Cement Pore Solutions," Advances in Cement Research */
82 /* Vol. 1, No. 1, 5-16, 1987. */
83 const double BNa = 0.00031; /* From Taylor paper in liters (31 mL/1000/ 100 g) */
84 const double BK = 0.00020; /* From Taylor paper in liters (20 mL/1000/ 100 g) */
85 const double BprimeNa = 0.0030; /* From Taylor paper in liters (3 mL/1000/ 1 g POZZ) */
86 const double BprimeK = 0.0033; /* From Taylor paper in liters (3.3 mL/1000/ 1 g POZZ) */
87 /* Ksp values for CH and gypsum */
88 const double KspCH25C = 0.00000646;
89 const double KspGypsum = 0.0000263;
90 /* Approximate Ksp value for syngenite from Gartner, Tang, and Weiss */
91 /* JACerS, Vol. 68 (12), 667-673, 1985. */
92 const double KspSyngenite = 0.00000010;
93 const double SpecgravSyngenite = 2.607; /* Source Taylor, H.F.W., Cement Chemistry */
94 const double KperSyn = 2.0; /* moles of K+ per mole of syngenite */
95 /* Some activity stuff */
96 const double activeA0 = 0.0366; /* A at 295 K (from Ken) */
97 const double activeB0 = 0.01035; /* B at 295 K (from Ken) */
98 /* z are the absolute charges (valences) per ion */
99 const double zCa = 2.0;
100 const double zSO4 = 2.0;
101 const double zOH = 1.0;
102 const double zNa = 1.0;
103 const double zK = 1.0;
104 /* a is similar to an ionic radius (in Angstroms) */
105 const double aK = 1.33;
106 const double aCa = 1.0;
107 const double aOH = 3.0;
108 const double aNa = 3.0;
109 const double aSO4 = 4.5; /* Estimate as S ionic radii + O ionic diameter */
110 /* Ionic conductivities (From Snyder, Feng, Keen, and Mason) */
111 /* and from CRC Hanbook of Chemistry and Physics (1983) pp. D-175 */
112 /* pore solution conductivity = sum (zi * [i]*lambdai) */
113 /* lambdai = (lambdai 0/(1.+Gi*(Istrengthˆ0.5))) */
114 /* where Istrength is in units of M (mol/L) */
115 const double lambdaOH 0 = 198.0; /* Units: S cm-cm eq.ˆ(-1) */
116 const double lambdaNa 0 = 50.1;
117 const double lambdaK 0 = 73.5;
118 const double lambdaSO4 0 = 39.5;
119 const double lambdaCa 0 = 29.5; /* Note that CRC has 60./2 for this */
120 const double GOH = 0.353; /* Units: (eq.ˆ2 mol/L)ˆ(-0.5) */
121 const double GK = 0.548;
122 const double GNa = 0.733;
123 const double GCa = 0.771;
124 const double GSO4 = 0.877;
125 const double cm2perL2m = 0.1; /* Conversion from cm2/Liter to 1/m */
126
127 const double EPSS = 6.e-8;
128 const int MAXIT = 100;
129 const double EPS = 2.0e-6;
130 const int MAXM = 100;
131
132 const int MAXCYC = 30000; /* Maximum number of cycles of hydration */
133 /* For hydration under sealed conditions: */
134 const int CUBEMAX = 7; /* Maximum cube size for checking pore size */
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135 const int CUBEMIN = 3; /* Minimum cube size for checking pore size */
136 //const int SYSIZE = 100; /* System size in pixels per dimension */
137 //const int SYSIZEM1 = 99; /* System size -1 */
138 const int SYSSIZEX = 200;
139 const int SYSSIZEY = 200;
140 const int SYSSIZEZ = 2000;
141 const int SYSSIZEXM1 = 199;
142 const int SYSSIZEYM1 = 199;
143 const int SYSSIZEZM1 = 1999;
144 const double DISBIAS = 30.0; /* Dissolution bias- to change all dissolution rates */
145 const double DISMIN = 0.001; /* Minimum dissolution for C3S dissolution */
146 const double DISMIN2 = 0.00025; /* Minimum dissolution for C2S dissolution */
147 const double DISMINSLAG = 0.0001; /* Minimum dissolution for SLAG dissolution */
148 const double DISMINASG = 0.0005; /* Minimum dissolution for ASG dissolution */
149 const double DISMINCAS2 = 0.0005; /* Minimum dissolution for CAS2 dissolution */
150 const double DISMIN C3A 0 = 0.002; /* Minimum dissolution for C3A dissolution */
151 const double DISMIN C4AF 0 = 0.0005; /* Minimum dissolution for C4AF dissolution */
152 const int DETTRMAX = 1200; /* Maximum allowed # of ettringite diffusing species */
153 const int DGYPMAX = 2000; /* Maximum allowed # of gypsum diffusing species */
154 const int DCACO3MAX = 10000; /* Maximum allowed # of CaCO3 diffusing species */
155 const int DCACL2MAX = 20000; /* Maximum allowed # of CaCl2 diffusing species */
156 const int DCAS2MAX = 20000; /* Maximum allowed # of CAS2 diffusing species */
157 const double CHCRIT = 50.0; /* Scale parameter to adjust CH dissolution probability */
158 const double C3AH6CRIT = 10.0; /* Scale par. to adjust C3AH6 dissolution prob. */
159 const double C3AH6GROW = 0.01; /* Probability for C3AH6 growth */
160 const double CHGROW = 1.0; /* Probability for CH growth */
161 const double CHGROWAGG = 1.0; /* Probability for CH growth on aggregate surface */
162 const double ETTRGROW = 0.002; /* Probability for ettringite growth */
163 const double C3AETTR = 0.001; /* Probability for reaction of diffusing with ettringite */
164 const double C3AGYP = 0.001; /* Probability for diffusing C3A to react with diffusing
↪→ gypsum */
165 /* diffusing anhydrite, and diffusing hemihydrate */
166 const double SOLIDC3AGYP = 0.5; /* Probability of solid C3A to react with diffusing sulfate */
167 const double SOLIDC4AFGYP = 0.1; /* Probability of solid C4AF to react with diffusing sulfate */
168 const double PPOZZ = 0.05; /* base probability for pozzolanic reaction */
169 const double PCSH2CSH = 0.002; /* probability for CSH dissolution */
170 /* for conversion of C-S-H to pozz. C-S-H */
171 const double A0 CHSOL = 1.325; /* Parameters for variation of CH solubility with */
172 const double A1 CHSOL = 0.008162; /* temperature (data from Taylor- Cement Chemistry) */
173 /* changed CSHSCALE to 70000 6/15/01 to better model induction CS */
174 const double CSHSCALE = 70000.0; /*scale factor for CSH controlling induction */
175 const double WCSCALE = 0.4; /* scale factor for influence of w/c on induction */
176 const double WCSULFSCALE = 0.5; /* scale factor for influence of w/c on sulfate acceleration
↪→ of silicates and aluminates */
177 const double C3AH6 SCALE = 2000.0; /*scale factor for C3AH6 controlling induction of aluminates
↪→ */
178 const int NEIGHBORS = 6; /* number of neighbors to consider (6, 18, or 26) */
179 /* define IDs for each phase used in model */
180 /* To add a solid phase, insert new phase before ABSGYP */
181 /* and increment all subsequent IDs */
182 /* To add a diffusing species, insert just before DIFFCACL2 */
183 /* and increment all subsequent IDs */
184 const int POROSITY = 0;
185 const int C3S = 1;
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186 const int C2S = 2;
187 const int C3A = 3;
188 const int C4AF = 4;
189 const int GYPSUM = 5;
190 const int HEMIHYD = 6;
191 const int ANHYDRITE = 7;
192 const int POZZ = 8;
193 const int INERT = 9;
194 const int SLAG = 10;
195 const int ASG = 11; /* aluminosilicate glass */
196 const int CAS2 = 12;
197 const int CH = 13;
198 const int CSH = 14;
199 const int C3AH6 = 15;
200 const int ETTR = 16;
201 const int ETTRC4AF = 17; /* Iron-rich stable ettringite phase */
202 const int AFM = 18;
203 const int FH3 = 19;
204 const int POZZCSH = 20;
205 const int SLAGCSH = 21; /* Slag gel-hydration product */
206 const int CACL2 = 22;
207 const int FREIDEL = 23; /* Freidel's salt */
208 const int STRAT = 24; /* stratlingite (C2ASH8) */
209 const int GYPSUMS = 25; /* Gypsum formed from hemihydrate and anhydrite */
210 const int CACO3 = 26;
211 const int AFMC = 27;
212 const int INERTAGG = 28;
213 const int ABSGYP = 29;
214 const int DIFFCSH = 30;
215 const int DIFFCH = 31;
216 const int DIFFGYP = 32;
217 const int DIFFC3A = 33;
218 const int DIFFC4A = 34;
219 const int DIFFFH3 = 35;
220 const int DIFFETTR = 36;
221 const int DIFFCACO3 = 37;
222 const int DIFFAS = 38;
223 const int DIFFANH = 39;
224 const int DIFFHEM = 40;
225 const int DIFFCAS2 = 41;
226 const int DIFFCACL2 = 42;
227 const int DRIEDP = 43; /* Dried porosity due to evaporation */
228 const int EMPTYDP = 44; /* Empty dried porosity due to self desiccation */
229 const int EMPTYP = 45; /* Empty porosity due to self desiccation */
230 const int OFFSET = 50; /* Offset for highlighted potentially soluble pixel */
231 static int *xsph = new int[MAXSPH];
232 static int *ysph = new int[MAXSPH];
233 static int *zsph = new int[MAXSPH];
234 /* define heat capacities for all components in J/g/C */
235 /* including free and bound water */
236 const double Cp cement = 0.75;
237 const double Cp pozz = 0.75;
238 const double Cp agg = 0.84;
239 const double Cp CH = 0.75;
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240 const double Cp h2o = 4.18; /* Cp for free water */
241 const double Cp bh2o = 2.2; /* Cp for bound water */
242 const double WN = 0.23; /* water bound per gram of cement during hydration */
243 const double WCHSH = 0.06; /* water imbibed per gram of cement during chemical shrinkage (
↪→ estimate) */
244
245 /* data structure for diffusing species - to be dynamically allocated */
246 /* Use of a doubly linked list to allow for easy maintenance */
247 /* (i.e. insertion and deletion) */
248 /* Added 11/94 */
249 /* Note that if SYSIZE exceeds 256, need to change x, y, and z to */
250 /* int variables */
251 struct ants{
252 unsigned char x, y, z, id;
253 int cycbirth;
254 struct ants *nextant;
255 struct ants *prevant;
256 };
257
258 // Vectors will be intialized to zero by default
259 // Since zero is a possible valid value, must set vector to impossible not-valid value for easy
↪→ scanning
260 // Vectors are chosen since they are inherently continuous blocks of memory
261 // This significantly speeds up reading as the processor cache can be efficiently utilized.
262 // Doubly-linked lists work better for smaller sets of data. Since the modeling volume can grow
↪→ really large,
263 // it is very likely that the memory allocations for a doubly linked list will be fragmented,
↪→ resulting in significant
264 // lookup times.
265 //std::vector<char> antsID(SYSSIZEX * SYSSIZEY * SYSSIZEZ, -2);
266 //std::vector<int> antsBirth(SYSSIZEX * SYSSIZEY * SYSSIZEZ, -2);
267
268 //std::deque<std::tuple<int, int, int, char, int>> ant;
269 std::vector<std::tuple<int, int, int, char, int>> ant;
270
271
272 /* data structure for elements to remove to simulate self-desiccation */
273 /* once again a doubly linked list */
274 struct togo{
275 int x, y, z, npore;
276 struct togo *nexttogo;
277 struct togo *prevtogo;
278 };
279
280
281
282 /* Global variables */
283 /* Microstructure stored in array mic of type char to minimize storage */
284 /* Initial particle IDs stored in array micpart (for assessing set point) */
285 /********************************************************************************/
286 /*
287 With the larger arrays being used, it is better to allocate the arrays to the
288 heap so that stack operations can be fully cached by the processor. This
289 reasoning might not be entirely correct but the compiler being used fully
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290 optimizes vectors and can take advantage of processor specific optimizations.
291 Furthermore, using vectors allows for the use of iterators which ensures no
292 out of bound references and can also be better optimized by the compiler than
293 nested for loops to go through the entire array. The only downside is that
294 the vector is 1D and thus the 3D array being represented is now flattened.
295 This can make it a little more difficult to visualize. However, with the
296 larger sizes being used, this difficultly is nothing compared to the speed
297 gains in the code. For reference, the original C code allocated a 3D array
298 onto the stack. In some cases the x,y,z coord. are used individually in if
299 statements. In these cases the iterator is coupled with an indexer that is
300 unflattened so that the majority of the code does not have to be re-written.
301
302 One could also use a vector<tuple<int,int,int>> to retain a 3D array for the
303 sake of visualization. However, this requires using get<> statements and the
304 benefits of iterators are mostly lost.
305 */
306 /********************************************************************************/
307
308 std::vector<char> mic(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ);
309 std::vector<char> micorig(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ);
310 std::vector<char> micpart(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ);
311 std::vector<int> faces(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ);
312 std::vector<int> cshage(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ);
313
314
315 int evaptot = 0;
316 int evapflag = 0;
317 int npixsph[7];
318 int sphsize;
319 int plevel = 0;
320 int prevDryLevel = 0;
321 int curDryLevel = 0;
322 int diffDryLevel = 0;
323
324 /* counts for dissolved and solid species */
325 int discount[EMPTYP + 1], count1[EMPTYP + 1], countinit[EMPTYP + 1];
326 int ncshplategrow = 0, ncshplateinit = 0;
327 /* Counts for pozzolan reacted, initial pozzolan, gypsum, ettringite, initial porosity, and
↪→ aluminosilicate reacted */
328 int npr, nfill, ncsbar, netbar, porinit, nasr, nslagr, slagemptyp = 0;
329 /* Initial clinker phase counts */
330 int c3sinit, c2sinit, c3ainit, c4afinit, anhinit, heminit, chold, chnew;
331 int nmade, ngoing, gypready, poregone, poretodo, countpore = 0;
332 int countkeep, water left, water off, pore off;
333 int ncyc, cyccnt, cubesize, sealed, outfreq;
334 int icyc, burnfreq, setfreq, setflag, sf1, sf2, sf3, porefl1, porefl2, porefl3;
335 int xoff[27] = { 1, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 1, 1, -1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1,
↪→ -1, -1, 0 };
336 int yoff[27] = { 0, 1, 0, 0, -1, 0, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1,
↪→ -1, -1, 0 };
337 int zoff[27] = { 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1,
↪→ 1, -1, 0 };
338 /* Parameters for kinetic modelling ---- maturity approach */
339 double ind time, temp 0, temp cur, time step = 0.0, time cur, E act, beta, heat cf;
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340 double w to c = 0.0, s to c, krate, totfract = 1.0, tfractw04 = 0.438596, fractwithfill = 1.0;
341 double kpozz, kslag;
342 double tfractw05 = 0.384615, surffract = 0.0, pfract, pfractw05 = 0.615385, sulf conc;
343 int scntcement = 0, scnttotal = 0;
344 double U coeff = 0.0, T ambient = 25.;
345 double alpha cur, heat old, heat new, cemmass, mass agg, mass water, mass fill, Cp now;
346 double alpha, CH mass, mass CH, mass fill pozz, E act pozz, chs new, cemmasswgyp;
347 double flyashmass, alpha fa cur;
348 double E act slag;
349 /* Arrays for variable CSH molar volume and water consumption */
350 double molarvcsh[MAXCYC], watercsh[MAXCYC], heatsum, molesh2o, saturation = 1.0;
351 /* Arrays for dissolution probabilities for each phase */
352 double disprob[EMPTYP + 1], disbase[EMPTYP + 1], gypabsprob, ppozz;
353 /* Arrays for specific gravities, molar volumes, heats of formation, and */
354 /* molar water consumption for each phase */
355 double specgrav[EMPTYP + 1], molarv[EMPTYP + 1], heatf[EMPTYP + 1], waterc[EMPTYP + 1];
356 /* Solubility flags and diffusing species created for each phase */
357 /* Also flag for C1.7SH4.0 to C1.1SH3.9 conversion */
358 int soluble[EMPTYP + 1], creates[EMPTYP + 1], csh2flag, adiaflag, chflag, nummovsl;
359 double cs acc = 1.0; /* increases disprob[C3S] and disprob[C2S] if gypsum is present */
360 double ca acc = 1.0; /* increases disprob[C3A] and disprob[C4AF] if gypsum is present */
361 double dismin c3a = DISMIN C3A 0;
362 double dismin c4af = DISMIN C4AF 0;
363 double gsratio2 = 0.0, onepixelbias = 1.0;
364 /* Slag probabilities */
365 double p1slag; /* probability SLAG is converted to SLAGCSH */
366 double p2slag; /* probability SLAG is converted to POROSITY or EMPTYP */
367 double p3slag; /* probability adjoining pixel is converted to SLAGCSH */
368 double p4slag; /* probability CH is consumed during SLAG reaction */
369 double p5slag; /* probability a C3A diffusing species is created */
370 double slagcasi, slaghydcasi; /* Ca/Si ratios for SLAG and SLAGCSH */
371 double slagh2osi; /* H/S ratio of SLAGCSH */
372 double slagc3a; /* C3A/slag molar ratio */
373 double siperslag; /* S ratio of SLAG (per mole) */
374 double slagreact; /* Base dissolution reactivity factor for SLAG */
375 int DIFFCHdeficit = 0, slaginit = 0; /* Deficit in CH due to SLAG reaction */
376 int slagcum = 0, chgone = 0;
377 int nch slag = 0; /* number of CH consumed by SLAG reaction */
378 int sulf cur = 0;
379 int sulf solid;
380 int *seed; /* Random number seed */
381 char heatname[80], adianame[80], phname[80], ppsname[80], ptsnameFIX[80], phrname[80];
382 char chshrname[80], moviename[80], parname[80], micname[80];
383 char cmdnew[120], pHname[80], fileroot[80];
384 struct ants *tailant;
385 struct ants *headant;
386 FILE *heatfile, *chsfile, *ptmpfile, *movfile, *pHfile, *micfile;
387 /* Variables for alkali predictions */
388 double pH cur, totsodium, totpotassium, rssodium, rspotassium;
389 /* Array for whether pH influences phase solubility -- added 2/12/02 */
390 double pHeffect[EMPTYP + 1], pHfactor = 0.0;
391 int pHactive, resatcyc, cshgeom;
392 /* Make conccaplus global to speed up execution and moles syn precip */
393 /* global to accumulate properly */
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394 double conccaplus = 0.0, moles syn precip = 0.0, concsulfate = 0.0;
395 int primevalues[6] = { 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 };
396 int cshboxsize; /* Box size for addition of extra diffusing C-S-H */
397
398 int ndriedtot = 0;
399 int nlastover = 0, noldover;
400 int ndriedcsh = 0;
401 int ndriedch = 0;
402 int ndriedc3a = 0;
403 int ndriedc4a = 0;
404 int ndriedfh3 = 0;
405 int ndriedgyp = 0;
406 int ndriedanh = 0;
407 int ndriedhem = 0;
408 int ndriedettr = 0;
409 int ndriedas = 0;
410 int ndriedcas2 = 0;
411 int ndriedcacl2 = 0;
412
413 /* functions defining coordinates for burning in any of three directions */
414 int cx(int x, int y, int z, int a, int b, int c)
415 {
416 int cx ret = (1 - b - c)*x + (1 - a - c)*y + (1 - a - b)*z;
417 if (cx ret >= SYSSIZEX){ cx ret = SYSSIZEXM1; }
418 return(cx ret);
419 }
420
421 int cy(int x, int y, int z, int a, int b, int c)
422 {
423 int cy ret = (1 - a - b)*x + (1 - b - c)*y + (1 - a - c)*z;
424 if (cy ret >= SYSSIZEY){ cy ret = SYSSIZEYM1; }
425 return(cy ret);
426 }
427
428 int cz(int x, int y, int z, int a, int b, int c)
429 {
430 int cz ret = (1 - a - c)*x + (1 - a - b)*y + (1 - b - c)*z;
431 if (cz ret >= SYSSIZEZ){ cz ret = SYSSIZEZM1; }
432 return(cz ret);
433 }
434
435 /* Includes for other parts converted to CPP */
436 #include "ran1.h"
437 #include "burn3d.h"
438 #include "burnset.h"
439 #include "parthyd.h"
440 #include "hydrealnew.h"
441 #include "pHpred.h"
442
443
444 /* routine to initialize values for solubilities, molar volumes, etc. * /
445 /* Called by main program */
446 /* Calls no other routines */
447 void init()
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448 {
449 int i;
450 double slagin, CHperslag;
451 FILE *slagfile, *alkalifile;
452
453 for (i = 0; i <= EMPTYP; i++){
454 creates[i] = 0;
455 soluble[i] = 0;
456 disprob[i] = 0.0;
457 disbase[i] = 0.0;
458 pHeffect[i] = 0.0;
459 countinit[i] = 0;
460 }
461
462 /* soluble [x] - flag indicating if phase x is soluble */
463 /* disprob [x] - probability of dissolution (relative diss. rate) */
464 gypabsprob = 0.01; /* One sulfate absorbed per 100 CSH units */
465 /* Source is from Taylor's Cement Chemistry for K and Na absorption */
466 /* Note that for the first cycle, of the clinker phases only the */
467 /* aluminates and gypsum are soluble */
468 soluble[C4AF] = 1;
469 disprob[C4AF] = disbase[C4AF] = 0.067 / DISBIAS;
470 creates[C4AF] = POROSITY;
471 pHeffect[C4AF] = 1.0;
472 soluble[C3S] = 0;
473 disprob[C3S] = disbase[C3S] = 0.7 / DISBIAS;
474 creates[C3S] = DIFFCSH;
475 pHeffect[C3S] = 1.0;
476 soluble[C2S] = 0;
477 disprob[C2S] = disbase[C2S] = 0.1 / DISBIAS;
478 creates[C2S] = DIFFCSH;
479 pHeffect[C2S] = 1.0;
480 soluble[C3A] = 1;
481 /* increased back to 0.4 from 0.25 7/8/99 */
482 disprob[C3A] = disbase[C3A] = 0.4 / DISBIAS;
483 creates[C3A] = POROSITY;
484 pHeffect[C3A] = 1.0;
485 soluble[GYPSUM] = 1;
486 /* Changed from 0.05 to 0.015 9/29/98 */
487 /* Changed to 0.040 10/15/98 */
488 /* back to 0.05 from 0.10 7/8/99 */
489 /* from 0.05 to 0.02 4/4/00 */
490 /* from 0.02 to 0.025 8/13/01 */
491 disprob[GYPSUM] = disbase[GYPSUM] = 0.025; /*geaendert am 04.04.00, urspr. 0.05*/
492 /* dissolved gypsum distributed at random throughout microstructure */
493 creates[GYPSUM] = POROSITY;
494 soluble[GYPSUMS] = 1;
495 pHeffect[GYPSUM] = 0.0;
496 /* Changed from 0.05 to 0.015 9/29/98 */
497 /* Changed to 0.020 10/15/98 */
498 /* and also changed all sulfate based dissolution rates */
499 disprob[GYPSUMS] = disbase[GYPSUMS] = disprob[GYPSUM];
500 creates[GYPSUMS] = POROSITY;
501 pHeffect[GYPSUMS] = 0.0;
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502 soluble[ANHYDRITE] = 1;
503 /* set anhydrite dissolution at 4/5ths of that of gypsum */
504 /* Source: Uchikawa et al., CCR, 1984 */
505 disprob[ANHYDRITE] = disbase[ANHYDRITE] = 0.8*disprob[GYPSUM];
506 /* dissolved anhydrite distributed at random throughout microstructure */
507 creates[ANHYDRITE] = POROSITY;
508 pHeffect[ANHYDRITE] = 0.0;
509 soluble[HEMIHYD] = 1;
510 /* set hemihydrate dissolution at 3 times that of gypsum */
511 /* Source: Uchikawa et al., CCR, 1984 */
512 /* Changed to 1.5 times that of gypsum 6/1/00 */
513 disprob[HEMIHYD] = disbase[HEMIHYD] = 1.5*disprob[GYPSUM]; /* ge ndert am 01.06.00, urspr.
↪→ 3.0 */
514 /* dissolved hemihydrate distributed at random throughout microstructure */
515 creates[HEMIHYD] = POROSITY;
516 pHeffect[HEMIHYD] = 0.0;
517 /* CH soluble to allow for Ostwald ripening of crystals */
518 soluble[CH] = 1;
519 disprob[CH] = disbase[CH] = 0.5 / DISBIAS;
520 creates[CH] = DIFFCH;
521 pHeffect[CH] = 0.0;
522 /* CaCO3 is only mildly soluble */
523 soluble[CACO3] = 1;
524 disprob[CACO3] = disbase[CACO3] = 0.10 / DISBIAS;
525 creates[CACO3] = DIFFCACO3;
526 pHeffect[CACO3] = 0.0;
527 /* Slag is not truly soluble, but use its dissolution probability for reaction probability */
528 soluble[SLAG] = 0;
529 disprob[SLAG] = disbase[SLAG] = 0.005 / DISBIAS;
530 creates[SLAG] = 0;
531 pHeffect[SLAG] = 1.0;
532 soluble[C3AH6] = 1;
533 disprob[C3AH6] = disbase[C3AH6] = 0.01 / DISBIAS; /* changed from 0.5 to 0.01 06.09.00 */
534 creates[C3AH6] = POROSITY;
535 pHeffect[C3AH6] = 0.0;
536 /* Ettringite is initially insoluble */
537 soluble[ETTR] = 0;
538 /* Changed to 0.008 from 0.020 3/11/99 */
539 disprob[ETTR] = disbase[ETTR] = 0.008 / DISBIAS;
540 creates[ETTR] = DIFFETTR;
541 pHeffect[ETTR] = 0.0;
542 /* Iron-rich ettringite is always insoluble */
543 soluble[ETTRC4AF] = 0;
544 disprob[ETTRC4AF] = disbase[ETTRC4AF] = 0.0;
545 creates[ETTRC4AF] = ETTRC4AF;
546 pHeffect[ETTRC4AF] = 0.0;
547 /* calcium chloride is soluble */
548 soluble[CACL2] = 1;
549 disprob[CACL2] = disbase[CACL2] = 0.1 / DISBIAS;
550 creates[CACL2] = DIFFCACL2;
551 pHeffect[CACL2] = 0.0;
552 /* aluminosilicate glass is soluble */
553 soluble[ASG] = 1;
554 disprob[ASG] = disbase[ASG] = 0.2 / DISBIAS;
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555 creates[ASG] = DIFFAS;
556 pHeffect[ASG] = 1.0;
557 /* calcium aluminodisilicate is soluble */
558 soluble[CAS2] = 1;
559 disprob[CAS2] = disbase[CAS2] = 0.2 / DISBIAS;
560 creates[CAS2] = DIFFCAS2;
561 pHeffect[CAS2] = 1.0;
562
563 /* establish molar volumes and heats of formation */
564 /* molar volumes are in cmˆ3/mole */
565 /* heats of formation are in kJ/mole */
566 /* See paper by Fukuhara et al., Cem. & Conc. Res., 11, 407-14, 1981. */
567 /* values for Porosity are those of water */
568 molarv[POROSITY] = 18.068;
569 heatf[POROSITY] = (-285.83);
570 waterc[POROSITY] = 1.0;
571 specgrav[POROSITY] = 0.99707;
572
573 molarv[C3S] = 71.129;
574 heatf[C3S] = (-2927.82);
575 waterc[C3S] = 0.0;
576 specgrav[C3S] = 3.21;
577 /* For improvement in chemical shrinkage correspondence */
578 /* Changed molar volume of C(1.7)-S-H(4.0) to 108 5/24/95 */
579 molarv[CSH] = 108.;
580 heatf[CSH] = (-3283.0);
581 waterc[CSH] = 4.0;
582 specgrav[CSH] = 2.11;
583
584 molarv[CH] = 33.1;
585 heatf[CH] = (-986.1);
586 waterc[CH] = 1.0;
587 specgrav[CH] = 2.24;
588
589 /* Assume that calcium carbonate is in the calcite form */
590 molarv[CACO3] = 36.93;
591 waterc[CACO3] = 0.0;
592 specgrav[CACO3] = 2.71;
593 heatf[CACO3] = (-1206.92);
594
595 molarv[AFMC] = 261.91;
596 waterc[AFMC] = 11.0;
597 specgrav[AFMC] = 2.17;
598 /* Need to fill in heat of formation at a later date */
599 heatf[AFMC] = (0.0);
600
601 molarv[C2S] = 52.513;
602 heatf[C2S] = (-2311.6);
603 waterc[C2S] = 0.0;
604 specgrav[C2S] = 3.28;
605
606 molarv[C3A] = 88.94;
607 heatf[C3A] = (-3587.8);
608 waterc[C3A] = 0.0;
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609 specgrav[C3A] = 3.038;
610
611 molarv[GYPSUM] = 74.21;
612 heatf[GYPSUM] = (-2022.6);
613 waterc[GYPSUM] = 0.0;
614 specgrav[GYPSUM] = 2.32;
615 molarv[GYPSUMS] = 74.21;
616 heatf[GYPSUMS] = (-2022.6);
617 waterc[GYPSUMS] = 0.0;
618 specgrav[GYPSUMS] = 2.32;
619
620 molarv[ANHYDRITE] = 52.16;
621 heatf[ANHYDRITE] = (-1424.6);
622 waterc[ANHYDRITE] = 0.0;
623 specgrav[ANHYDRITE] = 2.61;
624
625 molarv[HEMIHYD] = 52.973;
626 heatf[HEMIHYD] = (-1574.65);
627 waterc[HEMIHYD] = 0.0;
628 specgrav[HEMIHYD] = 2.74;
629
630 molarv[C4AF] = 130.29;
631 heatf[C4AF] = (-5090.3);
632 waterc[C4AF] = 0.0;
633 specgrav[C4AF] = 3.73;
634
635 molarv[C3AH6] = 150.12;
636 heatf[C3AH6] = (-5548.);
637 waterc[C3AH6] = 6.0;
638 specgrav[C3AH6] = 2.52;
639
640 /* Changed molar volume of FH3 to 69.8 (specific gravity of 3.06) 5/23/95 */
641 molarv[FH3] = 69.803;
642 heatf[FH3] = (-823.9);
643 waterc[FH3] = 3.0;
644 specgrav[FH3] = 3.062;
645
646 molarv[ETTRC4AF] = 735.01;
647 heatf[ETTRC4AF] = (-17539.0);
648 waterc[ETTRC4AF] = 26.0;
649 specgrav[ETTRC4AF] = 1.7076;
650 /* Changed molar volue of ettringite to 735 (spec. gr.=1.7076) 5/24/95 */
651 molarv[ETTR] = 735.01;
652 heatf[ETTR] = (-17539.0);
653 waterc[ETTR] = 26.0;
654 specgrav[ETTR] = 1.7076;
655
656 molarv[AFM] = 312.82;
657 heatf[AFM] = (-8778.0);
658 /* Each mole of AFM which forms requires 12 moles of water, */
659 /* two of which are supplied by gypsum in forming ETTR */
660 /* leaving 10 moles to be incorporated from free water */
661 waterc[AFM] = 10.0;
662 specgrav[AFM] = 1.99;
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663
664 molarv[CACL2] = 51.62;
665 heatf[CACL2] = (-795.8);
666 waterc[CACL2] = 0;
667 specgrav[CACL2] = 2.15;
668
669 molarv[FREIDEL] = 296.662;
670 /* No data available for heat of formation */
671 heatf[FREIDEL] = (0.0);
672 /* 10 moles of H2O per mole of Freidel's salt */
673 waterc[FREIDEL] = 10.0;
674 specgrav[FREIDEL] = 1.892;
675
676 /* Basic reaction is 2CH + ASG + 6H --> C2ASH8 (Stratlingite) */
677 molarv[ASG] = 49.9;
678 /* No data available for heat of formation */
679 heatf[ASG] = 0.0;
680 waterc[ASG] = 0.0;
681 specgrav[ASG] = 3.247;
682
683 molarv[CAS2] = 100.62;
684 /* No data available for heat of formation */
685 heatf[CAS2] = 0.0;
686 waterc[CAS2] = 0.0;
687 specgrav[CAS2] = 2.77;
688
689 molarv[STRAT] = 215.63;
690 /* No data available for heat of formation */
691 heatf[STRAT] = 0.0;
692 /* 8 moles of water per mole of stratlingite */
693 waterc[STRAT] = 8.0;
694 specgrav[STRAT] = 1.94;
695
696 molarv[POZZ] = 27.0;
697 /* Use heat of formation of SiO2 (quartz) for unreacted pozzolan */
698 /* Source- Handbook of Chemistry and Physics */
699 heatf[POZZ] = -907.5;
700 waterc[POZZ] = 0.0;
701 specgrav[POZZ] = 2.22;
702
703 /* Data for Pozzolanic CSH based on work of Atlassi, DeLarrard, */
704 /* and Jensen */
705 /* gives a chemical shrinkage of 0.2 g H2O/g CSF */
706 /* heat of formation estimated based on heat release of */
707 /* 780 J/g Condensed Silica Fume */
708 /* Changed stoichiometry to be C(1.1)SH(3.9) to see effect on */
709 /* results 1/22/97 */
710 /* MW is 191.8 g/mole */
711 /* Changed molar volume to 101.81 3/10/97 */
712 molarv[POZZCSH] = 101.81;
713 waterc[POZZCSH] = 3.9;
714 specgrav[POZZCSH] = 1.884;
715 heatf[POZZCSH] = (-2299.1);
716
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717 /* Assume inert filler has same specific gravity and molar volume as SiO2 */
718 molarv[INERT] = 27.0;
719 heatf[INERT] = 0.0;
720 waterc[INERT] = 0.0;
721 specgrav[INERT] = 2.2;
722
723 molarv[ABSGYP] = 74.21;
724 heatf[ABSGYP] = (-2022.6);
725 waterc[ABSGYP] = 0.0;
726 specgrav[ABSGYP] = 2.32;
727
728 molarv[EMPTYP] = 18.068;
729 heatf[EMPTYP] = (-285.83);
730 waterc[EMPTYP] = 0.0;
731 specgrav[EMPTYP] = 0.99707;
732
733 /* Read in values for alkali characteristics and */
734 /* convert them to fractions from percentages */
735 /* Commented out to track down #DEN errors... */
736 /* Unknown source of #DEN errors, possibly incorrect EOF/EOL characters in the file imported.
↪→ */
737 /*alkalifile = fopen("alkalichar.dat", "r");
738 fscanf(alkalifile, "%f", &totsodium);
739 fscanf(alkalifile, "%f", &totpotassium);
740 fscanf(alkalifile, "%f", &rssodium);
741 fscanf(alkalifile, "%f", &rspotassium);
742 fclose(alkalifile);*/
743 totsodium = 0.00191;
744 totpotassium = 0.00508;
745 rssodium = 0.00033;
746 rspotassium = 0.0025;
747 /* Read in values for slag characteristics */
748 slagfile = fopen("slagchar.dat", "r");
749 fscanf(slagfile, "%f", &slagin);
750 fscanf(slagfile, "%f", &slagin);
751 fscanf(slagfile, "%f", &slagin);
752 specgrav[SLAG] = slagin;
753 fscanf(slagfile, "%f", &slagin);
754 specgrav[SLAGCSH] = slagin;
755 fscanf(slagfile, "%f", &slagin);
756 molarv[SLAG] = slagin;
757 fscanf(slagfile, "%f", &slagin);
758 molarv[SLAGCSH] = slagin;
759 fscanf(slagfile, "%f", &slagcasi);
760 fscanf(slagfile, "%f", &slaghydcasi);
761 fscanf(slagfile, "%f", &siperslag);
762 fscanf(slagfile, "%f", &slagin);
763 waterc[SLAGCSH] = slagin*siperslag;
764 fscanf(slagfile, "%f", &slagc3a);
765 fscanf(slagfile, "%f", &slagreact);
766 waterc[SLAG] = 0.0;
767 heatf[SLAG] = 0.0;
768 heatf[SLAGCSH] = 0.0;
769 fclose(slagfile);
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770 /* Compute slag probabilities as defined above */
771 CHperslag = siperslag*(slaghydcasi - slagcasi) + 3.*slagc3a;
772 if (CHperslag<0.0){ CHperslag = 0.0; }
773 p2slag = (molarv[SLAG] + molarv[CH] * CHperslag + molarv[POROSITY] * (waterc[SLAGCSH] -
↪→ CHperslag + waterc[C3AH6] * slagc3a) - molarv[SLAGCSH] - molarv[C3AH6] * slagc3a) /
↪→ molarv[SLAG];
774 p1slag = 1.0 - p2slag;
775 p3slag = (molarv[SLAGCSH] / molarv[SLAG]) - p1slag;
776 p4slag = CHperslag*molarv[CH] / molarv[SLAG];
777 p5slag = slagc3a*molarv[C3A] / molarv[SLAG];
778 if (p5slag>1.0){
779 p5slag = 1.0;
780 printf("Error in range of C3A/slag value... reset to 1.0 \n");
781 }
782 }
783
784
785 /* routine to check if a pixel located at (xck,yck,zck) is on an edge */
786 /* (in contact with pore space) in 3-D system */
787 /* Called by passone */
788 /* Calls no other routines */
789 int chckedge(int flat index)
790 {
791 int edgeback, x2, y2, z2;
792
793 edgeback = 0;
794
795 // This could be put into a function(s) but I think there will be
796 // a slight gain in speed since there won't be a function stack
797 // operation. I think an operation is faster than a function call???
798 int xck = (flat index / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
799 int yck = (flat index / SYSSIZEZ) % SYSSIZEY;
800 int zck = flat index % SYSSIZEZ;
801
802 /* Check all six neighboring pixels */
803 /* with periodic boundary conditions */
804 for (int ip = 0; ((ip<NEIGHBORS) && (edgeback == 0)); ip++){
805
806 x2 = xck + xoff[ip];
807 y2 = yck + yoff[ip];
808 z2 = zck + zoff[ip];
809 if (x2 >= SYSSIZEX){ x2 = 0; }
810 if (x2<0){ x2 = SYSSIZEXM1; }
811 if (y2 >= SYSSIZEY){ y2 = 0; }
812 if (y2<0){ y2 = SYSSIZEYM1; }
813 if (z2 >= SYSSIZEZ){ z2 = 0; }
814 if (z2<0){ z2 = SYSSIZEZM1; }
815 if (mic[x2*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + y2*SYSSIZEZ + z2] == POROSITY){
816 edgeback = 1;
817 }
818 }
819 return(edgeback);
820 }
821
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822 /* routine for first pass through microstructure during dissolution */
823 /* low and high indicate phase ID range to check for surface sites */
824 /* Called by dissolve */
825 /* Calls chckedge */
826 void passone(int low,int high,int cycid,int cshexflag)
827 {
828 int i, xid, yid, zid, phid, edgef, phread, cshcyc;
829
830 /* gypready used to determine if any soluble gypsum remains */
831 if ((low <= GYPSUM) && (GYPSUM <= high)){
832 gypready = 0;
833 }
834 /* Zero out count1 for the relevant phases */
835 for (i = low; i <= high; i++){
836 count1[i] = 0;
837 }
838 /* Scan the entire 3-D microstructure */
839 std::vector<char>::iterator micIT = mic.begin();
840 std::vector<int>::iterator cshageIT = cshage.begin();
841 int flat index = 0;
842 for (micIT; micIT != mic.end(); micIT++){
843 phread = *micIT;
844 /* Update heat data and water consumed for solid CSH */
845 if ((cshexflag == 1) && (phread == CSH)){
846 cshcyc = *cshageIT;//cshage[xid][yid][zid];
847 if (cshcyc > 0){
848 heatsum += heatf[CSH] / molarvcsh[cshcyc];
849 molesh2o += watercsh[cshcyc] / molarvcsh[cshcyc];
850 }
851 }
852 /* Identify phase and update count1 */
853 phid = 60;
854 for (i = low; ((i <= high) && (phid == 60)); i++){
855
856 if (*micIT == i){
857 phid = i;
858 /* Update count1 for this phase */
859 count1[i] += 1;
860 if ((i == GYPSUM) | | (i == GYPSUMS)){
861 gypready += 1;
862 }
863 /* If first cycle, then accumulate initial counts */
864 if ((cycid == 1) | | ((cycid == 0) && (ncyc == 0))){
865 countinit[i] += 1;
866 if (i == POROSITY){ porinit += 1; }
867 /* Ordered in terms of likely volume fractions */
868 /* (largest to smallest) to speed execution */
869 else if (i == C3S){ c3sinit += 1; }
870 else if (i == C2S){ c2sinit += 1; }
871 else if (i == C3A){ c3ainit += 1; }
872 else if (i == C4AF){ c4afinit += 1; }
873 else if (i == GYPSUM){ ncsbar += 1; }
874 else if (i == GYPSUMS){ ncsbar += 1; }
875 else if (i == ANHYDRITE){ anhinit += 1; }
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876 else if (i == HEMIHYD){ heminit += 1; }
877 else if (i == POZZ){ nfill += 1; }
878 else if (i == SLAG){ slaginit += 1; }
879 else if (i == ETTR){ netbar += 1; }
880 else if (i == ETTRC4AF){ netbar += 1; }
881 }
882 }
883 }
884
885 if (phid != 60){
886 /* If phase is soluble, see if it is in contact with porosity */
887 if ((cycid != 0) && (soluble[phid] == 1)){
888 edgef = chckedge(flat index);
889 if (edgef == 1){
890 /* Surface eligible species has an ID OFFSET greater than its original value
↪→ */
891 *micIT += OFFSET;
892 }
893 }
894 }
895 cshageIT++;
896 flat index++;
897 }
898 }
899
900 /* routine to locate a diffusing CSH species near dissolution source */
901 /* at (xcur,ycur,zcur) */
902 /* Called by dissolve */
903 /* Calls no other routines */
904 int loccsh(int xcur,int ycur,int zcur,int extent)
905 {
906 int effort, tries, xmod, ymod, zmod;
907
908 effort = 0; /* effort indicates if appropriate location found */
909 tries = 0;
910 /* 500 tries in immediate vicinity */
911 while ((effort == 0) && (tries<500)){
912 tries += 1;
913 xmod = (-extent) + (int)((2.*(double)extent + 1.)*ran1(seed));
914 ymod = (-extent) + (int)((2.*(double)extent + 1.)*ran1(seed));
915 zmod = (-extent) + (int)((2.*(double)extent + 1.)*ran1(seed));
916 if (xmod>extent){ xmod = extent; }
917 if (ymod>extent){ ymod = extent; }
918 if (zmod>extent){ zmod = extent; }
919 xmod += xcur;
920 ymod += ycur;
921 zmod += zcur;
922 /* Periodic boundaries */
923 if (xmod >= SYSSIZEX){ xmod -= SYSSIZEX; }
924 else if (xmod<0){ xmod += SYSSIZEX; }
925 if (zmod >= SYSSIZEZ){ zmod -= SYSSIZEZ; }
926 else if (zmod<0){ zmod += SYSSIZEZ; }
927 if (ymod<0){ ymod += SYSSIZEY; }
928 else if (ymod >= SYSSIZEY){ ymod -= SYSSIZEY; }
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929
930 if (mic[xmod*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + ymod*SYSSIZEZ + zmod] == POROSITY){
931 effort = 1;
932 mic[xmod*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + ymod*SYSSIZEZ + zmod] = DIFFCSH;
933 nmade += 1;
934 ngoing += 1;
935 /* Add this diffusing species to the linked list */
936 /*****************************************************/
937 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
938 // antnew = (struct ants *)malloc(sizeof(struct ants));
939 /*****************************************************/
940 //struct ants *antnew = new struct ants[sizeof(struct ants)];
941 //antnew->x = xmod;
942 ant.emplace back(xmod, ymod, zmod, DIFFCSH, cyccnt);
943 //antnew->y = ymod;
944 //antnew->z = zmod;
945 //antnew->id = DIFFCSH;
946 ////antsID[SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*xmod + SYSSIZEY*ymod + zmod] = DIFFCSH;
947 //antnew->cycbirth = cyccnt;
948 ////antsBirth[SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*xmod + SYSSIZEY*ymod + zmod] = cyccnt;
949 /////* Now connect this ant structure to end of linked list */
950 //antnew->prevant = tailant;
951 //tailant->nextant = antnew;
952 //antnew->nextant = NULL;
953 //tailant = antnew;
954
955 }
956 }
957 return(effort);
958 }
959
960
961 /* routine to count1 number of pore pixels in a cube of size boxsize */
962 /* centered at (qx,qy,qz) */
963 /* Called by makeinert */
964 /* Calls no other routines */
965 int countbox(int boxsize, int flat index)
966 {
967 int nfound, ix, iy, iz, qxlo, qxhi, qylo, qyhi, qzlo, qzhi;
968 int hx, hy, hz, boxhalf, temp index;
969
970 int qx = (flat index / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
971 int qy = (flat index / SYSSIZEZ) % SYSSIZEY;
972 int qz = flat index % SYSSIZEZ;
973
974 boxhalf = boxsize / 2;
975 nfound = 0;
976 qxlo = qx - boxhalf;
977 qxhi = qx + boxhalf;
978 qylo = qy - boxhalf;
979 qyhi = qy + boxhalf;
980 qzlo = qz - boxhalf;
981 qzhi = qz + boxhalf;
982 /* count1 the number of requisite pixels in the 3-D cube box */
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983 /* using periodic boundaries */
984 for (ix = qxlo; ix <= qxhi; ix++){
985 hx = ix;
986 if (hx<0){ hx += SYSSIZEX; }
987 else if (hx >= SYSSIZEX){ hx -= SYSSIZEX; }
988 for (iy = qylo; iy <= qyhi; iy++){
989 hy = iy;
990 if (hy<0){ hy += SYSSIZEY; }
991 else if (hy >= SYSSIZEY){ hy -= SYSSIZEY; }
992 for (iz = qzlo; iz <= qzhi; iz++){
993 hz = iz;
994 if (hz<0){ hz += SYSSIZEZ; }
995 else if (hz >= SYSSIZEZ){ hz -= SYSSIZEZ; }
996 temp index = hx*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + hy*SYSSIZEZ + hz;
997 /* count1 if porosity, diffusing species, or empty porosity */
998 if ((mic[temp index]<C3S) | | (mic[temp index]>ABSGYP)){
999 nfound += 1;
1000 }
1001 }
1002 }
1003 }
1004 return(nfound);
1005 }
1006
1007 /* routine to count1 number of special pixels in a cube of size boxsize */
1008 /* centered at (qx,qy,qz) */
1009 /* special pixels are those not belonging to one of the cement clinker, */
1010 /* calcium sulfate, or pozzolanic mineral admixture phases */
1011 /* Called by addrand */
1012 /* Calls no other routines */
1013 int countboxc(int boxsize,int qx,int qy,int qz)
1014 {
1015 int nfound, ix, iy, iz, qxlo, qxhi, qylo, qyhi, qzlo, qzhi;
1016 int hx, hy, hz, boxhalf, temp index;
1017
1018 boxhalf = boxsize / 2;
1019 nfound = 0;
1020 qxlo = qx - boxhalf;
1021 qxhi = qx + boxhalf;
1022 qylo = qy - boxhalf;
1023 qyhi = qy + boxhalf;
1024 qzlo = qz - boxhalf;
1025 qzhi = qz + boxhalf;
1026 /* count1 the number of requisite pixels in the 3-D cube box */
1027 /* using periodic boundaries */
1028 for (ix = qxlo; ix <= qxhi; ix++){
1029 hx = ix;
1030 if (hx<0){ hx += SYSSIZEX; }
1031 else if (hx >= SYSSIZEX){ hx -= SYSSIZEX; }
1032 for (iy = qylo; iy <= qyhi; iy++){
1033 hy = iy;
1034 if (hy<0){ hy += SYSSIZEY; }
1035 else if (hy >= SYSSIZEY){ hy -= SYSSIZEY; }
1036 for (iz = qzlo; iz <= qzhi; iz++){
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1037 hz = iz;
1038 if (hz<0){ hz += SYSSIZEZ; }
1039 else if (hz >= SYSSIZEZ){ hz -= SYSSIZEZ; }
1040 temp index = hx*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + hy*SYSSIZEZ + hz;
1041 /* count1 if not cement clinker */
1042 if ((mic[temp index]<C3S) | | (mic[temp index]>POZZ)){
1043 nfound += 1;
1044 }
1045 }
1046 }
1047 }
1048 return(nfound);
1049 }
1050
1051 /* routine to count1 number of pore pixels in a sphere of size sphsize */
1052 /* centered at (qx,qy,qz) */
1053 /* Called by makeinert */
1054 /* Calls no other routines */
1055 int countsph(int isphsize,int qx,int qy,int qz)
1056 {
1057 int nfound;
1058 int ix;
1059 int hx, hy, hz;
1060 int hztemp, temp index;
1061
1062 nfound = 0;
1063
1064 /* count1 the number of requisite pixels in the 3-D sphere */
1065 /* using periodic boundaries */
1066 for (ix = 1; ix <= npixsph[isphsize]; ix++){
1067 hx = qx + xsph[ix];
1068 if (hx<0){ hx += SYSSIZEX; }
1069 else if (hx >= SYSSIZEX){ hx -= SYSSIZEX; }
1070 hy = qy + ysph[ix];
1071 if (hy<0){ hy += SYSSIZEY; }
1072 else if (hy >= SYSSIZEY){ hy -= SYSSIZEY; }
1073 hz = qz + zsph[ix];
1074 /* Mirror the bottom of the microstructure */
1075 if (hz >= SYSSIZEZ){
1076 hztemp = hz;
1077 hz = (2 * SYSSIZEZ - hztemp - 1);
1078 }
1079 /* Non-periodic in the z-direction */
1080 if (hz >= 0){
1081 /* count1 if porosity, diffusing species, empty porosity */
1082 /* or dried porosity */
1083 temp index = hx*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + hy*SYSSIZEZ + hz;
1084 if ((mic[temp index]<C3S) | | (mic[temp index]>ABSGYP)){
1085 nfound += 1;
1086 }
1087 }
1088 /* Empty porosity above the microstructure */
1089 /* if in a drying environment */
1090 else if ((hz<0) && (evapflag == 1)){
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1091 nfound += 1;
1092 }
1093 }
1094 return(nfound);
1095 }
1096
1097 /* routine to create ndesire pixels of empty pore space to simulate */
1098 /* self-desiccation */
1099 /* Called by dissolve */
1100 /* Calls countbox */
1101 void makeinert(int ndesire)
1102 {
1103 //struct togo *tailtogo, *newtogo, *lasttogo, *headtogo, *onetogo;
1104 //struct togo *tailtogo = new struct togo;
1105 //struct togo *newtogo = new struct togo;
1106 //struct togo *lasttogo = new struct togo;
1107 //std::vector<std::tuple<int, int, int, int>> headtogo;
1108 //std::vector<std::tuple<int, int, int, int>> newtogo;
1109 //std::vector<std::tuple<int, int, int, int>> tailtogo;
1110 int idesire;
1111 int px, py, pz, placed, cntpore, cntmax;
1112 struct togo *lasttogo = new struct togo;
1113 struct togo *newtogo = new struct togo;
1114
1115 /* First allocate the first element of the linked list */
1116 /*****************************************************/
1117 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
1118 //headtogo = (struct togo *)malloc(sizeof(struct togo));
1119 /*****************************************************/
1120 struct togo *headtogo = new struct togo;
1121 struct togo *tailtogo = new struct togo;
1122 headtogo->x = headtogo->y = headtogo->z = (-1);
1123 //headtogo.emplace back(-1, -1, -1, 0);
1124 headtogo->npore = 0;
1125 headtogo->nexttogo = NULL;
1126 headtogo->prevtogo = NULL;
1127 tailtogo = headtogo;
1128 cntmax = 0;
1129
1130 printf("In makeinert with %ld needed elements \n", ndesire);
1131 fflush(stdout);
1132 /* Add needed number of elements to the end of the list */
1133 for (idesire = 2; idesire <= ndesire; idesire++){
1134 /*****************************************************/
1135 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
1136 //newtogo = (struct togo *)malloc(sizeof(struct togo));
1137 /*****************************************************/
1138 struct togo *newtogo = new struct togo;
1139 newtogo->npore = 0;
1140 newtogo->x = newtogo->y = newtogo->z = (-1);
1141 //newtogo.emplace back(-1, -1, -1, 0);
1142 tailtogo->nexttogo = newtogo;
1143 newtogo->prevtogo = tailtogo;
1144 tailtogo = newtogo;
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1145 }
1146
1147 /* Now scan the microstructure and rank the sites */
1148 std::vector<char>::iterator micIT = mic.begin();
1149 int flat index = 0;
1150 for (micIT; micIT != mic.end(); micIT++){
1151 if (*micIT == POROSITY){
1152 cntpore = countbox(cubesize, flat index);
1153 if (cntpore > cntmax){ cntmax = cntpore; }
1154 /* Store this site value at appropriate place in */
1155 /* sorted linked list */
1156 if (cntpore > (tailtogo->npore)){
1157 placed = 0;
1158 lasttogo = tailtogo;
1159 while (placed == 0){
1160 newtogo = lasttogo->prevtogo;
1161 if (newtogo == NULL){
1162 placed = 2;
1163 }
1164 else{
1165 if (cntpore <= (newtogo->npore)){
1166 placed = 1;
1167 }
1168 }
1169 if (placed == 0){
1170 lasttogo = newtogo;
1171 }
1172 }
1173 /*****************************************************/
1174 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
1175 //onetogo = (struct togo *)malloc(sizeof(struct togo));
1176 /*****************************************************/
1177 struct togo *onetogo = new struct togo;
1178 px = (flat index / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
1179 py = (flat index / SYSSIZEZ) % SYSSIZEY;
1180 pz = flat index % SYSSIZEZ;
1181 onetogo->x = px;
1182 onetogo->y = py;
1183 onetogo->z = pz;
1184 onetogo->npore = cntpore;
1185 /* Insertion at the head of the list */
1186 if (placed == 2){
1187 onetogo->prevtogo = NULL;
1188 onetogo->nexttogo = headtogo;
1189 headtogo->prevtogo = onetogo;
1190 headtogo = onetogo;
1191 }
1192 if (placed == 1){
1193 onetogo->nexttogo = lasttogo;
1194 onetogo->prevtogo = newtogo;
1195 lasttogo->prevtogo = onetogo;
1196 newtogo->nexttogo = onetogo;
1197 }
1198 /* Eliminate the last element */
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1199 lasttogo = tailtogo;
1200 tailtogo = tailtogo->prevtogo;
1201 tailtogo->nexttogo = NULL;
1202 delete lasttogo;
1203 }
1204 }
1205 flat index++;
1206 }
1207
1208 /* Now remove the sites */
1209 /* starting at the head of the list */
1210 /* and deallocate all of the used memory */
1211 for (idesire = 1; idesire <= ndesire; idesire++){
1212 px = headtogo->x;
1213 py = headtogo->y;
1214 pz = headtogo->z;
1215 if (px != (-1)){
1216 mic[px*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + py*SYSSIZEZ + pz] = EMPTYP;
1217 count1[POROSITY] -= 1;
1218 count1[EMPTYP] += 1;
1219 }
1220 lasttogo = headtogo;
1221 headtogo = headtogo->nexttogo;
1222 delete lasttogo;
1223 }
1224 /* If only small cubes of porosity were found, then adjust */
1225 /* cubesize to have a more efficient search in the future */
1226 if (cubesize>CUBEMIN){
1227 if ((2 * cntmax)<(cubesize*cubesize*cubesize)){
1228 cubesize -= 2;
1229 }
1230 }
1231 }
1232
1233 /* routine to add extra SLAG CSH when SLAG reacts */
1234 /* SLAG located at (xpres,ypres,zpres) */
1235 /* Called by dissolve */
1236 /* Calls moveone and edgecnt */
1237 void extslagcsh(int xpres,int ypres,int zpres)
1238 {
1239 int check, sump, xchr, ychr, zchr, fchr, i1, action, numnear;
1240 int tries;
1241 int mstest, mstest2;
1242
1243 /* first try 6 neighboring locations until */
1244 /* a) successful */
1245 /* b) all 6 sites are tried or */
1246 /* c) 100 tries are made */
1247 /* try to grow slag C-S-H as plates */
1248 fchr = 0;
1249 sump = 1;
1250 for (i1 = 1; ((i1 <= 100) && (fchr == 0) && (sump != 30030)); i1++){
1251
1252 /* determine location of neighbor (using periodic boundaries) */
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1253 xchr = xpres;
1254 ychr = ypres;
1255 zchr = zpres;
1256 action = 0;
1257 sump *= moveone(&xchr, &ychr, &zchr, &action, sump);
1258 if (action == 0){ printf("Error in value of action in extpozz \n"); }
1259 check = mic[xchr*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + ychr*SYSSIZEZ + zchr];
1260 /* Determine the direction of the neighbor selected and */
1261 /* the plates possible for growth */
1262 if (xchr != xpres){
1263 mstest = 1;
1264 mstest2 = 2;
1265 }
1266 if (ychr != ypres){
1267 mstest = 2;
1268 mstest2 = 3;
1269 }
1270 if (zchr != zpres){
1271 mstest = 3;
1272 mstest2 = 1;
1273 }
1274
1275 /* if neighbor is porosity, locate the SLAG CSH there */
1276 if (check == POROSITY){
1277 if ((faces[xpres*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + ypres*SYSSIZEZ + zpres] == 0) | | (mstest ==
↪→ faces[xpres*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + ypres*SYSSIZEZ + zpres]) | | (mstest2 == faces[
↪→ xpres*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + ypres*SYSSIZEZ + zpres])){
1278 mic[xchr*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + ychr*SYSSIZEZ + zchr] = SLAGCSH;
1279 faces[xchr*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + ychr*SYSSIZEZ + zchr] = faces[xpres*SYSSIZEZ*
↪→ SYSSIZEY + ypres*SYSSIZEZ + zpres];
1280 count1[SLAGCSH] += 1;
1281 count1[POROSITY] -= 1;
1282 fchr = 1;
1283 }
1284 }
1285 }
1286
1287 /* if no neighbor available, locate SLAG CSH at random location */
1288 /* in pore space */
1289 tries = 0;
1290 while (fchr == 0){
1291 tries += 1;
1292 /* generate a random location in the 3-D system */
1293 xchr = (int)((double)SYSSIZEX*ran1(seed));
1294 ychr = (int)((double)SYSSIZEY*ran1(seed));
1295 zchr = (int)((double)SYSSIZEZ*ran1(seed));
1296 if (xchr >= SYSSIZEX){ xchr = 0; }
1297 if (ychr >= SYSSIZEY){ ychr = 0; }
1298 if (zchr >= SYSSIZEZ){ zchr = 0; }
1299 check = mic[xchr*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + ychr*SYSSIZEZ + zchr];
1300 /* if location is porosity, locate the extra SLAG CSH there */
1301 if (check == POROSITY){
1302 numnear = edgecnt(xchr, ychr, zchr, SLAG, CSH, SLAGCSH);
1303 /* Be sure that one neighboring species is CSH or */
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1304 /* SLAG material */
1305 if ((tries>5000) | | (numnear<26)){
1306 mic[xchr*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + ychr*SYSSIZEZ + zchr] = SLAGCSH;
1307 count1[SLAGCSH] += 1;
1308 count1[POROSITY] -= 1;
1309 fchr = 1;
1310 }
1311 }
1312 }
1313 }
1314
1315 /* routine to implement a cycle of dissolution */
1316 /* Called by main program */
1317 /* Calls passone, loccsh, and makeinert */
1318 void dissolve(int cycle)
1319 {
1320 int nc3aext, ncshext, nchext, ngypext, nanhext, plok;
1321 int nsum5, nsum4, nsum3, nsum2, nhemext, nsum6, nc4aext;
1322 int phid, phnew, plnew, cread;
1323 int i, xloop, yloop, zloop, xc, yc;
1324 int zc, cycnew;
1325 int ctest;
1326 int placed, cshrand, maxsulfate, msface;
1327 int ncshgo, nsurf, suminit;
1328 int xext, nhgd, npchext, nslagc3a = 0;
1329 double pdis, plfh3, fchext, fc3aext, fanhext, mass now, mass fa now, tot mass, heatfill;
1330 double dfact, dfact1, molesdh2o, h2oinit, heat4, fhemext, fc4aext;
1331 double pconvert, pc3scsh, pc2scsh, calcx, calcy, calcz, tdisfact;
1332 double frafm, frettr, frhyg, frtot, mc3ar, mc4ar, p3init;
1333 FILE *phfile;
1334 struct ants *antadd;
1335
1336 /* Initialize variables */
1337 nmade = 0;
1338 npchext = ncshgo = cshrand = 0; /* counter for number of csh diffusing species to */
1339 /* be located at random locations in microstructure */
1340 heat old = heat new; /* new and old values for heat released */
1341
1342 /* Initialize dissolution and phase counters */
1343 nsurf = 0;
1344 for (i = 0; i <= EMPTYP; i++){
1345 discount[i] = 0;
1346 count1[i] = 0;
1347 }
1348
1349 /* Pass one- highlight all edge points which are soluble */
1350 soluble[C3AH6] = 0;
1351 heatsum = molesh2o = 0.0;
1352 passone(0, EMPTYP, cycle, 1);
1353 printf("Returned from passone \n");
1354 fflush(stdout);
1355
1356 sulf solid = count1[GYPSUM] + count1[GYPSUMS] + count1[HEMIHYD] + count1[ANHYDRITE];
1357 /* If first cycle, then determine all mixture proportions based */
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1358 /* on user input and original microstructure */
1359 if (cycle == 1){
1360 /* Mass of cement in system */
1361 cemmass = (specgrav[C3S] * (double)count1[C3S] + specgrav[C2S] *
1362 (double)count1[C2S] + specgrav[C3A] * (double)count1[C3A] +
1363 specgrav[C4AF] * (double)count1[C4AF]);
1364 /* +specgrav[GYPSUM]*
1365 (double)count1[GYPSUM]+specgrav[ANHYDRITE]*(double)
1366 count1[ANHYDRITE]+specgrav[HEMIHYD]*(double)count1[HEMIHYD]); */
1367 cemmasswgyp = (specgrav[C3S] * (double)count1[C3S] + specgrav[C2S] *
1368 (double)count1[C2S] + specgrav[C3A] * (double)count1[C3A] +
1369 specgrav[C4AF] * (double)count1[C4AF] + specgrav[GYPSUM] *
1370 (double)count1[GYPSUM] + specgrav[ANHYDRITE] * (double)
1371 count1[ANHYDRITE] + specgrav[HEMIHYD] * (double)count1[HEMIHYD]);
1372 flyashmass = (specgrav[ASG] * (double)count1[ASG] + specgrav[CAS2] *
1373 (double)count1[CAS2] + specgrav[POZZ] * (double)count1[POZZ]);
1374 CH mass = specgrav[CH] * (double)count1[CH];
1375 /* Total mass in system neglecting single aggregate */
1376 tot mass = cemmass + (double)count1[POROSITY] + specgrav[INERT] *
1377 (double)count1[INERT] + specgrav[CACL2] * (double)count1[CACL2] +
1378 specgrav[ASG] * (double)count1[ASG] +
1379 specgrav[SLAG] * (double)count1[SLAG] +
1380 specgrav[HEMIHYD] * (double)count1[HEMIHYD] +
1381 specgrav[ANHYDRITE] * (double)count1[ANHYDRITE] +
1382 specgrav[CAS2] * (double)count1[CAS2] +
1383 specgrav[CACO3] * (double)count1[CACO3] +
1384 specgrav[CSH] * (double)count1[CSH] +
1385 specgrav[GYPSUM] * (double)count1[GYPSUM] +
1386 specgrav[GYPSUMS] * (double)count1[GYPSUMS] +
1387 specgrav[POZZ] * (double)count1[POZZ] + CH mass;
1388 /* water-to-cement ratio */
1389 if (cemmass != 0.0){
1390 w to c = (double)count1[POROSITY] / (cemmass +
1391 specgrav[GYPSUM] * (double)count1[GYPSUM] +
1392 specgrav[ANHYDRITE] * (double)count1[ANHYDRITE] +
1393 specgrav[HEMIHYD] * (double)count1[HEMIHYD]);
1394 }
1395 else{
1396 w to c = 0.0;
1397 }
1398 /* totfract is the total cement volume count1 including calcium sulfates */
1399 /* fractwithfill is the total count1 of cement and solid fillers and */
1400 /* mineral admixtures DPB- 10/04 */
1401 totfract = count1[C3S] + count1[C2S];
1402 totfract += (count1[C3A] + count1[C4AF]);
1403 totfract += (count1[GYPSUM] + count1[ANHYDRITE] + count1[HEMIHYD]);
1404 fractwithfill = totfract + count1[CACO3] + count1[SLAG] + count1[INERT];
1405 fractwithfill += count1[POZZ] + count1[CAS2] + count1[ASG] + count1[CACL2];
1406 totfract /= (double)SYSSIZEX;
1407 totfract /= (double)SYSSIZEY;
1408 totfract /= (double)SYSSIZEZ;
1409 fractwithfill /= (double)SYSSIZEX;
1410 fractwithfill /= (double)SYSSIZEY;
1411 fractwithfill /= (double)SYSSIZEZ;
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1412 /* Adjust masses for presence of aggregates in concrete */
1413 mass water = (1. - mass agg)*(double)count1[POROSITY] / tot mass;
1414 mass CH = (1. - mass agg)*CH mass / tot mass;
1415 /* pozzolan-to-cement ratio */
1416 if (cemmass != 0.0){
1417 s to c = (double)(count1[INERT] * specgrav[INERT] +
1418 count1[CACL2] * specgrav[CACL2] + count1[ASG] * specgrav[ASG] +
1419 count1[CAS2] * specgrav[CAS2] +
1420 count1[CACO3] * specgrav[CACO3] +
1421 count1[SLAG] * specgrav[SLAG] +
1422 count1[POZZ] * specgrav[POZZ]) / cemmass;
1423 }
1424 else{
1425 s to c = 0.0;
1426 }
1427 /* Conversion factor to kJ/kg for heat produced */
1428 if (cemmass != 0.0){
1429 heatfill = (double)(count1[INERT] + count1[SLAG] + count1[POZZ] + count1[CACL2] +
↪→ count1[ASG] + count1[CAS2] + count1[CACO3]) / cemmasswgyp;
1430 }
1431 else{
1432 heatfill = 0.0;
1433 }
1434 if (w to c>0.01){
1435 heat cf = 0.001*(0.3125 + w to c + heatfill);
1436 }
1437 else{
1438 /* Need volume per 1 gram of silica fume */
1439 heat cf = 0.001*((1. / specgrav[POZZ]) + (double)(count1[POROSITY] + count1[CH] +
↪→ count1[INERT]) / (specgrav[POZZ] * (double)count1[POZZ]));
1440 }
1441 mass fill pozz = (1. - mass agg)*(double)(count1[POZZ] * specgrav[POZZ]) / tot mass;
1442 mass fill = (1. - mass agg)*(double)(count1[INERT] * specgrav[INERT] +
1443 count1[ASG] * specgrav[ASG] + count1[SLAG] * specgrav[SLAG] +
1444 count1[CAS2] * specgrav[CAS2] + count1[POZZ] * specgrav[POZZ] +
1445 count1[CACL2] * specgrav[CACL2] + count1[CACO3] * specgrav[CACO3]) / tot mass;
1446 printf("Calculated w/c is %.4f\n", w to c);
1447 printf("Calculated s/c is %.4f \n", s to c);
1448 printf("Calculated heat conversion factor is %f \n", heat cf);
1449 printf("Calculated mass fractions of water and filler are %.4f and %.4f \n",
1450 mass water, mass fill);
1451 }
1452
1453 molesdh2o = 0.0;
1454 alpha = 0.0; /* degree of hydration */
1455 /* heat4 contains measured heat release for C4AF hydration from */
1456 /* Fukuhara et al., Cem. and Conc. Res. article */
1457 heat4 = 0.0;
1458 mass now = 0.0; /* total cement mass corrected for hydration */
1459 suminit = c3sinit + c2sinit + c3ainit + c4afinit;
1460 /* suminit=c3sinit+c2sinit+c3ainit+c4afinit+ncsbar+anhinit+heminit; */
1461 /* ctest is number of gypsum likely to form ettringite */
1462 /* 1 unit of C3A can react with 2.5 units of Gypsum */
1463 ctest = count1[DIFFGYP];
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1464 printf("ctest is %ld\n", ctest);
1465 fflush(stdout);
1466 if ((double)ctest>(2.5*(double)(count1[DIFFC3A] + count1[DIFFC4A]))){
1467 ctest = 2.5*(double)(count1[DIFFC3A] + count1[DIFFC4A]);
1468 }
1469 for (i = 0; i <= EMPTYP; i++){
1470 if ((i != 0) && (i <= ABSGYP) && (i != INERTAGG) && (i != CSH)){
1471 heatsum += (double)(count1[i] - countinit[i])*heatf[i] / molarv[i];
1472 /* Tabulate moles of H2O consumed by reactions so far */
1473 molesh2o += (double)(count1[i] - countinit[i])*waterc[i] / molarv[i];
1474 }
1475 /* assume that all C3A which can, does form ettringite */
1476 if (i == DIFFC3A){
1477 heatsum += ((double)count1[DIFFC3A] - (double)ctest / 2.5)*heatf[C3A] / molarv[C3A];
1478 }
1479 /* assume that all C4A which can, does form ettringite */
1480 if (i == DIFFC4A){
1481 heatsum += ((double)count1[DIFFC4A] - (double)ctest / 2.5)*heatf[C4AF] / molarv[C4AF
↪→ ];
1482 }
1483 /* assume all gypsum which can, does form ettringite */
1484 /* rest will remain as gypsum */
1485 if (i == DIFFGYP){
1486 heatsum += (double)(count1[DIFFGYP] - ctest)*heatf[GYPSUM] / molarv[GYPSUM];
1487 /* 3.3 is the molar expansion from GYPSUM to ETTR */
1488 heatsum += (double)ctest*3.30*heatf[ETTR] / molarv[ETTR];
1489 molesdh2o += (double)ctest*3.30*waterc[ETTR] / molarv[ETTR];
1490 }
1491 else if (i == DIFFCH){
1492 heatsum += (double)count1[DIFFCH] * heatf[CH] / molarv[CH];
1493 molesdh2o += (double)count1[DIFFCH] * waterc[CH] / molarv[CH];
1494 }
1495 else if (i == DIFFFH3){
1496 heatsum += (double)count1[DIFFFH3] * heatf[FH3] / molarv[FH3];
1497 molesdh2o += (double)count1[DIFFFH3] * waterc[FH3] / molarv[FH3];
1498 }
1499 else if (i == DIFFCSH){
1500 /* use current CSH properties */
1501 heatsum += (double)count1[DIFFCSH] * heatf[CSH] / molarvcsh[cycle];
1502 molesdh2o += (double)count1[DIFFCSH] * watercsh[cycle] / molarvcsh[cycle];
1503 }
1504 else if (i == DIFFETTR){
1505 heatsum += (double)count1[DIFFETTR] * heatf[ETTR] / molarv[ETTR];
1506 molesdh2o += (double)count1[DIFFETTR] * waterc[ETTR] / molarv[ETTR];
1507 }
1508 else if (i == DIFFCACL2){
1509 heatsum += (double)count1[DIFFCACL2] * heatf[CACL2] / molarv[CACL2];
1510 molesdh2o += (double)count1[DIFFCACL2] * waterc[CACL2] / molarv[CACL2];
1511 }
1512 else if (i == DIFFAS){
1513 heatsum += (double)count1[DIFFAS] * heatf[ASG] / molarv[ASG];
1514 molesdh2o += (double)count1[DIFFAS] * waterc[ASG] / molarv[ASG];
1515 }
1516 else if (i == DIFFCAS2){
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1517 heatsum += (double)count1[DIFFCAS2] * heatf[CAS2] / molarv[CAS2];
1518 molesdh2o += (double)count1[DIFFCAS2] * waterc[CAS2] / molarv[CAS2];
1519 }
1520 /* assume that all diffusing anhydrite leads to gypsum formation */
1521 else if (i == DIFFANH){
1522 heatsum += (double)count1[DIFFANH] * heatf[GYPSUMS] / molarv[GYPSUMS];
1523 /* 2 moles of water per mole of gypsum formed */
1524 molesdh2o += (double)count1[DIFFANH] * 2.0 / molarv[GYPSUMS];
1525 }
1526 /* assume that all diffusing hemihydrate leads to gypsum formation */
1527 else if (i == DIFFHEM){
1528 heatsum += (double)count1[DIFFHEM] * heatf[GYPSUMS] / molarv[GYPSUMS];
1529 /* 1.5 moles of water per mole of gypsum formed */
1530 molesdh2o += (double)count1[DIFFHEM] * 1.5 / molarv[GYPSUMS];
1531 }
1532 else if (i == C3S){
1533 alpha += (double)(c3sinit - count1[C3S]);
1534 mass now += specgrav[C3S] * (double)count1[C3S];
1535 heat4 += .517*(double)(c3sinit - count1[C3S])*specgrav[C3S];
1536 }
1537 else if (i == C2S){
1538 alpha += (double)(c2sinit - count1[C2S]);
1539 mass now += specgrav[C2S] * (double)count1[C2S];
1540 heat4 += .262*(double)(c2sinit - count1[C2S])*specgrav[C2S];
1541 }
1542 else if (i == C3A){
1543 alpha += (double)(c3ainit - count1[C3A]);
1544 mass now += specgrav[C3A] * (double)count1[C3A];
1545 mc3ar = (c3ainit - (double)count1[C3A]) / molarv[C3A];
1546 mc4ar = (c4afinit - (double)count1[C4AF]) / molarv[C4AF];
1547 if ((mc3ar + mc4ar)>0.0){
1548 frhyg = (mc3ar / (mc3ar + mc4ar))*(double)count1[C3AH6] / molarv[C3AH6];
1549 }
1550 else{
1551 frhyg = 0.0;
1552 }
1553 frettr = (double)count1[ETTR] / molarv[ETTR];
1554 frafm = (double)count1[AFM] / molarv[AFM];
1555 frtot = frafm + frettr + frhyg;
1556 if (frtot>0.0){
1557 frettr /= frtot;
1558 frafm /= frtot;
1559 frhyg /= frtot;
1560 heat4 += frafm*1.144*(double)(c3ainit - count1[C3A])*specgrav[C3A];
1561 heat4 += frhyg*0.908*(double)(c3ainit - count1[C3A])*specgrav[C3A];
1562 heat4 += frettr*1.672*(double)(c3ainit - count1[C3A])*specgrav[C3A];
1563 }
1564 }
1565 else if (i == C4AF){
1566 alpha += (double)(c4afinit - count1[C4AF]);
1567 mass now += specgrav[C4AF] * (double)count1[C4AF];
1568 mc3ar = (c3ainit - (double)count1[C3A]) / molarv[C3A];
1569 mc4ar = (c4afinit - (double)count1[C4AF]) / molarv[C4AF];
1570 if ((mc3ar + mc4ar)>0.0){
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1571 frhyg = (mc4ar / (mc3ar + mc4ar))*(double)count1[C3AH6] / molarv[C3AH6];
1572 }
1573 else{
1574 frhyg = 0.0;
1575 }
1576 frettr = (double)count1[ETTRC4AF] / molarv[ETTRC4AF];
1577 frtot = frettr + frhyg;
1578 if (frtot>0.0){
1579 frettr /= frtot;
1580 frhyg /= frtot;
1581 heat4 += frhyg*.418*(double)(c4afinit - count1[C4AF])*specgrav[C4AF];
1582 heat4 += frettr*.725*(double)(c4afinit - count1[C4AF])*specgrav[C4AF];
1583 }
1584 }
1585 /* else if(i==GYPSUM){
1586 alpha+=(double)(ncsbar-count1[GYPSUM]);
1587 mass now+=specgrav[GYPSUM]*(double)count1[GYPSUM];
1588 } */
1589 /* 0.187 kJ/g anhydrite for anhydrite --> gypsum conversion */
1590 else if (i == ANHYDRITE){
1591 /* alpha+=(double)(anhinit-count1[ANHYDRITE]);
1592 mass now+=specgrav[ANHYDRITE]*(double)count1[ANHYDRITE]; */
1593 heat4 += .187*(double)(anhinit - count1[ANHYDRITE])*specgrav[ANHYDRITE];
1594 /* 2 moles of water consumed per mole of anhydrite reacted */
1595 molesh2o += (double)(anhinit - count1[ANHYDRITE])*2.0 / molarv[ANHYDRITE];
1596 }
1597 /* 0.132 kJ/g hemihydrate for hemihydrate-->gypsum conversion */
1598 else if (i == HEMIHYD){
1599 /* alpha+=(double)(heminit-count1[HEMIHYD]);
1600 mass now+=specgrav[HEMIHYD]*(double)count1[HEMIHYD]; */
1601 heat4 += .132*(double)(heminit - count1[HEMIHYD])*specgrav[HEMIHYD];
1602 /* 1.5 moles of water consumed per mole of anhydrite reacted */
1603 molesh2o += (double)(heminit - count1[HEMIHYD])*1.5 / molarv[HEMIHYD];
1604 }
1605 }
1606 mass fa now = specgrav[ASG] * (double)count1[ASG];
1607 mass fa now += specgrav[CAS2] * (double)count1[CAS2];
1608 mass fa now += specgrav[POZZ] * (double)count1[POZZ];
1609 if (suminit != 0){
1610 alpha = alpha / (double)suminit;
1611 }
1612 else{
1613 alpha = 0.0;
1614 }
1615 /* Current degree of hydration on a mass basis */
1616 if (cemmass != 0.0){
1617 alpha cur = 1.0 - (mass now / cemmass);
1618 }
1619 else{
1620 alpha cur = 0.0;
1621 }
1622 if (flyashmass != 0.0){
1623 alpha fa cur = 1.0 - (mass fa now / flyashmass);
1624 }
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1625 else{
1626 alpha fa cur = 0.0;
1627 }
1628 h2oinit = (double)porinit / molarv[POROSITY];
1629
1630 /* Assume 780 J/g S for pozzolanic reaction */
1631 /* Each unit of silica fume consumes 1.35 units of CH, */
1632 /* so divide npr by 1.35 to get silca fume which has reacted */
1633 heat4 += 0.78*((double)npr / 1.35)*specgrav[POZZ];
1634
1635 /* Assume 800 J/g S for slag reaction */
1636 /* Seems reasonable with measurements of Biernacki and Richardson */
1637 heat4 += 0.8*((double)nslagr)*specgrav[SLAG];
1638
1639 /* Assume 800 J/g AS for stratlingite formation (DeLarrard) */
1640 /* Each unit of AS consumes 1.3267 units of CH, */
1641 /* so divide nasr by 1.3267 to get ASG which has reacted */
1642 heat4 += 0.80*((double)nasr / 1.3267)*specgrav[ASG];
1643
1644 /* Should be additional code here for heat release due to CAS2 to */
1645 /* stratlingite conversion, but data unavailable at this time */
1646
1647 /* Adjust heat sum for water left in system */
1648 water left = (long int)((h2oinit - molesh2o)*molarv[POROSITY] + 0.5-evaptot);
1649 countkeep = count1[POROSITY];
1650 heatsum += (h2oinit - molesh2o - molesdh2o)*heatf[POROSITY];
1651 if (cyccnt == 0){
1652 heatfile = fopen(heatname, "w");
1653 fprintf(heatfile, "Cycle time(h) alpha vol alpha mass heat4(kJ/kg solid) Gsratio2 G-
↪→ s ratio\n");
1654 fclose(heatfile);
1655 }
1656 heat new = heat4; /* use heat4 for all adiabatic calculations */
1657 /* due to best agreement with calorimetry data */
1658 if (cyccnt == 0){
1659 chsfile = fopen(chshrname, "w");
1660 fprintf(chsfile, "Cycle time(h) alpha mass Chemical shrinkage (ml/g cement)\n");
1661 fclose(chsfile);
1662 }
1663 chs new = ((double)(count1[EMPTYP] + count1[POROSITY] - water left)*heat cf / 1000.);
1664 /* if((molesh2o>h2oinit)&&(sealed==1)){ */
1665 if (((water left + water off)<0) && (sealed == 1)){
1666 printf("All water consumed at cycle %d \n", cyccnt);
1667 fflush(stdout);
1668 exit(1);
1669 }
1670 /* Attempt to create empty porosity to account for self-desiccation */
1671 if ((sealed == 1) && ((count1[POROSITY] - water left)>0)){
1672 poretodo = (count1[POROSITY] - pore off) - (water left - water off);
1673 poretodo -= slagemptyp;
1674 if (poretodo>0){
1675 makeinert(poretodo);
1676 poregone += poretodo;
1677 }
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1678 }
1679 /* Output phase counts */
1680 /* phfile for reactant and product phases */
1681 if (cyccnt == 0){
1682 phfile = fopen(phname, "w");
1683 fprintf(phfile, "Cycle Porosity C3S C2S C3A C4AF GYPSUM HEMIHYD ANHYDRITE POZZ INERT SLAG
↪→ ASG CAS2 CH CSH C3AH6 ETTR ETTRC4AF AFM FH3 POZZCSH SLAGCSH CACL2 FREIDEL STRAT
↪→ GYPSUMS CACO3 AFMC AGG ABSGYP EMPTYP water left \n");
1684 }
1685 else{
1686 phfile = fopen(phname, "a");
1687 }
1688 fprintf(phfile, "%d ", cyccnt);
1689 for (i = 0; i <= EMPTYP; i++){
1690 if ((i<DIFFCSH) | | (i >= EMPTYP)){
1691 fprintf(phfile, "%ld ", count1[i]);
1692 }
1693 printf("%ld ", count1[i]);
1694 }
1695 printf("\n");
1696 fprintf(phfile, "%ld\n", water left);
1697 fclose(phfile);
1698
1699 if (cycle == 0){
1700 return;
1701 }
1702 cyccnt += 1;
1703 printf("\n\n\nCycle %d \n", cyccnt);
1704 fflush(stdout);
1705 /* Update current volume count1 for CH */
1706 chold = chnew;
1707 chnew = count1[CH];
1708
1709 /* See if ettringite is soluble yet */
1710 /* Gypsum 80% consumed, changed 06.09.00 from 90% to 80% */
1711 /* Gypsum 75% consumed, changed 09.09.01 from 80% to 75% */
1712 /* or system temperature exceeds 70 C */
1713 if (((ncsbar + anhinit + heminit) != 0.0) | | (temp cur >= 70.0)){
1714 /* Account for all sulfate sources and forms */
1715 if ((soluble[ETTR] == 0) && ((temp cur >= 70.0) | | (count1[AFM] != 0) | |
1716 ((((double)count1[GYPSUM] + 1.42*(double)count1[ANHYDRITE] + 1.4*
1717 (double)count1[HEMIHYD] + (double)count1[GYPSUMS]) / ((double)ncsbar +
1718 1.42*(double)anhinit + 1.4*(double)heminit + ((double)netbar / 3.30)))<0.25))){
1719 soluble[ETTR] = 1;
1720 printf("Ettringite is soluble beginning at cycle %d \n", cycle);
1721 /* identify all new soluble ettringite */
1722 passone(ETTR, ETTR, 2, 0);
1723 }
1724 } /* end of soluble ettringite test */
1725
1726 /* Adjust ettringite solubility */
1727 /* if too many ettringites already in solution */
1728 if (count1[DIFFETTR]>DETTRMAX){
1729 disprob[ETTR] = 0.0;
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1730 }
1731 else{
1732 disprob[ETTR] = disbase[ETTR];
1733 }
1734 /* Adjust CaCl2 solubility */
1735 /* if too many CaCl2 already in solution */
1736 if (count1[DIFFCACL2]>DCACL2MAX){
1737 disprob[CACL2] = 0.0;
1738 }
1739 else{
1740 disprob[CACL2] = disbase[CACL2];
1741 }
1742 /* Adjust CaCO3 solubility */
1743 /* if too many CaCO3 already in solution */
1744 if ((count1[DIFFCACO3]>DCACO3MAX) && (soluble[ETTR] == 0)){
1745 disprob[CACO3] = 0.0;
1746 }
1747 else if (count1[DIFFCACO3]>(4 * DCACO3MAX)){
1748 disprob[CACO3] = 0.0;
1749 }
1750 else{
1751 disprob[CACO3] = disbase[CACO3];
1752 }
1753 /* Adjust solubility of CH */
1754 /* based on amount of CH currently diffusing */
1755 /* Note that CH is always soluble to allow some */
1756 /* Ostwald ripening of the CH crystals */
1757 if ((double)count1[DIFFCH] >= CHCRIT){
1758 disprob[CH] = disbase[CH] * CHCRIT / (double)count1[DIFFCH];
1759 }
1760 else{
1761 disprob[CH] = disbase[CH];
1762 }
1763 /* Adjust solubility of CH for temperature */
1764 /* Fit to data provided in Taylor, Cement Chemistry */
1765 /* Scale to a reference temperature of 25 C */
1766 /* and adjust based on availability of pozzolan */
1767 printf("CH dissolution probability goes from %f ", disprob[CH]);
1768 disprob[CH] *= ((A0 CHSOL - A1 CHSOL*temp cur) / (A0 CHSOL - A1 CHSOL*25.0));
1769 if ((ppozz>0.0) && (nfill>0)){
1770 disprob[CH] *= ppozz / PPOZZ;
1771 }
1772 printf("to %f \n", disprob[CH]);
1773
1774 /* Adjust solubility of ASG and CAS2 phases */
1775 /* based on pH rise during hydration */
1776 /* To be added at a later date */
1777 disprob[ASG] = disbase[ASG] * kpozz / krate;
1778 disprob[CAS2] = disbase[CAS2] * kpozz / krate;
1779 /* Address solubility of C3AH6 */
1780 /* If lots of gypsum or reactive ettringite, allow C3AH6 to dissolve */
1781 /* to generate diffusing C3A species */
1782 if (((count1[GYPSUM] + count1[GYPSUMS])>(int)(((double)ncsbar +
1783 1.42*(double)anhinit + 1.4*(double)heminit)*0.05))
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1784 | | (count1[ETTR]>500)){
1785 soluble[C3AH6] = 1;
1786 passone(C3AH6, C3AH6, 2, 0);
1787 /* Base C3AH6 solubility on maximum sulfate in solution */
1788 /* from gypsum or ettringite available for dissolution */
1789 /* The more the sulfate, the higher this solubility should be */
1790 maxsulfate = count1[DIFFGYP];
1791 if ((maxsulfate<count1[DIFFETTR]) && (soluble[ETTR] == 1)){
1792 maxsulfate = count1[DIFFETTR];
1793 }
1794 /* Adjust C3AH6 solubility based on potential gypsum which will dissolve */
1795 /* This probability has been fixed from a hardcoded 1000000 value to a dynamic */
1796 /* value based on the system size. --Armen */
1797 if (maxsulfate<(int)((double)gypready*disprob[GYPSUM] *
1798 (double)count1[POROSITY] / (double)(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ))){
1799 maxsulfate = (int)((double)gypready*disprob[GYPSUM] *
1800 (double)count1[POROSITY] / (double)(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ));
1801 }
1802 if (maxsulfate>0){
1803 disprob[C3AH6] = disbase[C3AH6] * (double)maxsulfate / C3AH6CRIT;
1804 if (disprob[C3AH6]>0.5){ disprob[C3AH6] = 0.5; }
1805 }
1806 else{
1807 disprob[C3AH6] = disbase[C3AH6];
1808 }
1809 }
1810 else{
1811 soluble[C3AH6] = 0;
1812 }
1813
1814 /* See if silicates are soluble yet */
1815 if ((soluble[C3S] == 0) && ((cycle>1) | | (count1[ETTR]>0) | | (count1[AFM]>0) | | (count1[
↪→ ETTRC4AF]>0))){
1816 soluble[C2S] = 1;
1817 soluble[C3S] = 1;
1818 /* identify all new soluble silicates */
1819 passone(C3S, C2S, 2, 0);
1820 } /* end of soluble silicate test */
1821 /* Adjust solubility of C3S and C2S with CSH concentration */
1822 /* for simulation of induction period */
1823
1824 tdisfact = A0 CHSOL - temp cur*A1 CHSOL;
1825 /* printf("tdisfact is %f\n",tdisfact);
1826 fflush(stdout); */
1827
1828 /* Calculation of cs acc; acceleration of C3S and C2S reaction by CaSO4 */
1829 /* Calculation of ca acc; acceleration of C3A and C4AF reaction by CaSO4 */
1830 /* November 2004 --- modified to be on a sulfate per unit initial cement */
1831 /* per unit porosity basis */
1832 /* Try using current porosity count1 to see if this helps in initial */
1833 /* hydration rates of sealed vs. saturated */
1834 pfract = (double)count1[POROSITY] / (double)(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ);
1835 if ((ncsbar + anhinit + heminit) == 0.0){
1836 cs acc = 1.0;
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1837 ca acc = 1.0;
1838 dismin c3a = 5.0*DISMIN C3A 0;
1839 dismin c4af = 5.0*DISMIN C4AF 0;
1840 }
1841 else{
1842 sulf conc = sulf cur*tfractw05*pfractw05 / totfract / pfract;
1843 if (sulf conc<10.0){
1844 cs acc = 1.0;
1845 ca acc = 1.0;
1846 dismin c3a = DISMIN C3A 0;
1847 dismin c4af = DISMIN C4AF 0;
1848 }
1849 else if (sulf conc<20.0){
1850 cs acc = 1.0 + ((sulf conc)-10.0) / 10.0;
1851 ca acc = 1.0;
1852 dismin c3a = DISMIN C3A 0;
1853 dismin c4af = DISMIN C4AF 0;
1854 }
1855 else{
1856 cs acc = 1.0 + (double)log10(sulf conc - 10.0);
1857 ca acc = 1.0;
1858 dismin c3a = (6.0 - (double)log10(sulf conc))*DISMIN C3A 0;
1859 dismin c4af = (6.0 - (double)log10(sulf conc))*DISMIN C4AF 0;
1860 if (dismin c3a<DISMIN C3A 0){ dismin c3a = DISMIN C3A 0; }
1861 if (dismin c4af<DISMIN C4AF 0){ dismin c4af = DISMIN C4AF 0; }
1862 }
1863 }
1864
1865 /* Suggest change WCSCALE/w to c to (0.3125+WCSCALE)/(0.3125+w to c) */
1866 /* to have the induction period scaling depend on volume of CSH */
1867 /* produced per volume (not mass) of cement */
1868 /* dfact=tdisfact*((double)count1[CSH]/((double)CSHSCALE*(0.3125+WCSCALE)/(w to c+0.3125))
↪→ )*((double)count1[CSH]/((double)CSHSCALE*(0.3125+WCSCALE)/(w to c+0.3125)))*cs acc;*/
1869 /* October 2004 --- changed to truly scale with volume of cement in */
1870 /* system for both plain portland cements and filled systems */
1871 dfact = tdisfact*((double)count1[CSH] / ((double)CSHSCALE*surffract*totfract / tfractw04))*((
↪→ double)count1[CSH] / ((double)CSHSCALE*surffract*totfract / tfractw04))*cs acc;
1872 disprob[C3S] = DISMIN + dfact*disbase[C3S];
1873 disprob[C2S] = DISMIN2 + dfact*disbase[C2S];
1874 if (disprob[C3S]>(1.*disbase[C3S])){ disprob[C3S] = (1.*disbase[C3S]); }
1875 if (disprob[C2S]>(1.*disbase[C2S])){ disprob[C2S] = (1.*disbase[C2S]); }
1876
1877 /* Also adjust slag and fly ash dissolution rates here */
1878 /* Really slow down initial slag and fly ash dissolutions */
1879 /* Ultimately should be linked to pH of pore solution, most likely */
1880 disprob[SLAG] = slagreact*(kslag / krate)*(DISMINSLAG + dfact*disbase[SLAG]) / 10.0;
1881 if (disprob[SLAG]>(slagreact*(kslag / krate)*disbase[SLAG])){ disprob[SLAG] = (slagreact*
↪→ disbase[SLAG] * kslag / krate); }
1882 if (disprob[C3S] == disbase[C3S]){ disprob[SLAG] = slagreact*disbase[SLAG] * kslag / krate; }
1883 disprob[ASG] = (DISMINASG + dfact*disbase[ASG] / 5.0)*kpozz / krate;
1884 if (disprob[ASG]>(1.*disbase[ASG])){ disprob[ASG] = (1.*disbase[ASG] * kpozz / krate); }
1885 if (disprob[C3S] == disbase[C3S]){ disprob[ASG] = disbase[ASG] * kpozz / krate; }
1886 disprob[CAS2] = (DISMINCAS2 + dfact*disbase[CAS2] / 5.0)*kpozz / krate;
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1887 if (disprob[CAS2]>(kpozz*disbase[CAS2] / krate)){ disprob[CAS2] = (1.*disbase[CAS2])*kpozz /
↪→ krate; }
1888 if (disprob[C3S] == disbase[C3S]){ disprob[CAS2] = disbase[CAS2] * kpozz / krate; }
1889 /* Adjust CAS2 solubility */
1890 /* if too many CAS2 already in solution */
1891 if (count1[DIFFCAS2]>DCAS2MAX){
1892 disprob[CAS2] = 0.0;
1893 }
1894 printf("Silicate probabilities: %f %f\n", disprob[C3S], disprob[C2S]);
1895 fflush(stdout);
1896 /* Assume that aluminate dissolution controlled by formation */
1897 /* of impermeable layer proportional to CSH concentration */
1898 /* if sulfates are present in the system */
1899
1900 /* dfact1=tdisfact*((double)count1[CSH]/CSHSCALE)*((double)count1[CSH]/CSHSCALE)*ca acc;
↪→ */
1901 if ((ncsbar + heminit + anhinit)>1000){
1902 /* dfact1=tdisfact*((double)count1[CSH]/((double)CSHSCALE*(0.3125+WCSCALE)/(0.3125+
↪→ w to c)))*((double)count1[CSH]/((double)CSHSCALE*(0.3125+WCSCALE)/(0.3125+w to c))
↪→ )*ca acc; */
1903 /* October 2004 --- changed to truly scale with volume of cement in */
1904 /* system for both plain portland cements and filled systems */
1905 dfact1 = tdisfact*((double)count1[CSH] / ((double)CSHSCALE*surffract*totfract / tfractw04
↪→ ))*((double)count1[CSH] / ((double)CSHSCALE*surffract*totfract / tfractw04))*
↪→ ca acc;
1906 disprob[C3A] = dismin c3a + dfact1*disbase[C3A];
1907 disprob[C4AF] = dismin c4af + dfact1*disbase[C4AF];
1908 if (disprob[C3A]>(1.*disbase[C3A])){ disprob[C3A] = (1.*disbase[C3A]); }
1909 if (disprob[C4AF]>(1.*disbase[C4AF])){ disprob[C4AF] = (1.*disbase[C4AF]); }
1910
1911 /* Location to add in dissolution reduction in calcium sulfate phases */
1912 /* if needed */
1913 disprob[GYPSUM] = (disbase[GYPSUM] / 15.) + dfact1*disbase[GYPSUM];
1914 if (disprob[GYPSUM]>(disbase[GYPSUM])){ disprob[GYPSUM] = (disbase[GYPSUM]); }
1915 disprob[GYPSUMS] = (disbase[GYPSUMS] / 15.) + dfact1*disbase[GYPSUMS];
1916 if (disprob[GYPSUMS]>(disbase[GYPSUMS])){ disprob[GYPSUMS] = (disbase[GYPSUMS]); }
1917 /* Adjust gypsum solubility */
1918 /* if too many diffusing gypsums already in solution */
1919 if (count1[DIFFGYP]>DGYPMAX){
1920 disprob[GYPSUM] = disprob[GYPSUMS] = 0.0;
1921 }
1922 disprob[HEMIHYD] = (disbase[HEMIHYD] / 15.) + dfact1*disbase[HEMIHYD];
1923 if (disprob[HEMIHYD]>(disbase[HEMIHYD])){ disprob[HEMIHYD] = (disbase[HEMIHYD]); }
1924 disprob[ANHYDRITE] = (disbase[ANHYDRITE] / 15.) + dfact1*disbase[ANHYDRITE];
1925 if (disprob[ANHYDRITE]>(disbase[ANHYDRITE])){ disprob[ANHYDRITE] = (disbase[ANHYDRITE]);
↪→ }
1926
1927 }
1928 else{
1929 /* Cause flash set by increasing dissolution rates of C3A and C4AF */
1930 /* each by a factor of four */
1931 disprob[C3A] = 4.*disbase[C3A];
1932 disprob[C4AF] = 4.*disbase[C4AF];
1933 disprob[GYPSUM] = disbase[GYPSUM];
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1934 disprob[HEMIHYD] = disbase[HEMIHYD];
1935 disprob[ANHYDRITE] = disbase[ANHYDRITE];
1936 }
1937 /* Reduce dissolution probabilities based on saturation of system */
1938 if ((count1[EMPTYP]>0) && ((count1[POROSITY] + count1[EMPTYP])<220000)){
1939 if (countpore == 0){ countpore = count1[EMPTYP]; }
1940 saturation = (double)(count1[POROSITY]) / (double)(count1[POROSITY] + (count1[EMPTYP] -
↪→ countpore));
1941 /* Roughly according to results of Jensen, powers for RH
1942 sensitivity are:
1943 C3S-19
1944 C2S-29
1945 C3A, C4AF-6 */
1946 /* Adjust fly ash silicates (ASG and CAS2) and pozzolanic reactivity */
1947 /* by same factor as C3S (also CH) */
1948 disprob[C3S] *= (saturation*saturation);
1949 disprob[C3S] *= (saturation*saturation);
1950 disprob[C3S] *= (saturation*saturation);
1951 disprob[C3S] *= (saturation*saturation);
1952 disprob[C3S] *= (saturation*saturation);
1953 disprob[C3S] *= (saturation*saturation);
1954 disprob[C3S] *= (saturation*saturation);
1955 disprob[C3S] *= (saturation*saturation);
1956 disprob[C3S] *= (saturation*saturation);
1957 disprob[C3S] *= (saturation);
1958 disprob[SLAG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1959 disprob[SLAG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1960 disprob[SLAG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1961 disprob[SLAG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1962 disprob[SLAG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1963 disprob[SLAG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1964 disprob[SLAG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1965 disprob[SLAG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1966 disprob[SLAG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1967 disprob[SLAG] *= (saturation);
1968 disprob[CH] *= (saturation*saturation);
1969 disprob[CH] *= (saturation*saturation);
1970 disprob[CH] *= (saturation*saturation);
1971 disprob[CH] *= (saturation*saturation);
1972 disprob[CH] *= (saturation*saturation);
1973 disprob[CH] *= (saturation*saturation);
1974 disprob[CH] *= (saturation*saturation);
1975 disprob[CH] *= (saturation*saturation);
1976 disprob[CH] *= (saturation*saturation);
1977 disprob[CH] *= (saturation);
1978 disprob[ASG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1979 disprob[ASG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1980 disprob[ASG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1981 disprob[ASG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1982 disprob[ASG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1983 disprob[ASG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1984 disprob[ASG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1985 disprob[ASG] *= (saturation*saturation);
1986 disprob[ASG] *= (saturation*saturation);
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1987 disprob[ASG] *= (saturation);
1988 disprob[CAS2] *= (saturation*saturation);
1989 disprob[CAS2] *= (saturation*saturation);
1990 disprob[CAS2] *= (saturation*saturation);
1991 disprob[CAS2] *= (saturation*saturation);
1992 disprob[CAS2] *= (saturation*saturation);
1993 disprob[CAS2] *= (saturation*saturation);
1994 disprob[CAS2] *= (saturation*saturation);
1995 disprob[CAS2] *= (saturation*saturation);
1996 disprob[CAS2] *= (saturation*saturation);
1997 disprob[CAS2] *= (saturation);
1998 ppozz *= (saturation*saturation);
1999 ppozz *= (saturation*saturation);
2000 ppozz *= (saturation*saturation);
2001 ppozz *= (saturation*saturation);
2002 ppozz *= (saturation*saturation);
2003 ppozz *= (saturation*saturation);
2004 ppozz *= (saturation*saturation);
2005 ppozz *= (saturation*saturation);
2006 ppozz *= (saturation*saturation);
2007 ppozz *= (saturation);
2008 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2009 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2010 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2011 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2012 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2013 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2014 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2015 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2016 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2017 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2018 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2019 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2020 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2021 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation*saturation);
2022 disprob[C2S] *= (saturation);
2023 disprob[C3A] *= (saturation*saturation);
2024 disprob[C3A] *= (saturation*saturation);
2025 disprob[C3A] *= (saturation*saturation);
2026 disprob[C4AF] *= (saturation*saturation);
2027 disprob[C4AF] *= (saturation*saturation);
2028 disprob[C4AF] *= (saturation*saturation);
2029 }
2030 printf("Silicate and aluminate probabilities: %f %f %f %f\n", disprob[C3S], disprob[C2S],
↪→ disprob[C3A], disprob[C4AF]);
2031 printf("cs acc is %f and ca acc is %f sulf cur is %ld\n", cs acc, ca acc, sulf cur);
2032 fflush(stdout);
2033 /* Pass two- perform the dissolution of species */
2034 /* Determine the pH factor to use */
2035 pHfactor = 0.0;
2036 if ((pHactive == 1) && (count1[CSH]>((CSHSCALE*surffract*surffract*totfract*totfract /
↪→ tfractw04 / tfractw04) / 8.0))){
2037 pHfactor = 1.5;
2038 if (pH cur>12.5){ pHfactor = 1.0; }
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2039 /* 2/02*/
2040 /* pHfactor=0.30*(((14.1-pH cur)/0.3)-1.0); */
2041 /* 3/02*/
2042 /* pHfactor=0.60*(((14.1-pH cur)/0.5)-1.0); */
2043 if (pH cur>12.75){ pHfactor = 0.667; }
2044 if (pH cur>13.00){ pHfactor = 0.333; }
2045 if (pH cur>13.25){ pHfactor = (0.0); }
2046 if (pH cur>13.75){ pHfactor = (-0.25); }
2047 pHfactor += concsulfate; /* influence of sulfate on reactivity */
2048 }
2049 nhgd = 0;
2050 /* Update molar volume ratios for CSH formation */
2051 pc3scsh = molarvcsh[cyccnt] / molarv[C3S] - 1.0;
2052 pc2scsh = molarvcsh[cyccnt] / molarv[C2S] - 1.0;
2053 /* Once again, scan all pixels in microstructure */
2054 slagemptyp = 0;
2055 std::vector<char>::iterator micIT = mic.begin();
2056 std::vector<char>::iterator micpartIT = micpart.begin();
2057 std::vector<int>::iterator cshageIT = cshage.begin();
2058 std::vector<int>::iterator facesIT = faces.begin();
2059 int flat index = 0;
2060
2061 for (micIT; micIT != mic.end(); micIT++){
2062 if (*micIT > OFFSET){
2063 phid = *micIT - OFFSET;
2064 xloop = (flat index / (SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) % SYSSIZEX;
2065 yloop = (flat index / SYSSIZEZ) % SYSSIZEY;
2066 zloop = flat index % SYSSIZEZ;
2067 /* attempt a one-step random walk to dissolve */
2068 plnew = (int)((double)NEIGHBORS*ran1(seed));
2069 if ((plnew < 0) | | (plnew >= NEIGHBORS)){ plnew = NEIGHBORS - 1; }
2070 xc = xloop + xoff[plnew];
2071 yc = yloop + yoff[plnew];
2072 zc = zloop + zoff[plnew];
2073 if (xc < 0){ xc = (SYSSIZEXM1); }
2074 if (yc < 0){ yc = (SYSSIZEYM1); }
2075 if (xc >= SYSSIZEX){ xc = 0; }
2076 if (yc >= SYSSIZEY){ yc = 0; }
2077 if (zc < 0){ zc = (SYSSIZEZM1); }
2078 if (zc >= SYSSIZEZ){ zc = 0; }
2079
2080 /* Generate probability for dissolution */
2081 pdis = ran1(seed);
2082 /* Bias dissolution for one pixel particles as */
2083 /* indicated by a pixel value of zero in the */
2084 /* particle microstructure image */
2085 if (((pdis <= (disprob[phid] / (1. + pHfactor*pHeffect[phid]))) | | ((pdis <= (
↪→ onepixelbias*disprob[phid] / (1. + pHfactor*pHeffect[phid]))) && (*micpartIT
↪→ == 0))) && (mic[xc*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yc*SYSSIZEZ + zc] == POROSITY)){
2086 discount[phid] += 1;
2087 cread = creates[phid];
2088 count1[phid] -= 1;
2089 *micIT = POROSITY;
2090 if (phid == C3AH6){ nhgd += 1; }
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2091 /* Special dissolution for C4AF */
2092 if (phid == C4AF){
2093 plfh3 = ran1(seed);
2094 if ((plfh3<0.0) | | (plfh3>1.0)){
2095 plfh3 = 1.0;
2096 }
2097 /* For every C4AF that dissolves, 0.5453 */
2098 /* diffusing FH3 species should be created */
2099 if (plfh3 <= 0.5453){
2100 cread = DIFFFH3;
2101 }
2102 }
2103 if (cread == POROSITY){
2104 count1[POROSITY] += 1;
2105 }
2106 if (cread != POROSITY){
2107 nmade += 1;
2108 ngoing += 1;
2109 phnew = cread;
2110 count1[phnew] += 1;
2111 mic[xc*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yc*SYSSIZEZ + zc] = phnew;
2112 /*****************************************************/
2113 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
2114 // antadd = (struct ants *)malloc(sizeof(struct ants));
2115 /*****************************************************/
2116 /*struct ants *antadd = new struct ants[sizeof(struct ants)];
2117 antadd->x = xc;
2118 antadd->y = yc;
2119 antadd->z = zc;
2120 antadd->id = phnew;*/
2121 ant.emplace back(xc, yc, zc, phnew, cyccnt);
2122 //antsID[SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*xc + SYSSIZEY*yc + zc] = phnew;
2123 //antadd->cycbirth = cyccnt;
2124 //antsBirth[SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*xc + SYSSIZEY*yc + zc] = cyccnt;
2125 ///* Now connect this ant structure to end of linked list */
2126 /*antadd->prevant = tailant;
2127 tailant->nextant = antadd;
2128 antadd->nextant = NULL;
2129 tailant = antadd;*/
2130 }
2131 /* Extra CSH diffusing species based on current temperature */
2132 if ((phid == C3S) | | (phid == C2S)){
2133 plfh3 = ran1(seed);
2134 if (((phid == C2S) && (plfh3 <= pc2scsh)) | | (plfh3 <= pc3scsh)){
2135 cshboxsize = (int)(3. + 5.*(40. - temp cur) / 20.);
2136 if (cshboxsize < 1){ cshboxsize = 1; }
2137 placed = loccsh(xc, yc, zc, cshboxsize);
2138 if (placed != 0){
2139 count1[DIFFCSH] += 1;
2140 count1[POROSITY] -= 1;
2141 }
2142 else{
2143 cshrand += 1;
2144 }
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2145 }
2146 }
2147
2148 if ((phid == C2S) && (pc2scsh > 1.0)){
2149 plfh3 = ran1(seed);
2150 if (plfh3 <= (pc2scsh - 1.0)){
2151 cshboxsize = (int)(3. + 5.*(40. - temp cur) / 20.);
2152 if (cshboxsize < 1){ cshboxsize = 1; }
2153 placed = loccsh(xc, yc, zc, cshboxsize);
2154 if (placed != 0){
2155 count1[DIFFCSH] += 1;
2156 count1[POROSITY] -= 1;
2157 }
2158 else{
2159 cshrand += 1;
2160 }
2161 }
2162 }
2163 }
2164 else{
2165 *micIT -= OFFSET;
2166 }
2167
2168 } /* end of if edge loop */
2169 /* Now check if CSH to pozzolanic CSH conversion is possible */
2170 /* Only if CH is less than 15% in volume */
2171 /* Only if CSH is in contact with at least one porosity */
2172 /* and user wishes to use this option */
2173 if ((count1[POZZ] >= 13000) && (chnew < (0.15*SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ)) && (csh2flag
↪→ == 1)){
2174 if (*micIT == CSH){
2175 if ((countbox(3, flat index)) >= 1){
2176 pconvert = ran1(seed);
2177 if (pconvert < PCSH2CSH){
2178 count1[CSH] -= 1;
2179 plfh3 = ran1(seed);
2180 /* molarvcsh units of C1.7SHx goes to */
2181 /* 101.81 units of C1.1SH3.9 */
2182 /* with 19.86 units of CH */
2183 /* so p=calcy */
2184 calcz = 0.0;
2185 cycnew = *cshageIT;
2186 calcy = molarv[POZZCSH] / molarvcsh[cycnew];
2187 if (calcy > 1.0){
2188 calcz = calcy - 1.0;
2189 calcy = 1.0;
2190 printf("Problem of not creating enough pozzolanic CSH during CSH
↪→ conversion \n");
2191 printf("Current temperature is %f C\n", temp cur);
2192 }
2193
2194 if (plfh3 <= calcy){
2195 *micIT = POZZCSH;
2196 count1[POZZCSH] += 1;
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2197 }
2198 else{
2199 *micIT = DIFFCH;
2200 nmade += 1;
2201 ncshgo += 1;
2202 ngoing += 1;
2203 count1[DIFFCH] += 1;
2204 /*****************************************************/
2205 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
2206 // antadd = (struct ants *)malloc(sizeof(struct ants));
2207 /*****************************************************/
2208 /*struct ants *antadd = new struct ants[sizeof(struct ants)];
2209 antadd->x = xloop;
2210 antadd->y = yloop;
2211 antadd->z = zloop;
2212 antadd->id = DIFFCH;*/
2213 ant.emplace back(xloop, yloop, zloop, DIFFCH, cyccnt);
2214 //antsID[SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*xloop + SYSSIZEY*yloop + zloop] = DIFFCH;
2215 //antadd->cycbirth = cyccnt;
2216 //antsBirth[SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*xloop + SYSSIZEY*yloop + zloop] =
↪→ cyccnt;
2217 ///* Now connect this ant structure to end of linked list */
2218 /*antadd->prevant = tailant;
2219 tailant->nextant = antadd;
2220 antadd->nextant = NULL;
2221 tailant = antadd;*/
2222 }
2223 /* Possibly need even more pozzolanic CSH */
2224 /* Would need a diffusing pozzolanic
2225 CSH species??? */
2226 /* if(calcz>0.0){
2227 plfh3=ran1(seed);
2228 if(plfh3<=calcz){
2229 cshrand+=1;
2230 }
2231 } */
2232
2233
2234 plfh3 = ran1(seed);
2235 calcx = (19.86 / molarvcsh[cycnew]) - (1. - calcy);
2236 /* Ex. 0.12658=(19.86/108.)-(1.-0.94269) */
2237 if (plfh3 < calcx){
2238 npchext += 1;
2239 }
2240 }
2241 }
2242 }
2243 }
2244 /* See if slag can react --- in contact with at least one porosity */
2245 if (*micIT == SLAG){
2246 if ((countbox(3, flat index)) >= 1){
2247 pconvert = ran1(seed);
2248 if (pconvert < (disprob[SLAG] / (1. + pHfactor*pHeffect[SLAG]))){
2249 nslagr += 1;
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2250 count1[SLAG] -= 1;
2251 discount[SLAG] += 1;
2252 /* Check on extra C3A generation */
2253 plfh3 = ran1(seed);
2254 if (plfh3 < p5slag){
2255 nslagc3a += 1;
2256 }
2257 /* Convert slag to reaction products */
2258 plfh3 = ran1(seed);
2259 if (plfh3 < p1slag){
2260 *micIT = SLAGCSH;
2261 /* Assign a plate axes identifier to this slag C-S-H voxel */
2262 msface = (int)(3.*ran1(seed) + 1.);
2263 if (msface > 3){ msface = 1; }
2264 *facesIT = msface;
2265 count1[SLAGCSH] += 1;
2266 }
2267 else{
2268 if (sealed == 1){
2269 /* Create empty porosity at slag site */
2270 slagemptyp += 1;
2271 *micIT = EMPTYP;
2272 count1[EMPTYP] += 1;
2273 }
2274 else{
2275 *micIT = POROSITY;
2276 count1[POROSITY] += 1;
2277 }
2278 }
2279 /* Add in extra SLAGCSH as needed */
2280 p3init = p3slag;
2281 while (p3init > 1.0){
2282 extslagcsh(xloop, yloop, zloop);
2283 p3init -= 1.0;
2284 }
2285 plfh3 = ran1(seed);
2286 if (plfh3 < p3init){
2287 extslagcsh(xloop, yloop, zloop);
2288 }
2289 }
2290 }
2291 }
2292 flat index++;
2293 micpartIT++;
2294 facesIT++;
2295 cshageIT++;
2296 }
2297 //} /* end of zloop */
2298 //} /* end of yloop */
2299 //} /* end of xloop */
2300
2301 if (ncshgo != 0){ printf("CSH dissolved is %ld \n", ncshgo); }
2302
2303 if (npchext>0){ printf("npchext is %ld at cycle %d \n", npchext, cycle); }
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2304 /* Now add in the extra diffusing species for dissolution */
2305 /* Expansion factors from Young and Hansen and */
2306 /* Mindess and Young (Concrete) */
2307 ncshext = cshrand;
2308 if (cshrand != 0){
2309 printf("cshrand is %d \n", cshrand);
2310 }
2311 /* CH, Gypsum, and diffusing C3A are added at totally random */
2312 /* locations as opposed to at the dissolution site */
2313 fchext = 0.61*(double)discount[C3S] + 0.191*(double)discount[C2S] +
2314 0.2584*(double)discount[C4AF];
2315 nchext = fchext;
2316 if (fchext>(double)nchext){
2317 pdis = ran1(seed);
2318 if ((fchext - (double)nchext)>pdis){
2319 nchext += 1;
2320 }
2321 }
2322 nchext += npchext;
2323 /* Adjust CH addition for slag consumption and maintain deficit as needed */
2324 slagcum += discount[SLAG];
2325 chgone = (int)(p4slag*(double)slagcum);
2326 nchext -= chgone;
2327 slagcum -= (int)((double)chgone / p4slag);
2328 nchext -= DIFFCHdeficit;
2329 DIFFCHdeficit = 0;
2330 if (nchext<0){
2331 DIFFCHdeficit -= nchext;
2332 nchext = 0;
2333 }
2334 fc3aext = discount[C3A] + 0.5917*(double)discount[C3AH6];
2335 nc3aext = fc3aext + nslagc3a;
2336 if (fc3aext>(double)nc3aext){
2337 pdis = ran1(seed);
2338 if ((fc3aext - (double)nc3aext)>pdis){
2339 nc3aext += 1;
2340 }
2341 }
2342 fc4aext = 0.696*(double)discount[C4AF];
2343 nc4aext = fc4aext;
2344 if (fc4aext>(double)nc4aext){
2345 pdis = ran1(seed);
2346 if ((fc4aext - (double)nc4aext)>pdis){
2347 nc4aext += 1;
2348 }
2349 }
2350 /* both forms of GYPSUM form same DIFFGYP species */
2351 ngypext = discount[GYPSUM] + discount[GYPSUMS];
2352 /* Convert to diffusing anhydrite at volume necessary for final */
2353 /* gypsum formation (1 anhydrite --> 1.423 gypsum) */
2354 /* Since hemihydrate can now react with C3A, etc., can't */
2355 /* do expansion here any longer 7/99 */
2356 /* fanhext=1.423*(double)discount[ANHYDRITE]; */
2357 fanhext = (double)discount[ANHYDRITE];
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2358 nanhext = fanhext;
2359 if (fanhext>(double)nanhext){
2360 pdis = ran1(seed);
2361 if ((fanhext - (double)nanhext)>pdis){
2362 nanhext += 1;
2363 }
2364 }
2365 /* Convert to diffusing hemiydrate at volume necessary for final */
2366 /* gypsum formation (1 hemihydrate --> 1.4 gypsum) */
2367 /* Since hemihydrate can now react with C3A, etc., can't */
2368 /* do expansion here any longer 7/99 */
2369 fhemext = (double)discount[HEMIHYD];
2370 /* fhemext=1.3955*(double)discount[HEMIHYD]; */
2371
2372 nhemext = fhemext;
2373 if (fhemext>(double)nhemext){
2374 pdis = ran1(seed);
2375 if ((fhemext - (double)nhemext)>pdis){
2376 nhemext += 1;
2377 }
2378 }
2379 count1[DIFFGYP] += ngypext;
2380 count1[DIFFANH] += nanhext;
2381 count1[DIFFHEM] += nhemext;
2382 count1[DIFFCH] += nchext;
2383 count1[DIFFCSH] += ncshext;
2384 count1[DIFFC3A] += nc3aext;
2385 count1[DIFFC4A] += nc4aext;
2386
2387 nsum2 = nchext + ncshext;
2388 nsum3 = nsum2 + nc3aext;
2389 nsum4 = nsum3 + nc4aext;
2390 nsum5 = nsum4 + ngypext;
2391 nsum6 = nsum5 + nhemext;
2392 fflush(stdout);
2393 for (xext = 1; xext <= (nsum6 + nanhext); xext++){
2394 plok = 0;
2395 do{
2396 xc = (int)((double)SYSSIZEX*ran1(seed));
2397 yc = (int)((double)SYSSIZEY*ran1(seed));
2398 zc = (int)((double)SYSSIZEZ*ran1(seed));
2399 if (xc >= SYSSIZEX){ xc = 0; }
2400 if (yc >= SYSSIZEY){ yc = 0; }
2401 if (zc >= SYSSIZEZ){ zc = 0; }
2402
2403 if (mic[xc*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yc*SYSSIZEZ + zc] == POROSITY){
2404 plok = 1;
2405 phid = DIFFCH;
2406 count1[POROSITY] -= 1;
2407 if (xext>nsum6){ phid = DIFFANH; }
2408 else if (xext>nsum5){ phid = DIFFHEM; }
2409 else if (xext>nsum4){ phid = DIFFGYP; }
2410 else if (xext>nsum3){ phid = DIFFC4A; }
2411 else if (xext>nsum2){ phid = DIFFC3A; }
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2412 else if (xext>nchext){ phid = DIFFCSH; }
2413 mic[xc*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yc*SYSSIZEZ + zc] = phid;
2414 nmade += 1;
2415 ngoing += 1;
2416 /*****************************************************/
2417 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
2418 // antadd = (struct ants *)malloc(sizeof(struct ants));
2419 /*****************************************************/
2420 /*struct ants *antadd = new struct ants[sizeof(struct ants)];
2421 antadd->x = xc;
2422 antadd->y = yc;
2423 antadd->z = zc;
2424 antadd->id = phid;*/
2425 ant.emplace back(xc,yc,zc,phid,cyccnt);
2426 //antsID[SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*xc + SYSSIZEY*yc + zc] = phid;
2427 //antadd->cycbirth = cyccnt;
2428 //antsBirth[SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*xc + SYSSIZEY*yc + zc] = cyccnt;
2429 ///* Now connect this ant structure to end of linked list */
2430 /*antadd->prevant = tailant;
2431 tailant->nextant = antadd;
2432 antadd->nextant = NULL;
2433 tailant = antadd;*/
2434 }
2435 } while (plok == 0);
2436
2437 } /* end of xext for extra species generation */
2438
2439 printf("Dissolved- %ld %ld %ld %ld %ld %ld %ld %ld %ld %ld %ld %ld\n", count1[DIFFCSH],
2440 count1[DIFFCH], count1[DIFFGYP], count1[DIFFC3A], count1[DIFFFH3],
2441 count1[DIFFETTR], count1[DIFFAS], count1[DIFFANH], count1[DIFFHEM],
2442 count1[DIFFCAS2], count1[DIFFCACL2], count1[DIFFCACO3]);
2443 sulf cur = count1[DIFFGYP] + count1[DIFFANH] + count1[DIFFHEM];
2444 /* difffile=fopen("diffuse.out","a");
2445 fprintf(difffile,"%d %ld %f %f %f %f %f %f %f\n",cycle, sulf cur, cs acc, ca acc, disprob[C3S
↪→ ], disprob[C3A], disprob[C4AF], dfact, dfact1);
2446
2447 fclose(difffile); */
2448
2449 /* if too many diffusing gypsums already in solution */
2450 if (sulf cur>DGYPMAX){
2451 disprob[GYPSUM] = disprob[GYPSUMS] = 0.0;
2452 }
2453 else{
2454 disprob[GYPSUM] = disbase[GYPSUM];
2455 disprob[ANHYDRITE] = disbase[ANHYDRITE];
2456 disprob[HEMIHYD] = disbase[HEMIHYD];
2457 disprob[GYPSUMS] = disbase[GYPSUMS];
2458 }
2459
2460
2461 printf("C3AH6 dissolved- %ld with prob. of %f \n", nhgd, disprob[C3AH6]);
2462 fflush(stdout);
2463 }
2464
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2465 /* routine to add nneed one pixel elements of phase randid at random */
2466 /* locations in microstructure */
2467 /* Special features for addition of 1-pixel CACO3 and INERT particles */
2468 /* added 5/26/2004 */
2469 /* Called by main program */
2470 /* Calls no other routines */
2471 void addrand(int randid,int nneed)
2472 {
2473 int ix, iy, iz;
2474 int ic;
2475 int success, cpores;
2476
2477 /* Add number of requested phase pixels at random pore locations */
2478 for (ic = 1; ic <= nneed; ic++){
2479 success = 0;
2480 while (success == 0){
2481 ix = (int)((double)SYSSIZEX*ran1(seed));
2482 iy = (int)((double)SYSSIZEY*ran1(seed));
2483 iz = (int)((double)SYSSIZEZ*ran1(seed));
2484 if (ix == SYSSIZEX){ ix = 0; }
2485 if (iy == SYSSIZEY){ iy = 0; }
2486 if (iz == SYSSIZEZ){ iz = 0; }
2487 if (mic[ix*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + iy*SYSSIZEZ + iz] == POROSITY){
2488 if ((randid != CACO3) && (randid != INERT)){
2489 mic[ix*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + iy*SYSSIZEZ + iz] = randid;
2490 micorig[ix*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + iy*SYSSIZEZ + iz] = randid;
2491 success = 1;
2492 }
2493 else{
2494 cpores = countboxc(3, ix, iy, iz);
2495 if (cpores >= 26){
2496 mic[ix*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + iy*SYSSIZEZ + iz] = randid;
2497 micorig[ix*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + iy*SYSSIZEZ + iz] = randid;
2498 success = 1;
2499 }
2500 }
2501 }
2502 }
2503 }
2504 }
2505
2506 /* Routine measuresurf to measure initial surface counts for cement */
2507 /* and for all phases (cement= C3S, C2S, C3A, C4AF, and calcium sulfates */
2508 void measuresurf()
2509 {
2510 int sx, sy, sz, jx, jy, jz, faceid, tempMIC;
2511
2512 // This nested for loop was kept because the speed loss is really doesn't affect the analysis
2513 // as this function is only called once
2514 for (sx = 0; sx<SYSSIZEX; sx++){
2515 for (sy = 0; sy<SYSSIZEY; sy++){
2516 for (sz = 0; sz<SYSSIZEZ; sz++){
2517 if (mic[sx*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + sy*SYSSIZEZ + sz] == POROSITY){
2518 for (faceid = 0; faceid<6; faceid++){
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2519 if (faceid == 1){
2520 jx = sx - 1;
2521 if (jx < 0){ jx = SYSSIZEX - 1; }
2522 jy = sy;
2523 jz = sz;
2524 }
2525 else if (faceid == 0){
2526 jx = sx + 1;
2527 if (jx > (SYSSIZEX - 1)){ jx = 0; }
2528 jy = sy;
2529 jz = sz;
2530 }
2531 else if (faceid == 2){
2532 jy = sy + 1;
2533 if (jy>(SYSSIZEY - 1)){ jy = 0; }
2534 jx = sx;
2535 jz = sz;
2536 }
2537 else if (faceid == 3){
2538 jy = sy - 1;
2539 if (jy < 0){ jy = SYSSIZEY - 1; }
2540 jx = sx;
2541 jz = sz;
2542 }
2543 else if (faceid == 4){
2544 jz = sz + 1;
2545 if (jz > (SYSSIZEZ - 1)){ jz = 0; }
2546 jx = sx;
2547 jy = sy;
2548 }
2549 else if (faceid == 5){
2550 jz = sz - 1;
2551 if (jz < 0){ jz = SYSSIZEZ - 1; }
2552 jx = sx;
2553 jy = sy;
2554 }
2555 tempMIC = mic[jx*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + jy*SYSSIZEZ + jz];
2556 /* If the neighboring pixel is solid, update surface counts */
2557 if ((tempMIC == C3S) | | (tempMIC == C2S) | | (tempMIC == C3A) | | (tempMIC == C4AF)
↪→ | | (tempMIC == INERT) | | (tempMIC == CACO3)){
2558 scnttotal += 1;
2559 if ((tempMIC == C3S) | | (tempMIC == C2S) | | (tempMIC == C3A) | | (tempMIC ==
↪→ C4AF)){
2560 scntcement += 1;
2561 }
2562 }
2563 }
2564 }
2565
2566
2567 }
2568 }
2569 }
2570 printf("Cement surface count1 is %ld \n", scntcement);
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2571 printf("Total surface count1 is %ld \n", scnttotal);
2572 surffract = (double)scntcement / (double)scnttotal;
2573 printf("Surface fraction is %f \n", surffract);
2574 fflush(stdout);
2575 }
2576
2577 /* Routine resaturate to resaturate all empty porosity */
2578 /* and continue with hydration under saturated conditions */
2579 void resaturate()
2580 {
2581 int nresat = 0;
2582
2583 std::vector<char>::iterator micIT = mic.begin();
2584 //for (sx = 0; sx<SYSSIZEX; sx++){
2585 //for (sy = 0; sy<SYSSIZEY; sy++){
2586 //for (sz = 0; sz<SYSSIZEZ; sz++){
2587 for (micIT; micIT != mic.end(); micIT++){
2588 if (*micIT == EMPTYP){
2589 *micIT = POROSITY;
2590 nresat++;
2591 }
2592 }
2593 //}
2594 //}
2595 //}
2596 if (nresat>0){
2597 porefl1 = porefl2 = porefl3 = 1;
2598 }
2599 printf("Number resaturated is %ld \n", nresat);
2600 fflush(stdout);
2601 }
2602
2603
2604
2605
2606 /* routine to return count1 of number of neighboring pixels for pixel */
2607 /* (xck,yck,zck) which are not phase ph1, ph2, or ph3 which are input as */
2608 /* parameters */
2609 /* Calls no other routines */
2610 int edge6cnt(int xck,int yck,int zck,int ph1,int ph2,int ph3)
2611 {
2612 int ixe, iye, ize, edgeback, x2, y2, z2, check;
2613
2614 /* counter for number of neighboring pixels which are not ph1, ph2, or ph3 */
2615 edgeback = 0;
2616
2617 /* Examine six pixels in a 3*3*3 box centered at (xck,yck,zck) */
2618 /* except for the central pixel */
2619 for (ixe = (-1); ixe <= 1; ixe++){
2620 x2 = xck + ixe;
2621 for (iye = (-1); iye <= 1; iye++){
2622 y2 = yck + iye;
2623 for (ize = (-1); ize <= 1; ize++){
2624
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2625 if ((ixe != 0) | | (iye != 0) | | (ize != 0)){
2626 if (((ixe*iye*ize) == 0) && (((ixe + iye + ize) == 1) | | ((ixe + iye + ize)
↪→ == (-1)))){
2627
2628 z2 = zck + ize;
2629 /* adjust to maintain periodic boundaries */
2630 if (x2<0){ x2 = (SYSSIZEXM1); }
2631 else if (x2 >= SYSSIZEX){ x2 = 0; }
2632 if (y2<0){ y2 = (SYSSIZEYM1); }
2633 else if (y2 >= SYSSIZEY){ y2 = 0; }
2634 /* Assume that microstructure next to z edge is same */
2635 /* as current z level microstructure */
2636 if (z2<0){ z2 = (0); }
2637 else if (z2 >= SYSSIZEZ){ z2 = SYSSIZEZ - 1; }
2638 check = mic[x2*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + y2*SYSSIZEZ + z2];
2639 if ((check != ph1) && (check != ph2) && (check != ph3)){
2640 edgeback += 1;
2641 }
2642 }
2643 }
2644 }
2645 }
2646 }
2647 /* return number of neighboring pixels which are not ph1, ph2, or ph3 */
2648 return(edgeback);
2649 }
2650
2651 int burnout(int npix)
2652 {
2653 int ncur, ntot;
2654 int i, j, k, active;
2655 char oldpix;
2656 static int nmatx[SIZE2DN], nmaty[SIZE2DN], nmatz[SIZE2DN];
2657
2658
2659 ncur = 0;
2660 ntot = 0;
2661 active = 1;
2662 /* Initialize a burn through porosity originating at all pixels in */
2663 /* contact with top surface or dry (empty) porosity */
2664 for (k = 0; ((k<SYSSIZEZ) && (active == 1) && (ntot<npix)); k++){
2665 active = 0;
2666 for (j = 0; ((j<SYSSIZEY) && (ntot<npix)); j++){
2667 for (i = 0; ((i<SYSSIZEX) && (ntot<npix)); i++){
2668 if (mic[i*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + j*SYSSIZEZ + k] == DRIEDP){
2669 active = 1;
2670 }
2671 if ((mic[i*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + j*SYSSIZEZ + k] == POROSITY) | | ((mic[i*SYSSIZEZ*
↪→ SYSSIZEY + j*SYSSIZEZ + k] >= DIFFCSH) && (mic[i*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + j*
↪→ SYSSIZEZ + k] <= DIFFCACL2))){
2672 /* if((k==0) | |(edgecnt(i,j,k,DRIEDP,EMPTYDP,DRIEDP)<26)){ */
2673 /* Check only the six immediate neighbors for percolation */
2674 /* of capillary porosity */
2675 if ((k == 0) | | (edge6cnt(i, j, k, DRIEDP, EMPTYDP, DRIEDP)<6)){
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2676 active = 1;
2677 ntot += 1;
2678 ncur += 1;
2679 nmatx[ncur] = i;
2680 nmaty[ncur] = j;
2681 nmatz[ncur] = k;
2682 oldpix = mic[i*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + j*SYSSIZEZ + k];
2683 mic[i*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + j*SYSSIZEZ + k] = DRIEDP;
2684 switch (oldpix){
2685 case DIFFCSH:
2686 ndriedcsh += 1;
2687 break;
2688 case DIFFCH:
2689 ndriedch += 1;
2690 break;
2691 case DIFFC3A:
2692 ndriedc3a += 1;
2693 break;
2694 case DIFFC4A:
2695 ndriedc4a += 1;
2696 break;
2697 case DIFFGYP:
2698 ndriedgyp += 1;
2699 break;
2700 case DIFFHEM:
2701 ndriedhem += 1;
2702 break;
2703 case DIFFANH:
2704 ndriedanh += 1;
2705 break;
2706 case DIFFFH3:
2707 ndriedfh3 += 1;
2708 break;
2709 case DIFFCAS2:
2710 ndriedcas2 += 1;
2711 break;
2712 case DIFFCACL2:
2713 ndriedcacl2 += 1;
2714 break;
2715 case DIFFAS:
2716 ndriedas += 1;
2717 break;
2718 case DIFFETTR:
2719 ndriedettr += 1;
2720 break;
2721 default:
2722 break;
2723 } /* end of switch loop */
2724 }
2725 }
2726 else if (mic[i*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + j*SYSSIZEZ + k] == EMPTYP){
2727 if ((k == 0) | | (edge6cnt(i, j, k, DRIEDP, EMPTYDP, DRIEDP)<6)){
2728 active = 1;
2729 mic[i*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + j*SYSSIZEZ + k] = EMPTYDP;
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2730 ncur += 1;
2731 nmatx[ncur] = i;
2732 nmaty[ncur] = j;
2733 nmatz[ncur] = k;
2734 }
2735 }
2736 }
2737 }
2738 }
2739
2740 return(ntot);
2741 }
2742
2743 /* Routine to simulate evaporation at the surface */
2744 /* "surface" is the boundary defined by x(:),y(:),z(1...a)*/
2745 /* This is a routine developed by Dale Bentz */
2746 /* Heavily modified by Armen Amirkhanian 1/2015 */
2747 /* Called from main */
2748 /* Calls no functions */
2749
2750 int drypass(int ntodry, FILE *evapfile, double volFLWA, double volSSDFLWA)
2751 {
2752 static int xrad[3000], yrad[3000], zrad[3000];
2753 int l, kkeep, fit, active, rmin = 1, rmax = 8, rad, xl, yl, zl, i, j, k, nr, ii, jj;
2754 int going, pfound, alldry, nFLWA;
2755 double dist;
2756 int oldpix;
2757 int nevapnow = 0, nevthistime, nburndry = 0, nsites;
2758
2759 struct sitelist{
2760 int xp, yp, zp;
2761 struct sitelist *nextsite;
2762 };
2763
2764 struct sitelist *oldsite, *oldlist, *newsite, *newlist;
2765
2766
2767 /* Now loop for each sphere size, largest first */
2768 for (rad = rmax; ((rad >= rmin) && (nevapnow<ntodry)); rad--){
2769
2770 nevthistime = 0;
2771 nsites = 0;
2772
2773 /* Establish template for this spherical intruder */
2774 nr = 0;
2775 /* First the outer 1 pixel shell to speed up execution */
2776 /* since this is where overlaps will most likely occur */
2777 for (i = (-rad); i <= rad; i++){
2778 ii = i*i;
2779 for (j = (-rad); j <= rad; j++){
2780 jj = j*j;
2781 for (k = (-rad); k <= rad; k++){
2782 dist = sqrt((double)(ii)+(double)(jj)+(double)(k*k));
2783 if ((dist <= ((double)rad + 0.5)) && (dist>((double)rad - 0.5))){
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2784 nr += 1;
2785 xrad[nr] = i;
2786 yrad[nr] = j;
2787 zrad[nr] = k;
2788 }
2789 }
2790 }
2791 }
2792 /* Next the inner core */
2793 for (i = (-rad); i <= rad; i++){
2794 ii = i*i;
2795 for (j = (-rad); j <= rad; j++){
2796 jj = j*j;
2797 for (k = (-rad); k <= rad; k++){
2798 dist = sqrt((double)(ii)+(double)(jj)+(double)(k*k));
2799 if (dist <= ((double)rad - 0.5)){
2800 nr += 1;
2801 xrad[nr] = i;
2802 yrad[nr] = j;
2803 zrad[nr] = k;
2804 }
2805 }
2806 }
2807 }
2808 /* Initiate the list of possible sites */
2809 /*****************************************************/
2810 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
2811 newlist = (struct sitelist *)malloc(sizeof(struct sitelist));
2812 /*****************************************************/
2813 //struct sitelist *newlist = new struct sitelist;
2814 newlist->xp = (-1);
2815 newlist->yp = (-1);
2816 newlist->zp = (-1);
2817 newlist->nextsite = NULL;
2818 /* Scan the microstructure and create the initial site list */
2819 /* First those pixels exterior to the top surface */
2820 for (k = ((plevel - 1) - rad); k<0; k++){
2821 for (j = 0; j<SYSSIZEY; j++){
2822 for (i = 0; i<SYSSIZEX; i++){
2823 /* Do the evaluation first */
2824 fit = 1;
2825 alldry = 1;
2826 /* Check for possible intrusion */
2827 /* periodic only in x and y directions */
2828 for (l = 1; ((l <= nr) && (fit == 1)); l++){
2829 xl = i + xrad[l];
2830 yl = j + yrad[l];
2831 zl = k + zrad[l];
2832 if (xl<0){ xl += SYSSIZEX; }
2833 else if (xl >= SYSSIZEX){ xl -= SYSSIZEX; }
2834 if (yl<0){ yl += SYSSIZEY; }
2835 else if (yl >= SYSSIZEY){ yl -= SYSSIZEY; }
2836 if ((zl >= 0) && (zl<SYSSIZEZ)){
2837 /* If solid pixel, sphere will not fit here */
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2838 if ((mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl]>POROSITY) && (mic[
↪→ xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl]<DIFFCSH)){
2839 fit = 0;
2840 }
2841 else if ((mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl] != DRIEDP) &&
↪→ (mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl] != EMPTYDP) && (
↪→ mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl] != EMPTYP)){
2842 alldry = 0;
2843 }
2844 }
2845 }
2846 if ((fit == 1) && (alldry == 0)){
2847 /*****************************************************/
2848 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
2849 newsite = (struct sitelist *)malloc(sizeof(struct sitelist));
2850 /*****************************************************/
2851 //struct sitelist *newsite = new struct sitelist;
2852 newsite->xp = i;
2853 newsite->yp = j;
2854 newsite->zp = k;
2855 newsite->nextsite = newlist;
2856 newlist = newsite;
2857 nsites += 1;
2858 }
2859 }
2860 }
2861 }
2862
2863 /* Now those in contact with top surf. or dried (dried empty) porosity */
2864 active = 1;
2865 pfound = 0;
2866 for (k = 0; ((k<SYSSIZEZ) && (active == 1)); k++){
2867 kkeep = k;
2868 active = 0;
2869 for (j = 0; j<SYSSIZEY; j++){
2870 for (i = 0; i<SYSSIZEX; i++){
2871 if ((pfound == 0) && (mic[i*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + j*SYSSIZEZ + k] == POROSITY))
↪→ {
2872 plevel = k;
2873 printf("Setting plevel to %d \n", plevel);
2874 fflush(stdout);
2875 pfound = 1;
2876 }
2877 if ((k == 0) | | (edgecnt(i, j, k, DRIEDP, EMPTYDP, DRIEDP)<26)){
2878
2879 /* Another possible site for the list */
2880 /* water-filled or empty porosity.. */
2881 if ((mic[i*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + j*SYSSIZEZ + k] == POROSITY) | | (mic[i*
↪→ SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + j*SYSSIZEZ + k] >= DRIEDP)){
2882 active = 1;
2883 /* Do the evaluation first */
2884 fit = 1;
2885 alldry = 1;
2886 /* Check for possible intrusion */
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2887 /* periodic only in x and y directions */
2888 for (l = 1; ((l <= nr) && (fit == 1)); l++){
2889 xl = i + xrad[l];
2890 yl = j + yrad[l];
2891 zl = k + zrad[l];
2892 if (xl<0){ xl += SYSSIZEX; }
2893 else if (xl >= SYSSIZEX){ xl -= SYSSIZEX; }
2894 if (yl<0){ yl += SYSSIZEY; }
2895 else if (yl >= SYSSIZEY){ yl -= SYSSIZEY; }
2896 if ((zl >= 0) && (zl<SYSSIZEZ)){
2897 /* If solid pixel, sphere will not fit here */
2898 if ((mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl]>POROSITY)
↪→ && (mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl]<
↪→ DIFFCSH)){
2899 fit = 0;
2900 }
2901 else if ((mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl] !=
↪→ DRIEDP) && (mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ +
↪→ zl] != EMPTYDP) && (mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*
↪→ SYSSIZEZ + zl] != EMPTYP)){
2902 alldry = 0;
2903 }
2904 }
2905 }
2906 if ((fit == 1) && (alldry == 0)){
2907 /*****************************************************/
2908 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
2909 newsite = (struct sitelist *)malloc(sizeof(struct sitelist));
2910 /*****************************************************/
2911 //struct sitelist *newsite = new struct sitelist;
2912 newsite->xp = i;
2913 newsite->yp = j;
2914 newsite->zp = k;
2915 newsite->nextsite = newlist;
2916 newlist = newsite;
2917 nsites += 1;
2918 }
2919 }
2920 /* or a diffusing species is there */
2921 else if ((mic[i*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + j*SYSSIZEZ + k] >= DIFFCSH) && (mic[i
↪→ *SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + j*SYSSIZEZ + k] <= DIFFCACL2)){
2922 active = 1;
2923 /* Do the evaluation first */
2924 fit = 1;
2925 alldry = 1;
2926 /* Check for possible intrusion */
2927 /* periodic only in x and y directions */
2928 for (l = 1; ((l <= nr) && (fit == 1)); l++){
2929 xl = i + xrad[l];
2930 yl = j + yrad[l];
2931 zl = k + zrad[l];
2932 if (xl<0){ xl += SYSSIZEX; }
2933 else if (xl >= SYSSIZEX){ xl -= SYSSIZEX; }
2934 if (yl<0){ yl += SYSSIZEY; }
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2935 else if (yl >= SYSSIZEY){ yl -= SYSSIZEY; }
2936 if ((zl >= 0) && (zl<SYSSIZEZ)){
2937 /* If solid pixel, sphere will not fit here */
2938 if ((mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl]>POROSITY)
↪→ && (mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl]<
↪→ DIFFCSH)){
2939 fit = 0;
2940 }
2941 else if ((mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl] !=
↪→ DRIEDP) && (mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ +
↪→ zl] != EMPTYDP) && (mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*
↪→ SYSSIZEZ + zl] != EMPTYP)){
2942 alldry = 0;
2943 }
2944 }
2945 }
2946 if ((fit == 1) && (alldry == 0)){
2947 /*****************************************************/
2948 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
2949 newsite = (struct sitelist *)malloc(sizeof(struct sitelist));
2950 /*****************************************************/
2951 //struct sitelist *newsite = new struct sitelist;
2952 newsite->xp = i;
2953 newsite->yp = j;
2954 newsite->zp = k;
2955 newsite->nextsite = newlist;
2956 newlist = newsite;
2957 //newsite.emplace front(i, j, k);
2958 //newlist.push back = newsite[0];
2959 nsites += 1;
2960 }
2961 }
2962 }
2963 }
2964 }
2965 }
2966 fprintf(evapfile, "%d\t", kkeep);
2967 fflush(evapfile);
2968 printf("For rad of %d, initial sites are %ld down to level %d\n", rad, nsites, kkeep);
2969 fflush(stdout);
2970 if (curDryLevel == 0){
2971 curDryLevel = kkeep;
2972 prevDryLevel = kkeep;
2973 diffDryLevel = 0;
2974 printf("Entered curdyrlevel=0, curDrylevel is %d, prevDrylevel is %d, diffdrylevel is
↪→ %d\n", curDryLevel, prevDryLevel, diffDryLevel);
2975 fflush(stdout);
2976 }
2977 else if(rad==1){
2978 curDryLevel = kkeep;
2979 diffDryLevel = curDryLevel - prevDryLevel;
2980 prevDryLevel = kkeep;
2981 printf("entered else, curDrylevel %d, diffdrylevel %d, prevdry %d\n", curDryLevel,
↪→ diffDryLevel, prevDryLevel);
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2982 fflush(stdout);
2983 }
2984
2985
2986 //std::deque<std::tuple<int, int, int>>::iterator newlistIT = newlist.begin();
2987 /* Intrude active sets as long as they are not empty and more */
2988 /* drying is still needed */
2989 while ((newlist->xp != (-1)) && (nevapnow<ntodry)){
2990 //while ((newlistIT != newlist.end()) && (nevapnow < ntodry)){
2991 /* copy the active set to oldlist */
2992 oldlist = newlist;
2993 /* initialize a new structure */
2994 /*****************************************************/
2995 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
2996 newlist = (struct sitelist *)malloc(sizeof(struct sitelist));
2997 /*****************************************************/
2998 //struct sitelist *newlist = new struct sitelist;
2999 newlist->xp = (-1);
3000 newlist->yp = (-1);
3001 newlist->zp = (-1);
3002 newlist->nextsite = NULL;
3003 while ((oldlist->xp != (-1)) && (nevapnow<ntodry)){
3004 /* remove the next location to be checked */
3005 i = oldlist->xp;
3006 j = oldlist->yp;
3007 k = oldlist->zp;
3008 oldsite = oldlist;
3009 oldlist = oldlist->nextsite;
3010 free(oldsite);
3011 fit = 1;
3012 /* Check for further intrusion */
3013 /* periodic only in x and y directions */
3014 for (l = 1; ((l <= nr) && (fit == 1)); l++){
3015 xl = i + xrad[l];
3016 yl = j + yrad[l];
3017 zl = k + zrad[l];
3018 if (xl<0){ xl += SYSSIZEX; }
3019 else if (xl >= SYSSIZEX){ xl -= SYSSIZEX; }
3020 if (yl<0){ yl += SYSSIZEY; }
3021 else if (yl >= SYSSIZEY){ yl -= SYSSIZEY; }
3022 if ((zl >= 0) && (zl<SYSSIZEZ)){
3023 /* If solid pixel, sphere will not fit here */
3024 if ((mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl]>POROSITY) && (mic[xl*
↪→ SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl]<DIFFCSH)){
3025 fit = 0;
3026 }
3027 }
3028 }
3029 /* If sphere fits, place it */
3030 if (fit == 1){
3031 for (l = 1; ((l <= nr) && (fit == 1)); l++){
3032 xl = i + xrad[l];
3033 yl = j + yrad[l];
3034 zl = k + zrad[l];
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3035 if (xl<0){ xl += SYSSIZEX; }
3036 else if (xl >= SYSSIZEX){ xl -= SYSSIZEX; }
3037 if (yl<0){ yl += SYSSIZEY; }
3038 else if (yl >= SYSSIZEY){ yl -= SYSSIZEY; }
3039 if ((zl >= 0) && (zl<SYSSIZEZ)){
3040 oldpix = mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl];
3041 if (mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl]<DRIEDP){
3042 nevapnow += 1;
3043 nevthistime += 1;
3044 mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl] = DRIEDP;
3045 /*****************************************************/
3046 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
3047 newsite = (struct sitelist *)malloc(sizeof(struct sitelist));
3048 /*****************************************************/
3049 //struct sitelist *newsite = new struct sitelist;
3050 newsite->xp = i;
3051 newsite->yp = j;
3052 newsite->zp = k;
3053 newsite->nextsite = newlist;
3054 newlist = newsite;
3055
3056 }
3057 else if (mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl] == EMPTYP){
3058 mic[xl*SYSSIZEZ*SYSSIZEY + yl*SYSSIZEZ + zl] = EMPTYDP;
3059 }
3060 switch (oldpix){
3061 case DIFFCSH:
3062 ndriedcsh += 1;
3063 break;
3064 case DIFFCH:
3065 ndriedch += 1;
3066 break;
3067 case DIFFC3A:
3068 ndriedc3a += 1;
3069 break;
3070 case DIFFC4A:
3071 ndriedc4a += 1;
3072 break;
3073 case DIFFGYP:
3074 ndriedgyp += 1;
3075 break;
3076 case DIFFHEM:
3077 ndriedhem += 1;
3078 break;
3079 case DIFFANH:
3080 ndriedanh += 1;
3081 break;
3082 case DIFFFH3:
3083 ndriedfh3 += 1;
3084 break;
3085 case DIFFCAS2:
3086 ndriedcas2 += 1;
3087 break;
3088 case DIFFCACL2:
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3089 ndriedcacl2 += 1;
3090 break;
3091 case DIFFAS:
3092 ndriedas += 1;
3093 break;
3094 case DIFFETTR:
3095 ndriedettr += 1;
3096 break;
3097 default:
3098 break;
3099 }
3100
3101 } /* end of zl test loop */
3102 } /* end of for l loop */
3103
3104 } /* end of if fit loop */
3105 } /* end of while oldlist loop */
3106 free(oldlist);
3107
3108 } /* end of while intrude loop */
3109 fprintf(evapfile, "%d\t", nevthistime);
3110 fflush(evapfile);
3111 printf("For rad= %d, No. evaporated = %ld \n", rad, nevthistime);
3112 fflush(stdout);
3113
3114 } /* end of for rad loop */
3115
3116 // Ensure that zeros are written in the EvaporationData.dat where no data is calculated from
↪→ drypass
3117 if (rad != 1){
3118 for (int i = 1; i < rad*2; i++){
3119 fprintf(evapfile, "0\t");
3120 fflush(evapfile);
3121 }
3122 }
3123
3124 /* If not enough water dried yet, proceed to drying via burning */
3125 /* Iterative call to burning algorithm to remove a one-pixel */
3126 /* water layer from all exposed surfaces */
3127 // This is where the additional water from the FLWA is added
3128 // since it is most likely traveling through the smaller porosity
3129 // Depending on the C++/C revision that is used to compile this program
3130 // the check for ceil(0.0) may have different behaviors. It is assumed
3131 // that one will not use a volFLWA of 0.01 or less.
3132 if (volFLWA > 0.01){
3133 nFLWA = ceil((diffDryLevel*SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY)*volFLWA*volSSDFLWA);
3134 }
3135 else {
3136 nFLWA = 0;
3137 }
3138 ntodry = ntodry - nFLWA;
3139 if (ntodry < 0){
3140 ntodry = 0;
3141 }
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3142 fprintf(evapfile, "%d\t", nFLWA);
3143 going = 1;
3144 while ((nevapnow<ntodry) && (going == 1)){
3145 nburndry = burnout(ntodry - nevapnow);
3146 nevapnow += nburndry;
3147 printf("After burning of %ld sites \n", nburndry);
3148 if (nburndry == 0){ going = 0; }
3149 }
3150 fprintf(evapfile, "%d\n", nburndry);
3151 fflush(evapfile);
3152
3153 /* If still not enough water removed, we are depercolated */
3154 /* and can discontinue evaporation in future hydration cycles */
3155 /* Use a special flag of 2 to signify this */
3156 /* so it won't be turned back on by main code */
3157 if (nevapnow<ntodry){
3158 evapflag = 2;
3159 printf("\n\nEVAP FLAG HAS BEEN SET TO 2. EVAP IS DISCONTINUED!\n\nRunning for one more
↪→ cycle and then terminating...");
3160 }
3161 return(nevapnow);
3162 }
3163
3164
3165
3166 int main()
3167 {
3168 int ntimes, valin, nmovstep, stopflag = 0;
3169 int cycflag, ix, iy, iz, phtodo;
3170 int iseed, phydfreq;
3171 int nadd, mass flag = 0;
3172 int fidc3s, fidc2s, fidc3a, fidc4af, fidgyp, fidagg, ffac3a;
3173 int fidhem, fidanh, fidcaco3, nlen, pixtmp, nevap;
3174 double pnucch, pscalech, pnuchg, pscalehg, pnucfh3, pscalefh3;
3175 double pnucgyp, pscalegyp;
3176 double thtimelo, thtimehi, thtemplo, thtemphi, mass loss evap;
3177 double mass cement, mass cem now, mass cur, start drying, m u, t m, t cur, mass loss cur,
↪→ mass loss prev = 0.0;
3178 double y 0, A 1, A 2, t 1, t 2, volFLWA, volSSDFLWA;
3179 int mix number;
3180 double starting mass[19];
3181 FILE *infile, *outfile, *adiafile, *thfile, *evapfile;
3182 char filei[80], fileo[80];
3183
3184 starting mass[0] = 0;
3185 starting mass[1] = 3943.7;
3186 starting mass[2] = 4031.7;
3187 starting mass[3] = 3982.8;
3188 starting mass[4] = 3860.5;
3189 starting mass[5] = 3868.6;
3190 starting mass[6] = 3799.6;
3191 starting mass[7] = 3789.8;
3192 starting mass[8] = 4023.7;
3193 starting mass[9] = 4022.8;
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3194 starting mass[10] = 3897.9;
3195 starting mass[11] = 3992.0;
3196 starting mass[12] = 3939.2;
3197 starting mass[13] = 3755.1;
3198 starting mass[14] = 3905.8;
3199 starting mass[15] = 3880.2;
3200 starting mass[16] = 4031.9;
3201 starting mass[17] = 4113.6;
3202 starting mass[18] = 4138.0;
3203
3204 npixsph[3] = 179;
3205 npixsph[4] = 389;
3206 npixsph[5] = 739;
3207 npixsph[6] = 1189;
3208 sphsize = MAXSPH;
3209
3210 ngoing = 0;
3211 porefl1 = porefl2 = porefl3 = 1;
3212 pore off = water off = 0;
3213 cycflag = 0;
3214 heat old = heat new = 0.0;
3215 chold = chnew = 0; /* Current and previous cycle CH counts */
3216 time cur = 0.0; /* Elapsed time according to maturity principles */
3217 cubesize = CUBEMAX;
3218 ppozz = PPOZZ;
3219 poregone = poretodo = 0;
3220 /* Begin stopwatch */
3221 time t timebeg;
3222 time(&timebeg);
3223 /* Get random number seed */
3224 printf("Enter random number seed \n");
3225 scanf("%d", &iseed);
3226 printf("%d\n", iseed);
3227 seed = (&iseed);
3228
3229 printf("Dissolution bias is set at %f \n", DISBIAS);
3230 /* Open file and read in original cement particle microstructure */
3231 printf("Enter name of file to read initial microstructure from \n");
3232 scanf("%s", &filei);
3233 printf("%s\n", filei);
3234 nlen = strcspn(filei, ".");
3235 sprintf(fileroot, "");
3236 strncat(fileroot, filei, nlen);
3237 printf("nlen is %d and fileroot is now %s \n", nlen, fileroot);
3238 fflush(stdout);
3239 /* Get phase assignments for original microstructure */
3240 /* to transform to needed ID values */
3241 printf("Enter IDs in file for C3S, C2S, C3A, C4AF, Gypsum, Hemihydrate, Anhydrite, Aggregate
↪→ CaCO3\n");
3242 scanf("%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d", &fidc3s, &fidc2s, &fidc3a, &fidc4af, &fidgyp, &fidhem, &
↪→ fidanh, &fidagg, &fidcaco3);
3243 printf("%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", fidc3s, fidc2s, fidc3a, fidc4af, fidgyp, fidhem,
↪→ fidanh, fidagg, fidcaco3);
3244 printf("Enter ID in file for C3A in fly ash (default=35)\n");
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3245 scanf("%d", &ffac3a);
3246 printf("%d\n", ffac3a);
3247 fflush(stdout);
3248
3249 infile = fopen(filei, "r");
3250 printf("Opening microstructure file: %s\n", strerror(errno));
3251
3252 std::vector<char>::iterator micIT = mic.begin();
3253 std::vector<int>::iterator cshageIT = cshage.begin();
3254 std::vector<int>::iterator facesIT = faces.begin();
3255
3256 //for (ix = 0; ix<SYSSIZEX; ix++){
3257 //for (iy = 0; iy<SYSSIZEY; iy++){
3258 //for (iz = 0; iz<SYSSIZEZ; iz++){
3259 for (micIT; micIT != mic.end(); micIT++){
3260 *cshageIT = 0;
3261 *facesIT = 0;
3262 fscanf(infile, "%d", &valin);
3263 *micIT = valin;
3264 if (valin == fidc3s){
3265 *micIT = C3S;
3266 }
3267 else if (valin == fidc2s){
3268 *micIT = C2S;
3269 }
3270 else if ((valin == fidc3a) | | (valin == ffac3a)){
3271 *micIT = C3A;
3272 }
3273 else if (valin == fidc4af){
3274 *micIT = C4AF;
3275 }
3276 else if (valin == fidgyp){
3277 *micIT = GYPSUM;
3278 }
3279 else if (valin == fidanh){
3280 *micIT = ANHYDRITE;
3281 }
3282 else if (valin == fidhem){
3283 *micIT = HEMIHYD;
3284 }
3285 else if (valin == fidcaco3){
3286 *micIT = CACO3;
3287 }
3288 else if (valin == fidagg){
3289 *micIT = INERTAGG;
3290 }
3291 facesIT++;
3292 cshageIT++;
3293 }
3294 micorig = mic;
3295 //}
3296 //}
3297 //}
3298 fclose(infile);
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3299 fflush(stdout);
3300
3301 /* Now read in particle IDs from file */
3302 printf("Enter name of file to read particle IDs from \n");
3303 scanf("%s", filei);
3304 printf("%s\n", filei);
3305 infile = fopen(filei, "r");
3306
3307 std::vector<char>::iterator micpartIT = micpart.begin();
3308 for (micpartIT; micpartIT != micpart.end(); micpartIT++){
3309 fscanf(infile, "%d", &valin);
3310 *micpartIT = valin;
3311 }
3312
3313
3314 fclose(infile);
3315 fflush(stdout);
3316
3317 /* Initialize counters, etc. */
3318 npr = nasr = nslagr = 0;
3319 nfill = 0;
3320 ncsbar = 0;
3321 netbar = 0;
3322 porinit = 0;
3323 cyccnt = 0;
3324 setflag = 0;
3325 c3sinit = c2sinit = c3ainit = c4afinit = anhinit = heminit = slaginit = 0;
3326
3327 /* Initialize structure for ants */
3328 /*****************************************************/
3329 // Retain for compatibility with C compilers
3330 // headant = (struct ants *)malloc(sizeof(struct ants));
3331 /*****************************************************/
3332 //struct ants *headant = new struct ants[sizeof(struct ants)];
3333 //headant->prevant = NULL;
3334 //headant->nextant = NULL;
3335 //headant->x = 0;
3336 //headant->y = 0;
3337 //headant->z = 0;
3338 //headant->id = 100; /* special ID indicating first ant in list */
3339 //headant->cycbirth = 0;
3340 //tailant = headant;
3341
3342 /* Allow user to iteratively add one pixel particles of various phases */
3343 /* Typical application would be for addition of silica fume */
3344 printf("Enter number of one pixel particles to add (0 to quit) \n");
3345 scanf("%ld", &nadd);
3346 printf("%ld\n", nadd);
3347 while (nadd>0){
3348 printf("Enter phase to add \n");
3349 printf(" C3S 1 \n");
3350 printf(" C2S 2 \n");
3351 printf(" C3A 3 \n");
3352 printf(" C4AF 4 \n");
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3353 printf(" GYPSUM 5 \n");
3354 printf(" HEMIHYD 6 \n");
3355 printf(" ANHYDRITE 7 \n");
3356 printf(" POZZ 8 \n");
3357 printf(" INERT 9 \n");
3358 printf(" SLAG 10 \n");
3359 printf(" ASG 11 \n");
3360 printf(" CAS2 12 \n");
3361 printf(" CH 13 \n");
3362 printf(" CSH 14 \n");
3363 printf(" C3AH6 15 \n");
3364 printf(" Ettringite 16 \n");
3365 printf(" Stable Ettringite from C4AF 17 \n");
3366 printf(" AFM 18 \n");
3367 printf(" FH3 19 \n");
3368 printf(" POZZCSH 20 \n");
3369 printf(" SLAGCSH 21 \n");
3370 printf(" CACL2 22 \n");
3371 printf(" Friedels salt 23 \n");
3372 printf(" Stratlingite 24 \n");
3373 printf(" Calcium carbonate 26 \n");
3374 scanf("%d", &phtodo);
3375 printf("%d \n", phtodo);
3376 if ((phtodo<0) | | (phtodo>CACO3)){
3377 printf("Error in phase input for one pixel particles \n");
3378 exit(1);
3379 }
3380 addrand(phtodo, nadd);
3381 printf("Enter number of one pixel particles to add (0 to quit) \n");
3382 scanf("%ld", &nadd);
3383 printf("%ld\n", nadd);
3384 }
3385 fflush(stdout);
3386
3387 init();
3388 printf("Enter number of cycles to execute \n");
3389 scanf("%d", &ncyc);
3390 printf("%d \n", ncyc);
3391 printf("Do you wish hydration under 0) saturated conditions, 1) sealed conditions, or 2)
↪→ drying conditions \n");
3392 scanf("%d", &sealed);
3393 printf("%d \n", sealed);
3394 if (sealed == 2)
3395 {
3396 evapflag = 1;
3397
3398 printf("At what point in time should drying begin? (h) \n");
3399 scanf("%lf", &start drying);
3400 printf("%lf \n", start drying);
3401
3402 printf("The evaporation rate is modeled after mass loss measurements \n");
3403 printf("The inputs below are the double-exponential fit parameters for those measurements
↪→ \n");
3404 //printf(" m u * t \n");
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3405 //printf("m(t) = ----------------- \n");
3406 //printf(" t m + t \n");
3407 //printf("\n m u = ultimate mass loss value at t = infinity \n");
3408 //printf(" t m = time to reach half of ultimate mass loss value \n");
3409 //printf(" m(t) = mass loss at time t \n");
3410 printf("Time values must be in hours and not the more commonly used days.\n\n");
3411 //printf("Enter value for m u : \n");
3412 //scanf("%lf", &m u);
3413 //printf("Enter value for t m : \n");
3414 //scanf("%lf", &t m);
3415 //printf("You entered %lf for m u and %lf for t m.\n", m u, t m);
3416 printf("Enter mix number: \n");
3417 scanf("%d", &mix number);
3418 printf("Mix number is %d", mix number);
3419 printf("Enter offset, y 0: \n");
3420 scanf("%lf", &y 0);
3421 printf("Enter first amplitude term, A 1: \n");
3422 scanf("%lf", &A 1);
3423 printf("Enter first decay term, t 1: \n");
3424 scanf("%lf", &t 1);
3425 printf("Enter second amplitude term, A 2: \n");
3426 scanf("%lf", &A 2);
3427 printf("Enter second decay term, t 2: \n");
3428 scanf("%lf", &t 2);
3429 printf("You entered %lf for y 0, %lf for A 1, %lf for t 1, %lf for A 2, and %lf for t 2.\
↪→ n\n", y 0, A 1, t 1, A 2, t 2);
3430 printf("Enter percentage of FLWA by volume of total concrete mixture (as a decimal): \n")
↪→ ;
3431 scanf("%lf", &volFLWA);
3432 printf("Volume of FLWA is %lf percent of total concrete mixture.\n", volFLWA * 100.0);
3433 printf("Enter SSD moisture pecentage of FLWA (as a decimal): \n");
3434 scanf("%lf", &volSSDFLWA);
3435 printf("The FLWA has an SSD moisture content of %lf.\n", volSSDFLWA * 100);
3436 }
3437 printf("Enter max. # of diffusion steps per cycle (500) \n");
3438 scanf("%d", &ntimes);
3439 printf("%d \n", ntimes);
3440 printf("Enter nuc. prob. and scale factor for CH nucleation \n");
3441 scanf("%lf %lf", &pnucch, &pscalech);
3442 printf("%lf %lf \n", pnucch, pscalech);
3443 printf("Enter nuc. prob. and scale factor for gypsum nucleation \n");
3444 scanf("%lf %lf", &pnucgyp, &pscalegyp);
3445 printf("%lf %lf \n", pnucgyp, pscalegyp);
3446 printf("Enter nuc. prob. and scale factor for C3AH6 nucleation \n");
3447 scanf("%lf %lf", &pnuchg, &pscalehg);
3448 printf("%lf %lf \n", pnuchg, pscalehg);
3449 printf("Enter nuc. prob. and scale factor for FH3 nucleation \n");
3450 scanf("%lf %lf", &pnucfh3, &pscalefh3);
3451 printf("%lf %lf \n", pnucfh3, pscalefh3);
3452 printf("Enter cycle frequency for checking pore space percolation \n");
3453 scanf("%d", &burnfreq);
3454 printf("%d\n", burnfreq);
3455 printf("Enter cycle frequency for checking percolation of solids (set) \n");
3456 scanf("%d", &setfreq);
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3457 printf("%d\n", setfreq);
3458 printf("Enter cycle frequency for checking hydration of particles \n");
3459 scanf("%d", &phydfreq);
3460 printf("%d\n", phydfreq);
3461 printf("Enter cycle frequency for outputting hydrating microstructure \n");
3462 scanf("%d", &outfreq);
3463 printf("THIS VALUE HAS BEEN TEMPORARILY HARD-CODED TO 100!\n");
3464 /* Parameters for adiabatic temperature rise calculation */
3465 printf("Enter the induction time in hours \n");
3466 scanf("%lf", &ind time);
3467 printf("%lf \n", ind time);
3468 time cur += ind time;
3469 printf("Enter the initial temperature in degrees Celsius \n");
3470 scanf("%lf", &temp 0);
3471 printf("%lf \n", temp 0);
3472 temp cur = temp 0;
3473 printf("Enter the ambient temperature in degrees Celsius \n");
3474 scanf("%lf", &T ambient);
3475 printf("%lf \n", T ambient);
3476 printf("Enter the overall heat transfer coefficient in J/g/C/s \n");
3477 scanf("%lf", &U coeff);
3478 printf("%lf \n", U coeff);
3479 printf("Enter apparent activation energy for hydration in kJ/mole \n");
3480 scanf("%lf", &E act);
3481 printf("%lf \n", E act);
3482 printf("Enter apparent activation energy for pozzolanic reactions in kJ/mole \n");
3483 scanf("%lf", &E act pozz);
3484 printf("%lf \n", E act pozz);
3485 printf("Enter apparent activation energy for slag reactions in kJ/mole \n");
3486 scanf("%lf", &E act slag);
3487 printf("%lf \n", E act slag);
3488 printf("Enter kinetic factor to convert cycles to time for 25 C \n");
3489 scanf("%lf", &beta);
3490 printf("%lf \n", beta);
3491 printf("Enter mass fraction of aggregate in concrete \n");
3492 scanf("%lf", &mass agg);
3493 printf("%lf \n", mass agg);
3494 printf("Hydration under 0) isothermal, 1) adiabatic or 2) programmed temperature history
↪→ conditions \n");
3495 scanf("%d", &adiaflag);
3496 printf("%d \n", adiaflag);
3497 if (adiaflag == 2){
3498 thfile = fopen("temphist.dat", "r");
3499 fscanf(thfile, "%lf %lf %lf %lf", &thtimelo, &thtimehi, &thtemplo, &thtemphi);
3500 printf("%lf %lf %lf %lf\n", thtimelo, thtimehi, thtemplo, thtemphi);
3501 }
3502 printf("CSH to pozzolanic CSH 0) prohibited or 1) allowed \n");
3503 scanf("%d", &csh2flag);
3504 printf("%d \n", csh2flag);
3505 printf("CH precipitation on aggregate surfaces 0) prohibited or 1) allowed \n");
3506 scanf("%d", &chflag);
3507 printf("%d \n", chflag);
3508 printf("Number of slices in hydration movie \n");
3509 scanf("%d", &nummovsl);
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3510 printf("%d \n", nummovsl);
3511 nmovstep = 1;
3512 if (nummovsl>0){
3513 nmovstep = ncyc / nummovsl;
3514 if (nmovstep<1){ nmovstep = 1; }
3515 }
3516 printf("Dissolution bias factor for one-pixel particles \n");
3517 scanf("%lf", &onepixelbias);
3518 printf("%lf\n", onepixelbias);
3519 printf("Enter number of cycles before executing total resaturation \n");
3520 scanf("%d", &resatcyc);
3521 printf("%d\n", resatcyc);
3522 printf("Enter choice for C-S-H geometry 0) random or 1) plates \n");
3523 scanf("%d", &cshgeom);
3524 printf("%d \n", cshgeom);
3525 printf("Does pH influence hydration kinetics 0) no or 1) yes \n");
3526 scanf("%d", &pHactive);
3527 printf("%d\n", pHactive);
3528 printf("WARNING: ALKALI VALUES HAVE BEEN HARD-CODED DUE TO #DEN ERRORS!\n");
3529 printf("Total Sodium: %f\n", totsodium);
3530 printf("Total Potassium: %f\n", totpotassium);
3531 printf("Readily-Soluble Sodium: %f\n", rssodium);
3532 printf("Readily-Soluble Potassium: %f\n", rspotassium);
3533 fflush(stdout);
3534 sprintf(heatname, "%s.heat.%d.%d.%1d%1d%1d", fileroot, ncyc, (int)temp 0, csh2flag, adiaflag,
↪→ sealed);
3535 sprintf(moviename, "%s.mov.%d.%d.%1d%1d%1d", fileroot, ncyc, (int)temp 0, csh2flag, adiaflag,
↪→ sealed);
3536 sprintf(chshrname, "%s.chs.%d.%d.%1d%1d%1d", fileroot, ncyc, (int)temp 0, csh2flag, adiaflag,
↪→ sealed);
3537 sprintf(adianame, "%s.adi.%d.%d.%1d%1d%1d", fileroot, ncyc, (int)temp 0, csh2flag, adiaflag,
↪→ sealed);
3538 sprintf(parname, "%s.par.%d.%d.%1d%1d%1d", fileroot, ncyc, (int)temp 0, csh2flag, adiaflag,
↪→ sealed);
3539 /* Store filename for pH file and initialize with column headings */
3540 sprintf(pHname, "%s.phv.%d.%d.%1d%1d%1d", fileroot, ncyc, (int)temp 0, csh2flag, adiaflag,
↪→ sealed);
3541 /* pHfile=fopen(pHname,"w");
3542 fprintf(pHfile,"Cycle time(h) alpha mass pH sigma [Na+] [K+] [Ca++] [SO4--] activityCa
↪→ activityOH activitySO4 activityK molesSyngenite\n");
3543 fclose(pHfile); */
3544 sprintf(fileo, "%s.img.%d.%d.%1d%1d%1d", fileroot, ncyc, (int)temp 0, csh2flag, adiaflag,
↪→ sealed);
3545 sprintf(phname, "%s.pha.%d.%d.%1d%1d%1d", fileroot, ncyc, (int)temp 0, csh2flag, adiaflag,
↪→ sealed);
3546 sprintf(ppsname, "%s.pps.%d.%d.%1d%1d%1d", fileroot, ncyc, (int)temp 0, csh2flag, adiaflag,
↪→ sealed);
3547 /* Store parameters input in parameter file */
3548
3549 /* Retained for legacy use, not neccessary for Windows 8.1 */
3550 //sprintf(cmdnew, "cp disrealnew.out %s", parname);
3551 //system(cmdnew);
3552
3553 if (burnfreq <= ncyc){
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3554 ptmpfile = fopen(ppsname, "w");
3555 fprintf(ptmpfile, "Cycle time(h) alpha mass conn por total por frac conn\n");
3556 fclose(ptmpfile);
3557 }
3558 sprintf(ptsnameFIX, "%s.pts.%d.%d.%1d%1d%1d", fileroot, ncyc, (int)temp 0, csh2flag, adiaflag
↪→ , sealed);
3559 if (setfreq <= ncyc){
3560 ptmpfile = fopen(ptsnameFIX, "w");
3561 fprintf(ptmpfile, "Cycle time(h) alpha mass conn solid total solid frac conn\n");
3562 fclose(ptmpfile);
3563 }
3564 sprintf(phrname, "%s.phr.%d.%d.%1d%1d%1d", fileroot, ncyc, (int)temp 0, csh2flag, adiaflag,
↪→ sealed);
3565
3566
3567 krate = exp(-(1000.*E act / 8.314)*((1. / (temp cur + 273.15)) - (1. / 298.15)));
3568 /* Determine pozzolanic and slag reaction rate constants */
3569 kpozz = exp(-(1000.*E act pozz / 8.314)*((1. / (temp cur + 273.15)) - (1. / 298.15)));
3570 kslag = exp(-(1000.*E act slag / 8.314)*((1. / (temp cur + 273.15)) - (1. / 298.15)));
3571 /* Update probability of pozzolanic reaction */
3572 /* based on ratio of pozzolanic reaction rate to hydration rate */
3573 ppozz = PPOZZ*kpozz / krate;
3574 /* Assume same holds for dissolution of fly ash phases */
3575 disprob[ASG] = disbase[ASG] * kpozz / krate;
3576 disprob[CAS2] = disbase[CAS2] * kpozz / krate;
3577 /* Update probability of slag dissolution */
3578 disprob[SLAG] = slagreact*disbase[SLAG] * kslag / krate;
3579 printf("%s\n", adianame);
3580 fflush(stdout);
3581 adiafile = fopen(adianame, "w");
3582 fprintf(adiafile, "Time(h) Temperature Alpha Krate Cp now Mass cem kpozz/khyd kslag/khyd
↪→ \n");
3583 /* Set initial properties of CSH */
3584 molarvcsh[0] = molarv[CSH];
3585 watercsh[0] = waterc[CSH];
3586 /* Determine surface counts */
3587 measuresurf();
3588
3589 if (evapflag == 1){
3590 evapfile = fopen("EvaporationData.dat", "w");
3591 fprintf(evapfile, "This file contains evaporation data.\nnEvap Cur is the total number of
↪→ voxels that were evaporated during the cycle.\nnEvapCuml. is the running total of
↪→ voxels evaporated.\n RX Depth and RX Evap are the depth and number of voxels
↪→ evaporated for pores of radius X microns.\n");
3592 fprintf(evapfile, "Cycle\t System Time (h)\t Time St. Evap (h)\t R8 Depth (um)\t R8 Evap\
↪→ t R7 Depth (um)\t R7 Evap\t R6 Depth (um)\t R6 Evap\t R5 Depth (um)\t R5 Evap\t R4
↪→ Depth (um)\t R4 Evap\t R3 Depth (um)\t R3 Evap\t R2 Depth (um)\t R2 Evap\t R1
↪→ Depth (um)\t R1 Evap\t FLWA Add. Amount\t Burn Count\t Evap Cur\t nEvap Cuml.\n");
3593 fflush(evapfile);
3594 }
3595 else{
3596 evapfile = fopen("EvaporationData.dat", "w");
3597 fprintf(evapfile, "YOU DID NOT SELECT EVAPORATION. THIS FILE IS INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK.
↪→ ");
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3598 fflush(evapfile);
3599 fclose(evapfile);
3600 }
3601
3602 for (icyc = 1; icyc <= ncyc; icyc++){
3603 if ((sealed == 1) && (icyc == (resatcyc + 1)) && (resatcyc != 0)){
3604 resaturate();
3605 sealed = 0;
3606 }
3607 if (temp cur <= 80.0){
3608 molarvcsh[icyc] = molarv[CSH] - 8.0*((temp cur - 20.) / (80. - 20.));
3609 watercsh[icyc] = waterc[CSH] - 1.3*((temp cur - 20.) / (80. - 20.));
3610 }
3611 else{
3612 molarvcsh[icyc] = molarv[CSH] - 8.0;
3613 watercsh[icyc] = waterc[CSH] - 1.3;
3614 }
3615 if (icyc == ncyc){ cycflag = 1; }
3616 printf("Calling dissolve \n");
3617 fflush(stdout);
3618 dissolve(icyc);
3619 printf("Number dissolved this pass- %ld total diffusing- %ld \n", nmade, ngoing);
3620 fflush(stdout);
3621 if (icyc == 1){
3622 printf("ncsbar is %ld netbar is %ld \n", ncsbar, netbar);
3623 }
3624 hydrate(cycflag, ntimes, pnucch, pscalech, pnuchg, pscalehg, pnucfh3, pscalefh3, pnucgyp,
↪→ pscalegyp);
3625 printf("Returned from hydrate \n");
3626 fflush(stdout);
3627 //antsID.assign(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ, -2);
3628 //antsBirth.assign(SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY*SYSSIZEZ, -2);
3629 temp 0 = temp cur;
3630 /* Handle adiabatic case first */
3631 /* Cement + aggregate +water + filler=1; that's all there is */
3632 mass cement = 1. - mass agg - mass fill - mass water - mass CH;
3633 mass cem now = mass cement;
3634 if (adiaflag == 1){
3635 /* determine heat capacity of current mixture, */
3636 /* accounting for imbibed water if necessary */
3637 if (sealed == 1){
3638 Cp now = mass agg*Cp agg;
3639 Cp now += Cp pozz*mass fill;
3640 Cp now += Cp cement*mass cement;
3641 Cp now += Cp CH*mass CH;
3642 Cp now += (Cp h2o*mass water - alpha cur*WN*mass cement*(Cp h2o - Cp bh2o));
3643 mass cem now = mass cement;
3644 }
3645 /* Else need to account for extra capillary water drawn in */
3646 /* Basis is WCHSH(0.06) g H2O per gram cement for chemical shrinkage */
3647 /* Need to adjust mass basis to account for extra imbibed H2O */
3648 else{
3649 mass cur = 1. + WCHSH*mass cement*alpha cur;
3650 Cp now = mass agg*Cp agg / mass cur;
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3651 Cp now += Cp pozz*mass fill / mass cur;
3652 Cp now += Cp cement*mass cement / mass cur;
3653 Cp now += Cp CH*mass CH / mass cur;
3654 Cp now += (Cp h2o*mass water - alpha cur*WN*mass cement*(Cp h2o - Cp bh2o));
3655 Cp now += (WCHSH*Cp h2o*alpha cur*mass cement);
3656 mass cem now = mass cement / mass cur;
3657 }
3658 /* Determine rate constant based on Arrhenius expression */
3659 /* Recall that temp cur is in degrees Celsius */
3660 krate = exp(-(1000.*E act / 8.314)*((1. / (temp cur + 273.15)) - (1. / 298.15)));
3661 /* Determine pozzolanic and slag reaction rate constant */
3662 kpozz = exp(-(1000.*E act pozz / 8.314)*((1. / (temp cur + 273.15)) - (1. / 298.15)))
↪→ ;
3663 kslag = exp(-(1000.*E act slag / 8.314)*((1. / (temp cur + 273.15)) - (1. / 298.15)))
↪→ ;
3664 /* Update probability of pozzolanic and slag reactions */
3665 /* based on ratio of pozzolanic (slag) reaction rate to hydration rate */
3666 ppozz = PPOZZ*kpozz / krate;
3667 disprob[ASG] = disbase[ASG] * kpozz / krate;
3668 disprob[CAS2] = disbase[CAS2] * kpozz / krate;
3669 disprob[SLAG] = slagreact*disbase[SLAG] * kslag / krate;
3670
3671 /* Update temperature based on heat generated and current Cp */
3672 if (mass cem now>0.01){
3673 temp cur = temp 0 + mass cem now*heat cf*(heat new - heat old) / Cp now;
3674 }
3675 else{
3676 temp cur = temp 0 + mass fill pozz*heat cf*(heat new - heat old) / Cp now;
3677
3678 }
3679 /* Update system temperature due to heat loss/gain to/from */
3680 /* surroundings (semi-adiabatic case) */
3681 temp cur -= (temp cur - T ambient)*time step*U coeff / Cp now;
3682 }
3683 else if (adiaflag == 2){
3684 /* Update system temperature based on current time */
3685 /* and requested temperature history */
3686 while ((time cur>thtimehi) && (!feof(thfile))){
3687 fscanf(thfile, "%lf %lf %lf %lf", &thtimelo, &thtimehi, &thtemplo, &thtemphi);
3688 printf("New temperature history values : \n");
3689 printf("%lf %lf %lf %lf\n", thtimelo, thtimehi, thtemplo, thtemphi);
3690 }
3691 if ((thtimehi - thtimelo)>0.0){
3692 temp cur = thtemplo + (thtemphi - thtemplo)*(time cur - thtimelo) / (thtimehi -
↪→ thtimelo);
3693 }
3694 else{
3695 temp cur = thtemplo;
3696 }
3697 krate = exp(-(1000.*E act / 8.314)*((1. / (temp cur + 273.15)) - (1. / 298.15)));
3698 kpozz = exp(-(1000.*E act pozz / 8.314)*((1. / (temp cur + 273.15)) - (1. / 298.15)))
↪→ ;
3699 kslag = exp(-(1000.*E act slag / 8.314)*((1. / (temp cur + 273.15)) - (1. / 298.15)))
↪→ ;
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3700 ppozz = PPOZZ*kpozz / krate;
3701 disprob[ASG] = disbase[ASG] * kpozz / krate;
3702 disprob[CAS2] = disbase[CAS2] * kpozz / krate;
3703 disprob[SLAG] = slagreact*disbase[SLAG] * kslag / krate;
3704 }
3705 /* Update time based on simple numerical integration */
3706 /* simulating maturity approach */
3707 /* with parabolic kinetics (Knudsen model) */
3708 if (cyccnt>1){
3709 time cur += (2.*(double)(cyccnt - 1) - 1.0)*beta / krate;
3710 time step = (2.*(double)(cyccnt - 1) - 1.0)*beta / krate;
3711 }
3712 fprintf(adiafile, "%lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf\n", time cur, temp cur,
3713 alpha cur, krate, Cp now, mass cem now, kpozz / krate, kslag / krate);
3714 fflush(adiafile);
3715
3716
3717 /* Now handle the drying and self-desiccation here */
3718 /* This also assumes that the mix remains saturated until drying */
3719 if (evapflag == 1 && time cur>start drying)
3720 {
3721 /* Since evaporation will always occur when time cur is greater, not equal to,
↪→ start drying */
3722 /* there is no need to worry about a negative t cur value */
3723 t cur = time cur - start drying;
3724 //mass loss cur = (m u * t cur) / (t m + t cur);
3725 mass loss cur = -(y 0 + A 1*exp(-t cur / t 1) + A 2*exp(-t cur / t 2))*starting mass[
↪→ mix number];
3726 printf("t cur: %lf \t time cur: %lf \t start drying: %lf \t mass loss cur: %lf \n",
↪→ t cur, time cur, start drying, mass loss cur);
3727 //Check to see if FLWA particles have emptied, if not, remain at saturated conditions
3728 /* Number of evaporated voxels is calculated by calculating the mass loss during one
↪→ cycle */
3729 /* and dividing that by the surface area of a free shrinkage beam 98420000000 umˆ2
↪→ and then */
3730 /* multiplying that number by the surface area exposed in the sim. */
3731 /* The conversion of this mass loss rate to a volume loss rate cancels out the huge
↪→ conversion*/
3732 /* between mˆ2 and umˆ2.*/
3733 if (!mass flag)
3734 {
3735 mass loss prev = mass loss cur;
3736 mass loss evap = mass loss cur;
3737 mass flag = 1;
3738 }
3739 else
3740 {
3741 mass loss evap = mass loss cur - mass loss prev;
3742 mass loss prev = mass loss cur;
3743 }
3744 fprintf(evapfile, "%d\t%lf\t%lf\t", icyc, time cur, t cur);
3745 fflush(evapfile);
3746 nevap = ceil(((((mass loss evap) / (98420000000)) * (SYSSIZEX*SYSSIZEY)) * 1E12)); //
↪→ 1E12 magic is converting from mL to umˆ3
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3747 printf("mass loss evap: %lf \n", mass loss evap);
3748 printf("Numbers to be evaporated and self-desiccated are %ld and %ld \n", nevap,
↪→ poretodo);
3749 fflush(stdout);
3750
3751
3752 if ((nevap>0) | | (poretodo>0))
3753 {
3754 ndriedtot = drypass(nevap, evapfile, volFLWA, volSSDFLWA);
3755 }
3756 if (ndriedtot != 0){ evaptot += ndriedtot; }
3757 fprintf(evapfile, "%d\t%d\n", ndriedtot, evaptot);
3758 fflush(evapfile);
3759 printf("Number evaporated this cycle is %ld for a total of %ld \n", ndriedtot,
↪→ evaptot);
3760 fflush(stdout);
3761 }
3762
3763 gsratio2 = 0.0;
3764 gsratio2 += (double)(count1[CH] + count1[CSH] + count1[C3AH6] + count1[ETTR]);
3765 gsratio2 += (double)(count1[POZZCSH] + count1[SLAGCSH] + count1[FH3] + count1[AFM] +
↪→ count1[ETTRC4AF]);
3766 gsratio2 += (double)(count1[FREIDEL] + count1[STRAT] + count1[ABSGYP] + count1[AFMC]);
3767 gsratio2 = (gsratio2) / (gsratio2 + (double)(count1[POROSITY] + count1[EMPTYP]));
3768 heatfile = fopen(heatname, "a");
3769 if (w to c != 0.0){
3770 fprintf(heatfile, "%d %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf \n",
3771 cyccnt - 1, time cur, alpha, alpha cur, heat new*heat cf, gsratio2, ((0.68*
↪→ alpha cur) / (0.32*alpha cur + w to c)));
3772 }
3773 else{
3774 fprintf(heatfile, "%d %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf \n",
3775 cyccnt - 1, time cur, alpha, alpha cur, heat new*heat cf, gsratio2, 0.0);
3776 }
3777 fclose(heatfile);
3778 chsfile = fopen(chshrname, "a");
3779 fprintf(chsfile, "%d %lf %lf %lf\n",
3780 cyccnt - 1, time cur, alpha cur, chs new);
3781 fclose(chsfile);
3782 pHpred();
3783 printf("Returned from call to pH \n");
3784 fflush(stdout);
3785 /* Check percolation of pore space */
3786 /* Note that first variable passed corresponds to phase to check */
3787 /* Could easily add calls to check for percolation of CH, CSH, etc. */
3788 if (((icyc % burnfreq) == 0) && ((porefl1 + porefl2 + porefl3) != 0)){
3789 porefl1 = burn3d(0, 1, 0, 0);
3790 porefl2 = burn3d(0, 0, 1, 0);
3791 porefl3 = burn3d(0, 0, 0, 1);
3792 /* Switch to self-desiccating conditions when porosity */
3793 /* disconnects */
3794 if (((porefl1 + porefl2 + porefl3) == 0) && (sealed == 0)){
3795 water off = water left;
3796 pore off = countkeep;
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3797 sealed = 1;
3798 printf("Switching to self-desiccating at cycle %d \n", cyccnt);
3799 fflush(stdout);
3800 }
3801 }
3802 /* Check percolation of solids (set point) */
3803 if (((icyc%setfreq) == 0) && (setflag == 0)){
3804 sf1 = burnset(1, 0, 0);
3805 sf2 = burnset(0, 1, 0);
3806 sf3 = burnset(0, 0, 1);
3807 setflag = sf1*sf2*sf3;
3808 }
3809
3810
3811 /* Check hydration of particles */
3812 if ((icyc%phydfreq) == 0){
3813 parthyd();
3814 }
3815
3816 /* Output complete microstructure every outfreq cycles */
3817 /*if ((icyc%200) == 0)
3818 {
3819 sprintf(micname, "%s.ima.%d.%d.%1d%1d%1d", fileroot, icyc, (int)temp 0, csh2flag,
↪→ adiaflag, sealed);
3820 micfile = fopen(micname, "w");
3821
3822 micIT = mic.begin();
3823 for (micIT; micIT != mic.end(); micIT++){
3824 pixtmp = *micIT;
3825 if (pixtmp == DIFFCSH){
3826 pixtmp = CSH;
3827 }
3828 else if (pixtmp == DIFFANH){
3829 pixtmp = ANHYDRITE;
3830 }
3831 else if (pixtmp == DIFFHEM){
3832 pixtmp = HEMIHYD;
3833 }
3834 else if (pixtmp == DIFFGYP){
3835 pixtmp = GYPSUM;
3836 }
3837 else if (pixtmp == DIFFCACL2){
3838 pixtmp = CACL2;
3839 }
3840 else if (pixtmp == DIFFCACO3){
3841 pixtmp = CACO3;
3842 }
3843 else if (pixtmp == DIFFCAS2){
3844 pixtmp = CAS2;
3845 }
3846 else if (pixtmp == DIFFAS){
3847 pixtmp = ASG;
3848 }
3849 else if (pixtmp == DIFFETTR){
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3850 pixtmp = ETTR;
3851 }
3852 else if (pixtmp == DIFFC3A){
3853 pixtmp = C3A;
3854 }
3855 else if (pixtmp == DIFFC4A){
3856 pixtmp = C3A;
3857 }
3858 else if (pixtmp == DIFFFH3){
3859 pixtmp = FH3;
3860 }
3861 else if (pixtmp == DIFFCH){
3862 pixtmp = CH;
3863 }
3864 fprintf(micfile, "%d\n", pixtmp);
3865 }
3866
3867 fclose(micfile);
3868 }*/
3869 }
3870 /* Last call to dissolve to terminate hydration */
3871 dissolve(0);
3872 /* Check percolation of pore space */
3873 /* Note that first variable passed corresponds to phase to check */
3874 /* Could easily add calls to check for percolation of CH, CSH, etc. */
3875 if ((burnfreq != 0) && (burnfreq <= ncyc) && ((porefl1 + porefl2 + porefl3) != 0)){
3876 porefl1 = burn3d(0, 1, 0, 0);
3877 porefl2 = burn3d(0, 0, 1, 0);
3878 porefl3 = burn3d(0, 0, 0, 1);
3879 }
3880 /* Check percolation of solids (set point) */
3881 if ((setfreq != 0) && (setfreq <= ncyc)){
3882 setflag = burnset(1, 0, 0);
3883 setflag += burnset(0, 1, 0);
3884 setflag += burnset(0, 0, 1);
3885 }
3886
3887 /* Output last lines of heat and chemical shrinkage files */
3888 if (cyccnt>1){
3889 time cur += (2.*(double)cyccnt - 1.0)*beta / krate;
3890 time step = (2.*(double)cyccnt - 1.0)*beta / krate;
3891 }
3892 fprintf(adiafile, "%lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf\n", time cur, temp cur,
3893 alpha cur, krate, Cp now, mass cem now, kpozz / krate, kslag / krate);
3894 fflush(adiafile);
3895 fclose(adiafile);
3896 gsratio2 = 0.0;
3897 gsratio2 += (double)(count1[CH] + count1[CSH] + count1[C3AH6] + count1[ETTR]);
3898 gsratio2 += (double)(count1[POZZCSH] + count1[SLAGCSH] + count1[FH3] + count1[AFM] + count1[
↪→ ETTRC4AF]);
3899 gsratio2 += (double)(count1[FREIDEL] + count1[STRAT] + count1[ABSGYP] + count1[AFMC]);
3900 gsratio2 = (gsratio2) / (gsratio2 + (double)(count1[POROSITY] + count1[EMPTYP]));
3901 heatfile = fopen(heatname, "a");
3902 fprintf(heatfile, "%d %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf\n",
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3903 cyccnt, time cur, alpha, alpha cur, heat new*heat cf, gsratio2, ((0.68*alpha cur) /
↪→ (0.32*alpha cur + w to c)));
3904 fclose(heatfile);
3905 chsfile = fopen(chshrname, "a");
3906 fprintf(chsfile, "%d %lf %lf %lf\n",
3907 cyccnt, time cur, alpha cur, ((double)(count1[EMPTYP] + count1[POROSITY] - water left)*
↪→ heat cf / 1000.));
3908 fclose(chsfile);
3909 cyccnt += 1;
3910 pHpred();
3911 printf("Final count1 for ncshplategrow is %ld \n", ncshplategrow);
3912 printf("Final count1 for ncshplateinit is %ld \n", ncshplateinit);
3913 /* Output final microstructure if desired */
3914 outfile = fopen(fileo, "w");
3915
3916 micIT = mic.begin();
3917
3918 for (micIT; micIT != mic.end(); micIT++){
3919 fprintf(outfile, "%d\n", *micIT);
3920 }
3921 fclose(evapfile);
3922 fclose(outfile);
3923 time t timeend;
3924 time(&timeend);
3925 printf("\n\nTOTAL SIMULATION TIME IN SECONDS: %d", timeend - timebeg);
3926 }
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Appendix J
Source Code for HP3497A
Below is the source code used to obtain strain measurements for the creep specimens utilizing a HP3497A
digital multimeter. The code must be compiled with a C++ compiler and only works on Windows. It would
be trivial to modify the code to work on other operating systems with serial ports.
1 /*
2 The MIT License(MIT)
3
4 Copyright(c) 2015 Armen Amirkhanian
5
6 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
7 of this software and associated documentation files(the "Software"), to deal
8 in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
9 to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and / or sell
10 copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
11 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions :
12
13 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
14 copies or substantial portions of the Software.
15
16 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
17 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
18 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
19 AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
20 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
21 OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
22 SOFTWARE.
23 */
24 #include <windows.h>
25 #include <iostream>
26 #include <fstream>
27 #include <string>
28 #include <exception>
29 #include <stdlib.h>
30
31 // sleep() is used because this program is not resource intensive and a simple and changeable
↪→ timer function was needed
32
33 //Make serial port handle global
34 HANDLE HP3497A;
35 DCB HP3497AParams = {0};
36
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37 double GetVoltage(char command[]){
38 char received[15] = {0};
39 DWORD bytesWrite = 0;
40 DWORD bytesRead = 0;
41
42 WriteFile(HP3497A,command,5,&bytesWrite,NULL);
43 Sleep(250);//250 seems to work, can change if it is too slow, but may encounter read errors
44 ReadFile(HP3497A,received,15,&bytesRead,NULL);
45 Sleep(10);
46
47 return atof(received);
48 }
49
50 void InitializeSerialPort(){
51
52 // COM port should be changed accordingly for each new system
53 HP3497A = CreateFile(L"COM1",GENERIC READ | GENERIC WRITE, 0,0, OPEN EXISTING,
↪→ FILE ATTRIBUTE NORMAL,0);
54 HP3497AParams.DCBlength = sizeof(HP3497AParams);
55
56 // Change according to the two DIP switches on the main board
57 GetCommState(HP3497A, &HP3497AParams);
58 HP3497AParams.BaudRate = CBR 9600;
59 HP3497AParams.ByteSize = 8;
60 HP3497AParams.StopBits = 1;
61 HP3497AParams.Parity = ODDPARITY;
62
63 COMMTIMEOUTS timeouts={0};
64 timeouts.ReadIntervalTimeout = 2000;
65 timeouts.ReadTotalTimeoutConstant = 2000;
66 timeouts.ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier = 10;
67 timeouts.WriteTotalTimeoutConstant = 2000;
68 timeouts.WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier = 10;
69 }
70
71 void DisplayHP3497AParameters(){
72
73 std::cout << " HP3497A COM PARAMETERS\n\n";
74 std::cout << "------Current Settings------\n";
75 std::cout << "Baud Rate: " << HP3497AParams.BaudRate << "\n";
76 std::cout << "Byte Size: " << (int)HP3497AParams.ByteSize << "\n";
77 std::cout << "Stop Bits: " << (int)HP3497AParams.StopBits << "\n";
78 std::cout << " Parity: " << (int)HP3497AParams.Parity << "\n";
79 std::cout << "----------------------------\n\n\n";
80 }
81
82 void GetSetHeader(std::ofstream& output file, std::string file name, int num channels){
83 try{
84 output file.open(file name);
85 }
86 catch(std::ofstream::failure e){
87 std::cout << "File creation failed. Ensure you have write permission in this directory!\n
↪→ ";
88 exit(EXIT FAILURE);
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89 }
90
91 output file << "HP3497A Strain Output Program\n";
92 output file << "Coding by Armen Amirkhanian\n";
93 output file << "All strain values are calculated as unreferenced values. You have to manually
↪→ reference them to an unstrained state if desired.\n";
94 output file << "NOT MEANT FOR HIGH-SPEED/DYNAMIC MEAUREMENTS\n";
95 output file << "Column headers correspond to channel designations in the 3497A. Refer to
↪→ instruction manual for clarification.\n";
96 output file << " HP3497A COM PARAMETERS\n\n";
97 output file << "------Current Settings------\n";
98 output file << "Baud Rate: " << HP3497AParams.BaudRate << "\n";
99 output file << "Byte Size: " << (int)HP3497AParams.ByteSize << "\n";
100 output file << "Stop Bits: " << (int)HP3497AParams.StopBits << "\n";
101 output file << " Parity: " << (int)HP3497AParams.Parity << "\n";
102 output file << "----------------------------\n\n\n";
103 output file << "Approximate voltage of Slot 0 Excitation: " << GetVoltage("AI10\r") << "\n";
104 output file << "Approximate voltage of Slot 1 Excitation: " << GetVoltage("AI30\r") << "\n";
105 output file << "Approximate voltage of Slot 2 Excitation: " << GetVoltage("AI50\r") << "\n";
106 output file << "Reading\tVs(10)\tVg(0)\tVs(10)\tVg(1)\tVs(10)\tVg(2)\tVs(10)\tVg(3)\tVs(10)\
↪→ tVg(4)\tVs(10)\tVg(5)\tVs(10)\tVg(6)\tVs(10)\tVg(7)\tVs(10)\tVg(8)\tVs(10)\tVg(9)\tVs
↪→ (30)\tVg(20)\tVs(30)\tVg(21)\tVs(30)\tVg(22)\tVs(30)\tVg(23)\tVs(30)\tVg(24)\tVs(30)\
↪→ tVg(25)\tVs(50)\tVg(40)\tVs(50)\tVg(41)\n";
107
108 }
109
110 int main(){
111
112 std::ofstream output file;
113
114 int loadcal = 0;
115
116 InitializeSerialPort();
117 DisplayHP3497AParameters();
118
119 double Ve[10];
120 double Vss[10];
121 // loadcal is used to display the current load on the screen to assist with setup
122 // Recommended to compile two versions of this code with one having loadcal set to true
123 if(loadcal == 1){
124 while (loadcal<10){
125 double LC1 = GetVoltage("AI40\r");
126 double LC2 = GetVoltage("AI41\r");
127 double V = GetVoltage("AI50\r");
128 system("cls");
129 std::cout << (521141*LC1*V-3506.1) << "\t" << (-570758*LC2*V+4298.2);// These load
↪→ factors must be recalculated for each new test
130 }
131 CloseHandle(HP3497A);
132 exit(0);
133 }
134
135 std::string file name;
136 double numData;
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137 int dummy = 0;
138
139 std::cout << "Enter a filename: ";
140 std::cin >> file name;
141 std::cout << "Record for how many days? ";
142 std::cin >> numData;
143
144 numData = numData * 24 * 60;
145
146 GetSetHeader(output file,file name,dummy);
147 int numChan = 18;
148
149 double *Vs = new double[numChan];
150 double *Vg = new double[numChan];
151 char *strchn[] = {"AI0\r", "AI1\r", "AI2\r", "AI3\r", "AI4\r", "AI5\r", "AI6\r", "AI7\r", "
↪→ AI8\r", "AI9\r", "AI20\r", "AI21\r", "AI22\r", "AI23\r", "AI24\r", "AI25\r", "AI40\r",
↪→ "AI41\r" };
152 char *strvlt[] = { "AI10\r", "AI30\r", "AI50\r" };
153 char **cyc;
154 size t n = sizeof strchn / sizeof *strchn;
155 int helper = 0;
156 int indexer = 0;
157
158 //If you just want an initial reading average, hard code numData to 10 or similar
159 //The section below must be coded to the particular setup used
160 for(int i = 0;i<numData;i++){
161 indexer = 0;
162 helper = 0;
163 for (cyc = strchn; cyc <= &strchn[n - 1];cyc++){
164 if (helper < 10){
165 Vs[indexer] = GetVoltage(strvlt[0]);
166 Vg[indexer] = GetVoltage(*cyc);
167 }
168 else if (helper > 9 && helper < 16){
169 Vs[indexer] = GetVoltage(strvlt[1]);
170 Vg[indexer] = GetVoltage(*cyc);
171 }
172 else if (helper > 15){
173 Vs[indexer] = GetVoltage(strvlt[2]);
174 Vg[indexer] = GetVoltage(*cyc);
175 }
176 helper++;
177 indexer++;
178 }
179
180 output file << i+1 << "\t";
181 for (int j = 0; j < numChan; j++){
182 output file << Vs[j] << "\t" << Vg[j] << "\t";
183 }
184 output file << "\n";
185 Sleep(60000);
186 }
187
188 CloseHandle(HP3497A);
257
189 }
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Appendix K
Input Files for CEMHYD3D
Below are the six input parameter sets used for the CEMHYD3D analyses in Chapter 3. These input
parameters do not work with the CEMHYD3D version available from NIST. They can only be used with
the modified CEMHYD3D contained in Appendix I.
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